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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.2
Open Item No. 1
T.S. Page 1-4

Definition of OPERABLE - The concern is how to interpret
technical specifications for OPERABILITY when an emergency or
normal power source is out-of-service. Previously, generic
specification 3.0.5 provided detailed guidance for determining
OPERABILITY for equipment when one source of power was
out-of-service. Basically, it prevented cascading of
inoperability down through the equipment powered by an emergency
bus with one inoperable source provided that the opposite train
is fully operable and that all support equipment for the affected
equipment is in service. The NRC draft specifications do not
contain 3.0.5 and it is not clear to us how the determination of
OPERABILITY will be affected. We would prefer that the
definition provided by 3.0.5 be reinserted. Our operators, STAs,
and engineers have expressed both concern and confusion over the
removal of 3.0.5. We consider this situation very significant.

In particular, does Action statement c cover the situation fully?
We think not. The action statements allow a normal or emergency
power source to be inoperable for up to 72 hours before shutdown
is required. Specifically, with a diesel inoperable would the
vital battery charger loaded on that particular train and
required by specification 3.8.2.1 be inoperable? Would we have
to perform 9 battery surveillance test? Is there any reason why
LCO 3.8.3.1 requires the electrical boards to be
energized but not OPERABLE?

Reference: Specification 3.0.5 from Sequoyah Nuclear Plant units
1 and 2.



3/4 LIMITITTNG CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

3/4.0 APPLICABILITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.0.1 Compliance with the Limiting Conditions for Operation contained in the

succeeding Specifications is required during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other

conditions specified therein; except that upon failure to meet the Limiting

Conditions for Operation, the associated ACTION requirements shall be met.

3.0.2 Noncompliance with a Specification shall exist when the requirements of

the Limiting Condition for Operation and associated ACTION requirements are

not met within the specified time intervals. If the Limiting Condition for

Operation is restored prior to expiration of the specified time intervals,

completion of the ACTION requirements is not required.

3.0.3 When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except as provided

in the associated ACTION requirements, within one hour action shall be initiated

to place the unit in a MODE in which the Specification does not apply by

placing it, as applicable, in:

1. At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,
2. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and

3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.

Where corrective measures are completed that permit operation under the ACTION

requirements, the ACTION may be taken in accordance with the specified time limits F

as measured from the time of failure to meet the Limiting Condition for Operation.

Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual Specifications.

3.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition shall not

be made unless the conditions for the Limiting Condition for Operation are met

without reliance on provisions contained in the ACTION requirements. This

provision shall not prevent passage through OPERATIONAL MODES as required to

comply with ACTION requirements. Exceptions to these requirements are stated

in the individual Specifications.

3.0.5 When a system, subsystem, train, component or device is determined to be

inoperable solely because its emergency power source is inoperable, or solely

because its normal power source is inoperable, it may be considered OPERABLE

for the purpose of satisfying the requirements of its applicable Limiting

Condition for Operation, provided: (1) its corresponding normal or emergency
power source is OPERABLE; and (2) all of its redundant system(s), subsystem(s),

train(s), component(s) and device(s) are OPERARLE, or likewise satisfy the

requirements of this Specification. Unless both conditions (1) and (2) are

satisified, within 2 hours action shall be initiated to place the unit in a

MODE in which the applicable Limiting Condition for Operation does not apply
by placing it as applicable in;

1. At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,

2. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and

3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.
This Specification is not applicable in MODES 5 or 6.
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APPLICABILITY

BASES

3.0.5 This specification delineates what additional conditions must be
satisfied to permit operation to continue, consistent with the ACTION
statements for power sources, when a normal or emergency power source is not
OPERABLE. It specifically prohibits operation when one division is inoperable
because its normal or emergency power source is inoperable and a system,
subsystem, train, component or device in another division is inoperable for
another reason.

The provisions of this specification permit the ACTION statements associated
with individual systems, subsystems, trains, components, or devices to be
consistent with the ACTION statements of the associated electrical power
source. It allows operation to be governed by the time limits of the ACTION
statement associated with the Limiting Condition for Operation for the normal
or emergency power source, not the individual ACTION statements for each
system, subsy3tem, train, component or device that is determined to be
inoperable solely because of the inoperability of its normal or emergency
power source.

For example, Specification 3.8.1.1 requires in part that four emergency diesel
generators be OPERABLE. The ACTION statement provides for a 72 hour out-of-
service time when one emergency diesel generator is not OPERABLE. If the
definition of OPERABLE were applied without consideration of Specification 3.0.5,
all systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices supplied by the inoperable
emergency power source would also be inoperable. This would dictate invoking

FP the applicable ACTION statements for each of the applicable Limiting Conditions
for Operation. However, the provisions of Specification 3.0.5 permit the time
limits for continued operation to be consistent with the ACTION statement for
the inoperable emergency diesel generator instead, provided the other specified
conditions are satisfied. In this case, this would mean that the corresponding
normal power source must be OPERABLE, and all redundant systems, subsystems,
trains, components, and devices must be OPERABLE, or otherwise satisfy
Specification 3.0.5 (i.e., be capable of performing their design function and
have at least one normal or one emergency power source OPERABLE). If they are
not satisfied, action is required in accordance with this specification.

As a further example, Specification 3.8.1.1 requires in part that two
physcially independent circuits between the offsite transmission network and
the onsite Class IE distribution system be OPERABLE. The ACTION satement
provides a 24-hour out-of-service time when both required off5ite circuits are
not OPERABLE. If the definition of OPERABLE were applied without consideration
of Specification 3.0.5, all systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices
supplied by the inoperable normal power sources, both of the offsite circuits,
would also be inoperable. This would dictate invoking the applicable ACTION
statements for each of the applicable LCOs. However, the provisions of
Specification 3.0.5 permit the time limit for continued operation to be
consistent with the ACTION statement for th inoperable normal power sources

SEQUOYAH - UNIT 1 B 3/4 0-2 SEP 1 7 1980
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APPLICABILITY

EASES

instead, provided the other specified conditions are satisfied. In this case,
this would mean that for one division the emergency power source must be
OPERABLE (as must be the components supplied by the emergency power source)
and all redundant systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices in both
divisions must also be OPERABLE. If these conditions are not satisfied,
action is required in accordance with this specification.

In MODES 5 or 6, Specification 3.0.5 is not applicable, and thus the individual
ACTION statements for each applicable Limiting Condition for Operation in
these MODES must be adhered to.

4.0.1 This specification provides that surveillance activities necessary to
insure the Limiting Conditions for Operation are rmet and will be performed
during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other conditions for which the Limiting
Conditions for Operation are applicable. Provisions for additional surveillance
activities to be performed without regard to the applicable OPERATIONAL MODES
or other conditions are provided in the individual Surveillance Requirements.
Surveillance Requirements for Special Test Exceptions need only be performed
when the Special Test Exception is being utilized as an exception to an
individual Specification.

4.0.2 The provisions of this specification provide allowable tolerances for
performing surveillance activities beyond those specified in the nominal
surveillance interval. These tolerances are necessary to provide operational
flexibility because of scheduling and performance considerations. The phrase V:P

"at least" associated with a surveillance frequency does not negate this
allowable tolerance value and permits the performance of more frequent
surveillance activities.

The tolerance values, taken either individually or consecutively over 3 test
intervals, are sufficiently restrictive to ensure that the reliability associated
with the surveillance activity is not significantly degraded beyond that
obtained from the nominal specified interval.

4.0.3 The provisions of this specification set forth the criteria for
determination of compliance with the OPERABILITY requirements of the Limiting
Conditions for Operation. Under this criteria, equipment, systems or components
are assumed to be OPERABLE if the associated surveillance activities have been
satisfactorily performed within the specified time interval. Nothing in this
provision is to be construed as defining equipment, systems or components
OPERABLE, when such items are found or known to be inoperable although still
meeting the Surveillance Requirements.

SEP I 7 g980
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3/4 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERA.TION AND SURVE-LANCE REUIRE-MENTS

,0 APPLCABILITY

LI!,MITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.0.1 Compliance with the Limiting Conditions for Operation contained in the

succeeding Specifications is required during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other

conditions specified therein; except that upon failure to meet the Limiting
Conditions for Operation, the associated ACTION requirements shall be met.

3.0.2 Noncompliance with a Specification shall exist when the requirements of

the Limiting Condition for Operation and associated ACTION requirements are

not met within the specified time intervals. If the Limiting Conditions for

Operation is restored prior to expiration of the specified time intervals,
completion of the ACTION requirements is not required.

3.0.3 When a Limitina Condition for Operation is not net, except as provided
in tne associated ACTION requirements, within one hour action shall be initiated

to place the unit in a MODE in which the Soecification does not apply by
placing it, as applicable, in:

1. At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,
2. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and

3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.

Where corrective measures are completed that permit operation under the ACTION

requirements, the ACTION may be taken in accordance with the specified time

limits as measured from the time of failure to meet the Limiting Condition for

Operation. Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual
Specifications.

3.0.4 Entry Into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition shall not

be made unless the conditions for the Limiting Condition for Operation are met

without reliance on provisions contained in the ACTION requirements. This

provision shall not prevent passage through OPERATIONAL MODES as required to

comply with ACTION requirements. Exceptions to these requirements are stated
in the individual Specifications.

3. 0.5 When a system, subsystem, train, component or device is determined to

be inoperable solely because its emergency power source is inoperable, or

solely because its normal power source is inoperable, it may be considered

OPERABLE for the purpose of satisfying the requirements of its applicable

Limiting Condition for Operation, provided: (1) its corresponding normal or
emergency oower source is OPERABLE; and (2) all of its redundant system(s),
subsyste .' - .-omponent(s) and device(s) are OPERABLE, or likewise
satisfy tnhe uem,- s - - of this Specification. Unless both conditions (1) and

(2) are satisfied, within 2 hours action shall be initiated to place the unit
in a MODE in which the applicable Limiting Condition for Operation does not

apply by placing it as applicable in:
1. At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,
2. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and
3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.

This Specificati6n is not applicable in MODES 5 or 6.

SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2 3/4 0- 1



A LI CAST LI TY
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2.0.5 This specification delineates what additional conditions must be
satisfied to permit operation to continue, consistent with the ACTION state-
ments for power sources, when a normal or emergency power source is not OPERABLE.
It specifically prohibits operation when one division is inoperable because
its normal or emergency power source is inoperable and a system, subsystem,
train, component or device in another di-vision is inoperable for another
reason.

The provisions of this specification permit the ACTION statements associated
with individual systems, subsystems, trains, components, or devices to be
consistent with the ACTION statements of the associated electrical power
source. It allows operation to be governed by the time limits of the ACTION
statement associated with the Limiting Condition for Operation for the normal
or emergency power source, not the individual ACTION statements for each
system, subsystem, train, component or device that is determined to be
inoperable solely because of the inoperability of its normal or emergency
power source.

For example, Specification 3.8.1.1 requires in part that four emergency diesel
generators be OPERABLE. The ACT-ION statement provides for a 72 hour out-of-
service time when one emergency diesel generator is not OPERABLE. If the
definition of OPERABLE were applied without consideration of Specification 3.0.5, (
all systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices supplied by the inoperable
emergency power source would also be inoperable. This would dictate invoking
the applicable ACTION statements for each of the applicable Limiting Conditions
for Operation. However, the provisions of Specification 3.0.5 permit the time
limits for continued operation to be consistent with the ACTION statement for
the inoperable emergency diesel generator instead, provided the other specified
conditions are satisfied. In this case, this would mean that the corresponding
normal power source must be OPERABLE, and all redundant systems, subsystems,
trains, components, and devices must be OPERABLE, or otherwise satisfy Specifica-
tion 3.0.5 (i.e. , be capable of performing their design function and have at
least one normal or one emergency power source OPERABLE). If they are not
satisfied, action is required in accordance with this specification.

As a further example, Specification 3.8.1.1 requires in part that two physically
independent circuits between the offsite transmission network and the onsite
Class IE distribution system be OPERABLE. The ACTION statement provides a
24-hour out-of-service time when both required offsite circuits are not OPERABLE.
If the definition of OPERABLE were applied without consideration of Specifica-
tion 3.0.5, all systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices supplied
by the inoperable normal power sources, both of the offsite circuits, would
also be inoperable. This would dictate invoking the applicable ACTION statements
for each of the applicable LCOs. However, the provisions of Specification 3.0.5
permit the time limit for continued operation to be consistent with the ACTION
statement for the inoperable normal power sources instead, provided the other

* C'
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APPLICABILITY

BASES

3.0.5 (Continued)

specified conditions are satisfied. In this case, this would mean that for
one division the emergency power source must be OPERABLE ( as must be the
components supplied by the emergency power source) and all redundant systems,
subsystems, trains, components and devices in both divisions must also be

OPERABLE. If these conditions are not satisifed, action is required in
accordance with this specification.

In MODES 5 or 6, Specification 3.0.5 is not applicable, and thus the individual
ACTION statements for each applicable Limiting Condition for Operation in
these MODES must be adhered to.

4.0.1 This specification provides that surveillance activities necessary
to insure the Limiting Conditions for Operation are met and will be performed
during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other conditions for which the Limiting
Conditions for Operation are applicable. Provisions for additional surveil-
lance activities to be performed without regard to the applicable OPERATIONAL
MODES or other conditions are provided in the individual Surveillance Require-
ments. Surveillance Requirements for Special Test Exceptions need only be
performed when the Special Test Exception is being utilized as an exception to
an individual specification.

4.0.2 The provisions of this specification provide allowable tolerances
for performing surveillance activities beyond those specified in the nominal
surveillance interval. These tolerances are necessary to provide operational
flexibility because of scheduling and performance considerations. The phrase
"at least" associated with a surveillance frequency does not negate this
allowable tolerance value and permits the performance of more frequent
surveillance activities.

The tolerance values, taken either individually or consecutively over
3 test intervals, are sufficiently restrictive to ensure that the reliability
associated with the surveillance activity is not significantly degraded beyond
that obtained from the nominal specified interval.

4.0.3 The provisions of this specification set forth the criteria for
determination of compliance with the OPERABILITY requirements of the Limiting
Conditions for Operation. Under this criteria, equipment, systems or components
are assumed to be OPERABLE if the associated surveillance activities have been
satisfactorily performed within the specified time interval. Nothing in this
provision is to be construed as defining equipment, systems or components
OPERABLE, when such items are found or known to be inoperable although still
meeting the Surveillance Requirements.

SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2 B 3/4 0-3



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions D.3, D.14
Open Item Nos. 2, 28, 29, 31, 34, 35, 36, 226
T.S. Pages 1-4, 3/4 1-14, 3/4 1-15, 3/4 1-17, 3/4 1-18, 3/4 1-20,

3/4 1-21, B 3/4 1-3

Definition of REFERENCE POSITION - These specifications are being
revised to address NRC and plant concerns about the accuracy and
usefulness of the analog rod position indicators (ARPI). Our
proposal is based on the following:

1. Shutdown banks and control banks A and B positions need to be
known accurately in a very limited range near the top and
bottom of the core.

2. Control bank C and D positions need to be known accurately at
the bottom of the core and from somewhat below the full power
insertion limit to the top of the core.

3. Recognition that the ARPI is very temperature sensitive and
as such requires that immediate verification of the position
after rod movement be shifted from the ARPI to the group step
counters with subsequent verification, after temperature
equilibration, by the ARPI.

4. Detection of a misaligned rod is primarily limited to control
bank C and D and through the use of the REFERENCE POSITION.

REFERENCE POSITION for the shutdown banks and control banks A and
B permits the operator to verify that the control rods in these
banks are either fully withdrawn or fully inserted, the normal
operating modes for these banks. Knowledge of these bank
positions in these two areas satisfies all accident analysis
assumptions concerning their position. REFERENCE POSITION for
control banks C and D permits the operator to verify that the
control rods in these banks are either fully inserted or above
the full power insertion limit, the normal operating modes for
these banks. Comparison of the indicated analog rod position to
the calibration curve for the in between regions for all rods is
sufficient to allow determination that a control rod is indeed
misaligned from its bank. Comparison of the group demand
counters to the bank insertion limits with verification of rod
position with the analog rod position indicators, after thermal
equilibration after rod motion, is sufficient verification that
the control rods are above the insertion limits.

The proposed changes will decrease the number of LERs filed by
eliminating those LERs caused by the temperature sensitivity of
the ARPIs. It will also remove some problems associated with the
system.

W has discussed this approach with M. Dunefeld of the Core
Performance Branch (NRC) and found it to be acceptable.



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NOTE: The 'typical ARPI vs Group Demand' figure was drawn to
maximize the difference between the two readings. The
curve was purposely drawn through points (OARPI, 12 GD),
(42 ARPI, 30 GD), (162 ARPI, 150 GD), and (216 ARPI, 228
GD).

Reference: Letter from J. C. Miller (W) to B. J. Green dated
July 23, 1981. 'Revised Analog Rod Position
Indication System Technical Specifications.'

I



W DEFTNITIONS

RATED THERMAL POGWE!R

1.25 RATED THERMAL POWER shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to
the reactor coolant of 3411 MWt.

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME

1.26 The REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIM-E shal be the time interval from
when the monitored parameter exceeds its trip setpoint at the channel sensor
until loss of stationary gripper coil voltage.

hit REPORTASLE OCCURRENCE

1.27 A REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE shall be any of those conditions specified in
Specifications 6.S.1.12 and 6.9.1.13.

SHIELD BUILDING INTEGRITY

1.2;fiSHIELD BUILDING INTEGRITY shall exist when:

a. Each door in each access opening is closed except when the access
opening is being used for normal transit entry and exit, then at
least one door shall be closed,

b. The emergency gas treatment system is OPERABLE, and

c. The sealing mechanism associated with each penetration (e.g., welds,
bellows, or O-rings) is OPERABLE.

SHUTDOWN MARGIN
ED

1.2f SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be the instantaneous amount of reactivity by which
the reactor is subcritical or would be subcritical from its present condition
assuming all full length rod cluster assemblies (shutdown and control) are
fully inserted except for the single rod cluster assembly of highest reactivity
worth which is assumed to be fully withdrawn.

SLAVE RELAY TEST

1. f A SLAVE RELAY TEST shall be the energization of each slave relay and
verification of OPERABILITY of each relay. The SLAVE RELAY TEST shall include
a continuity check, as a minimum, of associated testable actuation devices.

SOLIDIFICATION

1.3? SOLIDIFICATION shall be the conversion of radioactive wastes from liquid
systems to a uniformly distributed, monolithic, immobilized solid with
definite volume and shape, bounded by a stable surface of distinct outline on
all sides (free-standing).

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 1-5



,'aoc vc-d cs-t-on Incci.crin System R'R-'iC- PO7ITiQN is deined -s
- -c- all 3hutdown Banks, Control Banks A and B, -

t*e; he oroup demand counter indicated position between 0 and Y..
30 steps withdrawn inclusive and between 200 and 228 steps v
w,: hdrawn inc usive.

- -or Control 2anks C and D; the croup demand counter indicated
Cs ItIon between 0 and 30 s tes withdrawn inclu sive and between
50 and 228 steps withdrawn incl-usive ,For the withdrawal range

o- 21 to 149 steps inclusive the REFERE7NCE PQOSTIQN shall be the K:
individual rod calibration cLr.ve notinn indicated analog rod L
position vs indicated group dnmand counter position.



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3'4. 1 . 3 Mi-OVABLE CONTROL ASSEM3LIES

GROUP HEIGHT

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.1 All full length (shutdown and control) rods shall be OPERABLE and
Dositioned within - 12 steDs (indicated position) oft-heir group step counter
demand positionk r4t / o p 0f, 0 g

______-_o c14pV,1 -,'o
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1* and 2*. 07

ACTION:

a. With one or more full length rods inoperable due to being immovable
as a result of excessive friction or mechanical interference or
known to be untrippable, determno th-t the 4 iJThu>JI IARUIN i9gUe
went cf ' ficatU 3. L.l. i; zati e wi thiF 1 hour :n- be in
HOT STANDBY within 6 hours. FAzrg 7POS1r1AI

b. With more than one ful 1 e gth rod inoperable or misaligned from the
group step countei, deind p'sitioe by more than ± 12 steps (indicated
position), be in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

c. With one full length rod trippable but inoperable due to causes
other than addressed by ACTION a, above, or misaligned from its 1ZFfA!.412r

0i) grou. step counter remand height by more than ± 12 steps (indicated
position), POWER OPERATION may continue provided that within one
hour either:

l. The rod is restored to OPERABLE status within the above
alignment requirements, or

2. The rod is declared inoperable and the remainder of the rods in
the group with the inoperable rod are aligned to within ± 12
steps of the inoperable rod while maintaining the rod sequence
and insertion limits of Figure 3.1-1. The THERMAL POWER level
shall be restricted pursuant to Specification 3.1.3.6 during
subsequent operation, or

3. The rod is declared inoperable And the SHUTDOWN 14ARGN
P :remnt of SpeeifX.etun 0.11- 1 ic tisiud. POWER

OPERATION may then continue provided that:

a) A reevaluation of each accident analysis of Table 3.1-1 is
performed within 5 days; this reevaluation shall confirm
that the previously analyzed results of these accidents
remain valid for the duration of operation under these
conditions.

b) The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1
is determined at least once per 12 hours.

*See Special Test Exceptions 3.10.2 and 3.10.3.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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REACTIV'ITY CONTROL SYSTEMIS

LItIN I I G CONDIT ION FOR OPERATION

ACTION (Continued)

c) A power distribution map is cbta ned from the movable
incore detectors and FQ(Z) and FAH are verified to be
within their limits within 72 hours.

d) The THERMAL POG.ER level is reduced to less than or
equal to 75%o' of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next hour
and within the following 4 hours the hiqh neutron flux
trip setpoint- is reduced to less than or equal to 85%
of RATED THER1M'AL POWER.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

W 4.1.3.1.1 The sition or ach full 1I th rod shal e determinn to bet
ithin p- r p\eadiml byver~ n the indi~iu rod po ti s at/

les ne S12 a r xcep drgtie tev s we the gd Pos i%<in/
De a ion itor is noperable, en verify group pos1 ns at leas nce

/ per w ourv

4.1.3.1.2 Each full length rod not fully inserted in the core shall be
determined to be OPERABLE by movement of at least 10 steps in any one
direction at least once per 31 days.

41.-.1.1 ,,ie pcs-icn sf eac fu h rod shall be deternined
\wit',in -12 steps (incicated posi.,cn) o-f the REE-RENCZ POS17ION ccrespon

- to the crous demand posItion at least once per 12 hours (allowing for one hou
t.her,-,zl soak aft1er rod mmtion) except. during time intervals when the Rod Posi

to

ir i

tion'

D-viat~on Monitor is inoperable, then verify the group positions at leas. once I

per 4 hours. I

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 1-15



-~~T ;;t-Y CGNTR5L SYSTEM>S

i.'G:- 3.'; :N;Di iN SYSTEMS-CPRAr7,N!G

L:Y:T~uc CONVD:|' i2 ?ERA. TATI.N

;V .

* - - .sh c n . e- P.- r rod pos ."n ,nication; S.-I ana the demand position indication system shall be OPERAELE and capapie
a c cetermin-ng thecControi rod cositions w;<ti r... .. r- l &ry;e \y2 cS Ik\yo'JS

cco n- ee Q~
__ _ : _ _ _ES ana 2.

With a maximum of one roa pcsiticn indicator per bank inoperable
ei ther:

*l. etermine the pcsit-;or, of the non-indicating rod(s) indirectly
tv 'he movable `ncore cetect.rs at least once per 8 hours anc

r exceeds 24 steps in one rirection since the lasI determration
on tre rod's pa;siton, or

2. -educe T--'i'-1AL POWER TO less than 5G0 of rATED TrHERMAL POWER
wltjin 8 hours.

b. Wjitn a maxi'mum of cno e aei;ther: , ".nemnd position indicator Per bank inoperable

I. /Verify that all rod position indicators for the affected bank -
are OERABLE and that the ,most withdrawn rod and the least -

witnarawn rod of the bank are witnin a maximum of 12 steps of
each other at least once per 8 hours, or t

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER
within 8 hours.

SUR'*.*.:L',ANcE REOUIREMENTS

4..'..7\ Each rod position indicator shall be determined to be OPERABLE by
Ve7ifyving that the demand position indication system and the rod Dosition
ind>.i-i svste^agree within 12 steps IL least once per 12 hours except
curing time intervals when the Roa PosItion Deviation Monitor is inoperable,
,hen compare the demand position indication system and the rod position indica-.

ticn system at least once per 4 hours. ;r ' r S- -

VLeouse sa b d ?t.rcs' r- cir co) r x'°
. * -2-2 Each of the above required rod position indicator s) shall be deter-

mnined to be OPEOA.LE-- by pe rf c ance oaf a £ L -I' Lo -' T at e Ta s t
once per 18 months.

3/4
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mra ,05 rd 'S. D ~on indic^-ors, wi -h n hour Gfter oa U MO-ti on
(e2 inanoe ~for termal soak);

,AP Shutdown Banks 4- 12 s zps cf the gr'Oup demznd counters
,Cor wihdr-aw2l ranaes of 0-30 szrps and 200- 222 stes.

i Csntrol Banks A and B -- + 12 steps of the group demand counters
for Withd'rawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 200-228 steps.

COntrol Banks C and D - - 12 steps of the crOup demznd counters
7or w, hdrawal rances cf 0-30 steps and 150-228 steps. + 12
steps of the R E&CE ?0SITION for withdrawal rance of 21-149 steps.

rLup de-mand counters; + 2 steps

ps~5 ' -.-
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S a OPERABLE and capaDl zetermining '.. c-ea rz' r^^ r within
-/2 s0e1spfor ecn zd or 'c-vt rod not fully inserted.

LCA-. MCDES 3*t 4t# and 5

AC-.^'::
aJro4Od~rc~<

:5ess than the above requiredi csition indicator(s) OPRAELE, immediately
oe-, :ne reactor tr p system brear:ers.

4L ,E-ANC , R IM N T S

: . acn or the above required < position indicator(s) shall be
det-^,^.ned to be OPERABLE Dv y^ -. -r . '

M. ovenPnd CC ts.0 sct !vAs rccX
Q.4- leas4 Ic) s';Ces ;r, r.A Gt< &XeCaTo AG leos4 cr'ce FPer-

Wit^. t.ne reactor trip system breakers in the closed position.
:'See SDecia -:es- Exception 3.10.5.
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'See SPecial Test Exceptions 3.10.2 and 3.10.3.
rrWtn. Kef greater than or equal to 1.0.

W- ST S

U-t' tr YCCk nOljll

/NOV 20 ISS3?

r, ' u ~,! . .'/e^r\OT1nvL S >'STE 4M-

.? 1NSE-T:CN L7 M.T

':'. o ' 'v;5-T;N -^R CPERATION -

:.*. a shut d oo'n rods sha1 :e -Iv y WitnCrawn.

- M MODES ' and 2*#..

; af cne shutdown roc not fully withdrawn, except For surveillancetes1-.nqc pursuant to Spec fication N4. 1.3.1.2, wthin 1 nour either:

'y wi hdr3w the rod, or

Declare the rod t. be i,,operable and app>, Specification (3.1.3.l).

ShRv A ' r ENc .IE0UIREMENTS

r. z.. Ecn shtudcwn rod ,hall be determined . be fuI1t withdrawn( uSe CWre. ovO ( C-Q tG9Cz - V e~sby jaoj CQ ro& L
/ . 'ithin 15 minutes prior, to withdrawal of any rods in control

/zanrs A, B, C or G during an approach to reactor criticality, and

\ b At, least once Der 12 hours thereafter.
Rosst t t4~c-Er > ~ko n0 ¢-.- fn -'

OR-
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

COT7ROL ROD INSERTION LIMITS

LIML ITIN'S CONDITION ORP OPERATION

3.1.3.6 The control banks shall be limited in physical insertion as shown in
Figure 3.1-1.

AOPLICABILITY: MODES 1* and 2*#.

ACTION:

With the control banks inserted beyond the above insertion limits, except for
surveillance testing pursuant to Specification 4.1.3.1.2, either:

a. Restore the control banks to within the limits within 2 hours, or

b. Reduce THERMAL POWER within 2 -hours to less than or equal to that
fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER which is allowed by the bank position
using the above figures, or

c. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.6 The position of each control bank shall be determined to be within
the insertion limits at least once per 12 hours except during time intervals
when the Rod Insertion Limit Monitor is inopera le, then verify the individual
rod positions at least once per 4 hours.

.7-'20

*See Special Test Exceptions 3.10.2 and 3.10.3.
#With Keff greater than or equal to 1.0.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 1-21



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES

BORATION SYSTEMS (Continued)

MARGIN from expected operating conditions of 1.6% delta k/k after xenon decay
and cooldown to 200'F. The maximum expected boration capability requirement
occurs at EOL from full power equilibrium xenon conditions and requires 6542
gallons of 20,000-ppm borated water from the boric acid storage tanks or
75,000 gallons of 2000-ppm borated water from the refueling water storage
tank.

With the RCS temperature below 200'F, one injection system is acceptable
without single failure consideration on the basis of the stable reactivity
condition of the reactor and the additional restrictions prohibiting CORE
ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity changes in the event the single injection
system becomes inoperable.

The limitation for a maximum of one centrifugal charging pump to be
OPERABLE and the Surveillance Requirement to verify all charging pumps except
the required OPERABLE pump to be inoperable below (275)0F provides assurance
that a mass addition pressure transient can be relieved by the operation of a
single PORV.

The boron capability required below 200F is sufficient to provide a
SHUTDOWN MARGIN of 1% delta k/k after xenon decay and cooldown from 200'F to
140'F. -This condition requires either 835 gallons of 20,000-ppm borated water
from the boric acid storage tanks or 9690 gallons of 2000-ppm borated water
from the refueling water storage tank.

The contained water volume limits include allowance for water not available
because of discharge line location and other physical characteristics.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RWST
also ensure a pH value of between 8.5 and 11.0 for the solution recirculated
within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution of
iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on
mechanical systems and components.

The OPERABILITY of one boron injection system during REFUELING ensures
-that this system is available for reactivity control while in MODE 6.

3/4.1.3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

^;l pcfctosof this section ensure that (1) acceptabl r
distrib mits are maintained, (2) the minim ARGIN is main-
tained, and (3) otential e rod misalignment on associated
accident analyses. OPE rod position indicators is
required to e control rod positiorns an sure compliance with
the ro>-l rod alignment and insertion limits.

AI e ackd

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 1-3
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are \;i r '-; --;r~d (2) te nini.m SHUTT:~OCN MARS' IR is -.ainz-ainet, and (2

'O{-i the po.enzial eff-e.ts Co- r ot' Zz ir;Icnment on asso-'i-,ta ac. dent analyses.

O?. ITi'7Y G. he co-nrol rod posi-ion indicators is recuirec to deter ,mine

ontO-i rodi pOSitwi ons anr' zhery ensure como nce wi., the corztrol rod alisnwient

2;nd -Inser-.;cn limit s. OEE RAEL- condition `or the analoa rod position indicators

ts o-,eined as being capale of md ating rod positLion to within 12 s5eps CT

i'e reflcerence position. For the Shutdown ,B-anks, Control Banks A and £,. e-S

R tne ,:R:a'NCE POSTON is defined as the croup demand counter

indicated position between 0 and 30 steps withdrawn inclusive, and between

220 and 22' steps withdravm inclusive. This permits the operator to verify

tha-. the control rods in these banks are either fully withdrawn or fully insertec,

the normal operating modes Ior these banks. Knowledoe o. these Sank positions

in these two areas satisfieS all accident analysis assumptions concerninc their

position. For Control Banks C and D the rEFERENCE PCSTICN is d-,ined l s the

.7rOup demand counter indicates positi offbetween 0 and 30 steps withdraown inclus i .

and between 150 and 228 steps withdrawn inclusive. For the withdrawal-ranae of 31

to 14° steps inclusive the REFP-RENCE POS1T1O, is deined as the individual rod

calibration curve noting indicated analog rod position vs indicated grcup demand

counter position (Figure B 3/4.l-V). Comparison of the indicated analog rod

position to the calibration curve is su.fIcient 
to allow determination that a

control rod is indeed misaligned from its bank. Comparison of the group demand

counters to the bank insertion.iimits with verif-ication of rod position 
with

the analog rod position indicators (after thermal soak after rod motion) is

suff-icient verification 'hat the control rods are above the insertion limits. -

---- -- ---- .
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Water Reactor
Divisions

Mr. H. J. Green, Director
of Nuclear Power

Tennessee Valley Authority
1750 Chesnut Street Tower II
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401
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Dear Mr. Green:

Tennessee Valley Authority
Sequoyah Unit 1

REVISED ANALOG ROD POSITION INDICATION SYSTEM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Attached for your information is the Standardized Technical Specifications
revised by Westinghouse to allow continued operation by plants with the

Analog Rod Position Indication System (ARPI). These specs were areV1 o ,-

,r NRC and plant .s7E

TO t' An operating plt ha haddifficulty in maintaining the ARPi within
Tech Spec required minimums. Specifically, work was performed allowing an
increase in the inaccuracy of the APRI and an increase in the indicated
misalignment allowed. However, this work was very plant and cycle specific
and is heavily dependent on the size of the DNBR margin present in the cycle
design. Recognizing that this method would not allow a generic solution to
the problem of large ARPI inaccuracies, work was performed to determine what
changes, if any, could be made to the plant Tech Specs to reflect the real
safety requirements of the ARPI. After Tjwi fjahgd'

I iI -9-2 i wak diviv s EO ESer -i v i C

Page 1 of the attachment provides a new defined term to be
Tech Spec Definitions section. The term defines what will
ARPI's Reference Position. The revised specs are based on

included in the
be considered the
the following:

I'1. pzo~-saoineed--to-7+be-:k-n`
t.i n. .~ery-4-i mted v~ange ',+nea-r.vthetop-.n.haridboi~ ertO

2. forfea- ae 7Theanc.kn at7hjeth

-n FVF on

We stinuhouse
Electric Corporation

z.�



Paae 2
July 23, 1981

3. <R i ng tbat d
Ysen rier -Lro'. fto rnbf 76t - &ffio t-i; sh' ted from A the.ARPR-

Itemper-atudhe 'u Lb a _tiqop.

4. (xt~e!:T misai-fgnedrjr rff-umkodContkr0 k
through the use of t

Pages 2, 3 and 4 of the attachment present the revised current NRC spec for a
misaligned rod. Westinghouse recommends the use of this spec to assure an
adequate response to a misaligned rod, including the evaluation of the
transients listed on page 4. Pages 5 and 6 list the revised accuracy and
operability requirements for the ARPI and the group demand counters. Page 7
is a revision of the NRC spec on :rT -caT eb-F i th
the trip breakers closed. The spec FateDre'vi 3aflce2 o'iithe3

o-' tear s Sages 8 and 9 are revised insertion limit specs noting
the use of the group step counters with ARPI verification. Pages 10 and 11
provide revised Bases for the attached Tech Specs revisions. Finally, page
12 provides a typical figure defining the Reference Position for a Control C
or D Bank and is referenced in the attached Bases.

The attached have been informal ly j7iVrtp by-- e'1-d.5tre7LC--
ce.:nrvneP~~c~h-'fhe NRC"-anXdjaitablL. The Tech

Specs should be included in the plant specific echSpecs. It is believed
thef attachScpecs. It isi1 beliv

p s iThese recommended changes should
be made to your plant Tech Specs as soon as reasonably possible. If you have
any questions please contact the undersigned.

Very truly yours,

J.,-C. Mill'er, Manager
Operating Plant Service
Southern Region

Attachment

cc: R. U. Mathieson



EE-REACE POSITION

Analog Rod Position Indication System REFERENCE POSITION is defined as:

a -or all Shutdown Banks, Control Banks A and B, and the Part Length

Banks; the group demand counter indicated position between 0 and

30 steps withdrawn inclusive and between 200 and 228 steps

Withdrawn inclusive.

b. For Control Banks C and D; the group demand counter indicated

position between 0 and 30 steps withdrawn inclusive and between

150 and 228 steps withdrawn inclusive. For the withdrawal range

of 31 to 149 steps inclusive the REFERENCE POSITION shall be the

individual rod calibration curve noting indicated analog rod

position vs indicated group demand counter position.

I
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REACTIVIT" CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1,3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

GROUP HEIGHT

LISTING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.1 All full length (shutdown and control) rods, and all part length rods

which are inserted in the core, shall be OPERABLE and positioned within + 12

steps (indicated position) of the REFERENCE POSITICN Corresponding to the group

demand counter position within one hour after rod motion.

APPLICABIL:TY: MODES 1* and 2*.

ACTION:

a. With one or more full length rods inoperable due to being immovable

as a result of excessive friction or mechanical interference or

known to be untrippable, determine that the SHUTDOWN MARGIN require-

ment of Specification 3.1.1.1 is satisfied within 1 hour and be in

HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

b. With more than one full or part length rod inoperable or misaligned

from the REFERENCE POSITION by more than + 12 steps (indicated

position), be in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

c. With one full or part length rod inoperable due to causes other than

addressed by ACTION a, above, or misaligned from its REFERENCE

POSITION by more than + 12 steps (indicated position), POWER

OPERATION may continue provided that within one hour either:

1. The rod is restored to OPERABLE status within the above

alignment requirements, or

2. The remainder of the rods in the bank with the inoperable rod

are aligned to within + 12 steps of the inoperable rod while

maintaining the rod sequence and insertion limits of Figures

(3.1-1) and(3.1-2); the THERMAL POWER level shall be restricted

pursuant to Specification (3.1.3.6) during subsequent operation, or

3. The rod is declared inoperable and the SHUTDOWN MARGIN require-

ment of Specification 3.1.1.1 is satisfied. POWER OPERATION

may then continue provided that:-

*See Special Test Exceptions 3.10.2 and 3.10.3.



a) A reevaluation of each accident analysis of Table 3.1-1

is performed within 5 days; this reevaluation shall confirm

that the previously analyzed results of these accidents

remain valid for the duration of operation under these

conditions.

b) The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1

is determined at least once per 12 hours.

c) A power distribution map is obtained from the movable

incore detectors and FQ(Z) and FLH are verified to be

within their limits within 72 hours.

d) The THERMAL POWER level is reduced to less than or equal

to 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER within one hour and within

the next 4 hours the high neutron flux trip setpoint is

reduced to less than or equal to 85% of RATED THERMAL

POWER. THERMAL POWER shall be maintained less than or

equal to 75%0 of RATED THERMAL POWER until compliance with

ACTIONS 3.1.3.1.c.3.a and 3.1.3.1.c.3.c above are demon-

strated.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.1.1 The position of each full and part length rod shall be determined to

be within + 12 steps (indicated position) of the REFERENCE POSITION corresponding

to the group demand position at least once per 12 hours (allowing for one hour

thermal soak after rod motion) except during time intervals when the Rod Position

Deviation Monitor is inoperable, then verify the group positions at least once

per 4 hours.

4.1.3.1.2 Each full length rod not fully inserted and each part length rod

which is inserted in the core shall be determined to be OPERABLE by movement

of at least 10 steps in any one direction at least once per 31 days.

3
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TABLE 3.1-1

ACCIDENT ANALYSES REQUIRING REEVALUATION

IN THE EVENT OF AN INOPERABLE FULL OR PART
LENGTH ROD

Rod Cluster Control Assembly Insertion Characteristics

Rod Cluster Control Assembly Misalignment

Loss Of Reactor Coolant From Small Ruptured Pipes Or From Cra-c:

Large Pipes Which Actuates The Emergency Core Cooling System

Single Rod Cluster Control Assembly Withdrawal At Full Power

Major Reactor Coolant System Pipe Ruptures (Loss Of Coolant

Accident)

Major Secondary System Pipe Rupture

Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing (Rod Cluster Control

Assembly Ejection)

W-STS 3/4 1-16

2/

OCT I 1976
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R'ACTTITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

POSITION INDICATION SYSTEMS-OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.2 The shutdown, control and part length individual rod position indication

system and the demand position indication system shall be OPERABLE and capable

of determining the actual and demanded control rod positions, respectively, as

follows:

Analog rod position indicators, within one hour after rod motion

(allowance for thermal soak);

All Shutdown Banks - + 12 steps of the group demand counters

for withdrawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 200-228 steps.

Control Banks A and B - + 12 steps of the group demand counters

for withdrawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 200-228 steps.

Control Banks C and D - + 12 steps of the group demand counters

for withdrawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 150-228 steps. + 12

steps of the REFERENCE POSITION for withdrawal range of 31-149 steps.

All Part Length Banks - + 12 steps of the group demand counters

for withdrawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 200-228 steps.

Group demand counters; + 2 steps

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

a. With a maximum of one analog rod position indicator per bank inoperable

either:

1. Determine the position of the non-indicating rod(s) indirectly

by the movable incore detectors at least once per 8 hours and

within one hour after any motion of the non-indicating rod which

exceeds 24 steps in one direction since the last determination

of the rod's position, or

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 5ON of RATED THERMAL POWER

within 8 hours.

b. With a maximum of one group demand position indicator per bank inoperable

either:

S



1. Verify that all rod position indicators for the affected bank

are OPERABLE and that the most withdrawn rod and the least

withdrawn rod of the bank are within a maximum of 12 steps (corrected

indicated position) of each other at least once per 8 hours, or

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50%10 of RATED THERMAL POWER

within 8 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.2.1- Each analog rod position indicator shall be determined to be OPERABLE by

verifying that the demand position indication system and the rod position indica-

tion system (by use of the REFERENCE POSITION) agree within 12 steps (allowing

for one hour thermal soak after rod motion) at least once per 12 hours except

during time intervals when the Rod Position Deviation Monitor is inoperable,

then compare the demand position indication system and the rod position indica-

tion system (by use of the REFERENCE POSITION) at least once per 4 hours.

4.1.3.2.2 Each of the above required rod position indicator(s) shall be deter-

mined to be OPERABLE by performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least

once per 18 months.



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

POSITION INDICATION SYSTEM-SHUTDOWN

LiMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.3 The group demand position indicator shall be OPERABLE and capable of deter-

mining within + 2 steps the demand position f6r each shutdown, control or part

length rod not fully inserted.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 3*4, 4*# and 5*#

ACTION:

WEith less than the above required group demand position indicators(s) OPERABLE,

immediately open the reactor trip system breakers.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.3 Each of the above required group demand position indicator(s) shall be

determined to be OPERABLE by movement of the associated control rod at least. 10

steps in any one direction at least once per 31 days.

* With the reactor trip system breakers in the closed position.

v See Special Test Exception 3.10.5

7
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SHUTDOWN ROD INSERTION LIMIT

LIMITING CO'NDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.5 All shutdown rods shall be fully withdrawn.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1* and 2*#'

ACTION:

With a maximum of one shutdown rod not fully withdrawn, except for surveillance

testing pursuant to Specification (4.1.3.1.2), within one hour either:

a. Fully withdraw the rod, or

b. Declare the rod to be inoperable and apply Specification (3.1.3.1).

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.5 Each shutdown rod shall be determined to be fully withdrawn by use of

the group demand counters, and verified by the analog rod position indicators

within one hour after rod motion.

a. Within 15 minutes prior to withdrawal of any rods in control banks

A, B, C or D during an approach to reactor criticality, and

b. At least once per 12 hours thereafter.

*See Special Test Exceptions 3.10.2 and 3.10.3

"With Keff greater than or equal to 1.0



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CONTROL ROD INSERTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.6 The control banks shall

Figures (3.1-1) and(3.1-2).

APPLICABILITY:

be limited in physical insertion as shown in

MODES 1* and 2*#.

ACTION:

With the control banks inserted beyond the above insertion limits, except for

surveillance testing pursuant to Specification (4.1.3.1.2), either:

a. Restore the control banks to within the limits within two hours, or

b. Reduce THERMAL POWER within two hours to less than or equal to that

fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER which is allowed by the bank position

using the above figures, or

c. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.6 The position of each control bank shall be determined to be within

the insertion limits at least once per 12 hours, by use of the group demand

counters and verified by the analog rod position indicators within one hour

of rod motion, except during time intervals when the Rod Insertion Limit

Monitor is inoperable, then verify the individual rod positions at least once

per 4 hours.

*See Special Test Exceptions 3.10.2 and 3.10.3

#With Keff greater than or equal to 1.0



I/ . 3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

The specifications of this section ensure that (1) acceptable power distribution

limits are maintained, (2) the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is maintained, and (3)

limit the potential effects of rod misalicnment on associated accident analyses.

OPERABILITY of the control rod position indicators is required to determine

control rod positions and thereby ensure compliance with the control rod alignment

and insertion limits. OPERABLE condition for the analog rod position indicators

is defined as being capable of indicating rod position to within + 12 steps of

the reference position. For the Shutdown Banks, Control Banks A and B, and the

Part Length Banks the REFERENCE POSITION is defined as the group demand counter

indicated position between 0 and 30 steps withdrawn inclusive, and between

200 and 228 steps withdrawn inclusive. This p

that.-.the---coqntro rd!' inthese- s n retks.eietherh f y thd:e:
~'n~orma'f pera' ig-d's0r t-h'es' -ns`4~Knoi'e'g -fQ:'--L~n

inF~e Mreas satis f-ie~lsoaw ac di fi : n IEP-c ipn

n For Control Banks C and D the REFERENCE POSITION is defined as the

group demand counter indicated position between 0 and 30 steps withdrawn inclusive,

and between 150 and 228 steps withdrawn inclusive. For the withdrawal range of 31

to 149 steps inclusive the REFERENCE POSITION is defined as the individual rod

calibration curve noting indicated analog rod position vs indicated group demand

counter position (Figure B 3/4.1-1). '

posi~tiantoL thecaalibration- s

rcontrol- ro is-indeed -isaime d -f noml- baniCild

Co Utesatank.insertion-its i n ino1.i

the~anc--g-re~sition;n-dicators-(after thermal soak after rod motion)Vt

sUrfi cTen tLVWiifiti o..that the co-trilo-,9-& are--above: the--insertion-dimits.r

JO
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-EAC-,TVTT C'lNZO! SYSTEMS

EASES -

The ACT ON statements which permit limited variations from the basic
recuiretments -r-e accmanied ov additional restricticns which ensure that the
oricinal desion criteria are ,met. Misalignment of a rod requires measurement
of peakinng factors and a restriction in THERMAL POWER. These restrictions

provide assurance of fuel rod intecrity during continued operation. In addition,
those safetv analyses affected by a misaligned rod are reevaluated to confirm
that the results remain valid during future operation.

Control rod positions and OPS:ASILITY of the rod position indicators are
required to be vserit ed on a nominal basis Of once per 12 hours with more
frequent veri:fications required if an automatic monitorinc channel is inoperable.
These verific-tion frequenrcies are adequate for assuring that the applicable
LCO's are satisfied.

(ALlERNATE)

The restriction prohibiting part length rod insertion ensures that adverse

power shaces and rapid local power changes which May affect ON2 considerations
do not occur as a result of part-length rod insertion during operation.

W-STS a 3/4 1-4 Sz .I 90
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 6, 7, 16
T.S. Pages 2-5, B 2-7

RPS - Steam Generator Level Setpoints - The latest version of the

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant PLS lists the S.G. level setpoints as 12%
between 0 and 30% load. From 30% the setpoints increase linearly
to 54.9% at 100% load.

RCP - Undervoltage - The allowable value for the undervoltage
should be 4761 as submitted in our draft T.S. package.
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TABLE 2.2-1 (Continued)

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

Steam Generator Water

TRIP SETPOINT

L> naDJ D>=: Wnge->s9bi-ment
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LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

BASES

Steam Generator Water Level

The steam generator water level low-low trip protects the reactor from
loss of heat sink in the event of a sustained steam/feedwater flow mismatch
resulting from loss of normal feedwater. The specified setpoint provides
allowances for starting delays of the auxiliary feedwater system.

Steam/Feedwater Flow Mismatch and Low Steam Generator Water Level

The steam/feedwater flow mismatch in coincidence with a steam generator
low water level trip is not used in the transient and accident analyses but is
included in Table 2.2-1 to ensure the functional capability of the specified
trip settings and thereby enhance the overall reliability of the Reactor
Protection System. This trip is redundant to the Steam Generator Water Level
Low-Low trip. The Steam/Feedwater Flow Mismatch portion of this trip is
activated when the steam flow exceeds the feedwater flow by greater than or
equal to 1.51 x 106 lbs/hour. The Steam Generator Low Water level portion /a6
of the trip is activated when-the water level drops below percent
range span between 0 and )Aw>ercent load, increasing to 53S$ercent of narrow
range span at 100 percent of nominal load. These trip values include sufficient
allowance in excess of normal operating values to preclude spurious trips but
will initiate a reactor trip before the steam generators are dry. Therefore,
the required capacity and starting time requirements of the auxiliary feedwater
pumps are reduced and the resulting thermal transient on the Reactor Coolant
System and steam generators is minimized.

Undervoltage and Underfrequency - Reactor Coolant Pump Busses

The Undervoltage and Underfrequency Reactor Coolant Pump Bus trips provide
reactor core protection against DNB as a result of complete loss of forced
coolant flow. The specified setpoints assure a reactor trip signal is
generated before the low flow trip setpoint is reached. Time delays are
incorporated in the underfrequency and undervoltage trips to prevent spurious
reactor trips from momentary electrical power transients. For undervoltage,
the delay is set so that the time required for a signal to reach the reactor
trip breakers following the simultaneous trip of two or more reactor coolant
pump bus circuit breakers shall not exceed 0.9 seconds. For underfrequency,
the delay is set so that the time required for a signal to reach the reactor
trip breakers after the underfrequency trip setpoint is reached shall not
exceed 0.3 seconds. On decreasing power the Undervoltage and Underfrequency
Reactor Coolant Pump Bus trips are automatically blocked by P-7 (a power level
of approximately 10 percent of RATED THERMAL POWER-with a turbine impulse
chamber pressure at approximately 10 percent of full power equivalent); and on
increasing power, reinstated automatically by P-7.
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.9
Open Item No. 11
T.S. Page B 2-3

Bases for Reactor Trip System Instrumentation Setpoints - The
statement in question:

The functional capability at the specified trip
settings is required for those anticipatory or
diverse reactor trips for which no direct credit
was assumed in the accident analysis to enhance
the overall reliability of the reactor protection
system.

was added to the discussions of source range intermediate range,
overpower delta-T, pressurizer water level, and turbine trip
reactor signals to provide information important to the
operators, STAs, and engineering staff. Full knowledge of
accident analysis assumptions is important in evaluation of
system failures, USQDs, safety evaluations, etc. In other words,
we consider it highly desirable to specify which trips were
assumed and which trips were not assumed. Another method of
accomplishing the same goal would be to rewrite the generic
statement as:

.or diverse reactor trips (source range,
intermediate range, overpower delta-T, pressurizer
water level, and turbine trip reactor trip signals)
for which no . . .

NOTE: This change is to the Bases, which 'are not part of these
Technical Specifications.' therefore, this change should
not present a problem to the NRC.



2.2 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

BASES

2.2.1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

The Reactor Trip Setpoint Limits specified in Table 2.2-1 are the nominal
values at which the Reactor Trips are set for each functional unit. The Trip
Setpoints have been selected to ensure that the reactor core and reactor
coolant system are prevented from exceeding their safety limits during normal
op2ration and design basis anticipated operational occurrences and to assist
the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System in mitigating the consequences
of accidents. The various reactor trip circuits automatically open the reactor
trip breakers whenever a condition monitored by the Reactor Protection System
reaches a preset or calculated level. In addition to redundant channels and
trains, the design approach provides a Reactor Protection System which monitors
numerous system variables, therefore, providing protection system functional
diversity. The functional capability at the specified trip settings is
required for those anticipatory or diverse reactor trip for which no direct
credit was assumed in the accident analysis to enhance t e overall reliability
of the reactor protection system.

The Reactor Protection System initiates a turbine t ip signal whenever
reactor trip is initiated. This prevents the reactivit insertion that would
otherwise result from excessive reactor system cooldown and thus-avoids
unnecessary actuation of the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System.

Operation with a trip set less conservative than ts Trip Setpoint but
within its specified Allowable Value is acceptable o the basis that the
difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowa le Value is equal to or
less than the drift allowance for all trips includi g those trips assumed in
the safety analyses.

Manual Reactor Trip

The Reactor Protection System

Power Range, Neutron Flux

reactor trip capability.

In each of the Power Range Neut n Flux channels there are two independent
bistables, each with its own trip s tting used for a high and low range trip
setting. The low setpoint trip pr vides protection during subcritical and low
power operations to mitigate the onsequences of a power excursion beginning
from low power, and the high se oint trip provides protection during power
operations to mitigate the con quences of a reactivity excursion from all
power levels.

Its~rce r4/z~e,,-er <4t tta 8 o
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.9
Open Item No. 17
T.S. Page B 2-8

Basis for Turbine Trip RPS Channel - The power range channels
supply the input signal for P-9, not impulse pressure. FSAR
Figure 7.2-1 sheet 4 is being revised to reflect this fact.

Basis for P-8 - Input for trip comes from low flow only. The
reactor coolant pump breaker signal was deleted from the circuit
at NRC's request.

Basis for P-7 - Same as P-8

Reference: TVA Drawing 47 W 611-99-2 R 1, FSAR Figure 7.2-1 sheet
4 and 5.
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Y' I' SYI STTNIP'S

urThe.;O T~o A

A Turbine Trip initiates a re7ctor trip. Orn decreasing power the turbine
ri is Eu(ao p,,rcal v blcked by P-9 (a power leve' of approximatelV 5C0 percent

or RAT-D THERMAL'L PO;'17E)R - Lrd . u: z T'-= -
-_---, u anid on in.reasing Dower- reinstated autor-naticallv

b, P-.

SafetV in .ctiol InDut from. ESF

If a re2ctCr tri i has not lready been gene rated by t-he reactor pro teciVeinstrumentation, he cSF autoa2ti- actuation logic chanrnels will initiate a
rtact trip upon any signEl which initiates a safety injection. The 5F'
instruma'ntation channels wnich initiate a safety injection sional are'shown in
Table 3.3-3.

Reactor THip System Interlocks

The Reactor Trip System Interlocks perform the following functions:

P-6 On increasing power P-6 allows the manual block of the Source Rance
reactor trip and de-energizing of the high voltage to the detectors.
On decreasing power, Source Range level trips are automatically
reactivated and high voltage restored.

P-7 On increasing power P-7 automatically enables reactor trips on low
flow in more than one primary coolant loop, "ore; efl on: r
Gooalnt puip breikor -e, reactor coolant pump bus undervoltage and
underfrequency, pressurizer low pressure and pressurizer high level.
On decreasing power the above listed trips are automatically blocked.

P-8 On increasing power P-8 automatically enables reactor trips on low
flow in one or more primary coolant loops, and o -r=o- eteO,
c'olant p brkc~~rc open- On decreasing power the P-S automatically
blocks the above listed trips.

P-9 On increasing power P-9 automatically enables reactor trip on turbine
trip. On decreasing power P-9 automatically blocks the reactor trip.

P-10 On increasing power P-10 allows the manual block of the Intermediate
Range reactor trip and the flow setpoint Power Range reactor trip;
and automatically blocks the Source Range reactor trip and de-energizes
the Source Range high voltage power. On decreasing power the Inter-
mediate Range reactor trip and the low setpoint Power Range reactor
trip are automatically reactivated. Provides input to P-7.

P-13 Provides input to P-7.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 2-8



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions A.1, A.6
Open Item Nos. 22, 25, 98, 99, 117, 123, 124, 187, 191, 192.1,

226.1, 231
T.S. Pages 3/4 1-8, 3/4 1-10, 3/4 4-3, 3/4 4-5, 3/4 4-34, 3/4

4-34a, 3/4 5-9, 3/4 5-10, 3/4 8-10, 3/4 8-14, 3/4
8-17, B 3/4 1-3, B 3/4 4-1, B 3/4 4-14, B 3/4 5-2

LOW TEMPERATURE OVERPRESSURIZATION PROTECTION - All affected
pages for cold overpressure protection have been marked up.
following items have been included:

The

1. The lockout temperature for the pumps is 3100F. The Appendix
G curve hits 2500 psig at 310 0F.

2. The primary/secondary differential temperature limit is 500 F and is
based on the heat input overpressure analysis.

3. The RCS vent size is equal to the size of one PORV. The
valve is a 3 inch diameter valve connected to a 2 inch
diameter pipe. The nominal area, in round numbers is 1/4% D2

or 3 square inches. The actual area may be slightly smaller
due to pipe wall thickness.

4. The nominal setpoint curve is based on W recommendations for
the higher pressure PORV.

Reference: W letter from M. A. Siano to J. A. Raulston dated
January 21, 1981 (TVA-8074, WAT-D-4273).



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

FLOVI PATHS - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.2 At least two of the following three boron injection flow paths shall
be OPERABLE:

a. The flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer
pump and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System.

b. Two flow paths from the refueling water storage tank via charging
pumps to the Reactor Coolant System.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4

ACTION:

With only one of the above required boron injection flow paths to the Reactor
Coolant System OPERABLE, restore at least two boron injection flow paths to
the Reactor Coolant System to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at
least HOT STANDBY and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least
1% delta k/k at 200'F within the next 6 hours; restore at least two flow paths
to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
next 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.2 At least two of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperature of the
heat traced portion of the flow path from the boric acid tanks is
greater than or equal to 1450 F when it is a required water source.

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power operated, or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.

c. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by verifying that each
automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct position on
a Safety Injection test signal.

d. At least once per 18 months by verifying that the flow path required
by Specification 3.1.2.2.a delivers at least 10 gpm to the Reactor
Coolant System.

Only one boron injection flow path is required to be OPERABLE whenever the
temperature of one or more of the RCS cold legs is less than or equal to
><OF.
310
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CHARGING PUMPS - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.4 At least two charging pumps shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:
,.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 .

ACTION:

With only one charging pump OPERABLE, restore a' least two charging pumps to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY and borated to a
SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1% delta k/k at 200F within the next
6 hours; restore at least two charging pumps to OPERABLE status within the next
7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.4.1
verifying,
of greater
4.0.5.

At least two charging pumps shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
that on recirculation flow, each pump develops a discharge pressure
than or equal to 2400 psig when tested pursuant to Specification

4.1.2.4.2 All charging pumps, except the above required OPERABLE pump, shall
be demonstrated inoperable at least once per 31 days whenever the temperature
of one or more of the RCS cold legs is less than or equal to >CF by verifying
that the motor circuit breakers are secured in the open position.Tk.%3 10

#A maximum of one centrifugal charging pump
temperature of one or more of the RCS cold
X °F.

310

shall be OPERABLE whenever the
legs is less than or equal to

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 1-10



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

HOT SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.1.3 At least two of the Reactor Coolant and/or residual heat removal(RHR)
loops listed below shall be OPERABLE and at least one of these Reactor Coolant
and/or RHR loops shall be in operation.**

a. Reactor Coc'lant Loop 1 and its associated steam generator and
reactor coolant pump,*

b. Reactor Coolant Loop 2 and its associated steam generator and
reactor coolant pump,*

c. Reactor Coolant Loop 3 and its associated steam generator and
- reactor coolant pump,*

d. Reactor Coolant Loop 4 and its associated steam generator nd
reactor coolant pump,*

e. Residual Heat Removal Loop A,

f. Residual Heat Removal Loop B.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

ACTION:

a. With less than the above required Reactor Coolant and/or RHR loops
OPERABLE, immediately initiate corrective action to return the
required loops to OPERABLE status as soon as possible; if the
remaining OPERABLE loop is an RHR loop, be in COLD SHUTDOWN within
24 hours.

b. With no Reactor Coolant or RHR loop in operation, suspend all
operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of the
Reactor Coolant System and immediately initiate corrective action to
return the required coolant loop to operation.

3/0
*A Reactor Coolant pump shall not be started with one or more f the Reactor
Coolant System cold leg temperatures less than or equal to °F unless
1) the pressurizer water volume is less than I6 cubic feet and/or 2) the
secondary water temperature of each steam generator is less than 5 0 OF
above each of the Reactor Coolant System cold leg temperatures.

**All Reactor Coolant pumps and residual heat removal pumps may be de-energized
for up to 1 hour provided 1) no operations are permitted that would cause
dilution of the Reactor Coolant System boron concentration, and 2) core
outlet temperature is maintained at least 100F below saturation temperature.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 4-3



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

COLD SHUTDO'W1N - LOOPS FILLED

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.1.4.1 At least one residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and
in operation*, and either:

a. One additional RHR loop shall be OPERABLEr, or

b. The secondary side water level of at least two steam generators
shall be greater than 10 percent (wide range indication).

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with Reactor Coolant loops filledr.

ACTION:

a. With less than the above required loops OPERABLE and/or with less
than the required steam generator level, immediately initiate
corrective actio to return the required loops to OPERABLE status
and/or restore the required level as soon as possible.

b. With no RHR loop in operation, suspend all operations involving a
reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System and
immediately initiate corrective action to return the required RHR
loop to operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.1.4.1.1 The secondary side water level of at least two steam
generators when required shall be determined to be within limits at least once per
12 hours.

4.4.1.4.1.2 At least one RHR loop shall be determined to be in operation and
circulating reactor coolant at least once per 12 hours.

# One RHR loop may be inoperable for up to 2 hours for surveillance testing
provided the other RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation.

A Reactor Coolant pump shall not be started with one or more of the Reactor
Coolant System cold leg temperatures less than or equal to ° F unless
1) the pressurizer water volume is less than /6 S6 cubic feet and/or 2) the
secondary water temperature of each steam generator is less than $° OF
above each of the Reactor Coolant System cold leg temperatures.

A , The RHR pump may be de-energized for up to 1 hour provided 1) no operations
are permitted that would cause dilution of the Reactor Coolant System boron
concentration, and 2) core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10'F
below saturation temperature.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 4-5



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOP OPERATION

3.4.9.3 At least one of the following overpressure projection systems shall
be OPERABLE:

-,ovn/a /
a. Two power operated relief valves (PORVs) withA lift settinre$f-

It;:t2n or qgu: t 41-O) o, 01 ° ood. 3  0 q
b. The Reactor Coolant System (RCSt depressurized with an RCS vent of

greater than or equal to (3) square inches.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4 when the temperature cf any RCS cold leg is less than
or equal to °oF, MODE 5 and MODE 6 with the reactor vessel head on.

ACTION:

a. With one PORV inoperable, restore the inoperable PORV to OPERABLE
status within 7 days or depressurize and vent the RCS through at
least a (3) square inch vent(s) within the next 8 hours.

b. With both PORVs inoperable, depressurize and vent the RCS through a(3 ) square inch vent(s) within 8 hours.

c. In the event either the PORVs or the RCS vent(s) are used to mitigate
an RCS pressure transient, a Special Report shall be prepared and
submitted to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within
30 days. The report shall describe the circumstances initiating the
transient, the effect of the PORVs or vent(s) on the transient, and
any corrective action necessary to prevent recurrence.

d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 4-34
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.5.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - Tavg < 3500F

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.3 As a minimum, one ECCS subsystem comprised of the following shall be
OPERABLE:

a. One OPERABLE centrifugal charging pump,#.

b. One OPERABLE residual heat removal heat exchanger,

c. One OPERABLE residual heat removal pump, and

d. An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the refueling
water storage tank upon being manually realigned and transferring
suction to the containment sump during the recirculation phase of
operation.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

ACTION:

a. With no ECCS subsystem OPERABLE because of the inoperability of
either the centrifugal charging pump or the flow path from the
refueling water storage tank, restore at least one ECCS subsystem to
OPERABLE status within 1 hour or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next
20 hours.

b. With no ECCS subsystem OPERABLE because of the inoperability of
either the residual heat removal heat exchanger or residual heat'.
removal pump, restore at least one ECCS subsystem to OPERABLE status
or maintain the Reactor Coolant System T less than 3500F by use
of alternate heat removal methods. a

c. In the event the ECCS is actuated and injects water into the Reactor
Coolant System, a Special Report shall be prepared and submitted to
the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 90 days describ-
ing the circumstances of the actuation and the total accumulated
actuation cycles to date. The current value of the usage factor for
each affected safety injection nozzle shall be provided in this
Special Report whenever its value exceeds 0.70.

# A maximum of one centrifugal charging pump and one safety injection pump
shall be OPERABLE whenever the temperature of one or more of the RCS cold
legs is less than or equal to CbFQ°F.

3/0
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.3.1 The ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE per the applicable
Surveillance Requirements of 4.5.2.

4.5.3.2 All charging pumps and safety injection pumps, except the above
required OPERABLE pumps, shall be demonstrated inoperable at least once per
31 days whenever the temperature of one or more of the RCS cold legs is less
than or equal to H F by verifying that the motor circuit breakers are
secured in the open position.

310
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

A.C. SOURCES

SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.2 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. One circuit between the offsite transmission network and the onsite
Class 1E distribution system, and

b. Diesel generator sets 1A-A and 2A-A or 1B-B and 2B-B each with:

1. Engine-mounted fuel tanks containing a minimum volume of
SWi gallons of fuel per tank,

33SO
2. A 7 day fuel storage tank containing a minimum volume of

Siee8 gallons of fuel, and

3. A fuel transfer pump.

4. A separate 125 v DC distribution panel, 125 v DC battery bank,
and associated charger.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With less than the above minimum required A.C. electrical power sources
OPERABLE, immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS,
positive reactivity changes, movement of irradiated fuel, or crane operation
with loads over the fuel storage pool, and within 8 hours, depressurize and
vent the Reactor Coolant System through a greater than or equal to (.3) square
inch vent. In addition, when in MODE 5 with the Reactor Coolant loops not
filled, or in MODE 6 with the water level less than 23 feet above the reactor
vessel flange, immediately initiate corrective action to restore the required
sources to OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.1.2 The above required A.C. electrical power sources shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of each of the Surveillance
Requirements of 4.8.1.1.1, 4.8.1.1.2 (except for requirement 4.8.l.1.2.a.5),
4.8.1.1.3, and 4.8.1.1.4.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-10



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

D.C. SOURCES

SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.S.2.2 As a minimum, two 125-volt battery banks either I and III
IV and associated full capacity chargers shall be OPERABLE.

or II and

APPLICABTLITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

a. With one or both of the required battery banks inoperable,
immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS,
positive reactivity changes or movement of irradiated fuel; initiate
corrective action to restore the required battery bank to OPERABLE
status as soon as possible, and within 8 hours, depressurize and
vent the Reactor Coolant System through a (3) square inch vent.

b. With one or both of the required full capacity chargers inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of its associated battery banks by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.1.a.1 within one hour, and
at least once per 8 hours thereafter. If any Category A limit in
Table 4.8-2 is not met, declare the battery inoperable.

SURVEI LLANCE REQUI REMENTS

4.8.2.2 The
demonstrated

above required 125-volt battery banks and chargers shall be
OPERABLE per Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.1.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-14



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION

SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CO0DITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.3.2 As a minimum, the following electrical busses shall be energized in
the specified manner:

a. One division of A.C. Emergency Busses consisting of two 6900 volt
and four 480 volt A.C. Emergency Bus.

b. Two 120 volt A.C. Vital Busses either channels 1-I and 1-III or 1-II
and 1-IV energized from their associated inverters connected to
their respective D.C. Channels.

c. Two 125 volt D.C. Busses either I and III or II and IV energized
from its associated battery bank.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With any of the above required electrical busses not energized in the required
manner, immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS,
positive reactivity changes, or movement of irradiated fuel, initiate
corrective action to energize the required electrical busses in the specified
manner as soon as possible, and within 8 hours depressurize and vent the RCS
through a ( 3) square inch vent.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.3.2 The specified busses shall be determined energized in the required
manner at least once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker alignment and
indicated voltage on the busses.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-17



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES

BORATION SYSTEMS (Continued)

MARGIN from expected operating conditions of 1.6% delta k/k after xenon decay
and cooldown to 200'F. The maximum expected boration capability requirement
occurs at EOL from full power equilibrium xenon conditions and requires 6542
gallons of 20,000-ppm borated water from the boric acid storage tanks or
75,000 gallons of 2000-ppm borated water from the refueling water storage
tank.

With the RCS temperature below 200'F, one injection system is acceptable
without single failure consideration on the basis of the stable reactivity
condition of the reactor and the additional restrictions prohibiting CORE
ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity changes in the event the single injection
system becomes inoperable.

The limitation for a maximum of one centrifigal charging pump to be
OPERABLE and the Surveillance Requirement to verify all charging pumps except
the required OPERABLE pump to be inoperable below 0F provides assurance
that a mass addition pressure transient can be relieted by the operation of asingle PORV. ;3A

The boron capability required below 2000F is sufficient to provide a
SHUTDOWN MARGIN of 1% delta k/k after xenon decay and cooldown from 2000 F to140'F. This condition requires either 835 gallons of 20,000-ppm borated waterfrom the boric acid storage tanks or 9690 gallons of 2000-ppm borated water
from the refueling water storage tank.

The contained water volume limits include allowance for water not available
because of discharge line location and other physical characteristics.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RWSTalso ensure a pH value of between 8.5 and 11.0 for the solution recirculated
-within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution of
iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion onmechanical systems and components.

The OPERABILITY of one boron injection system during REFUELING ensures
that this system is available for reactivity control while in MODE 6.

3/4.1.3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

The specifications of this section ensure that (1) acceptable power
distribution limits are maintained, (2) the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is main-
tained, and (3) limit the potential effects of rod misalignment on associated
accident analyses. OPERABILITY of the control rod position indicators is -
required to determine control rod positions and thereby ensure compliance with
the control rod alignment and insertion limits.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 1-3



3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES

3/4.4.1 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

The plant is designed to operate with all reactor coolant loops in
operation and maintain DNBR above 1.30 during all normal operations and
anticipated transients. In MODES 1 and 2 with one reactor coolant loop not in
operation this specification requires that the plant be in at least HOT STANDBY
within 1 hour.

In MODE 3, a single reactor coolant loop provides sufficient heat removal
capability for removing decay heat; however, single failure considerations
require that two loops be OPERABLE.

In MODE 4, and in MODE 5 with reactor coolant loops filled, a single
reactor coolant loop or RHR loop provides sufficient heat removal capability
for removing decay heat; but single failure considerations require that at
least two loops (either RHR or RCS) be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 with reactor coolant loops not filled, a single RHR loop provides
sufficient heat removal capability for removing decay heat; but single failure
considerations, and the unavailability of the steam generators as a heat
removing component, require that at least two RHR loops be OPERABLE.

The operation of one Reactor Coolant Pump or one RHR pump provides adequate
flow to ensure mixing, prevent stratification and produce gradual reactivity
changes during boron concentration reductions in the Reactor Coolant System.
The reactivity change rate associated with boron reduction will, therefore, bewithin the capability of operator recognition and control.

3/0
The restrictions on starting Reactor Coolant Pump with one or more RCS

cold legs less than or equal to OF are provided to prevent RCS pressure
transients, caused by energy additions from the secondary system, which couldexceed the limits of Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50. The RCS will be protected
against overpressure transients and will not exceed the limits of Appendix Gby either (1) restricting the water volume in the pressurizer and thereby
providing a volume for the primary coolant to expand into, or (2) by restricting
starting of the RCPs to when the secondary water temperature of each steam
generator is less than (?)OF above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

50
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BAS ES

PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS (Continued)

The second portion of the heatup analysis concerns the calculation of
pressure-temperature limitations for the case in which a 1/4T deep outside
surface flaw is assumed. Unlike the situation at the vessel inside surface,
the thermal gradients established at the outside surface during heatup produce
stresses which are tensile in nature and thus tend to reinforce any pressure
stresses present. These thermal stresses, of course, are dependent on both
the rate of heatup and the time (or coolant temperature) along the heatup
ramp. Furthermore, since the thermal stresses, at the outside are tensile and
increase with increasing heatup rate, a lower bound curve cannot be defined.
Rather, each heatup rate of interest must be analyzed on an individual basis.

Following the generation of pressure-temperature curves for both the
steady-state and finite heatup rate situations, the final limit curves are
produced as follows. A composite curve is constructed based on a point-by-
point comparison of the steady-stat and finite heatup rate data. At any
given temperature, the allowable pressure is taken to be the lesser of the
three values taken from the curves under consideration.

The use of the composite curve is necessary to set conservative heatup
limitations because it is possible for conditions to exist such that over the
course of the heatup ramp the controlling condition switches from the inside
to the outside and the pressure limit must at all times be based on analysis
of the most critical criterion.

Finally,' the composite curves for the heatup rate data and the cooldown
rate data are adjusted for possible errors in the pressure and temperature
sensing instruments by the values indicated on the respective curves.

Although the pressurizer operates in temperature ranges above those for
which there is reason for concern of non-ductile failure, operating limits
are provided to assure compatibility of operation with the fatigue analysis
performed in accordance with the ASME Code requirements.

3/0 3
The OPERABILITY of two PORVs or an RCS vent o ening of at least>'J'

square inches ensures that the RCS will be protect d from pressure transients
which could exceed the limits of Appendix G to \0CFR Part 50 when one or more
of the RCS cold legs are less than or equal to .. < F. Either PORV has
adequate relieving capability to protect the RCS from overpressurization when
the transient is limited to either (1) the start of an idle RCP with the 50
secondary water temperature of the steam generator less than or equal to (F)OF
above the RCS cold leg temperatures or (2) the start of a HPSI pump and itsinjection into a water solid RCS.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 4-14



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

BASES

ECCS SUBSYSTEMIS (Continued)

The limitation for a maximum of one centrifugal charging pump and one
safety injection pump to be OPERABLE and the Surveillance Requirement to
verify all charging pumps and safety injection pumps except the required
OPERABLE charging pump to be inoperable below s 0 F provides assurance that
a mass addition pressure transient can be relievd by the operation of a
single PORV.

The Surveillance Requirements provided to ensure OPERABILITY of each
component ensures that at a minimum, the assumptions used in the safety analyses
are met and that subsystem OPERABILITY is maintained. Surveillance requirements
for throttle valve position stops and flow balance testing provide assurance
that proper ECCS flows will be maintained in the event of a LOCA. Maintenance
of proper flow resistance and pressure drop in the piping system to each
injection point is necessary to: (1) prevent total pump flow from exceeding
runout conditions when the system is in its minimum resistance configuration,
(2) provide the proper flow split between injection points in accordance with
the assumptions used in the ECCS-LOCA analyses, and (3) provide an acceptable
level of total ECCS flow to all injection points equal to or above that assumed
in the ECCS-LOCA analyses.

3/4.5.4 BORON INJECTION SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the boron injection system as part of the ECCS ensures
that sufficient negative reactivity is injected into the core to counteract
any positive increase in reactivity caused by RCS system cooldown. RCS cooldown
can be caused by inadvertent depressurization, a loss-of-coolant accident, or a
steam line rupture.

The limits on injection tank minimum contained volume and boron
concentration ensure that the assumptions used in the steam line break analysis
are met. The contained water volume limit includes an allowance for water not
usable because of tank discharge line location or other physical characteristics.

The OPERABILITY of the redundant heat tracing channels associated with
the boron injection system ensure that the solubility of the boron solution
will be maintained above the solubility limit of 1350F at 22,500 ppm boron.

3/4.5.5 REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK

The OPERABILITY of the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) as part of the
ECCS ensures that a sufficient supply of borated water is available for injection
by the ECCS in the event of a LOCA. The limits on RWST minimum volume and boron
concentration ensure that 1) sufficient water is available within containment to
permit recirculation cooling flow to the core, and 2) the reactor will remain
subcritical in the cold condition following mixing of the RWST and the RCS water

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 5-2



' Westinghouse Water Reactor Nuclear CommercialElectric Corporation Divisions Operations Division
Box 355 Z-
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 1523

January 21, 1981

.''-t fTVA Contract Nos. 68C60-91
- N and 71C62-54114-1

Mr. J. A. Raulston
Chief Nuclear Engineer TVA-8074TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY WAT-D-4273
400 Commerce Avenue, W10 C126
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902 S.O. TVA/TEN-300

WAT/WBT-300

Dear Mr. Raulston: Ref: PA-477

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
SEQUOYAH AND WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANTS

UNIT NUMBERS 1 AND 2

Plant Specific Setpoint Curves (Up to the Normal RCS Operating Pressure)
for the Power-Operated Relief Valves and Associated Analysis

The setpoint program for the Westinghouse Overpressure Mitigating System (OMS),
as applied to the Sequoyah and Watts Bar Plants for cold overpressure control,
is presented below. Selection of the setpoints was based on the algorithm set
forth in the reference and considered not only the Appendix G reactor vessel
NDT limits, but also the integrity of the reactor coolant pump based on a pres-
sure drop of 200 psid across the No.1 sear. The attachment provides the bases
for the setpoint determination.

The analysis leading to the selection of the setpoints for the two power-
operated relief valves was based on valve opening and closure times equal to
2 seconds, and on staggered operation of the valves. As the analysis permit-
ted, high setpoints were selected to provide maximum pressure margin for plant
operation during cold shutdown. The setpoints were also selected to minimize
and preclude, wherever possible, the simultaneous opening of the power-operated
relief valves and the'RHR valves to restrict the total number of ports of dis- -charge of primary coolant to that absolutely necessary for overpressure
control.

The setpoint program includes the effect of time delays associated with trans-
mission of the wide range RCS pressure signal (e.g. transmitter, electronics,
etc.) used for cold overpressure control. These delays are generally small,
as evidenced in the May 1979 time response test results. For this analysis, aconservative time delay equal to 0.50 seconds (including a value of 0.40 sec.
for the transmitter) was utilized. RECEIVED

JAN 3 1981 I
REGULATORY STAFF
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Watts Bar - Unit 1_f

RCS Temperature
0F

Setpoint, psig
PORV #1 PORV #2

450

435

440

70

100

163

198

200

232

236

260

261

283

284

325

520

515

528

600

842

510

770

1150

1040

1383

1520

24602350

Watts Bar -

RCS Temperature
0 F

70

100

120

150

180

210

230

260

Setpoint, psig
PORV #1 PORV #2

448

438

450

580

820

1160

1500

2330

518

513

530

682

915

1260

1605

2440

Unit 2
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The Sequoyah and Watts Bar Setpoint Documents will have this information included
in the next revision of those respective documents.

Very truly yours,

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COR>DORATION

M. A. Siano, Manager
Tennessee Valley Authority
Projects

/rcc
attachments

J. A. Raulston, 3L 1A

cc: R. E. Lyman, iL
F. E. Rolston, IL
B. Wade, lL
L. M. Mills, lL
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I. DISCUSSION/BASES

This report documents the developmer: of the power-operated relief valve

(PORV) setpoint programs (pressure setpoint vs. reactor coolant system

temperature) as determined for the Westinghouse Overpressure Litigating

System (OMS), to be applied during shutdown operation in'the Sequoyah

and Watts Bar Plants. These programs are intended to maintain reactor

coolant system pressure within acceptable limits following.'

overpressurization incidents occurring in the Sequoyah and Watts-Bar

Plants during low temperature, water-,solid operation. The results of

LOFTRAN transient analyses, utilized in the determination of the

setpoint program, are also included.,*.- .. .. '

Operating Limits .

'The PORV-setpoint program was developed for each plant, ..utilizing, the

algorithm provided in Reference 1. % tased '''

pse pin program-wz wil; iprevent -ov-eirpressures p x yValve~ o6peining

-fo>zedn tb3OC15:Apnix e.ao vese 1,OT tlimit .nd~will..
H - sue 4...-ian . .Afr - w

vt'. derrpressure r~~cdb av Asr tm

ftorco l. 5saj-rTis was

accomplished considering,.both.:-th-e KI and HI mechanisms'.and utilizin ,

staggered relief valve operation. -"

The 10:EFPY'heatupand cooldown6.curves,-vitliout marginf or instrumenta-

tion error, were utilized'for the Appedix G limi6tSic e chn

is expected in these curves between 10 EFPY and 32 EFPY, this -is: consis-

tent with the position.delineated' in Reference'2, in which10 EFPY,

curves are recomended for-overpressure-studies.'i

The minimum RCS pressure. curveutilized in the setpoint determination is

based on system pressure :as determined by :a wide :range pressure- instru-

ment in a loop notcon'taiining' the" acti've reac'tor cooant ppump.; 'This'

ensures the utilization of a minimum pressure limit' curve which"will

cover this eventuality as well as that case in whi ch the instrument is

dircetly located in the loop with the active pump.'

7333A
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5.I

Heat Input Considerations

The heat input (HI) mechanism.. . .. . . . . .dere.tf.. .......... ......... .. . ICS.pumwp

jsru in nc_; loo wi~th -temperature~-asvrmtry~~-ilth.e8 'V or--.-Oilanlt

f system, whereby 'the s~team gqnc~ra.tors yer yt ahigher-tezperatur~e thar

the. remainder f..tbe. systeti. The magnitude of the temperature differ-

ence between the steam generators and the reactor coolant system depends

on the previous plant operations which allowed the asyvmietry to

develop. For this study, it was considered realistic to assume a maxi-

mum temperature of 50°F as the design case because much higher differ-

ences would be difficult to develop and would be easily recognized by

the operator as abnormal conditions requiring special attention.-'-;

wi e.- tis '1!-. er'

oi rg'ran'te-nequency- of .:occurrenceis- 5 ill

- t~~~ufficienrt~ly T-ow-that> thi s't.r'an's1ent did not:'need;*o: ..............................:be.;cons;,de-red:.for .-

=conforman: thi 1.Ap'eure iimit*. 'It was included, prin-

cipally out of consideration for reactor coolant pump (RCP) Ho. ' Seal-'

integrityat low shutdown temperatures, and wherever margin to the

Appendix G limit was available at higher temperature's.',

PORV Operation -..... ..

;e ers 0 S.- . e. - .t&ih L.L - ;:r . .~ -. . ;>

,.-. ea- .. -1.3,r -X;
roie ________ - -1--'e,.

th e same reasons, the setpoint program was'al I '-.-

' '.selected, -6here possible., to..preclude ':SiMu tan 0 3 oerationofL the. PORV-:'

-'..: and the, RHR valve(sj in the event that the Re id al He'at'moval System,.

* . . ' '\ ;*- : : -

'would still be activated during the overpressure causa~tive event.

r= q7-:. _ -- _ __ _

-; - -'- - -,

,RESAR 414, Section 5.'2.'10.2, Amendment 16, June 19.78; also Reference

*7333A .



'System/Opcrating Parameters

A. Temperatures

Reactor Coolant System temperature is equal to 10C°F..

-. Reactor Coolant Systemr Volume

-The RCS Volume is 12,169 cu. ft. for Sequoyah Units 1 and 2, and

11,689 cu. ft. for Watts Bar Units 1 and 2.

C. Initial Reactor Coolant System Pressure

The initial .RCS pressure is 50 psig.,;,'

There is negligible effect on the relief valve performance and the

pressure transient due to initial starting pressure., The mass

-input.transients were.conservatively analyzed at 50 psig to assure

that the mass input mechanism was always atfull performance

beore the mitigating relief valve was operated. -

D. Reactor Coolant Svstem Relief Capability

The transient is, analyzed for' actuation of 'one power operated.-..:'7

.:: .:e~lf ~val -'..~~-'''->f" '''X ''C ' ' f ''

$E. 'Power Operated Relief Valve Characteristics . -. . .. "'

1. The following mass input rates and pressure setpoints,: .,

M-ass- input rates - 40, 100,-200, 300Q0, 400, 500,,600, 700 gpm.

RCS pressure .setpoints,--'350 400, 450', 500, 550, 600, 800,

1200, 2500 psiKg .:,..,, ... , .. ..

*Spec. values-

7333A-
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2. Ramp (linear) opening characteristic.

3. Opening time 2 seconds* (with 0.4 second delay)

4. C 50 . .

Closure

1. Twenty-four reset pressures as required for algorithm

application:

(330, 380, 405, 430, 480, 530, 580, 730, 780, 880, 1030,

1080, 11.80,1230, 1330, 1380, 1430, 1580, 1680, 1780, 1980,

2080, 2280, 2530 psig.

2. Closing Characteristic:

a. Full open to 74 percent open in 0.2 seconds

b. 74 percent open to closed in 1.45 seconds

3. Closing time = 2 secondq* (with 0.35 second delay)

4. C = 50

F. Steam Generator Design Characteristics

SG Tube Heat Transfer Surface Area is 51,500 ft 2/Sequoyah

Units 1 and 2, and 48,000 ft 2/Watts Bar Units 1 and 2

SG Type - Model 51 series/Sequoyah Units 1 and 2, and Model

D3/Watts Bar Units 1 and 2

C. Reactor Coolant Pump Design Characteristics

RCP Type = Model 93A

RCP Motor HP = 6000/Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 and 7000/Watts Bar

Units 1 and 2

*Spec. value

7333A
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9 A

Limits Considered

lOZFPY heatup curve without margin for instrument error as

shown in Figure 4.!-2.

lOEFPY cooldown curves without margin for instrument error

as shown in Figure 4.2-2.

Curve Utilized

lOEFPY heatup curve described in Figure 4.1-2 (Most

limiting for applicability rates given

below.)

Applicability:

Sequoyah Unit 2

-leatup rates up to 60 F/hr.

Cooldown rates:

For maximum allowable cooldown rate as a function of RCS

temperature, see Figure 4.3-2.

These rates are consistent with the maximum expected

cooldown rate (Reference 6).

3. WATTS Bar Unit 1

Limits Considered

lOEFPY heatup curve without margin for instrument error as

shown in Figure 4.1-3.

-.7333A
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V. RESULTS OF PARAMETRIC REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

(CONST&NT) MASS INPUT TANSIENT ANALYSES

FOR 412 PLANT (VRCS = 11,782 CU. FT.)
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TABLE 5.1 (Continued)

SUKP'ARY OF MASS INPUT RESULTS

APO VER PMAX APUNDERS

PS

PORV SETPOINT

(PSIG)

350

400

SETFO NT

PRESSURE

OVERS BOOT*

(PSI)

7. .

7

PEA!"

RCS

PRESSUP.E

(PSIG)

357

407

SETPOINT MINI2^u.1;;

PRESSURE . RCS

UINDERSHCOT** PRESSURE

(PSI) (PSIG)

.50

51:

300

349

450

500

.550

.7 . . .

7 . '

457

. 507

;557

54

541

54

600 7 607 56

800 7 .807 59

1200 .. 7 . 120 5

2500:- . J . 2507 , . 62

P -P
MAX S

.PC-,- . ' '

6844A

1ASS

. INPUT

RATE

(GPM)

100

PmIl

396

446

496

.L

:741 s-

:1141.e ). j a.-.

;2433

*

::

�5 ,,
I

- 7 ,,

. o &zz . . .



TABLE 5.1 (Continued)

SUMMARY OF MASS INPUT RESULTS

A ) P LPP
OVER MAX LPUND- MIN

MASS - SETPOINT - PEAK SETPOliT . MINIMUM

-IPUT . PS PRESSURE RCS- PRESSURE " RCS5

RATE PORV SETPOINT OVERSHOOT* PRESSURE UNDERSHOOT** PRESSURE

(GPM) (PSIC) (PSI) (PSIC) - (PSI) ' (PSIG)

.300. 350. 24 .. - 374 '* 70.. 280 O

-400 24 .; 424 : . :76 324

450 .24 82 '36

00. 24. :524 87 413'7

550'. ' 23 ' 'g , , 453

600 2 2 622 92 -503

0 - 22 822 52 748

2500 21 252 S 4 19

-: 6844A :~~~~. ....... .- ; ̂ -- -
'P

AX S
*P p
S MIN
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TABLE 5.1 (Continued)

5S1Thr'ZY OF :' ASS INPUT RE SU'LT7S

GPOV-R PMJX AP UNDER

PS

PORV SETPOINT

(PSIG)

-350 -

400

450

500

SEIPOINT PEAK SETPOINT MINIMIUM

PRESSURE RCS PRESSURE .RCS

OVERSHOOT* PRESSURE UNDERSHOOT* PRESSURE

(PSI) (PSIG) (psI) (PSIG)

43-

42

41

4 .
4 1

393

44 .2

442

491

541

50

54

-60

65-

.300.

346

390

.435

5504 591 70: 480

600 40 640 -74: . 526

8oo 39 839 7 9. .. 709-

1 200 -.. 38 . 2 I 07

2500 37 2537 100'. 2400

p

* p - P
MAX :.S

** P - PI
S MIN

6844A

14'SSS

INPUT

RATE

(GPM)

500

PMIN

' .
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TABLE 5.1 (Continuet.d)

SUMMARY OF MASS INPUT RESULTS

APOVER PEAX

PS
PORV SETPOINT

(PsIG) -

S ET PC INI

PRESSURE

OVERSHIOOT*

(psi)

PEAK .

RC S

PRESSURE

(PSIG)

SETPOINT

PRESSURE

UNDERSHODOT*

(PSI-) -

700 350

400

-450

500

550

600

.800:

1. .

1i200

-2500

P P s

SSA

:* - P;

.S MIN

71

71

69

68

68

421 -7 . 37 -:

7 40.
47:1 - 40 : 4

519.
-.1 1 - -. :

568:
61 .8 .

-, I, :'-, :

618

49

58

67:.

360.

401

442

483

68 6668 8 522

65 865 I 00. 7 00.

61 . 1261. . 140 1060

58 255 B 174 2326.

6844A

MASS

INPUT

RATE

(GPM)

Ar UNDER PMIN

M I NI MUM

RCS.

PRESSURE

(PSIG )

I � I,

77- 777,�t.



WATTS BAR UNITS 1 and 2

- .'t ,-.:.,.K

.7333A
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TABLE 6.1-3/4 (Continued)

SU!MAL4RY OF HEAT INPUT RESULTS - WATTS

LPOVER PrAx

SETPOI NT PEAK
RCS/SG PS PRESSURE RCS
TEMiPERAJJRES PORV SETPOINT OVERSHO0T* PRESSURE
(OF/OF) (PSIG) (PSI) (PSIG)

150/200 350 45 395

400 46 446

425 47 472

450 . 46 496

500 46 546

550 44 594

600 45 645

900 44 944

200/250 350 71 421

400 74

425 73 498

450 73 523

500 71 571

550 70 620

BAR PLAN4TS

APUNDER

SETPOINT
PRESSURE
UNiDERSH03T**

(PSI)

67

71

76

76

89

99

103

167

54

62

68

71

77

80

7333A
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PMIri)

MINI 1M.UM
RCS

PRESSURE
(PSIG)

263

329

349

374

411

451

495

733

296

338

357

379

423

470



TABLE 6.1-3/4 (Contirnued)

SUMN4rkRY 0 HEAT INPUT RESULTS - WATTS BAR PLANTS

LPOVER

RCS/SG
TEMPERATURES
(OF/O )'

(Con'td)

250/300

300/350

PS
POR\V SETPoI!iT

(PSIG)

1603

2000

2300

2550

350

400

425

450

500

510

600

2100

2300

2550

SETP0I14T
PRESSURE
.OVERSHOOT*

(PSI)

6D

52

36

23

67

78

89

98

106

109

111

.60

49

-37

PMAX

PEAK
RCS

PRESSURE
(PSIG)

1665

2052

2336

2573

417.

478

'514

- 548---

606

659

711 -:.-

'2160

2348

2587

tPUNDER

SETPOINT
PRESSURE
UNDERSHOOT**

( PSI)_

197

227

136

138

39.

46

46

--- .46

55

57

.60

204

225

125

* PlAX - Ps I

**PS - PMIN

7333A
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P! ,lI 14

MINIMlUM
RrS

PRESSURE
(PSIG)

1403

1773

2164

2412

311

354

379.

404

445

493.

540

1896

2075

2425



9 Range of potential setpoints based on both Mi and HI

operation

10 - Range of potential R'iR valve opening

11 Range of permissible setpoints

12 - Maximum permissible setpoint

13 - PORYP #1 (low) setpoint

14 - PORV Jt2 (hig ) setpoint.

C. DATA UTILIZED

1. Mass Input

a. Parametric Correlations for Reference (412) Plant

Refer to wass input rcrultc of Table 5.1, Section V for a 412

Plant (VRCS = 11,782 ft3).

(Assumed applicable at all TRCs)

The mass input data of Table 5.1, Section V is plotted in

Figure 7.1. Setpoint parametric correlations of setpoint

overpressure p....
OVER PMAX PSETPOINT and setpoint

underpressure LPlUNDER = PSETPOINxT - FIwith (con-

stant) mass input rate were developed to facilitate drawing

the locus of maximum RCS pressures produced by 141 transients

(curve 3/2cc in Figures 7.2-1 through 7.6-4 and the locus of minimum

RCS pressures produced by the MI transients (curve 5 in

Figures 7.2-1 through 7.6-4 as a function of setpoint

(PSETp0T). As noted in Section II, the range of mass

input rates analyzed (40 gpm to 700 gpm) was sufficiently

broad to envelope mas's injection rates produced by all the

letdown isolation mechanisms described in Reference 5.

7333A
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It should be noted that the AP correlations of Figure
7- ~U1,MER

7.1 are not monotonic with mass injection rate. This is

attributable to power-operated relief valve transient perfor-

mance as governed by valve capacity, mass input rate, pressure

setpoin-t and reset pressure. In general, departure of a

specific LP correlation from monotonic behavior car.

be directly related to whether the valve opens or closes com-

pletely during the transient. For PSETPO~hT = 350 psig in

Figure 7.1, for example, AUPgDER increases monotonically

with decreasing mass injection rate (from 700 gpm) until a

maximum AP is reached at 200 gpm. Over this range
UNDER

(200 gpm to 700 gpm) of mass input rates, the relief s.alve

opened and closed completely during the cold overpressure

transients. Below 200 gpm, AP suddenly decreasesUNDER

with decreasing mass injection rate, an observation attri-

butable to partial relief valve opening during the transients.

Despite' the non-monotonic behavior of APUNDER, a suffi-

ciently well-defined envelope of anticipated APUNDER and

OVE s cvidcaced in Figure 7.1, and selection of

APPEAR and APOVER in the application of the algorithm

(Reference 1, Section 4) for developing curves 3/2cc and 5 of

Figures 7.2 through 7.7 in the determination of setpoint can

now be made using Figure 7.1, applying appropriate conserva-

tions to account for the relief valve opening/closure mecha-

nism, for system setpoint and for mass injection-rate.

b. Development of Algorithmic Locus Curves 3 and 5

Table 7.1-1/2 summarizes the development of the MI locus

Curves 3 and 5 for letdown isolation in Sequoyah Units 1 and 2

with two charging pumps operating, utilizing Figure 7.1. The

generalized correlations of Figure 7.1 (VRCS=11,782 ft )

were adjusted to account for specific MI rates as prescribed

in Figure 2.1 for two charging pump operation, and for the

* ~7333A-
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TABLE 7.2-3/4

CURlVES 3 AND 5 DEVELOPENT FOR WATTS BAR PROJECT

- 1 CHARGING PULIQ/LETDOIWN 1SOLATION

MAX

MI RATE

-PS FROM

(PSIG) FIGURE 2.2

- (GP01)

APOVEX
(psi)

REF.

(412)

PLANT

(FIG. 7.1)

'CURVE 3
OF

ALGORITl.l

(PSIG)

WATTS BAR

(VOL. -

CORRECTED)

APUNDER

(LLVRGEST,

-MARGIN,

IF AVAIL.)

.FROA

FIG. 7-1

(PSI) :
:.~ . . .j:~ .

490 43 44 .394 -90 260

490 43 44 444 -95 305

485 43 44 469 -100 - 325

480 42 43 493 -100 350

475 40 41 541 ; -9 -405

470 39 40 590 1.00 '450

465 39 40 640 -105 495

445 34 35 35 -120 -680
1425 3 2 ~ 33 103 3 -...

400 30 31 121 1130.

375 28 29 1429

350 26 27 1627'

320 24 25 1825
280 21 22 2022 ` ;-; :

240 -18 19 -22195

110 9 9 2509 -.

.. .,

ALGORIsTHM

PCURVE 5.
OF

ALGORITINu

,( Psic)

350

400

425

450

500

550

600

800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000

2200

2500
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Normally, the higher PORV setpoint (14) is determined first,

allowing some setpoint margin to the maximum permissible set-

point (where available) for extrapolative!anal);tical uncer-

tainties in the development or plotting of the analytical

results. The lower PORV setpoint (13) would then be deter-

mined, based on the constraint minimizing operation of the

valve with the higher setpoint if the valve with the lower

setpoint operates (Section IV. E.1). Maximum expected pres-

sure overshoot would be the basis for the difference in the

setpoints for the two valves, with overshoot margin added, if

available.

In the case of Sequoyah Unit 1, however, the very restrictive

Appendix G pressure limit and consequential narrow setpoint

range (numeral 9) at RCS temperatures of 700F (Figure 7.2-1)

and 1000F (Figure 7.3-1) do not allow both staggered PORV

operation and compliance with the maximum of either the two

charging pump injection rate (Curve 3/2cc) or the single

charging pump input (Curve 3/1cc). Therefore, the lower

relief valve (PORV :1) setpoint was determined first, since,

for the majority of OWS operations, this PORV will normally

operate and contain RCS pressure within the worst case limits

(Curves 3/2cc, 3/1cc, 4, 5 and 6). The higher relief valve

(PORV #2) setpoint was then set, based on the constraint

requirements of Section IV.E.1. In the unlikely event of

single failure of PORPV 4i;, small pressure overshoots above the

worst case limits (Curves 3/2cc, 3/1cc and 4) are possible

with PORV #2 operation; however, for the majority of mass

input operations (charging rates of 120 gpm or less per

Reference 4 functional requirements), overpressures should be

contained below the limit curves of Figure 7.2-1 and Figure

7.3-1.

Sequoyah Unit 1 complies without qualification with all limits

and operational constraints for T7 150OF and higher.
RCS

7333A



2. Sequoyah Unit 2

:(See Figure 7.2-2 through Figure 7.7-2)

Figures 7.2-2 through 7.7-2 illustrate the application of the

algorithm described in Reference 1, Section 4, to Sequoyah

Unit 2 setpoint program determination.

Unlike Sequoyah Unit 1 with its severely restrictive Appendix

G pressure limit and narrow range of available setpoints'..

(numeral 9), Sequoyah Unit 2 exhibits a higher Appendix C

limit (Section TV.C.2).., This -allows setpoint determination,

for both relief valveso.consistent with all the requirements.:

and constraints specified in Section IV.

3. Watts Bar Unit .1

.(See Figure 7.2-3 through Figure 7'7-3).

Figures 7.2-3 through .7.7-3 illustrate the ap plication of' the'

algorithm described in Reference l, Section 4, to Watts Bar

Unit 1 setpoint program determinati on. .'

-c .r ig p -t.,th la ailb.

Because of higher charging pump flow.capability';the available

|rage forjsetpoint determ ination (numeral 9 in 'Figures 7.;2-3

through 7.3-3) Is severely resftricte~d at 'RCS temperatu f'

70°F and 100°F. As in the case of Sequoyah Unit l, this.

precludes attaining bozth stzggered valve operation and comn-

pliance with two charging pump (Curve .3.12cc) 'or'one charging"

'pump (Curve 3/1icc) mass injection. The lower relief valve

(PORV #1) setpoint was therefore determined first, withiin the e

allowable setpoint range-..For .themaority of OMS oPerations

ue to all:MI input-events considered, this valve will nor-
t~ l .,.,... 'in . .r ;..*.ut ..;- ea c.; il or ,'.. -

ally operate and contain RCS pressure within the worst case

i R ' s e w... . . .' ' ,

.7333A t ; 0.- - .; S0. . 00
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limits (Curves 3/2cc, 3/1cc, 4, 5 and 6). The higher relief

valve setpoint (PORV i,'2) was ;-- ne):t, based on the Cl

o .e Ion the. unlikely event of single

|failure of POR'v'i, small prt:ssure overshoots above the worst

case limits (Curves 3/2cc., 3/lcc and 4' could be experienced

with POI-V #2operation; however, for the majority of MI event-

Down isolation with charging rates equa! to 120 gpm of

less per Reference 4), overpressure should be contained below

the limit curves of Figures 7.2-3 and 7.3-3.

Vi atts Ba Unit i. complies witll all limits and operational

4. Watts Bar Unit 2

(See Figure 7.2-4 through Figure 7.6-4).

Figures 7.2-4 through 7.6.-4 illustrate the application of the

algorithm described in Reference 1, Section 4, to Watts ',vr

Unit 2 se-point program.determ.nation.

Suffic-ient range of available setpoints (numerr1 9) is avail-

able for setpoint determination at all RCS temperatures and.'-

for all III and HI events considered, consistent With, all-the

requirements and constraints sDecified 'in Sect ion :V.

VIII. SETPOINT PROGRAM .

The ;setpoints determined in:Section VII for the two reliefvalves

.at various RCS temperatures are plotted in Figure 8.1 and 8.2 for

ESequoyah Units 1 and 2, respectively, and in Figures 8.3'and 8.4

for Watts Bar Units 1 and 2, respectively, together with the-"

Appendix G and RCP No. 1 Seal pressure 'limits f1or the plants.

7333A:
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For hardware application, the total nurmbar of setpoints is limited

to a total of 8. The function generator will linearly interpolate

between these setpoints, termed breakpoints. It is important

that, in fitting the breakpoints with their linear approximations

to the 6etpoints prescribed by the two curves in Figures 8.1

through 8.4, the limits and constraints delineated in Section IV

continue to be observed.

The breakpoints were fitted, subject to these considerations, as

shown in Figure 8.1 through Figure 8.4. A listing of the resul-

ting setpoints for the two relief valves is presented in Table 8.1

for Sequoyah Unit 1 and 2 and Watts Bar Unit 1 and Unit 2,

together with the corresponding values obtained using the

algorithms in Section VII.

7333A
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With regard to operation when the RCS is at low temperature (during startup and

shutdown), the staff is concerned about potential reactor vessel damage as a

result of an overpressure transient. The applicant has provided a description

of the low temperature overpressure protection design, describing a system

which, once manually-enabled, will automatically monitor RCS pressure and

temperature and will provide backup control of the pressurizer PORVs. The

system is automatically armed and actuated.

f dd s'e" X Additionally, the applicant has discussed design low temperature

overpressure transients and further details on the administrative procedures

associated both with operation of the system and with reducing the potential for

overpressure events. NIeMhiMCbit c ptA

The staff finds the conceptual design of the applicant's low temperature over-

pressure protection system to be acceptable; the acceptability of the system's

electrical design is discussed in Sections 7.6.5 and 8.3.3 of this report.

P 5.2.3 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials

GdC 14, 15, and 31 of 10 CFR 50 require that the reactor coolant pressure

boundary (RCPB) have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage and be

designed with sufficient margin to ensure that the design conditions are not

: exceeded during normal operation and anticipated failure of the RCPB i's

minimized.

The materials used for construction of components of the RCPB have been identi-

fied by specification and found to be in conformance with the requirements of

* Section III of the ASME Code.

Fracture toughness for components in the RCPB are discussed in Section'5.3.2.

The materials of construction of the RCPB exposed to the reactor coolant have, been identified, and all of the materials are compatible with the expected

environment, as proven by extensive testing and satisfactory performance.

Kenyon 2WATTS/F3/28/82 S-5



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.13
Open Item Nos. 25.1, 26, 126
T.S. Pages 3/4 1-12, 3/4 1-13, 3/4 5-13

Maximum Water Temperature Surveillance for RWST - The maximum
water temperature of 1050 F is based on accident analysis for
containment spray and it is appropriate to have an LCO for it in
specification 3.5.5. However, the water temperature does not
affect our shutdown capability required by specification 3.1.2.6.
Therefore, the temperature limit in the LCO should be deleted.

Furthermore, we believe the surveillance requirement to check the
temperature when the air temperature exceeds 850 F is rather
arbitrary. The heater control logic turns off one bank of
heaters at 670 F and the second at 70 0F. The tank has 3 inches of
reflector-type external insulation. It has a 28 inch diameter
vent on top. These features plus the fact that the large water
volume (370,000 gallons) does not heatup significantly due to
insulation leads us to propose that the surveillance temperature
be 1050F.

Sequoyah did not have an upper temperature problem last summer.
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C, inmm th1ivnc brted w.ater scur--E(s) sh-al be OpERABLE
ES r-'t--' >my Sm i Catiow 3.1. 2. 2:

c. boric acid stora s asten and at n:ast one Psso-:aten heat trAcing
system With:

1 -1'- -n ,.-- -Ceura-t8 ec w&r vou'me oT cn ceons.

-. Between 20,t00 end 22,300 opm of boron, and

5'. A mini~m, s tis temperature of 1F.

b. The refueling water storage tank with:

l. A contained borated water volume of between 370,000 and
375,000 gallons,

2. Between 2000 and 2100 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimrum solution temperature of 600F.

APPLICABILITY: 1M1ODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

a. 'With the boric acid storage system inoperable and being used as one
of the above required borated water sources, restore the storage
system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MIARGIN
equivalent to at least lo' delta k/k at 200'F; restore the boric acid
storage system to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in
COLD SHUTDO'v.N within the next 30 hours.

b. With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank
to OPERABLE status within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 1-12



. eri l . . .- . :- ' 8>, C~,~-'-;.Ct in -2 tnc

2. 'eri a te contrined borct-& ev t er volume f tbhe weter
source, and

\. Ver , fy5n the Lo i a c c sou' e .om. ra ure
.'hen , ' s sou. ce o f borated v,:aLer.

b. A- '-1S- on-e p-- 2. hour s by yen fi no the r'ST r;teperature when
the (outside) et r0emper ature is 1 ess than a 00 F.

^- P. 1-- .,l H L; ..tkU.- ..
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wEM E NCY CR L CCO LIN G SYST E S

'34.B.5 EFuELINqG WATER STC)RAGE TANIK

LITITI G CONDITION FOR OPERPA.TION,

-.z..5 The refuelino water stcraoo tank (RWST) shall be O rEAELE with:

a. A contained brated w!t-r \vl~ut,- cf between 370,000 and 375,00C
galIons,

b. A boron concentration of between 2000 and 2100 ppm of boron, anU

c. A rim-nimu, water temnperature of 60°F

d. A maximum water temperature of 105°F.

APPLICABILITY: O,3DES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

W.'ith the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLEstatus within I hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within 5 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOW,'N within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.5 The RWST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by:

1. Verifying the contained borated water volume in the tank, and

2. Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature when
the (outside) air temperature is less than 60'F or greater than E50 F.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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3/4 5- 13



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 43
T.S. Page 3/4 3-17

Applicable Modes for TavA-Low-Low and Steamline Pressure-Low -
The applicable modes should be 1.2,3## instead of 1,2,3#. These
functions are blocked below P-12. This portion of the coincident
circuit would be actuated below P-12 every time the reactor
coolant system is cooled down. P-l1 is not the correct point to
block these signals.



TABLE 3. 3-3 (Continue(1)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUIVIENFAT[ION

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
TOTAL NO.

OF CHANNELS
CHANNELS
TO TRIP

H I N I MHU M
CHANNELS
OPERABBLE

,-j SAFETY INJECTION, REACTOR TRIP,
FEEDWATER IO.1ATION, CONTROL ROOM
ISOLATION, ig1I4xESEL GENERATORS,
COMPONENT DOLING WJTER, EMERGENCY

* GAS TREA LENTJ ESSEIAI RAW COOLING
WATER, A/ AUXIL 1Y BUILDING GAS
TREATrMEN Cntfnued)

Coincident With
Either

APPLICABLE1HODES

Tav -- Low-Low IT havg/loop

Or, Coincident With

Steam Line Pressure-Low 1 pressure/
loop

1 T any
avrl

2 loops

1 pressure
any 2 loops

1 .1i aniy
avg

3 loops

1 pressure
any 3 loops

:,?, 344

I z 3 Mi
2. CONTAINMENT SPRAY

a. Manual

b. Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation
Relays

c. Containment Pressure--
Ili gli-ligh

2

2

4

1 wi th
2 coincident
swi tches

2

2

2

3

'1, 2, 3, 1

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3

co

,7-

'-4

-I

'-PI

-1

AC I ()11

1 5 "

1 8

'14

1G

I I.A:

1



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.19
Open Item Nos. 45, 46, 46.1, 47
T.S. Page 3/4 3-21

ACTION Statement for Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Start on Station
Blackout - The action statement should be 18*. This ESFAS
actuation signal provides backup to ESFAS signals generated on
low steam generator water level and the RPS signal generated on
low steam generator water level. It is an anticipatory signal
not assumed in the transient and accident analyses. We believe
that the asterisk, which states that specification 3.0.4 does not
apply, should be included. This decision is based on the fact
that a total of only 48 hours is allowed for repair, no more than
one channel can be out-of-service at a time, and that this signal
is an anticipatory signal. Startup operation should be allowed
to proceed parallel with the repair effort. The decision to
startup would only be made if the 48 hour limit could be met
(note: this statement is true if only economics are considered).
We realize that this situation is probably a rather infrequent
event but TVA should not suffer an economic penalty when no
safety concern is involved. Consideration must be given to the
fact that the loss of one hours' generation from a plant like
Watts Bar costs TVA an additional $22,000. There is no safety
concern because the trip in question is anticipatory and the
startup procedure itself, from MODE 3 to power operation, takes
on average of 24 hours.

Auxiliary Feedwater Start on Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps - There
is only one pump status indicator per main feedwater pump. The
total number of channels, channels to trip, and minimum channels
operable are incorrect in the NRC-draft technical specifications;
they should all read 1/pump.

ACTION Statement for Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Start on Loss of
Main Feedwater - The action statement should be 18*. This ESFAS
actuation signal provides backup to ESFAS signals generated on
low steam generator water level and the RPS signal generated on
low steam generator water level. It is an anticipatory signal
not assumed in the transient or accident analyses. We believe
that the asterisk, which states that specification 3.0.4 does not
apply, should be included. This decision is based on the fact
that a total of only 48 hours is allowed for repair and that this
signal is an anticipatory signal. Startup operation should be
allowed to proceed parallel with the repair effort. The decision
to startup would only be made if the 48 hour limit could be met
(note: this statement is true if only economics are considered).
We realize that this situation is probably a rather infrequent
event but TVA should not suffer an economic penalty when no
safety concern is involved. Consideration must be given to the
fact that one hour of generation from a plant like Watts Bar, if
lost or delayed, costs TVA an additional $22,000. There is no
satety concern because the trip in question is anticipatory and



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

the startup procedure itself, from MODE 3 to power operation
takes an average of 24 hours.

NOTE: The action statement allows only one sensor to be
out-of-service.

ACTION Statement for Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Suction Transfer -
The action statement should be 18* to minimize spurious actuation
of the transfer feature. Spurious actuations are viewed by TVA
as a serious safety and economic concern.

The normal source of water for the auxiliary feedwater pumps are
the condensate storage tanks. The chemistry of the water in the
tanks is controlled, it is 'pure' water. However, the tanks and
piping up to the pump suctions are not seismically designed. In
addition, the tanks are not protected from tornado missiles. The
Essential Raw Cooling Water System (ERCW) is seismically designed
and protected from tornado missiles. It serves as the back-up
water source if the condensate storage tanks and piping are
damaged by those two remote events. However, the ERCW water
is just Tennessee River water. Obviously, from both an economic
and a safety viewpoint, we do not want to inject river water into
the steam generators. Economically, the cost associated with the
cleanup of the steam generators and the condensate system (if the
steam dump system is in operation) would be tremendous.
Safety-wise, the contamination of the steam generators with river
water would accelerate corrosion and denting in the steam
generators and could possibly lead to tube failures.

ACTION 18 allows us 48 hours to repair failed components, but
more importantly it does not require us to place the inoperable
channel in the tripped condition. This is important because it
limits the potential for spurious actuations. Operation with a
failed, but not tripped, channel for 48 hours is acceptable
because the transfer system is a backup system that provides
protection for either a seismic event or a tornado that damages
the condensate storage tank system. Both events are remote in
terms of occurrence and even more remote when consideration is
given to the fact that the event must also damage the condensate
storage tank system.

We believe that the asterisk, which states that specification
3.0.4 does not apply, should be included. This decision is based
on the fact that a total of only 48 hours is allowed for repair
and that the signal in question provides protection only for the
remote events described above. Startup operation should be
allowed to proceed parallel with the repair effort. The decision
to startup would only be made if the 48 hour limit could be met
(note: this statement is true if only economics are considered).
We realize that this situation is probably a rather infrequent
event, but TVA should not suffer an economic penalty when no
safety concern is involved. Consideration must be given to the
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fact that the loss of one hours' generation from a plant like
Watts Bar costs TVA an additional $22,000. There is no safety
concern because the signal in question provides backup for remote
events only and the startup procedure itself, from MODE 3 to
power operation, takes on average 24 hours.

Reference: TVA Drawings 47W803-2 R16 (FSAR Figure 10.4-21)
47W611-3-3 (FSAR Figure 10.4-19)

Note that Class G piping is not seismically designed,
Class C is low energy fluid and seismic, Class B is
high energy fluid and seismic.



TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATIONS
ZI:I4

-- I

D"

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER (continued)

c. Stm. Gen. Water Level-
Low-Low

i. Start Motor-
Driven Pumps

ii. Start Turbine-
Driven Pump

d. Safety Injection
Start Motor-Driven Pumps
and Turbine-Driven Pump

e. Station Blackout
Start Motor-Driven Pumps
and Turbine-Driven Pump

f. Trip of Main
Feedwater Pumps
Start Motor-
Driven Pumps and
Turbine-Driven Pump

g. Aux Feedwater Suction
Pressure - Low

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

3/stm. gen.

3/stm. gen.

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

2/stm. gen.
in any opera-
ting stm gen.

2/stm. gen.
in any
2 operating
stm. gen.

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

2/stm. gen.
in each
operating
stm. gen.

2/stm. gen
in each
operating
stm. gen

See 1 above for all Safety Injection
requirements

2/shutdown
board

X/pump

1/shutdown
board

1 /pump

2/shutdown
board

I
Xy/puLmp

APPLICABLE
ODnES ACT10 N

1, 2, 3 15*

1, 2, 3 15A

initiating functions and

1, 2, 3

1, 2

l84

18

3/pump 2/pump 2/pump

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

VAJ

I., 2, 3 :H< Ap 1*
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NRC Question A.4
Open Item Nos. 50, 54, 55, 56, 58
T.S. Pages 3/4 3-26, 3/4 3-29, 3/4 3-30, 3/4 3-31

ESFAS Trip Setpoints

Attached are revised pages of Table 3.3-4. Included is
information necessary to complete this table. Also included are
corrections of errors in our original submittal.



TABLE 3.3-4

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENIATION TRIP SEl'POINTS

CD

1-i

FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT

1. SAFETY INJECTION, REACTOR TRIP, FEEDWATER
ISOLATION, CONTROL ROOM ISOLATION, START
DIESEL GENERATORS, COMPONENT COOLING WATER
EMERGENCY GAS TREATMENT ESSENTIAL RAW COOLING
WATER AND AUXILIARY BUILDING GAS TREATMENT

a. Manual Initiation Not Applicable

b. Automatic Actuation Logic Not Applicable
and Actuation Relays

c. Containment Pressure--High < 1.54 psig

d. Pressurizer Pressure--Low > 1870 psig

e. Differential Pressure < 100 psi
Between Steam Lines--High

f. Steam Flow in Two Steam Lines-- < A function defined as
High follows: A Ap corre-

sponding to 40% of full
steam flow between 0% and
20% load and then a Ap in-
creasing linearly to a Ap
corresponding to 110% of
full steam flow at full
load

Coincident With Either

1. Tavg--Low-Low, or

2. Steam Line Pressure--Low

55F

> 575 psig

ALLOWABLE VALUES

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

< 1.7 psig

> 1859 psig

< 112 psi

< A function defined as
follows: A Ap correspondinig
to 44% of full steam floW
between 0% and 20% load and
then a Ap increas-inq linearly
to a Ap corresponding to
111.5% of full steam flow at
full load

W
l)
M~

> X OF

> 655 psiq



TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP -SETPOIN[S

FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT

:E:.

:-I

I:
-I

f-i

ALLOWABLE VALUES

SSO
> F > WF

> 675 psig

STEAM LINE ISOLATION (continued)

Coincident With Either

1. T avg--Low-Low, or

2. Steam Line Pressure--Low

5. TURBINE TRIP AND FEED WATER ISOLATION

a. Steam Generator Water level--
High-High

b. Automatic Actuation Logic
and Actuation Relays

> (65 l)sigl

< 79% of narrow
instrument span
generator

Not Applicable

rancle
each steal

6. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

Not Applicable

b. Automatic Actuation Logic
and Actuation Relays

c. Steam Generator
Water Level-Low-Low

d. Safety Injection

Not Applicable

> P& of narrow range
instrument span between
- anO- v$1 load increasing

'e1'inearly to > K of
narrow range s1 n at 100%
nominal load

See 1 above for all Safety
Allowable Values

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

> A% of n? row range
i nstrulmQ4 t span between
0 and g° load increasing
linearly to > of
narrows range Sl at 100%
nominal load 1

Injection Trip Setpoints/

< 78% of narrow range
instrument span each steam
generator

Not Applicable
rN3
u0

a. Manual



TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSlEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

C:
-4

H

-- I

w_

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER (continued)

e. Station Blackout

f. Trip of Main Feedwater
Pumps

g. Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Pressure-Low

1. Motor Driven Pump

2. Turbine Driven Pump

7. AUTOMATIC SWITCHOVER TO
CONTAINMENT SUMP

a. RWST Level - Low >
Coincident With

Containment Sump Level - High <

and

Safety Injection S
A

b. Automatic Actuation Logic N
and Actuation Relays

TRIP SETPOINT

).O volts with a
b'4 second time delay
C. 0

lot Applicable

> 2.0 psig

>6.5 psig

>130" from tank base

370 3
<30" above elev. tRa'

ee 1 above for all Safety Injection Trip Setpoints/
llowable Values

ot Applicable Not Applicable

ALLOWABLE VALUES

0.0 volts with a
1-5 + Add second time delay

T- o to

Not Applicable

> 1.0 psig

> 5.5 psig

> 126" from tank base

;?0 5", "703
< )*<" above elev. w '

W

w01
Wo



TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS
£
3:C

:I

co

;U
TRIP SETPOINT

0.0 volts with a
1.5 second time delay

0.0 volts with a
5 second time delay

ALLOWABLE VALUES

0.0 volts with a
1.5 ± 0.5 second time delay

0.0 volts with
5 ± 1 second time delay

b. DEGRADED VOLTAGE 6.9 kv SHUTDOWN BOARD

Undervoltage- 5520 volts`-•-

2. Ojervoi.tige - 82B0o volts

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION
SYSTEM INTERLOCKS

a. Pressurizer Pressure, P-il < 1955 psig

b. Low-Low T ri, P-12 Nt AppaF

c. Reactor Trip, P-4 CtNot Applicable

5520 ± 276 volts

8Ž80 ±*414 volt~s

Jr a -4 a-p. - j 0
//1

.vt a'4/ .-f S

/- r .,, V . - 57 4 C

< 1965 psig

> 551°F and < 555°F

Not Applicable F

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

8. a. LOSS OF POWER 6.9 kv SHUTDOWN BOARD

1. Start Diesel Generator

2. Load Shed

g(A)

W 9.

F-A
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Open Item 56.1
T.S. Page 3/4 3-30

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Start on Blackout. Trip Setpoint. and
Allowable Value - The trip setpoint and allowable value for
auxiliary feedwater pump start on station blackout are
incorrectly listed in the NRC draft of the technical
specifications. The correct value for the trip setpoint should
be 0 volts with a 5.0 second time delay. The correct value for
the allowable value should be 0 volts with a 5.0 + 1.0 second
time delay. A description of the system is provided below.

Each shutdown board is equipped with a pair of sensors to detect
a loss of voltage condition. The sensor response has an inverse
time characteristic. As the voltage drops below 70% of normal,
the sensor responds faster the further the voltage drops. The
maximum response, and the one listed in the technical
specifications for the test value, is for a step change from full
voltage to zero voltage. The sensors feed two timer-type
circuits. The first one starts all diesel generators within
1.5 + 0.5 seconds after the step change in board voltage. The
second one sheds the loads from the board and arms each
components sequencer timer within 5.0 + 1.0 seconds. It is this
second feature that actually provides an anticipatory start
signal to the auxiliary feedwater pumps. When the diesel
generator reaches rated speed and voltage, the auxiliary
feedwater pump timer starts and the pump is loaded on to the
emergency power bus when it times out, irregardless of demand
from the steam generator level signal. In that sense it is an
anticipatory signal.

Reference: TVA Drawing 45W760-211-1 R3 (FSAR Figure 8.3-5).
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£:
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-4f
I00

I-I

@--

(AJ

W

1T1

FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER (continued)

e. Station Blackout 0.0 volts with a
>< second time delay
5a

f. Trip of Main Feedwater Not Applicable
Pumps

g. Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Pressure-Low

1. Motor Driven Pump > 2.0 psig

2. Turbine Driven Pump > 6.5 psig

7. AUTOMATIC SWITCHOVER TO
CONTAINMENT SUMP

a. RWST Level - Low > 130" from tank base
Coincident With

7c'3'
Containment Sump Level - High < 30" above elev. 6'81

and

Safety Injection See 1 above for all Safety
Allowable Values

b. Automatic Actuation Logic Not Applicable
and Actuation Relays

Not Applicable

ALLOWABLE VALUES

0.0 volts with a
$14 ± Ott second time delay

5,0 /.0
Not Applicable

> 1.0 psig

> 5.5 psig

> 1.26" from tank base

30t ? 5& 703
< -:SS above elev. 'T

Injection Trip Setpoints/

TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSlEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOIINTS
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NRC Question D.20
Open Item Nos. 42.1, 42.2, 50.1, 73.1
T.S. Pages 3/4 3-16, 3/4 3-17, 3/4 3-26, 3/4 3-37

Safety Iniection Functional Unit - The list of equipment is both
incomplete and inaccurate. In particular, EGTS and ABGTS are
initiated by a phase A signal. Safety injection initiates a
Phase A signal among other things. It also starts the
centrifugal charging pumps safety injection pumps, residual heat
removal pumps, etc. We consider the functional unit title of
just 'SAFETY INJECTION' sufficient.

Reference: TVA Drawing FSAR Figure 7.2-1 sheet 8.



TABLE 3.3-3

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE AC TUATION SYS--EMl IS INUiNENTATI JON-4

(I.

0_,
:01

--

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
CHANNELS
TO TRIP

CHANNELS
OPERABLE

APPLItCABLE
MO 1)1115

, 1. SAFETY INJECTION, -RE-AC-10*
FR-,P--F-E- DWNTf-E-i--SO LAT-I-ON-,
GON [-O gROO J.MT -ON,-S-T-AR
-e-ESEL--G EN E-RA-T-O R-S-,-C-OPONEtl-T-
GCH4-NG-WAT-ER--EMERE[-NC-Y-6AS-

-NOt5iREA i-tAIhfNL-h-
-iASt-REr-FNEN*T

a. Manual Initiation

b. Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation
Relays

c. Containment
Pressure-ligh

d. Pressurizer
Pressure - Low

e. Differential
Pressure Between
Steam Lines - High

f. Steam.Flow in Two
Steam Lines-hligh

2

2

3

3

3/steam line

2/steam line

1

I

2

2

2/steam I ine
any steam line

1/steam 1 ine
any 2 steam
liines

I, 2, 3, 1

1, 2, 3, 4

2

2

2

2

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3it

1, 2, 3111

2/steam line

1/stea.m line

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS ACT I 1011

a)

1 1

'I 1

15*

A1 gj

1, 2, 3/Ill 1 5'



TABLE 3.3--3 (Contlinued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYS [Em INSTi PUlM[ENTAHION
-4

U)

-I

C_2

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

CIIANNELS
TO TRIP

MI " IU4

CIIANNEL[S
OPERABLE

Al lLICA131E
--- 'l) U -S-

SAFETY INJECTION, KRACTDR-T-R-P1-,
F-EEUWAT ER-I-SOLA-[40 N---GON]1)L-LROOMQI
*iO -Ft-O 1-T4() ~S-T- R1-JE)4- E-L-G QENE RA-.T-O R-5,Ct4PON~~~~~tITOR- , tl ,t LsZ

cflT-FR EA-T-ME NT-TE 5 E-NT-f-L--AW-Q Ob! N-tl
WNTSVERANI-AUX-FI-IA-fRY-gWIttt16G--tA
+-R-EAT-TIEN (Continued)

Coincident With
Either

T --Low-Low 1 T /oopavg

Or, Coincident With

Steam Line Pressure-Low 1 pressure/
1 oop

2. CONTAINMENT SPRAY

a. Manual 2

Tavc any

2 loops

1 pressure
any 2 loops

1 wi th
2 coincident
switches

1 T anyavg
3 lop

1 pressuire

any 3 loops)

2

b. Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation
Relays

c. Containment Pressure--
l igh-High

2 1

4 2

2

3

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3

FUNCTIONAL UNIT A(CT1, IO

U3

I

I, 2, 3 ,j,,`

1, 2, 3tt.- 1 r .A

1, 2, 3, 4 18

1 4

'I

'I 'i b



T-ABLE 3.3-i

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUiMENVATION TRIP SFU'OJiIS-1

(A

F'J

FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT

1. SAFETY INJECTION, RE-0iP-OlS IF-T-P--FfLEDWTTER
4-&9 Li\Tf-I e i,-oriT-poL-ROOM1-ISO L-T I-ON, 7ET7IT
P4,sLLGJtFiAT-ORS .-CoQIPoNEN1.T-COOLI-NG-WAT-Eft
.E.lERGEN-Y-GA-S-T-REATMEN-T-ES-SENT-1-AL-RAW-COOLItiG
V4AT-F.R-AND-AUXI LIARYBUI LDING AIAS.T1?EATME NTP

a. Manual Initiation Not Applicable

b. Automatic Actuation Logic Not Applicable
and Actuation Relays

C. Containment Pressure--fligh < 1.54 psig

d. Pressurizer Pressure--Low > 1870 psig

e. Differebtial Pressure < 100 psi
Between Steam Lines--ligh

f. Steam Flow in Two Steam Lines-- < A fuiction defined as
liigh follows: A Ap corre-

sponding to 40% of full
steam flow between 0% and
20% load and then a Ap in-
creasing linearly to a Ap
corresponding to 110%o of
full steam flow at full
1 oad

Coincident With Either
55c

1. Tav -- Low-Low, or > I530F

2. Steam Line Pressure--Low > SC psig

r:

ALLOWJABLE VALUES

Not Appl ical)le

Not Appl icable

< 1.Y psig

> 11859 1-si!9

* 112 psi

< A function defined a;
fo 11 ows: A Ap corresrpondi n
t.o '411, or full steam flIow
1)etween 0% and 2)(1 1 lnailnll
then a Ap increasio In linearly
Lo a Api correspolndinIgJ tLo
111.5' of full st.1aflIl flow at
full loacl

5 S
> °I3

> 655 psiq

W
,

N)
,M
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TABLE 4.3-2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INISTRUMtEN1A[I ON'
SURVEILLANCE REOQ1JREMENIS

TR IP
ANALOG AC1-lUATI1G
CHANNEL DEVICE M1ASTER

CHANNEL CHANNEL OPERATIONAL OPERAFIONAL ACTUATION RELAY
FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST TEST LOGIC TEST 11-SI

1. SAFETY INJECTION, REtr-fflR-TV-IP-
* EDW(-EiliI-SO AT TION-;--GONT-ROL
SR98M-FSO{:NT-IONf-T-AR-T-PIE-SEt
6fEiR*-TORS--COIPOtNENT-COO L4-LN
WfNER-;-EM E-RGENG-Y--GAS-T-RE-A-TtIEN-F,
E&S4-M'ALA-RAVI-GOOL.ING-4WfEf--AID-
Al-YItA-Y-BUI-L-DNFTG-CiA-S-TRE-ATMENT

51!V1. 1LLANC1
Tr, lm 9uI[tE)

a. tManual Initiation
b. Automatic Actuation

Logic and Actuation
Relays

c. Containment Pressure-
High

d. Pressurizer Pressure-
Low

e. Differential Pressure
Between Steam Lines--
High

f. Steam Flow in Two Steam
Lines--Hligh Coincident
With Either

N. A.
4. A.

S

S

S

S

N.A.
Il. A.

R

R

R1

R

N. A.
N. A.

M

III
11

H

R
N. A.

1-.A.

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

II.A.
H( I )

N. A.

N.A.

N. A.

N. A.

I.lA. H. A. I, 2, 3, I
11( I ) (I 1, 2, 3, 1

I. A.

N.A.

Ni.A.

Il.A. 1, 2, 3

l. A.

I. A.

N.A. N. A.

I 2, 3

1, 2 .

I , 2, 3 I

1.
2.

T --Low-Low, or
StQem Line
Pressure--Low

2. CONTAINMENT SPRAY

a. Manual Initiation
b. Automatic Actuation

Logic and Actuation
Relays

c. Containment Pressure--
Ifigh-Hi gh

S
S

N.A.
N. A.

S

R 1i
M

N.A.
N. A.

R

N. A.
N. A.

14

N. A.
N. A.

it
N. A.

N. A.

1N. A.
N.A.

N. A.
1( 1)

N .A.

N.A. Il.A. 1, 2, 3
N.A. 11.A. 1, 2, 3

11.A. N.A. l, 2, 3 4
II(I) 1, 2, 3, /I

N. A. 1. A. 1, 2,, 3

SI-AVE
REIAY
!151

wj



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.19
Open Item 48
T.S. Page 3/4 3-22

LOSS OF VOLTAGE/DEGRADED VOLTAGE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - The
action statement for the loss of voltage protection channels
should be 18*. A total of only 48 hours, is allowed for repair
and no more than one channel can be out-of-service at a time.
Startup operation should be allowed to proceed parallel with the
repair effort. The decision to startup would only be made if the
48 hour limit could be met (note: this statement is true
if only economics are considered). We realize that this
situation is probably a rather infrequent event but TVA should
not suffer an economic penalty when no safety concern is
involved. Consideration must be given to the fact that the loss
of one hours' generation from a plant like Watts Bar costs TVA an
additional $22,000. There is no safety concern because the
startup procedure itself, from MODE 3 to power operation, takes
an average 24 hours (this limits the time of power with degraded
equipment) and the fact that the second level of undervoltage
protection (degraded voltage) provides additional protection for
the loss of voltage coincident with a safety injection signal
event.



TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMIENTATION

w

:D

I---
--.4co
_r

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

CHIANNE LS
TO TRIP

MINI MUZ1
CHIANNELS
OPERABLE

APPLICABLE
MODES

F9 7. AUTOMATIC SWITCHOVER TO
CONTAINMENT SUMP

a. RWST Level - Low

Coincident With

Contai nment Sump
Level - HighI

Safety Injection

4

4

2

2

3,

3

1, 2, 3, 4 15

1, 2, 3, 4 16

See 1 above for Safety Injection initiating functions and
requi remen ts

b. Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation
Relays

8. a. LOSS OF POWER 6.9 kv
SHUTDOWN BOARD

1) Start Diesel
Generator

2) Load Shedding

2

2/Shutdown
Board

2/Shutdown
Board

1

i/Shutdown
Board

1/Shutdown
Board

2 1, 2, 3, 4

2/ShU tdown
Board

2/Shutdown
Board

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

b. DEGRADED VOLTAGE 6.9 kv
SHUTDOWN BOARD

j 1) /jDEp KTAGE /\

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

W~
And

ACTION

-.J4

18'

IS

- --



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.19
Open Item Nos. 49, 57.1, 72.1, 73
T.S. Pages 3/4 3-22, 3/4 3-31, 3/4 3-35, 3/4 3-36

DEGRADED VOLTAGE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - The draft technical
specifications for degraded voltage protection that were
originally provided to NRC were incorrect. We have revised the
technical specifications to reflect the current design. The
revised specifications are included as an attachment. The
setpoints for the voltage sensors and timers will be provided
later.

The undervoltage condition is sensed by three voltage sensors;
the logic is two-out-of-three. A trip signal is then fed to two
different sets of parallel timers. The first set provides an
enable signal to the SI/degraded voltage logic channel and
annunciates the low voltage condition in the Main Control Room.
The second set of timers will provide a diesel generator start
and load shed signal. The voltage sensors, diesel generator/load
shed timers and the SI enable timers have been included in the
technical specifications. See figure 1 for the low voltage logic
diagram.

The overvoltage condition is sensed by two voltage sensors; the
logic if one-out-of-two. A trip signal generates a Main Control
Room annunciation signal only; it does not start the diesel
generators or initiate load shedding. Because its only function
is annunciation, it is not included in the ESFAS technical
specifications. See figure 2 for the overvoltage logic diagram.

The Action statement should be 18* for the voltage sensors and
timers. The asterisk should be included because a total of only
48 hours is allowed for repair and no more than one channel can
be out-of-service at a time. Startup operation should be allowed
to proceed parallel with the repair effort. The decision to
startup would only be made if the 48 hour limit could be met
(notes this statement is true if only economics are considered).
We realize that this situation is probably a rather infrequent
event but TVA should not suffer an economic penalty when no
safety concern is involved. Consideration must be given to the
fact that the loss of one hours' generation from a plant like
Watts Bar costs TVA an additional $22,000. There is no safety
concern because the startup procedure itself, from MODE 3 to
power operation, takes on average 24 hours (this limits the time
at power with degraded equipment) and the fact that this
equipment is the second level of voltage protection.

The Action statement 18 was chosen to limit spurious actuations.
TVA considers it safer to avoid spurious trips and, therefore,
maintain an additional level of power redundance (transfer from
the normal source (USST) to the preferred offsite source (CSST).
NRC's proposed action 15 requires a failed channel be placed in
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the trip condition. A spurious actuation (from another failure
(downscale) or a trip during testing) on another sensor would
cause transfer from the normal source to the diesel generators.
It bypasses the preferred source. TVA does not consider this to
be the best situation. We consider limiting the action time
minimizes the potential for spurious actuation and limits the
out-of-service time to 48 hours.

References: TVA Drawing 45W760-211-1 R5 (FSAR Figure 8.3-5)*
45W760-211-8 R6 (FSAR Figure 8.3-6)-
45W760-211-4 R11
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TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRU!EIENTAT11OH
;-A
-A4
(J.n

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELSFUNCTIONAL IUNIT

7. AUTOMATIC SWITCHOVER TO
CONTAINMENT SUMP

a. RWST Level - Low

Coincident With

Containment SuImp
Level - High

Safety Injection

4

4

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

2

2

llI NII"IUM
ClHIANNELS
OPERABLE

3

3

APPL ICABLE
MODES

I, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

ACT I ON:

15

16

See 1 above for Safety Injection initiating functions and
requi rements

b. Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation
Relays

8. a. LOSS OF POWER 6.9 kv
SHUTDOWN BOARD

1) Start Diesel
Generator

2) Load Shedding

b. DEGRADED VOLTAGE 6.9 kv
SHUTDOWJN BOARD

2

2/SIuII Ldown
Board

2/Shu-tdown
Board

1

I/Shutdown
Board

1/Shutdown
Board

2 1, 2, 3, 4

2/ShII Utdown
Board

2/Sh ut(:towl
Board

2, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

) UNDEP'?\TAGE

3/SIhILtdc
Board

1win 2/Shutdown ,--T7hRutdown
Board / Board

awn 2/ShUtdo, n 2/Shutdcwn
-Bor Boardl

1, , 34 15
1 3. 4

Sr--£ 4Z: yFO 7

-- 4

And

14i

,v'

w

wP
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TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSlEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS-1q
(fA

co-I

I-I-
-ll

TRIP SETPOINT

0.0 volts with a
1.5 second time delay

0.0 volts with a
5 second time delay

ALLOWABLE VALUES

0.0 volts with a
1.5 ± 0.5 second time delay

0.0 volts with
5 + 1 second time delay

b. DEGRADED VOLTAGE 6.9 kv SHUTDOWN BOARD

X; Undervol a --- 5520 volts

2. \ .0r ltage - 8280 vol-ts --

9. E1NGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION
SYSTEM INTERLOCKS

a. Pressurizer Pressure, P-ll < 1955 psig

b. Lowz-Low T P-12 5 5pc
avgc P-5 5o App5i ar

c. Reactor Trip, P-4 Not Applicable

5520 - 76 vol Ls

8280 ± 414 volts

<,1965 psig

> 551°F and < 555°F
'. 5 5/ & x

Not Applicable

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

8. a. LOSS OF POWER 6.9 kv SHUTDOWN BOARD

1. Start Diesel Generator

2. Load Shed

-P

w

(A)

yg ,1c-i
Z~-t '
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TABLE 3.3-5 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIMES

INITIATING SIGNAL AND FUNCTION RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS

.3. RWST Level-Low Coincident with Containment Sumo
Level-High and Safety Injection

a. Automatic Switchover to Containment
Sump < 250

14. Station Blackout

a. Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps < 60

15. Trip of Main Feedwater Pumps

a. Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps < 60

16. Loss of Power/Degraded Voitage

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1

,zJg6.7 A/ su co c/O fo)
Raous 4-.. I-'I

3/4 3-35
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TAELEt NOTATIONt,

(1) Diesel Generator startino and secuence loading dcl avs mci uded.

(2) Diesel aener-,or sta-rtinoand seqaen-e ioadinc -cil- not include.
fsite power -;-ilable. -

Air zperata= ;alves

(4) Diesel generator staiting rm secuence loading delay included. rR 4 SL
Pu-?5 not included.

(5) Diesel generatOr starting and sequence loading iie';_-.s no+ included.
RHR puML s not included.

(6) Valve FC'-70-JL.4 is En exception to the response time shown in the
table and will have the following response time fcr the initiating
signals and functions:

2.d. 61(2)/71(1-)

3.d. 62 )/7

4.d. 61(2)/71(1)

-5.d. 64 /)74()-

6.d. E4(2)/74(1)

C-) ko^.&Ao' do* .~tec0.s -tar (0 Ifafl Esotf-r Ve 4{~n
rs c~dun eio -T( r Lcspo0t& Tte
CLL(3) On 3 azC f at 6eej -from

WATT EAR - UNIT 1 3/4 3-36
r270) 7':We s-e v.-,e of ye;. .O.Wy~~~w 4/e/r Xfv/Ze ezr,>of ,76

-%z O2 s{2stjo < / S et> or - o
WA'TTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 3-36
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question A.2
Open Item Nos. 59 through 71
T.S. Pages 3/4 3-32, 3/4 3-33, 3/4 3-34, 3/4 3-36

Response Time Table for ESFAS - The entire table has been
reviewed and the following items were changed.

1. Feedwater Isolation

2. Phase A Isolation

2.c < 8.0(3)
3.c < 8.0(3)
4.c 7 8.0(')
5 .c < 10 .0(3 )
6.c < 8.0(')

3.d < 18.0(2)/28.0(1)
4.d < 18.0(2)/28.0(1)
5.d < 20.0(2)/30.0(1)
6.d < 18.0(2)/28.0(1)

3. EGTS deleted because it is not initiated by Safety Injection,
it is initiated by Phase A Isolation.

Its response time for Phase A is 30(1L)

4. Component Cooling
Water

2.i < 35.0(2)/45.0(1)
3.i < 35.0(I)/45.0(1)
4.i < 35.0(2)/45.0(1)
5.i < 35.0(2)/45.0(1)
6.i 7 35.0(1)/45.0(1)

5. ABGTS deleted because it is not initiated by Safety
Injection, it is initiated by Phase A Isolation.

Its response time for Phase A is 30.0(2)/40.0(1)

6. Appropriate initiating signals for auxiliary feedwater start
on low steam generator level provided are for item 9.

These changes are consistent with the Watts Bar design.
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. Cz ai ni-2r, p Sr ay

c. ~ LCon -ir^n fslt oa e o r. I SO 1 5aci o
Phase L.4~ ISOlation

F ne LT A olaticn

-.Fe G-d~ erTsolatior;

f AuLi i 2ary Fee ,ater

C. L sential REW Cooling V('ater

i Emergency Gs Tretment Svstem

i LConoi RcGm Isolation

j. Gontainment Air Return Fan

k. Component Cooling Wr'ater

l. Auxiliary BuL1 Ildino Gas Treatment

2. Containment Pressure-Hich
-~ -T

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)

b. Reactor Trip (from SI)

c. Feecate Isolation

d. Containment Isolation-Phase "A

e. Corntainment Ventilation Isolation

f. Au-xiliary Feedwater Pumps

9. -ssential Raw Cooling Wiater System
1k n->, r- - T r..- -

~ - - : -'.-. f~ - 1 ~S C C! fC N, CS.

Not Appicable

I, -

Not

Not

otr~
iit

Niot

Got

Applicable

rAoDp iiC ab Ier.cplicable

Applicable

r, p * I -a Ll E

Applicable

Applicable

,pplicpble
Applicable

Applicable

< 27.0(C)/12(5)

< 2.0
< (3)a0

*< s.0 (2)/28.0(i)

Not Applicable

< 60.0

< 65. O(2)/75.0(±)

\K Control Room Isolation Not Applicable
. Component Cooling Water < CZ) oC)
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--';fet. Injection (-C^S) 

".......... 2 7.0O'/l20C;('
T. `ec -r Trio (from 2 I <G

c. Cn.inmen- SC' Zicr-5nase I(6) < 1a8- Li 2 -0

71 -,

>.. n:'-n.^, ,-oc.7 Isoletion lxo: Armiicable
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4. Ci i eCentil 4 Pressure 'et.'een Steam; Lines-Hiioh
E. Setv T Injection (ECCS) < 22.0( )/1 Co. Reactor Trip (from SI) < 9 0
c. Feedwater Isolation <G. Continimernt Isolation-Prase 'A"( )<
e. Containment Ventilation Isol2tion Not Applicable

A.'uxiliary Feedwater Pumps < 60 0
EssWential R2\ Cooling Water System < 67.0()

h. 'i.. Control Room Isolation NIot Applicable
L- 'I, Component Coolino Water < 35.0 0 7c4 5,°

D _____r-\_.__,__ _F _ _ S__ I_-_,- _ _---

5. Steam Flow 4n Two Steam Lines - Hich Coincident with
-av2--/Low-./Low

a. Safety Injection (ECCS) <24.0(4)
b. Reactor Trip (from SI) <
c. Feed-water Isolation
d.. Cortainment Isolation-Phas2 ACO) <
e. Containment Ventilation Isolation TNot Applicablef. Auxiliarv Feedwater Pumps < 60.09. Essential Raw Cooling WIater System 2 67fl)/77.0
h. Steam Line Isolation < 9.0 7

h. *j1 Control Room Isolation Not Applicable
L. . Component Cooling Water < 3s.o

2C.C 3v. c
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. Saf r Totion cECCSi ) 1.

K ?cco 'r* (from S <) < 2.0

Fre2drwater so ation< )

d. Co-0ln cltc,;hs I^6 < 01.-()t>20V~

a. Co tai m-- Ventilation Isclaon S n Not ApPilioabie

edwaer PumTs. < 60.0
S -sse-al C- S5. 0(')
h. Steam Line Isolation < 7.0

L'io. Con rol 0oom Isolation lNot Applicable
~j. \. Crmonent Cooling Water

7. Cont2inmie^nt Pressure-- Hioh-Hrigh

W a. Containment Spray < 53.0(2)
b. Containment Isolation-Phase "B" < 65 ()/75(2)

c. Steam Line Isolation 7
d. Containment Air Return Fan < 610

8. Steam Generatcr Water Level--Hiqh-Hich

a. Turbine Trip < 2.5
b. Feedvater Isolation 11.0()

9. Steam Generator Water Level - Low-Low

a. Motor-driven Auxiliary cS)
Feedwater Pumps <60.0

b. Turbi ne-driven Auxiliary Lq,
Feedwater Pumps < 60.0

10. Containment Gas Monitor Radioactivitv - Hioh 1
a. Ventilation Isolation < 25.0 3

11. Containment Particulate Activity - High

a. Ventilation Isolation < 25. 0K
12. Containment' PurQe Air Exhaust Radioactivity -

Hiah

a . Ventilation Isolation < 25.0

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 3- 34



II) Die-el cererator stEr inc' ar- secuen-e -1 Liie c--l-.s inelured

(2) Diesel cenerator st-rtino~ andc sequenc;e loacinc delay rat included
C,' 7te over -:ilable.

;~ ~~~ t; rQ a v--' - v E: v2

(4<) Dtiesel Cenarazor s-trino end sacuence loading d12v included'. s
p":S nt ir, u-.

(5) Diesel CeeneratOr s trtina and sequence loedirn deltvs not nolC.
RHR PUMDS uMCn included.

'-:6) V~alve FCV-7@-143 is Ln exception Lt the response time shown in the
teble a-d will have the following response time for the initiatinc
s Gna ls and functions:

2.d. /71

5.d. 64(2)/74(1)
6.d. 64 2/74(1

(.) kc>tc~~. 'Qn de- ec.Xoi"s -or (odajnte
4  Vte.4{fiA;°

t)~~6 &+ . 6-- t5 /71 Se.6Soo

ATA UNT d 3/4 3 z 3

,e / e;ool;s- . :r / 0/ 7d;.fzg i7v /S:woe eef~
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,,Z. . -I/e 40 rgz7 C, 4ere/> /P*~vX0
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 73
T.S. Page 3/4 3-36

Response Time Testing for Steamline Line Break Protection - Notes
(4) and (5) refer to steamline line break protection channels.
Neither the RHR nor the SI pumps are required for steamline break
protection and they should be excluded from response time
testing.

Reference: FSAR Section 15.4.2.1.2
FSAR Figure 6.3-4
FSAR Figure 15.4-10



3, 3- 5
AL - ,,< (Ccntinued)

I d aE nI0 -rnuTATd7

(1) DiEsel generator startinc an.d sequence loading delaycs inciuced.

(2) Diesel aeneretor starting and sequence ioading dela2, nct included.
Off7tS-e power available.

;) Ai r Operated valves

(4) Diesel gene)zGor startinco r;d sequencE loading delyv included. RH~ H
pumps not included.

(5) Diesel generat-r starting and sequence loading dcelays not included. .lavdRHR pu7nos not included.

( V) Valve FCV-70-143 is an exception to the response time shown in the
table and will have the following response time for the initiating
signals and functions:

2.d. 61(2)/72(1)

3.d. 62

4.d. 61(2) /7(1)

6.d. 61(2)/m1(1)

-fi 1 )z r 7'v 7am4tC $ O 0t t ar e
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 72, 73
T.S. Pages 3/4 3-34, 3/4 3-36

Radiation Monitor Response Times - The radiation detectors used
to initiate containment ventilation isolation should be excluded
from RESPONSE TIME testing. The definition of RESPONSE TIME
testing states that response time 'shall be that time interval
from when the monitored parameter exceeds its ESF actuation
setpoint at the channel sensor until the ESF equipment is capable
of performing its safety function.' However, it is not possible
to determine when the monitored parameter (radiation) exceeds the
setpoint at the radiation detector; the design of the test
equipment prohibits it.

The test consists of a remotely operated mechanical arm which
moves a radiation source out of a shield and towards the
radiation monitor. At some point, as it moves towards the
detector, the radiation level at the detector exceeds the
setpoint. However, it is not possible to calculate this position
without sophisticated analytical techniques. Furthermore, the
detector response time is short 'compared to the overall channel
response time. The purge isolation valves are the limiting
equipment. The previous requirements for different times for
onsite and offsite power was an error. The purge valves fail
closed on loss of air and the air is lost on loss of offsite
power.

Note: This same discussion was presented for Sequoyah.

Reference: Sequoyah technical specification, Table 3.3-5



ALE .?- 3-' (Coti.ned'

E.sTNR! SAFETY FEATURES . O .-

7T;ITIN3 SIGNAL AN FU 1 CON -S CNE TM '; IN7-7 GSECO
6. S em Flow in Two S a LC s-Hich C i d ent with

L-' Line r e2ssure-Lo:w
a. Safety Injec-ior. ('OCCS) <12. Q5)/92 O(4)

e. Recctor Trip (fro:-.. SI) < 2.0
c. FeedwEter Isolation < K l t°
r. Containment Isolaticn-?hase "A"~56 < ClE.CŽ(2)/fS.Ot(-,

e. Corntinaent \Ventilationr Isolation Not App1 icable
f. Auxiliary Feedweter Pumps < 60.0

g. ECentl al Rlew Coli2)~r. 's.il -wCD11 inr 'ater System < 65.0 /)75o)
h. Steam Line Isolation < 7.0

: ~r > -; - r -, T - - X- - --

Control Room Isolation --

Ccmponent Cooling Water
A . -,w£

Not Applicable

< CZ.) / y S, Ot)

7 .. Coti mt P r e ,r-- Hio4.. .. -A ;. / i n, -- iah- i u h
7. C nc n,*,, ent Pressure--ihHg

a. Containment Spray

b. Containment Isolation-Phase "B"

c. Steam Line Isolation

d. Containment Air Return Fan

8. Steam Generator Water Level--Hioh-Hich

a. Turbine Trip

b. Feedwater Isolation

9. Steam Generator Water Level - Low-Low

a. MIotor-driven Auxiliary
Feedwater Pumps

b. Turbine-driven Auxiliary
Feedwater Pumps

10. Containment Gas Monitor Radioactivitv - Hich

a. Ventilation Isolation

11. Containment Particulate Activitv - Hich

a. Ventilation isolation

12. Containment PurQe Air Exhaust PRdioactivity -
Hiah

a. Ventilation Isolation

K

K

K

K

K

K

5s. 0(2)

65(1)/75(2)

7

610

2.5

11.0)

< 60.0

<60. 0Lq

1
< 25.0 .7Z

< 25.0 '

<25.0
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(1) iesel ceerator stiarinc and sequence loadinc del as .nciude.

(2) ies-el cener-atr st-tine anc' seeu mne lo-din- del- rt -clud
D775e poer aelbe

-~ rir operte ed valves

(4) Diesel generator -- sttinc rdC seuenc ICading d 1ay included. rpumps not included.

(5) Diesel senerator starting end sequer;oe doedlc caeys not in.L;ded. la
1,f. pumoS not included.

(6) Valve FC\'-70-143 is an exception .^ the response tim^ shown in the
table and will have the following response time for the initiatine
signals and functions:

2.d. 6 (2)/71(2)

3.d. 62 7)/7-

4.d. 61(2) m7tl)

5..V(2) ~(1)5xd. 64(2/74(.

6.d. 6,(2)/71(i)

ci) RZ/c~,o 2e;'/L ro tt-v ianus~ fl2l.~

fz OL 1A m0 rA ee-O 6Sct -Tor ((ianrrtE5~.Czty 
(C
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T.-3!. 3. 3-D (Continued)
-F--ATURES RESPONSE TIMES

:,T-TT!!7G SIGNAL N D FUI NC T:C R NS- TIME I, SCO.NCS

'0. Statioi Elackout

a uxiliary ,eeowte !' P uLms 5 , < 60

I K rio Do Main aeeow0ter PumoS

2. Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps < 60

12. Loss of Power

a. 6.c kv Shutdown Ecard < l0

Undervol te (Loss of

Vcltage)

i3. RWST Level-Low Coincident with Containment Sump

Level-Hich and Safety Injection

a. Automatic Switchover to (

Containment Sump < 250

14. Containment Purge Air Exhaust

Radioactivity - High

a. Containment Ventilation Isolation < K0(6)

15. Containment Gas Monitor

Radioactivity High

a. Containment V'entilation isolation < 10(6)

16. Containment Particulate Activity High

a. Containment Ventilation Isolation < 10(6)

SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2 3/4 3-32
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TABLE 3.3-5 (Continued)j f,- - ~ -. -,

7A, OTA 7 N TA l l ON

() Diesel ce.era-or starting and sequence loadino delays
time limit includes openinr of valves to establish SI
of discharoe pressure for centrifucal charging oumrs,

(2) Using air operated valve

(3) Valve FCrV-70-143 is an exception to the response time
and will have the following values in seconds for the
and function indicated.

2. d.
3i. d.
4.d.
5.d.
.d.

ncluded. Response
path and a-Lttanment
Si and RHR pumps.

shown in the tabe
initiating signal

~(S) (9)
61(8)/171( )

4(E)'4(9)
5 81 /,,(

(4) On 2/3 any Steam Generator

(5) On 2,3 in 2/4 Steam Generator

(6) Radiation detectors for Containment Ventilation isolation may be excluded
from Response Time Testino.

(7) Diesel generator starting and sequence loading delays not included.
Offsite power available. Response time limit includes opening of valves
to establish SI path and attainment of discharge pressure for centrifugal
charging pumps.

(3) Diesel generator starting and sequence loading
Response time limit includes operating time of

(9) Diesel generator starting and sequence loading
time limit includes operating time of valve.

delays not included.
valves.

delays included. Response

SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2 3/4 3- 33



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 81
T.S. Page 3/4 3-52

Seismic Monitorina Instrumentation Surveillance Reguirements -
Triaxial response spectrum recorders O-XR-52-77B, -77D, and -77E
are simply scratch plates. An analog channel operational test is
not applicable. O-XR-52-77A is a scratch plate, but it has
control room indication. The circuit to the control room will be
tested.

References: TVA Drawing 45W1679-1 RO
'Operating Instructions for the Seismic Monitoring
System,' Kinemetrics Corp., Contract 77K 8-822248



..'iaX.l Ti.e-,isstorv Arcielercg'raD-s

cC-XT-52- 7A Cont. El. 702

D .0-T-2-i3 Cort . E1. 757

c. 0-XT-52-75 CO;,?T. El. 742

2. Triaxilaj riccelerocl-rahs

2. 0-X -v 3-7SA R; Bldg. El. 703
b. i- X'R-52-7 6 ,Rx Bldg. El. 786
c. C-XR-52-76D Rx kldg. E1. 755

3. Triaxial Seismic Switches

a. Q-XS-52-80 Cont El 702**

4. Tria2x-ial Response-Spectrum Recorders

a . 0-XR-52-77A*

b. 0u-XR-52-77B

c. 0-XR-52-77D

d. O-XR-52-77E

;Except seismic trigger
v('4ith reactor contrOl room indications.

CHiEC6K

t'.x!,I*

.1*

NA

NA

M

HA

NA

NA

C'..'NiNEL
CAL T rRTIINJ

R

P
I p

R

R

R

R

R

PI

R
R

CANA LO

lES,

I.r,

S~1!:. n 1

NA

NA

NA

SA

SA

.KNA

;A At 4

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECBNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.13
Open Item Nos. 82, 82.1, 82.2
T.S. Pages 3/4 3-57, 3/4 3-58

S.G. Level Instrumentation in Auxiliary Control Room - The steam
generator level instrumentation in the Auxiliary Control Room
will be relocated on panel 1-L-10.

Pressurizer Relief Tank Level

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant was designed for emergency shutdown from
outside the control room. Included in the design for the
emergency shutdown of the reactor is instrumentation for
monitoring the integrity of the PRT. The BCR PRT level
indication is one of the instruments used in the verification of
PRT integrity.

PRT integrity can be challenged by a stuck open pressurizer power
operated relief valve (PORV) or safety valve. We have adequate
instrumentation to verify an impending or actual challenge to the
PRT without PRT level indication.

Any impending PRT challenge can be detected by pressurizer level
and pressure, both of which are available in the BCR.

An actual challenge to the PRT from a stuck open PORV can be
detected from the BCR handswitches which have green (closed) and
red (open) lights for direct indication of PORV position.
Further, the PORV block valves have remote handswitches on the
switchgear with green (closed) and red (open) lights for block
valve position indication. Therefore, we can determine if a PORV
is stuck open and we can verify subsequent block valve closure
outside the Main Control Room.

An actual challenge to the PRT from a stuck open safety valve can
be detected from the PRT pressure indication in the BCR.

The emergency procedure for control room inaccessibility will be
written to require no operator decisions using PRT level
indication. No operator action is made in the EOI based on PRT
level indication.

In conclusion, the BCR PRT level indication is not needed to
evaluate or verify PRT integrity.
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TABLE 3.3-9

REMOTE SHUTDOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

MINIMUM

:I-

LA

Dr

_4O

n_

LS
.E

READOUT MEASUREMENT CHANNEL
INSTRUMENT LOCATION RANGE OPERABL

1. Source Range Nuclear Flux Note 1 1 - 1 x 106 cps 1

2. Reactor Trip Breaker Indication At trip switchgear OPEN-CLOSE l/trip

3. Reactor Coolant Temperature - Note 1 0 - 6500F 1
Hot Leg

4. Pressurizer Pressure Note 1 0 - 3000 psig 1

5. Pressurizer Level Note 1 0 - 525 in 1

6. Steam Generator Pressure Note 1 0 - 1200 psig 1/stean

7. Steam Generator Level Note 2 0 - 100% 1/stean

8. Control Rod Bottom Bistable R-41-R-44 On - Off 1 Rod [

9. RIIR Flow Rate Note 1 0 - 4500 gpm 1

10. RIWR Temperature Note 1 50 - 4000 F 1

11. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate Note 1 0 - 1000 gpm 1

1-2. Pr1essu. LeI Wreiter Tcu,, Le~vel tbt 10-iu

13. Pressurizer Relief Tank Pressure Note 1 0 100 psig 1

14. Containment Pressure Note 1 -1 - +15 psig 1

Note 1: Auxiliary Control Room Panel 1-L-10
Note 2: Auxiliary Control Room Panels -or near Auxiliary Feedwater Pump

. - f- - /0

breaker

m generator

m generator

Bottom Bistable rod

/



TABLE 4.3-6

i1 REMOTE SHUTDOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

w

CHANNEL CHANNEL
INSTRUMENT CHECK CALIBRATION

z
< 1. Source Range Nuclear Flux M N.A.

2. Reactor Trip Breaker Indication M N.A.

3. Reactor Coolant Temperature - AvereeF M R

4. Pressurizer Pressure M R

5. Pressurizer Level M R

6. Steam Generator Pressure M R

4 7. Steam Generator Level M R

G 8. Control Rod Bottom Bistables M R

9. RHR Flow Rate M R

10. RIIR Temperature M R

ll. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate M R

12 Pressu~ ;, Rel ;t TdIk Level -

13. Pressurizer Relief Tank Pressure M R

14. Containment Pressure M



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.14
Open Item Nos. 84, 85
T.S. Pages 3/4 3-60, 3/4 3-61

PAMS

Attached are revised tables 3.3-10 and 4.3-7 which include ERCW
water flow in the accident monitoring instrumentation list.
However, we believe that pressurizer water vapor temperature and
containment sump temperatures do not serve a primary safety
function. They are not needed for ensuring Design Basis behavior
or for major contingency action. Therefore, TVA believes they
should not be included in the Tech Specs.
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TABLE 3.3-10

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

REQUIRED MINIMUM
NO. OF CHANNELS

INSTRUMENT CHANNELS OPERABLE

1. Containment Pressure 2 1

2. Reactor Coolant Outlet Temperature - Tt101 (Wide Range) 2 1

3. Reactor Coolant Inlet Temperature - TCOLD (Wide Range) 2 1

4. Reactor Coolant Pressure - Wide Range 2 1

5. Pressurizer Water Level 2 1

6. Steam Line Pressure 2/steam generator 1/steam generator

7. Steam Generator Water Level - Narrow Range 1/steam generator 1/steam generator

8. Steam Generator Water Level - Wide Range l/steam generator 1/steam generator

9. Refueling Water Storage Tank Water Level 2 1

10. Boric Acid Tank Solution Level 2 1

11. Auxiliary Feedater Flow Rate 2/steam generator 1/steam generator

12. Reactor Coolant System Subcooling Margin Monitor 2 1

13. PORV Position Indicator* 2/Valve 1/Valve

14. PORV Block Valve Position Indicator-* 2/Valve l/Valve

15. Safety Valve Position Indicator 2/Valve l/Valve

16. Containment Sump Water Level 2 1

17. In Core Thermocouples 4/core quadrant 2/core quadrant
IF, £rre-,-A, / /aw Cor/5' a4kcs.rdov
*Not applicable if the associated block valve is in the closed position.
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TABLE 4.3-7

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL CHANNEL
INSTRUMENT CHECK CALIBRATION

1. Containment Pressure M R

2. Reactor Coolant Outlet Temperature - TliOT (Wide Range) 11 R

3. Reactor Coolant Inlet Temperature - TCOLD (Wide Range) M R

4. Reactor Coolant Pressure - Wide Range M R \

5. Pressurizer Water Level M R

6. Steam Line Pressure M R

7. Steam Generator Water Level - Narrow Range M R

8. Steam Generator Water Level - Wide Range M R

9. Refueling Water Storage Tank Water Level M R

10. Boric Acid Tank Solution Level M R

11. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate M R

12. Reactor Coolant System Subcooling Margin Monitor M R

13. PORV Position Indicator M R

14. PORV Block Valve Position Indicator M R

15. Safety Valve Position Indicator M R

16. Containment Sump Water Level M R

17. In Core Thermocouples M R

, g%-ra/ aaI t/ /7' 7n/oc' X



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.26
Open Item No. 83
T.S. Page 3/4 3-60

Block Valve (for Pressurizer PORV) Position Indication
Requirements - PORV block valve position indication should not be
required if the valve can be verified closed and the power to the
block valve operator is disconnected. Closing the block valve
removes the potential for a PORV to remain open after a
transient. Removing the block valve operator power prevents
spurious actuation of the valve (i.e., opening in this case).
Operator action is not required to mitigate the effects of a
stuck-open PORV. Block valve indication is not needed by the
operator for confirmation of action (since no action is
required).

Reference: Sequoyah technical specification Table 3.3-10.



TABLE 3.3-10

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

REQUIRED MIIIMIUM
NO. OF CIIANINELS

INSTRUMENT CHANNELS OPERABLE

1 1. Containment Pressure 2 1

2. Reactor Coolant Outlet Temperature - TtIOT (Wide Range) 2 1

3. Reactor Coolant Inlet Temperature - TCOLD (Wide Range) 2 1

4. Reactor Coolant Pressure - Wide Range 2 1

5. Pressurizer Water Level t 2 1

6. Steam Line Pressure 2/steam generator 1/steam generator

7. Steam Generator Water Level - Narrow Range 1/steam generator 1/steam generator

$ 8. Steam Generator Water Level - Wide Range 1/steam generator 1/steam generator

9. Refueling Water Storage Tank Water Level 2 1

10. Boric Aci-d Tank Solution Level 2 1

11. Auxiliary Feedater Flow Rate 2/steam generator 1/steam generator

12. Reactor Coolant System Subcooling Margin Monitor 2 1

13. PORV Position Indicator* 2/Valve 1/Valve

14. PORV Block Valve Position Indicator'#-#* 2/Valve 1/Valve

15. Safety Valve Position Indicator I 2/Valve 1/Valve

16. Contaibment Sump Water Level 2 1

17. In Core Thermocouples 4/core quadrant 2/core quadrant
/8 Crrex , UA/ / as Cy o/' VI' Ac
!ot applicable if the ass'ciated block valve is in the closed position.

ca fedbo v e. .



TlAB LE 3. 3-10

ACCIDENT MONNIT(IOING INS-IjRUNIj-NIA-II ON

111NI
R. UIRlL) NO. C114

sINs RUMENr OF CIIANNEIS (PL[

1. Reactor Coolant riot (Wide Range) 2 1

2; Reactor Coolant TCold (Wide Range) 2 1

3. Contaiinment Pressure 2 1

4. Refueling Water Storage lank Level 2 ]

5. Reactor Coolant Pressure 2 1

6. Pressurizer Level (Wide Ranje) 2 1

7. Steam Line Pressure V/steami line 1/st

8. Steam Generator Level - (Wide Range) 1/steam generator 1I/st

9. Steam Generator Level - (Narrow Range) 1/steam generator I/st

10. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate 1/pump I/

11. Reactor Coolant System Subcooling Margin Moni tor I l

12. Pressurizer PORV Position Indicator' 2/valve i/va

13. Pressurizer PORV Block Valve Position Indicatort* 2/valve l/va

14. Safety Valve Position Indicator 2/valve ]I/va

15. Containment Water Level (Wide Range) 2 1

16. In Core Thermocouples '1/core qliadrallL 2/co

*Not applicable ir the associated block valve is in the closed position.
t*Not applicable if the block valve is verified in the closed position with power to the valve

operator removed.
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions C.22, D.27
Open Item No. 87
T. S. Page 3/4 3-63

Fire Detector Surveillance Requirement - TVA has provided a
description of the supervisory circuits for the fire detector
system. A justification for the design has also been provided to
NRC.

All detector alarm circuits are supervised. The circuits between
the local alarm panels and the control room are multiplex. The
computer scans each local alarm panel several times a second. If
there is a malfunction, the alarm will sound (fail safe;
supervised). The valve actuation circuits are not supervised.
However, pressure switches are installed downstream of the valves
and these circuits are supervised. The specification must be
revised to reflect TVA's design and test commitment.

Reference: Letter from L. M. Mills to E. Adensam dated
March 1, 1982
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.. 3. As a minimu., the fire C tecticr inssru ent a 0tin for each c i detectiorn
:one SZown in Table 3.-1 shall be OPRABLE. PE

AP LICA.CILITTY: Whenever equipment protected by the fire detection insument
is recut red o be OPERA'LE.

ACTiION:

W-ith the number of OPER,,%3-BLE fire detection instrument(s) less than the minimum
number 0-ERASLE reQuirement Cof Table 3.3-11:

a. Within 1 hour establish a fire watch patrcl to insoect the z0,-e(s)
with the inoperable instrument(s) at-least once per hour, unless the
instrument(s) is located inside the containment, then inspect the
containment at least once per 8 hours or (monitor the containment
air temperature at least once per hour at the Iccations listed in
Specificaticn 4.6.1.6).

b. Restore the inoperable instrument(s) to OPERABLE status within
14 days, or in lieu of any other report required by Specification
6.9.1, prepare and submit a Special Report to the Commission pursuant
to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 30 days outlining the action
taken, the cause of the inoperability and the plans and schedule for
restoring the instrument(s) to OPERABLE status.

c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.8.1 Each of the above required fire detection instruments which are
accessible during plant operation shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once
per 6 months by performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST. Fire
detectors which are not accessible during plant operation shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST during
each COLD SHUTDOWN exceeding 24 hours unless performed in the previous 6 months.

4.3.3.8.2 The NFPA Standard 72D supervised circuits supervision associated
with the detector alarms of each of the above required fire detection instruments
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 6 months.

rdweees o oC,?I 6r- t (44 R4t-J a
4.3.3.8.3 The nonsupervised circuits---b
t shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least
once per 34-deyar 6o

The fire detection instruments located within the Containment are not required
Lo be OPERABLE during the performance of Type A Containment Leakage Rate Tests.cm.. -.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 3-63
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400 Chestnut Street Tower II

-. March 1, 1982

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Ms. E. Adensam, Chief

.. Licensing Branch No. 4
Division of Licensing

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Ms. Adensam:

In the Matter of the Application of
Tennessee Valley Authority

) Dooket Nos. 50-390
50-391

Enclosed is TVA's response to NRC concerns about fire protection at
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WB0). This information mas discussed with the
NRC during a meeting on February 18, 1982.

Information concerning draft Safety Evaluation Report items 49 and 50 will
be addressed in TVA's comparison of VBN to Appendix R of 10 CFR. This is
scheduled for submittal by July 1, 1982*

If you- have-any
D. P. Ormsby at

questions concerning this matter, please get in touch with
PTS 858-2682. - -

, soo 0 4 sub3Cr bed

Z~yPo~t~ion Expires 4

- :..Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

L. M. Hills, Manager
Nuclear Regulation and Safety

before me
XL 1982

Enclosure
cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coinission

Region II
Attn: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

RHS:DPO:ATK
-cc (Enclosure):

ARMS, 640 CST2-C
, W. Crevasse, 401 UBB-C
. H . Culver, 249A HBB-K
• J. Green, 1750 CST2-C

>'S ~tkJ.-;- --'-*'

J.-A. McDonald, Watts Bar-NRC
J. A. Raulston, W10C126 C-K

- H. S. Sanger, Jr., E11B33 C-K
,...z-F. A. Szczepanski, 417 UBB-C

-S

K'

1-�-

-

_. 1. iz I -
-_..



Page 2

Moreover, fire tests of identical design using the same
type of cables and sealant material have been conducted
by others. The mockup was for a floor penetration
arrangement and was tested to the time-temperature curve
of ASTM E-119. Test results are recorded in report
serial No. 26543 dated October 28, 1975, of Factory
Mutual Research Corporation. The design of electrical
penetration fire stops for cable-cable tray arrangements
at Watts Bar are shown in Figures 12.b(iii)-1 and -2 and
are more conservatively designed than penetration No. 2
of Factory Mutual (FM) report No. 26543. Each cable
tray has its own cable slot or cable sleeve opening
through fire barrier, each opening has a 1-inch thick
fire barrier material anchored on each side of fire
stop, and exposed surfaces of cables are coated with an
ablative material for a minimum 5-foot distance from the
fire barrier board. It is therefore TVA's position
that, based on a more conservative design, together with
TVA's own testing program, the Watts Bar electrical
penetration fire stops meet or exceed the 3-hour fire
test requirements of ASTM E 119.

The design of the inplant cable tray supports are
typically shown in Figures 12.b(iii)-1 and 12.b(iii)-2
for wall and floor penetrations with cable trays,
respectively. During the tests conducted by TVA,
warpage of the cable trays and supports was observed to
occur outside the cable coated area. No visual
distortion of the cable trays or their supports was
observed at the wall opening following the test.

The design of the mechanical penetration fire stops are
based on similar designs that use the same type of
sealant and damming materials and that have been tested
by others to the standard time-temperature curve of ASTM
E-119.

3. NRC Concern: TVA should state in writing that no hydrogen lines are
routed through safety related areas. If hydrogen lines
are routed through safety related areas, state in
writing that the hydrogen lines are either seismically
qualified or that flow limiters are provided.

TVA Response: TVA has previously documented that the hydrogen line
associated with the Chemical Valve Control System (CVCS)
system is both seismically qualified and provided with
flow limiting isolation valves. See the responses to
Item No. 13 transmitted to NBC by letter from
L. M. Mills to E. Adensam dated August 28, 1981.e,

I -:



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.28
Open Item Nos. 89, 230
T.S. Pages 3/4 3-73, B 3/4 3-4, B 3/4 3-5

Loose Parts Monitor - The loose parts monitor specification
should be renumbered 3.3.3.11. Many plant procedures for liquid
and gaseous effluent monitors have been drafted and they all
reference the original specification numbers for the liquid and
gaseous specifications. It would be more convenient to renumber
the loose parts specification.
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LIMITINO CONIT.IO FOD OPERA2TIONt

3.3.3. The loose-part detection system shail be OPERABLE.

A ."PLICAILITY: 13ODES 1 and 2

ACITON:

E. With one or more loose-part detection system channels inoperable for
more than 30 days, Drepare and submit a Special Report to the

.Ccmmission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 10 days
outlining the cause of the malfunction and the plans for.restoring
the channel(s) to OPERABLE status.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.4 Each channel of the loose-part detection system shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by performance of:

a. A CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 24 hours,

b., An ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days, and

c. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.

1....

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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3/4.3.3.7 CHLORI-NE DETETION SYSTES.

The OPERABILITY of the chlorine detection system ensures that sufficient
capability is available to promptly detect and initiate protective action in
the event of an aczidental chlorine release. This capability is required to
protect control room personnel and is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.95, "'Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Operators
Against an Accidental Chlorine Release," February 1975.

3/4.3.3.8 FIRE D ETECTIONT INSTRUM'iEN TAT TION

OPERABILITY of the fire detection instrumentation ensures that adequate
warning capability is available for the prompt detection of fires. This
capability is required in order to detect and locate fires in their early
stages. Prompt detection of fires will reduce the potential for damage to
safety-related equipment and is an integral element in the overall facility
fire protection program.

In the event that a portion of the fire detection instrumentation is
inoperable, the establishment of frequent fire patrols in the affected areas
is required to provide detection capability until the inoperable instrumentation
is restored to OPERABILITY.

3/4.3.3.f LOOSE-PART DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the loose-part detection instrumentation ensures that
sufficient capability is available to detect loose metallic parts in the
primary system and avoid or mitigate damage to primary system components. The
allowable out-of-service times and surveillance requirements are consistent
with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.133, "Loose-Part Detection
Program for the Primary System of Light-Water-Cooled Reactors," May 1981.

q
3/4.3.3.ri RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENT INSTRUMENTATION

The radioactive liquid effluent instrumentation is provided to monitor
and control, as applicable, the releases of radioactive materials in liquid
effluents during actual or potential releases of liquid effluents. The alarm/
trip setpoints for these instruments shall be calculated in accordance with
the procedures in the ODCM to ensure that the alarm/trip will occur prior to
exceeding the limits of 10 CFR Part 20. The OPERABILITY and use of this
instrumentation is consistent with the requirements of General Design
Criteria 60, 63 and 64 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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The radioactive agseous effluent instrumentation is provided to monitor
End corntrol, as pol ical'Ie, the releases of radioactive materials in gaseous
e .luents curingn ctual or potential releases of gaseous effluents. The
-larm/.trip setpoints for these instruments shall re calculated in accordance
with the procedures in the CDCUI to ensure that the alarm/trip will occur prior
to exceeding the limits of 10 CFR Part 20. This instrumentation also includesDrovisicrs for monitoring the concentrations of potentially explosive gas
mixtures in the waste gcs holdu: systemr. The OPERA'ILITY and use of this
instrumerntation is consistent with the recuireme-nts of General Desion
,r-i-tea 6O0 63 and £-4 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 3-5



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.35
Open Item No. 103
T.S. Page 3/4 4-9

Pressurizer Beater Testini - Surveillance Requirement 4.4.3.3
requires that the heaters be demonstrated OPERABLE once per 18
months by manually transferring power from the normal to the
emergency power supply and energizing the heaters.
Surveillance Requirement 4.4.3.2 requires verification of heater
capacity by current measurement when the heaters are energized.
We consider that the requirements imposed by SR 4.4.3.3 are
severe from an economic and safety viewpoint. We believe the
problem can be resolved once a thorough understanding of our
system and test technique are understood.

The normal and emergency power supply for the heaters are one in
the same: the 6.9 kV shutdown boards. It is the power supply
for the 6.9 kV shutdown boards that changes; offsite power is the
preferred source and diesel generators are the emergency source.
As part of the 18 month diesel generator testing (SR
4.8.1.1.2.d.7) a blackout coincident with a safety injection
signal is simulated. Load shedding and subsequent
re-energization of emergency loads are verified. At this time
the emergency loads are powered from the emergency power source.
However, it is impractical to load the heaters back on the 6.9 kV
shutdown board and energize them because this test is typically
done during refueling and the pressurizer is empty. The heaters
would be damaged if energized in a dry environment. To impose
this requirement would limit the flexibility of scheduling the
BO/SI test, it could only be scheduled when the pressurizer is
full.

We believe verification of the load shed of heaters during this
test, with subsequent verification of heater breaker operation
before startup (SR 4.4.3.2) satisfies the requirements. The
heaters do not 'see' whether the shutdown board is supplied from
the normal or emergency power source.

Therefore, the phrase 'and energizing the heaters' should be
deleted from SR 4.4.3.3.

References: TVA Drawings: 45W724-1 R6 (FSAR Figure 8.3-16)
45W724-4 R6 (FSAR Figure 8.3-17)
45W760-211-8 (FSAR Figure 8.3-6)
45W760-211-10 (FSAR Figure 8.3-8)
47W611-68-2
45W760-68-4



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.43 PRESSURIZER

LIIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.3 The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE with a water volume of less than or
equal to 1656 cubic feet equivalent to an indicated level of less than or
equal to 92 percent on narrow range indication, and at least two groups of
pressurizer heaters each having a capacity of at least 150 kw.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. With one croup of pressurizer heaters inoperable, restore at least two
groups to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

b. With the pressurizer otherwise inoperable, be in at least HOT STANDBY
with the reactor trip breakers open within 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN
within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.3.1 The pressurizer water volume shall be determined to be within its
limit at least once per 12 hours.

4.4.3.2 The capacity of each of the above required groups of pressurizer
heaters shall be verified by energizing the heaters and measuring circuit
current at least once per 92 days.

4.4.3.3 The emergency power supply for the pressurizer heaters shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months by manually transferring
power from the normal to the emergency power supplye * skinorgr4 -tvbe

_+e409
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECENICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 107
T.S. Page 3/4 4-15

Preservice Inspection of Steam Generator Tubes - The standard
technical specification for preservice inspection is not
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.83. Regulatory Guide 1.83
defines 'tube inspection' for U-bends as 'entry for the hot leg
side with examination from the point of entry completely around
the U-bend to the top support of the cold leg' (see footnote 3 on
page 1.83-3 of the Regulatory Guide). The Regulatory Guide does
not specify when the preservice inspection needs to be performed
other than prior to service (R.G. Section C.3.a). TVA has
performed the preservice inspection in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.83. The technical specification must be changed to be
consistent with the Regulatory Guide or TVA will be forced to
perform a second inspection.

Reference: Regulatory Guide 1.83, Revision 1 (July 1975)



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REOUI RE M-NT;S (Conti nued)

9. Preservice Inspecticn means ja inspection of the fall Thgth+cf
eacn tube in each steam generator performed by eddy current
techniques prior to service to establish a baseline condition
of the tubing. This inspection shall be performed e
field h"crn ~ic;> te ! prior to initial POWER OPERATION
using the equipment and techniques expected to be used during
subsequent inservice inspections.

b. The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after completing
the corresponding actions (plug all tubes exceeding the plugging
limit and all tubes containing through-wall cracks) required by
Table 4.4-2.

4.4.5.5 ReDorts

a. Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice inspection
of steam generator tubes, the number of tubes plugged in each steam
generator shall be reported to the Commission in a Special Report
pursuant to Specification 6.9.2.

b. The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice inspection
shall be submitted tofthe Commission in a Special Report pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2 within 12 months following the completion of the
inspection. This Special Report shall include:

1. Number and extent of tubes inspected.

2. Location and percent of wall-thickness penetration for each
indication of an imperfection.

3. Identification of tubes plugged.

c. Results of steam generator tube inspections which fall into Category
C-3 and require prompt notification of the Commission shall be
reported pursuant to Specification 6.9.1 prior to resumption of
plant operation. The written followup of this report shall provide
a description of investigations conducted to determine cause of the
tube degradation and corrective measures taken to prevent recurrence.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 4-15
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A nroe;am fc insec ins ie n cf steam. gen~ertc

- dbe adicueti

I. AercAe or InrpspCtion

a. Steam tlenertc rs of pressunazeo water reactors

-; ouLd be )c ;o la-i^:e sinspecticn of all tubes.

t.. SuFficicnt acctss sh-lrd be proided to -rrzrorm
tilce irspecuons ! ne to u tubes as iequired.

o. Thc eoulip~rnt :sed :^or cddy cu-rrirt testin"
should bz designed so thIat operator;s may oc a-iielded or

trie cedpmmnt m:.'' be operated rmrncteiy to H.n-t
oncrator expostue Lo radiation.

r. Persornr~l enage-- ir data ta!zing and interpret-
i ;e rcsuils of the eddy . -rent * .spc!ion snould bI
tcited and eU'iifid in accord-ca2ce v.itln krtTr Can

Socicty foT Nondestructivc Testng Standard

SN:-TC-1h and suppiernents.|

i. The examinations should be. performed accord-
inr to writzen procedures.

3. Baselic~ nsec 2
c. Pre-job r Iana. ng should be undertakcrn to make

prov4sion.s for tnspections that ensure that personnel a. All tubes in the steam gznerators should

radiation exposure is maintatnec as low as is reascnabl 7  by vcurrent or altrntivz ues prior )

achtieabl. g to scr- ce to establish a base!ine condition of the tubi

F--pcrai.ng--p;ants without an initial baseline
2 . IispecTion Equipment and Proccdures

?..Iervice i r:ection should include nondestruc

*.;e cxamsnationl by cddy current testing or equivalen
tecniiques. The equipment should be capable of locatini
and idcnifying stress corrosion cracks and tube wal
thiinning by chetical wastage, mechanical damage, o
other causes.

*sure t- b. The ins-ection equipment should be sensitiv
r enough to detect impe rfections 20% or more througi

Lte tube wall.

c. A suitble eddy current inspection syster

could consist of (I) an internal sensing probe, (2)
tw\ochannel -ddy current tester, (3) a viewing oscillc

scop-0, (4) a conventional two-channel strip char
recorder, and (5) a man2etic ltape data recorder.

d. Examination results and reports should b

stored and maintained for the operating Life of th
facility.

e. Standards consistine of similar as-mznufacture
steamo, generatcr tub:ng w-ttih known imnperfectioi

should be used to establish sensitivity and to calibrat
the couipmcnt. W. here practical, these standards shoul
include reference flaws that simulate the length, deptl
and shape of actual imperfections that are characteristi
of past experience.

f. The equipment should be capable of examinir
the entire length of the tubes.'

'For U-bcnd designs, entry for the hot-!eg side with exeninati
from thc point of en:ry coimpltctIv around the U-bend to t
top sepport of the cc'd leg is considered sufficient to constitl

a; tube L-sspction.

incpection, the first insersice inspection perfortmet
according to regulatory Dositions C.4 and C.5 will dsfine
the baselinc conditiorn for suoseuvnent inspections.

c. Operating plants instituting a major change in
the!r secondary water chemistry (e.g., phosphate to

r volatile treatment) should conduct a baseline inspection

before resumption of power operation.

e *4 Samplc Selection and Testing

Selection and testing of steam generator tubes
should bc made on the following basis:

a a. 2he prescrvice inspectlion should include all thoc

t uoes in the steam generators -.

b. Tubes for the inspection of operating plants
should be selected on a random basis except wthere

e experience in simrilar plants with siriiar secondary water
e chemistry indicates critical areas to be inspected.

c. At least 3% of the total number of tubes in
d each steam generator to be inspected should be tested

during each inspection (see regulatory positions C.3 and
e C.6).
d
h. d. All of the steam generators in a given plant
ic should be inspected at the first inservice inspection.

Subsequent inspections may bc limited to one steam
generator on a rotating schedule encompassing 3% of the

Ig total tubes of the steam generators in the plant if the

4 SNT-TC-IA and Supplements, "Rccommended Practice for
on Nondestructive Testing Pcrsonncl QuaLification and Certifica-
he tion." Copies mav be obtaincd from the American Society for
ite Nondestructive Testing, 914 Chicago Avenue, Evanston,

Miinois 60202.

1.83-3
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.37
Open Item No. 110
T.S. Page 3/4 4-19

Intersystem Check Valve Leak Testing - TVA has provided
justification for increasing the check valve leakage limit to 9
gpm in response to FSAR Question 112.38. This value is 5% or
less of the overpressure protection relief capacity for low
pressure systems which would come close to exceeding design
safety margins. It is 15% or less of relief capacity for low
pressure sytems which can withstand full RCS pressure. The leak
rate of 9 gpm will not exceed the capacity of the normal charging
system. The permanently installed leakage measurement system
range is 1-10 gpm. These points are explained further in
FSAR Question 112.38.

References: FSAR Questions Q112.38, Q212.34, Q212.74, Q212.98,
and Q413.11 part 10

FSAR Section 5.2.7.4
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-22-5 2G psic.

q 9X C Eakae La E Rerctor Coolait Syste. cressure of 235 ± 20 psig
rom any RePactor Coolant System Pressure lsolation Valve specified

in table 3.4-1.

S|K hPPLICfBILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

- -ACTIOI!:-

.. With any PRESSURID EQUE NDARf-RY LEAKAGE, be in at least HOT STANDBY
within B hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the followinc 30 hours.

b. ;ith any Reactor Coolait System leakage greater than anv one of the
above limits, excludino PR-SSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE and leakage from
Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valves, reduce the leakaoe
raLe to within limits within 4 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

c. With any ReaCtor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve leakage
greater than the above limit, isolate the high pressure portion of
the affected system from the low pressure portion within 4 hours by
use of at least tw'o closed manual or deactivated automatic valves,
or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 4- 19
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-3S 2 c F t i o n

(2l2.13)
2. 1 S)

As a result of our review of y'our acTplication regarding
nnsar -jce ins pction of pressure isolation valves, we

require the following information:

Provide a list of pressure isolation valves included in
your testing program with four (4) sets of piping and
instrumentation diagrams which clearly show the reactor

( coolant system isolation valves. Also, discuss in
-etail how your leak testing program conforms to the
staff position.

Staff Position

There are several safety systemms connected to the
reactor coolant pressure boundary that have design
pressure below the rated reactor coolant system. (RCS)
pressure. There are also some systems which are rated
at full reactor pressure on the discharge side of pumps
but have pump suction below RCS pressure. In order to
protect these systems from RCS pressure, two or more
isolation valves are placed in series to form the
interface between the high pressure RCS and the low
pressure systems. The leak tight integrity of these
valves nust be ensured by periodic leak testing to
prevent exceeding the design pressure of the low
pressure systems thus causing an inter-system LOCA.

Pressure isolation valves are required to be category A
or AC per IWV-2000 and to meet the appropriate
requirements of IWV-3420 of Section XI of the ASME Code
except as discussed below.

Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO) are required to
be added to the technical specifications which will
require corrective action i.e., shutdown or system
isolation when the final approved leakage limits are not
met. Also surveillance requirements, which will state
the acceptable leak rate testing frequency, shall be
provided in the technical specifications.

Periodic leak testing of each pressure isolation valve
is required to be performed at least once per each
refueling outage, after valve maintenance prior to
return to service, and for systems rated Et less than
50% of RCS design pressure each time the valve has moved
from its fully closed position unless justification is
given. The testing interval should average to be

112.38-1
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approzimatel- one year. Leak testing should also be

perfor ed after all distu r ances to the valves are

complete, prior to reaching powler operatior. following a

rcfue1ing outage, mIEantenanrce and etc.

--e staff's present porition on leak rate limiting

condi tions for oc rat cn must ',e equal to or less than 1-

gallon per minute for each valve (GPM) to ensure the

integrity of the valve, demonstra te the adequacy of the

redundant pressure isolation function and give an

indication of valve degradation over a finite period of

time. Significant increases over this limiting valve

would be an indication of valve degradation from one

test to another.

Lead rates 'igher than 1 GP'M will be considered if the

leak rate changes are belowv 1 GP M above the previous

test leak rate or system design precludes measuring 1

GPM'rith sufficient accuracy. These items will be

reviewed on a case by case basis.

The Class 1 to Class 2 boundary will be considered the

isolation point which must be protected by redundant

isolation valves.

In cases where pressure isolation is provided by two

valves, both will be indcpcndently leal tested. When

three or more valves provide isolation, only two of the

valves need to be leak tested.

Provide a list of all pressure isolation valves included

in your testing program along with four sets of Piping

and Instrument Diagrams which describe your reactor

coolant system pressure isolation valves. Also discuss

in detail how your leak testing program will conform to

the above staff position.

Re sponse

Valves which separate high pressure reactor coolant

system (RCS) piping from lower pressure piping and

components associated with the safety injection (SIS),

residual heat removal (RERS), and upper head injection

(UHIS) systems will be tested to assure each valve's

leak tightness during each plant startup. The maximum

time between tests will not exceed the interval between

refueling outages. The permanently installed test

systems vill normally be used for leak tightness

verification.

Technical Specifications

112.38-2
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Limiting conditions for operation (LCO), which will
specify corrective action vthen leakEge limits are met,
and surveillance requirementsi which vill speciify leak
rate testing frequency, will be included in the
technical specifications.

Test Freouencv

Pressure isolation valves (PSIV) shall be tested at a
frequency equal to that of containment isolation valves
(CIV's) since both types of valves have an identical
function (i.e., limiting leakage). The testing
frequency specified for CIV's (at each refueling) is
reasonable to verify minimal leakage rates and has long
been accepted by NRC, even though the valve may change
position hundreds of times during the year. The
function of CIN's is to limit leakage of radioactive
fission prcducts while PSIV's are used to limit the
possibility of inter-system LOCA's, etc., which could
endanger low-pressure systems. Therefore, it is
reasonable to specify the same leakage testing frequency
for PSIV's as for CIV's. Watts Bar will test PSIV's for
leakage at each refueling and following maintenance
which could affect leak tightness with operational
checks showing correct valve position after each
disturbance of the valve.

Acceptance Criteria

Acceptance for any single check valve wil depend on
demonstrating its capability to fully protect its
connected, low pressure system from an overpressure
transient in the rare event that the valve's redundant
counterpart experiences gross leak tightness failure.
This will ensure that the normal, primary system
charging capability is not challenged by such a failure
and the plant can proceed with an orderly shutdown.
Small leaks will be corrected at the earliest
opportunity.

A leak rate acceptance criteria of 9 gal/min will be
employed. This value, as chosen., should not result in
undue forced outages, and, it is well within any limits
required to ensure plant safety because (1) it is only
5, or less of the overpressure protection relief
capacity for the low pressure systems which would come
close to exceeding pressure boundary design safety
margins if subjected to full RCS pressure, (2) it is 15%
or less of relief capacity for low pressure systems
which have a high enough design pressure to preclude
their gross failure when exposed to full RCS pressure

112.38-3
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and (3) the leal. rate is low enough to hsve negligible ad-.

effect on the normal charging sy-ste- and nc effect on a

normal shutdovn capabil ity, and (4) it is within the

permanentl1y installed leak test measurement capability.

Farther, although a potential leak rate of this

magnitude (resulting from gross failure of a redundant 't

check valve) is not desirable, t is not unsafe and

wvond be detected earlier then a small leak, reducing

LLe time of plant operation without the berefit of

double check valve protection.

Basis For C teeorization (

Table Q112.38-1 identifies those valves considered to be

pressure isolation valves and includes the appropriate

ASME Section 'I categorization. The follow~ing

paragraphs are the basis for this categorization.

1. .PSIV - AcnrmuLatcr Check: Valves

The Safety Injection System (SIS) a ccumulators are

isolated from reactor coolant system pressure by two

check valves in series. Only the first check valve

in series need be monitored by a seat-leakage test.

Leakage past the second check valve will be

monitored by observation of the level in the

accumulator which is alarmed and has control room

monitors. TVA feels that this represents the most

reasonable approach to monitoring these valves for

pressure isolation. The affected valves are

1-63-622, 1-63-623, 1-63-624, and 1-63-625.

2. PSIV - Hot Safety Injection Leg Check Valves

These SIS pump discharge lines are isolated from

reactor coolant system pressure by two check valves

in series and a normally closed motor-operated gate

valve. In order to overpressurize the lines in

question, failure of all three components is

required. While the scenario of leakage past two

check valves is possible, although not probable, the V

scenario of leakage past two check valves and a

normally closed gate valve is extremely unlikely.

In addition, the relief valves in the SIS are

designed to relieve the maximum probable leakage

past the two check valves back to the reactor sump.

These two points taken together allow Watts Bar to

exclude these valves from pressure isolation

testing. The affected valves are 63-543, 63-545,

63-547, 63-549, 63-558, and 63-559.

3. PSIV - Safetv Iniection Cold Lee Check Valves

112.38-4
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' a SISum proab dse hlakae trogehs ate hoteck vvesroa
ri pre ssu l by threo cvlc v FIwve l d b pure surc
oeripessf vuIe The pp-elif vIchrg-es lincs drain b.c
to te nsreactor isumt o re sarzd tio roe i te tpum
d. , ischurge probE.be Aeatrdie tngrly, the c hh c valvecs
valve 'inst -heah valve tain c3h vlIve t-nin is nl.s n

~ PS1 V fer L h e Pc e.u nalt o v lv. t ra In s arzd , a s s u c i
wad 635b)e s eed no be. teesde a

Fsilure if all thrce vaves a ould be required to
overpress1ri-e the pump discharge lines.

v Al fe.es th art ldeqfate hi euardsr, bhere-fore, e-ist
to ensure against overp essorization oh txe pmmp
pischarge lines. Accordiogtlh, the vecond check
fIrst checkhvalve in eNac vh t vaalv t is also a3PSI
and s3-557) nted not be tested for seat leaed.ge.

4. SFilV - Re osf l hIre e awt Re wold be r r Chdc} Vtao-Ves

Thespurie tihe pump discharg e nproected fros RCS
pressure by thao chect valves and s pressfre relief
valve. The- relief valves, rhich drain bac£- to the
teacnor sump, are sized to r rilieve the Maoieum
probable leasa. Ac throrngly, the seon chek

-f fi rst ch e cL- v-alIv e i.n c ac h v a 1ve tr Ei n i SE as o a P SIV
vvfor the acchvlvter valve t-6ais and, as such, would
ba s3at ee dn tes boed.

Failure of -In three valves would be required to
overpressurize the pu--p discharge lines.

ThA feels that adequate safeguards, therefore, exist
to ensare against overpressurization of the pump
discharge lines. Accordingly, the second check
vach o in each vjlve triin (63-6a2, 63-633c 63-634,
mnd 63-635) (e5d not be tested fob setw leanage.

5 . P SI V - T3 or o T nicctL C1 IVI l

f;9 The boron injection. tank, associated piping, anld
valves are designed for a pressure of 2,800 psig
cozlpared to a rIcs design pressure of only 2,5&0
psig. The valve treain from the RCS to the
c en tr if u gal c ha rg i ng pum p s i nc 1 d es a c h eck va 1 v e a t

f>each hot leg injection line and a check valve in the
m ma n i fo d Iiine (63-581) followed by two normally
closed gate valves in parallel. The BIT (FCV-63-25
and 63-26) has two normally closed gate valves in
parallel after the BIT at the centrifugal and
recriprocating charging pump discharge lines

112.38-5
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C-6 n 63-40).

-A feels that the BIT and asscciated piping and

vaves dornstreEm of the chiarEin,, Pzlp discharge

lines isoittion ;r lI es ( FCV-63-^.9 and 63-40) do not

recuire pressure isolation. Further, the charging i

pur.p discharge lines are adequately protected from

overpressurization by the normally closed gate

valves and check valves in series. Accordingly.

check: valves 63-5 81, 63-5 S, 63-565, 65-5S, and

63-599 need not be seat leak tested for pressure

isolation function. .

6. PSIV - P.esdu P. i Heat Removael Gste. Vaves

The original concern involving pressure isolation

revolved about the fact that valves can leak due to

a lack of positive closure urnder all system

conditions. Gate valves wrich are verified closed

before operation and which do not change position

during power operation have extremely low leakage

rates. TVA will verify minimal leakage rates or,

these valves.

7. PSIV - ResiduaI HFeat Permoval HJot LeP ChieckI Valves

The RER pump discharge lines in the hot leg

recirculation mo'de are protected from reactor

coolant system pressure by two check valves in

series and a relief valve designed to pass the

mamimum probable leakage past the two check valves

back to the reactor sump. Failure of all three of

these components is required in order to

overpressurize the discharge lines. In reviewing

these multiple defenses, TVA feels that damage to

the discharge piping is an improbable event. Thus,

valves 63-640, -641, -643, and -644 will not be

tested for pressure isolation function.

8. PSIV - Upper Head Injection Check Valves

Each valve train from the RCS to the upper head

injection accumulator is protected from RCS pressure

by two check valves in series. Leakage past these

check valves would be indicated by an increase of

level in the UHI surge tank. TVA feels that the

most reasonable approach to monitoring these valves

for leakage is to monitor the surge tank level.

Accordingly, check valves 87-558, 87-559, 87-560,

and 87-561 will he monitored for pressure isolation,

and the leakage past 87-562 and 87-563 wll be

m.onitored by verifying UIII surge tank level.

112.3 8-6
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Table Q112.38-2 lists safety valve data which shows
conservatism in avrilable relief rates for t 9
gal/min leah.

The valves eacltded from measured leak rate testing
P. can be Lested for, closure by observing their ability

to maintain an established differential pressure, by
leak test, or by any other equally acceptable
cAlternetivc.

C h

112.3 8-7
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212. 34 Cuostron

DurmijeU normal a:Jer~t1Cn r two check. valves in 5erlus

ponvide raessure and coctainment isclatizn fir seve-al

XCCS ines connected un th1ac cmazy syste:i. The star

-e- .uires t.-hat these v.alves he leaka tested p-riodiccIlly

in c cccrdancce vith, the ASME Couie , Section! XI a nd also

co-ntinuous leakage monitoring be provided between the

high and low vressure systers in accordance with

E-eg latory Guidie 1.45. Prcvide a descriLtio.n of nlOw

th se lea!, test my and m,cnitoring reguiremerrts are

-I.ccemenzed in trhe ;atts Edr plants. Waterhamm. e5 has

occurred during4 ucrrooc leak testing of the valves.

Desc-Lb: design- basis 2-cr accepting wat.erilhampner i: these

li nes or the proviscons fcr e.clucing it.

Response

See revised FSAR Section 5.2.7.4.

212. 34-1
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212.74 OCzestion
5.2.2

Check valves in the discharge side of the high head
safety injection, low head s-ety injection, RHR,
-charging, and boron inecti erform an
isolation function in that they protect lor pressure
systems from full reactor pressure. The staff will
require that these check valves be classified ASME
EWV-2000 category AC, with the leak testing for this
class of valve being performed to code specifications.

e -^ Each check valve in the systems identified above must be
-lask tested; it is not satisfactory to Just pull a
suction on the outer most check valve. This only
verifies that one of the series check valves is seated.
The necessary frequency of testing will be that specified
in the ASME Code, except in cases where only one or two
cneck valves in series separate high to low pressure
system. In these cases, leak testing will be performed
at each refueling after the valves have been exercised.

Identify the ASME IWV-2000 Section II category for each
valve referred to in the above discussion. Verify that
you will meet the required leak testing schedule, and
that you have the necessary test lines to leak test each
valve. Provide the leak detection criteria that will beS used.

Response

Refer to the response to Q112.38.

46
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YoUr resDcnrse tc, C02 12'74 regordinr leat testin- is
unpocceotable. Tests must assure check va,-ve lear: r-tes of
less than 1 gallon per :minute. ,ll valves listed in ableQ212 .?4-1 e:ceot those designated Ee n" (not a higth/low
cressure coundary in ter face) mu s b-. classified Section , I.
Category AC.

eespons e

The resoronse to Question 212.74 has been revised to
classify the check valves listed in Table 0212.74,
except those designated "x" as Section X7, Category AC.

C' .
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Can jate in the p erequ isitet. Describe the

testsing to deterr.ile opcraziility and lca - tightness

or these Sectio0a1Ii ing de I cs.

7. Part a, tem . I 2.c. Eden thognh the sampling

equipment is ptirchasea as a unit, transportation a-d

i stEllt on yacy hsve damaged sore equipment or

invalrdated the r.annfacturer's calibration.

Describc the preoperational testing to be conducted

to demonstrate that the equipment can perform its

function within the required accuracy.

S. Part b(Z} . Test W3.1 does not include provisions

for testing the 1.IrIST temperature and level (
indication. Revise the test description to include

this testing. Your response to the question on PAST

heater testing is unacceptable. Meeting technical

specification limits 'nplies more than an economic

necessity. Considering the history of failures of

vents, reliefs, and isolation valves in concentrated

boric acid systems due to precipitation of boric

acid, the ability of the heaters to maintain RrST

temperature should be tested.

9. Parts b(5) and (6). Expand test descriptions W6.1

and W6.2 to identify what load tests will be

conducted on the bridge and crane.

10. Part b(lS). Contrary to your response, the

individual test descriptions for CVCS, SIS and

auniliaries, ERCWr, and CCYT do not contain tests of

intersystem leakage. Revise these test abstracts,

as necessary, or provide a new description for

intersystem lealage detection testing.

e onse:

1. Part a, Item A.2.a. Preop test W-2.1, 'CVCS -

Charging and Letdown,' calls for the verification of

injections and letdown flow paths and flow rates. -

It also includes a test of the sytem's ability to

blend concentrated boric acid for injection during

tests of the system in the 'dilute,' 'alternate

dilute,' and 'borate' modes. Preop test T-2.2,

'Boric Acid System,' tests the adequacy of heat

tracing on concentrated boric acid systems.

Sampling concerns are addressed in TVA-28, 'Sampling

Systems,' a test which is not the Radwaste Section

responsibility.

2. Part a, Item A.3. Sense line response times for the

413 .11-2
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.t-ff position thrt a. preoperationrl test is
a nco Cssry or bcreficiaI in deronstrEting f'unctaonI
pcrfcrraance cp.-~blities 'oz llaorrtory -onitorin&

.nc tnnliysis cqnipnent. Then hadiochcmical or
,.ealth Physics laboratory eoU-pnent is received, it
is iaitially tested in accordance with rr't'en plant

in a structions. Thesc. tests provide a functional
enonstration that eLCL 4ndividr-a1 piece of
laboratory equipment can perform. its intendod
eunction within manufacturer's or purchase

!zvecification lir'its. Manufacturer't factory
cali'ration is not used as verification that

equipment performtnce is satisfactory.

Testing is performed using standards treceable to
NBS standerdIs snd etch test is documented.

Additional testing of this eq.uipment is performed
prior to End pnriodically after issuance of an

opcratin- license to certify that proper calibration

is maintained.

Ue believe that the current identified plant

instrr.ctions reqrire and document en adequate tect
of laboratory equipment. For these reasons, a test

added to and identified in the preoperational test

program 'Tould not add any additional measure of
-ssurance that the equipment functions as designed.

8-. Part b (4). R.ST temperature and level indicators
Ere tested in T-3.1E and W-7.3. V-3.iE demonstrates

that the RWST heaters will be energized upon
actuation of the proper temperature seitches and
verifies high range level instrumentation is used to

initiate automatic switchover to recirculation mode
in W-7.3.

9. Parts b (5) and (6). See revised FSAR table 14.2-1

test objectives for test W-6.2.

10. Part b (18). There are no intersystem leakgo

problems of practical concern in the CYCS because of
the high system design pressure for the interfacing
CVCS piping and because the CVCS will generally be
at a higher pressure than the RCS to provide the
norm1 charging and seal injection functions.

Howevor, under steady state conditions. intersystem
leakage from the RCS would be detected by the CVCS
as follows:

At steady state, intersystem leakage from
the RCS would cause the pressurizer level

to drop uhich would automatically

413 .11-5



increase the CVCS chtr_-ing pump flow

ra~te. A flow elenent is nrovided in the

coMnon discharge of the three c'azging

punmp rith indication in the M CR. The

CVCS Voleume Control Tank (VCT) level
would drop d6e to increased charging flow

rate. .Then a flow level setpoint was

reached, automatic ma1cup from a primary
rater makeup pump would be initiated.
Indicat'on is provided in the MCR for

operation of the mtkezp pumps. If the
level continued to drop, a low level
alerm setpoint would be reached. A level
sensor is provided on the VCT having both
continuous indication .nd alarm in the

.CF. The operator could detect a change

in the indication of VCT level
corresponding to a loss of Eppronimately

3-0 grllona. In addition to Monitoring

the inventory control operations, an RCS
inventory balance is performed during

steady state operation in accordance with

the technical specifications. Another
system thct interfaces with the CVCS is

the component cooling system (CCS). The
CCS is provided with radiation monitors
downstream of the three CCS heat {

ezchangers which will detect intersystem

leakage from any system cooled by the
CCS, including the CVCS, during normal

plant operation. There is no practical
way, however, to test for intersystem
leakage from the CVCS into the CCS during

preoperational testing.

The Component Cooling System (CCS) serves as an

intermediate cooling loop between systems handling

radioactive fluids and the Essential Raw Cooling
Vater (ERCV) system. If outleakage occurs anywhere

in the system, detection is accomplished through a
falling level in the surge tanh, which will actuate

a low-level alarm in the control room. Level alarms

from the sumps to which this water will drain also

serve as leak indicators. Inleakage is detected by
a surge tank high-level alarm. The leaking portion

of the system is located by visual inspection.

The instrumentation and alarms for the CCS surge

tank are checked during the preop test of the CCS.

The accuracy o-f the instrumentation is + 1/2

percent. The instrumentation end alarms for the
sumps are checked in a different test.

41 11
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utector Bfildings mhvo floem elenetth inptalled in
the picntg. If the srump alrmr-s are activated, thcso
flors can be compai red ti sepeact any fl o dfference
in tho supply and retur n piping tnd therefore any
outloeakge. The coolers in the Reactor Building rre
air-rzater coolers , therefore there would be no
leakage into the system. These flor elements have

an accuracy of + 1/2 percent.

Leahage from piping located in the yard can only be
detected by visual inspection of the ground lr. which
the piping is located. Periodic inservice
inspections are required to verify the pressure
boundary integrit- of the piping in the yard.

Inteczystc= leak age from the R"eactor Coolant zystem

413 .11-7
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(ICS) to the Safety Inacticn rysten (SIS) would
occur tIlrough the ECS pressure is:cltic ch ec
v alves. The :larnt teckhLicL apeci fictio n -enLire

that tIhoca check valves bc rperi.odeic.Ally totted for
le The S I S - n E t r u m o tiOn i h G C. c O t S l ( I&C)

includes test lines with flov indicators for
measrleeant of that lesk ± .e over the rane cf 0.1 to
10 gallosn pe r mi nte. The lcak} detection IcC are
pzcoperationally tested during the SI5 Integrated
Chec] Valve Flor End Inter,-ity Test, ¶7-3.1 test

Objective 5 in PSAR Table 14.2-1. The
preoperational test acceptance criteria allow no
~ore thEn 0.1 gpuT per cheek valve.

413 .311-8
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.4, D.38
Open Item No. 111
T.S. Page 3/4 4-20

RCS Water Inventory Balance Reguirements - We have proposed that
the water inventory balance be performed every 72 hours during
steady state operation. The water inventory balance can only be
performed during steady-state operation. Consequently, during a
heatup, cooldown, or some other transient operation, the
surveillance cannot be performed. It will be performed as soon
as steady state conditions are re-established. Sequoyah Nuclear
Plant unit 1 has already submitted several LERs for this type of
situation. We consider this surveillance requirement
unreasonably requires TVA to perform a test that occassionally
cannot be performed. The resulting paperwork is unnecessary and
a burden to both TVA and NRC.

References: SQNP LER 81-08, date of event 2/5/81
SQNP LER 81-084, date of event 7/10/81
SQNP LER 81-132, date of event 10/29/81
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-2-iDC' ioi.'. 1: hiC-a 12s^ne e 12h.u

C. t'.''^%'r2menit of'-/' C3TR2>L' L! LE.-KAi to the re--ctor ccciact urru~
se^l ;;hen toe^ :>eec or Cool-n Se.s i pressuiie is 22^+-2:'L^iia
l cn-e per 31 dc'.' -.i h~ heodulcetirci v-lv\e fully' orenA. r~e

'-, - ..- plcb e fc^ 'r..r~ ~..- u orr .

c. Oei'elorm.ance of a. .eactor CAOolan:4 Sy'stem. water invent-rv balance at
ea2st o~nce per 72 h~ours J~/6 sfc"4c doj''tsie apJ-z-c-2 co,,,4;

e. Mlonitoring the reactor head ,flance le2'0off system at least on-e per
24 hous.

4.4.C5.2.2 Each reactor Coolat Svstam Pressure Isola'icr Valve soecified in
Tabl e 3.'-1 si,21 1 be demrs-rahTed OPEdrL'LE b verifying leakaae to be within
its limit:

a. At. least once per 1° months.

b. ;Prior to erntering M10DE 2 whenever the plant has been in COLD
SHUTDO I for 72 hours or more and if leakae testing has rfot been
performed in the previous 9 months.

c. Prior to returning th e th v To service foilowing maintenance,
repair or replacement work on the valve.

d. Within 24 hours ,ollowing valve actuation due to automatic or manual
action or flow throuoh the valve.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into L ODE 3
or 4.

\"ATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 4- 20



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.39 -
Open Item No. 114
T.S. Page 3/4 4-29

RCS Beatup Rate - Attached is a revised Figure 3.4-2 which shows
1000F per hour maximum heatup rate.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.9 PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.9.1 The Reactor Coolant System (except the pressurizer) temperature and
pressure shall be limited in accordance with the limit lines shown on Figures
3.4-2 and 3.4-3 during heatup, cooldown, criticality, and inservice leak and
hydrostatic testing with:

a. A maximum heatup of F in any 1-hour period.

b. A maximum cooldown of 1000F in any 1-hour period.

c. A maximum temperature change of less than or equal to 100F in any
1-hour period during inservice hydrostatic and leak testing operations
above the heatup and cooldown limit curves.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With any of the above limits exceeded, restore the temperature and/or pressure
to within the limit within 30 minutes; perform an engineering evaluation to
determine the effects of the out-of-limit condition on the structural integrity
of the Reactor Coolant System; determine that the Reactor Coolant System remains
acceptable for continued operation or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and reduce the RCS T and pressure to less than 200'F and
500 psig, respectively, within the vollowing 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.9.1.1 The Reactor Coolant System temperature and pressure shall be
determined to be within the limits at least once per 30 minutes during system
heatup, cooldown, and inservice leak and hydrostatic testing operations.

4.4.9.1.2 The reactor vessel material irradiation surveillance specimens
shall be removed and examined, to determine changes in material properties,
as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix H in accordance with the schedule in
Table 4.4-5. The results of these examinations shall be used to update
Figures 3.4-2 and 3.4-3.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 4-29



MATERIAL PROPERTY BASIS

CONTROLLING MATERIAL: FORGED '-TAL
COPPER CONTENT: 0.17 WT%
PHOSPHORUS CONTENT: 0.01-2 WT7,

RTNDT INITIAL: 47°F
RTNDT AFTER 10 EFPY:

1/4T, 1390F

3/4T, 109°F
CURVE APPLICABLE FOR HEATUP RATES

-UP TO 600F/HR AND 100%F/HR FOR THE

-SERVICE PERIOD UP TO 10 EFPY '-ND

LCONTAINS MARGINS OF 10° AND 60
,PSIG FOR POSSIBLE INST?--R-_ENT ERRORS
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.41
Open Item Nos. 118, 119
T.S. Page 3/4 5-2

Cold Leg Accumulator Breaker Requirements - The wording of the
requirement to disable the valve breakers must be revised from
'disconnected by removal of the breaker from the circuit' to
'verifying that the breaker is tagged open.' These particular
breakers at the 480 V motor control center cannot be removed from
the circuit without lifting leads. The 6.9 kV and 480 V shutdown
breakers can be racked out without lifting leads. TVA will not
lift leads to meet this requirement. TVA believes that this type
of procedure, as with any other that involves lifting leads,
could detrimentally affect the reliability of the system. The
probability of wiring errors, etc. increase. TVA considers
tagging the breakers open sufficient. The valve operator has
no power to it and the plant operators are alerted to the
condition of the system.

Automatic Actuation of Cold Leg Accumulator Valves - Surveillance
requirement 4.5.1.1.1.d should be deleted because no credit is
taken in the accident analyses for either the P-1l signal or the
safety injection signal. The valves are verified open every 12
hours per surveillance requirement 4.5.1.1.1.b and verification
is made every 31 days (when RCS pressure is above 2000 psig) that
power to the valves is disconnected. The P-li nor the safety
injection signal would open the valve (if it was inadvertently
closed) because power is disconnected. The test in question is
unnecessary and not beneficial. It is unnecessary because no
credit is taken for the signal and the fact that position
verification is made every 12 hours and power disconnect is
verified every 31 days. It is not beneficial because the signals
cannot open the valves if power is removed.

Note error in-tank volume tolerence. '0.6%' should be '1.6% of
tank volume.'

Reference: 'Motor Control Center Series 5600 Switchgear,' ITE
Imperial Corp., Roman Controllers, Contract 84646.



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMIENTS (Continued)

/. C
b. At least once per 31 days and within 6 hours after each solution

volume increase of greater than or equal to 2 percent of indicated
span percent of tank volume) by verifying the boron concentration
of the accumulator solution.

c. At least once per 31 days when the RCS pressure is above 2000 psig
by verifying that power to the isolation valve operator is
disconnected by -l uf eli rektifrcm the circuit

d. At k<. t nze -per 10 month by vrifying that c-ch accurn-utor
isolation valve open: autceati:elly under eeeh of the rulle:ir.
Coelditionse

1. Wile-I di a.tUetl Or e sinuilated RGS presscrc i-gnra exceed: the P-l
Pr:suizeu Pieasui Bluks of Safety Ilijectiuo) setPzint,

2. Upon rercipt mUF afeaty hi;1 et~vf-test signtdl.
i, 6.I.I. 2

146.1.. Each accumulator water level and pressure channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by the performance of a ANALOG CHANNEL
OPERATIONAL TEST.

b. At least once per 18 months by the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 5-2



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.8
Open Item No. 121
T.S. Page 3/4 5-6

Valves With Power Removed - The draft SER Sections 6.3.2, 7.6.6,
and 8.3.1.8 discuss' valves which must have power removed during
plant operation. We believe that the list is in error. A
discussion of each of the valves is provided below:

1. Cold leg accumulator isolation valves (FCV-63, -67, -80, -98,
-118) - These valves are opened with power removed. Draft
surveillance requirements 4.5.1.1.1.a.2 and 4.5.1.1.1.c
verify that the valves are opened and that the power breakers
are tagged open.

2. Hot leg injection line valves (FCV-63, -156, -157, -172) -

These valves are normally closed. They are verified closed
as part of the startup procedure. Step MM of the subsequent
operator actions for loss of coolant emergency procedure
(EOI-1) requires that these valves be opened during the
accident mitigation sequence. It is not prudent to require
an operator to leave the control room to put power back on
these valves.

3. Cross connect valves for RHR discharge and high pressure pump
suction (FCV-63-6, -7, -8, -11) - These valves are normally
closed. They are verified closed as part of the startup
procedure. Step FF of the subsequent operator actions in
EOI-1 requires that these valves be opened during the
accident mitigation sequence. It is not prudent to require
an operator to leave the control room to put power back on
these valves.

4. RHR discharge cross connect valves (FCV-74-33, -35) - These
valves are normally open. They are verified open during the
startup procedure. These valves are closed during the
switchover from the injection phase to recirculation phase in
the accident mitigation sequence (EOI-1, step FF). These
valves are used again during switchover from cold leg
recirculation to hot leg recirculation (EOI-1, step MM). It
is not prudent to remove power from these valves.

5. RHR discharge valves (FCV-74-16, -28) - These valves are
normally open. They are verified open during the startup
procedure. The plant must have the capability to throttle
RHE flow during the recovery phase of an accident sequence in
order to evaluate long-term RHR performance and to diagnose
potential problems. It is not prudent to remove power from
these valves.



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

6. RWST to SI pump suction (FCV-63-5) - This valve is normally
open. It is verified open during the startup procedure.
This valve is closed during the switchover from injection
mode to recirculation mode (EOI-1, step FF). This valve must
be closed to provide double isolation (paired with check
valve 63-510) to prevent highly radioactive sump water from
reaching the RWST (outside containment). It is not prudent
to remove power from this valve.

7. RWST to RHR pump suction (FCV-63-1) - This valve is locked
open with power removed as required by draft surveillance
requirement 4.5.2 .a.

8. SI pump mainflow valves (FCV-63-3, -4, -175) - These valves
are normally open. They are verified open during the startup
procedure. These valves must be closed during the switchover
from injection mode to recirculation mode (EOI-1, step FF) t-o
prevent pumping highly radioactive water outside of the
containment (to the RWST). It is not prudent to remove power
from these valves.

9. SI pump cold leg injection lines (FCV-63-22, -152, -153) -
These valves are normally open. They are verified open
during the startup procedure. Valve FCV-63-22 is locked open
with power removed as required by draft surveillance
requirement 4.5.2.a. Valves FCV-63-152 and -153 must be
closed during the switchover'from cold leg recirculation to
hot leg recirculation (EOI-1, step MM) to terminate cold leg
recirculation. It is not prudent to remove power from these
valves.

A copy of EOI-1 and startup procedures GOI-1 are attached with
the pertinent sections highlighted. A copy of the safety
injection flow diagram (47 W 811-1) is also attached with the
effected valves identified.
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PURPOSE:

The objectives of tht il; :;t rictions are to specify required operator actions ai,,.precautions necessary Lo:

1. Verify arnd est:;ibiis short term core cooling to prevent or mimimnize
darnage to Llth hii iIadding and release of excessive radioactivity.

2. Maintaiin long' cn: shutdown and cooling of the reactor by recircu.1ati.)n
oI spilled reacLor coolant, injected water, water from melted ice beda nd coIt ainmlri)O $spjpi system drainage.

Th-is protedolre is dvidt (' iril o two sections:

! Loss of r co I ( 'lanLt (EOT-IA)

Loss of offsite power, with SIS reset, following a LOCA while in
recirculation mode (EOI-1B).

I
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I MMEI)MIAEATE OPERATOR ACETION

Refer to section on immediate actions of EOI-O, immediate actions and
diagnostics, if not already performed.

II. SUBSEQUENT OPERATOR ACTIONS

NOTE: Use redundant instrumentation where available to monitor behavior
of plant processes while performing this instruction. Use PAM
instrumentation where provided.

W CAUTION: If LOCA occurs when the RCS is in the RHR cooling mode, open
FCV-63-1, then close FCV-74-1 and 2.

A. Monitor the RWST closely. If RWST level decreases rapidly
such thai the RWST low level alarm appears imminent (-29%
120,000 gal.) go directly to step "U" and then complete
steps "B through "T" as soon as possible.

--B. As RWST ]evel decreases, check the following:

_ 1. Recirc sump level increasing. (LI-63-180, 181, 182, and
Yes no 183).

2. With no increase in recirc sump level, reevaluate the
symptoms in EOI-O.

C. Regulate AFW to S/G's to restore and/or maintain level as follows:

CAUTION: DO NOT rely on level indications on depressurized S/G's

_ 1. S/G level between 40% and 71% on narrow range (higher
level is required to compensate for reference leg heatup).

- 2. Use the following backup variables to verify
level in one or more S/G's:

- a. Auxiliary feedwater flow
b. Steamline pressure
c. Wide range T hot and T cold

-_ D. If S/G level increases in an unexplained manner in one S/G, go to
EOI-3, "S/G Tube Rupture".

E. Monitor the Condensate Storage Tank level.

1. Verify auto. switchover to ERCW occurs upon reaching
low level -6" on LI-2-230A and 233A).

- 2. If auto switchover does not occur at -6", manually
switchover.

2
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11. SUBSEQUENT OPERATOR AC"IONS (Cont'd)

-- F. Monitor RCS pressure and PZR PORV status:

1. Verify PORV's are closed or close when RCS pressure
Yes no drops below 2335 psig.

2. Verify PZR PORV block valve open and power available
Yes no (indicating lights).

- 3. If any PRZ PORV does not reclose, attempt to isolate
Yes no using the appropriate block valve.

4. If RCS pressure decreases <1500 psig, close CCP's
Yes no miniflow FCV-62-98 and 99.

G. Ensure CNTMT isolation is maintained:

1. Do not reset until manual action is required on necessary
process.

2. Start sampling CNTMT liquid and gaseous effluents
if necessary to reset CNTMT isolation.

3. Ensure controlled H2 ignition system in service per
EOJ-O, Section I1.B.11.

H. Monitor SI termination criteria continuously:

Safety Injection can be terminated IF:

(]) RCS pressure >2000 psig and increasing

AND

(2) PZR level >50%

AND

(3) RCS suhcooling >401F

AND

(4) AFW isolated to faulted S/G's and > 8Rr
is injected into non-fatulted S/G(s)

OR

S/G Narrow Range level >40% in at least one non-faulted S/G.

THEN

3

Yes no

Yes no

Yes no

Yes no

Yes no

I rpm (tntal )
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H. SUBSIQIJUENT OPERATOR A(TI ONS (Cont' d)

(5) Reset SI (HS-63-134A & 134B), stop all ECCS pumps
not needed for normal charging and RCP seal injection.

CAUTION: Auto SI is not available until reactor trip breakers
reclose.

y CAUTION: Subsequent to this step, should loss of offsite power occur,
manual SI initiation is required to load safeguards equipment
onto the D/G powered shutdown boards.

- (6) Place all ECCS pumps not needed for normal charging
flow in standby and maintain operable SI flowpaths.

(7) Establish normal charging flow and then SI injection
flow to the RCS Cold legs via BIT.

- (8) Monitor RCS at all times for indication of INADEQUATE
CORE COOLING:

INADEQUATE CORE COOLING EXISTS WHEN:

COMPUTER AVAILABLE:

a. > 5 incore thermocouples exhibit readings > 1200'F.
Yes no

OR

COMPUTER NOT AVAILABLE:

T___no b. The hot leg wide range RTD's are pegged high
Yes no

OR

__-_ c. > 5 incore thermocouples are off-scale above 700'F.
Yes no

AND

* - - d. Less than one complete ECCS train delivering flow to RCS.
Yes no

AND

-- - e. More thani two S/G's inoperable as indicated by no indi-
YiS no cated Level in the narrow ranges or <76% wide range level

and decreasing.

- 9. If conditions indicate inadequate core cooling exists,
see Appendix D for instructions to restore core cooling.

4
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II. SUBSEQUENT OPERATtON ACTIONS (cont'd)

10. Use computer subcooling program and Appendix A of this
p)roce(dIure to determine margin of subcooling being
111.1 I ,, I .,j ii #

(11) Monitor the RCS for manual SI reinitiation criteria:

MANUALLY REINITIATE SI IF:

Yes no

Yes no

Yes no

Yes no

Yes no

a. RCS pressure drops below 1765 psig.

OR

b. PZR water level drops below 20%

OR

c. RCS subcooling drops below 401F.

d. If manual SI reinitiation is required, GO to section
III of EOI-0 to reevaluate the event, unless this
reevaluation has alreadby been performed.

e. Add 150F to the sub-cooling requirements prior to the
termination of the ECCS pumps. This can be achieved
by terminating SI at 200 psi higher.

(12) Reestablish normal charging and letdown (if not the
leakage path):

a. Determine boron concentration and set blender accordingly.

-_b. Maintain PZR level in the normal operating range ( 25%)

c. Ensure charging flow established.

_-_d. Maintain RCS pressure >2000 psig.

e. Open RCS loop 3 letdown valves FCV-62-69 and 70.

f. Open the letdown line isolation valve FCV-62-77.

____g. Open FCV-62-81 - 25% on hand and immediately open
FCV-62-76 (5 GPM orifice) then open FCV-62-73
(45 GPM orifice).

h. Adjust FCV-62-81
control on auto.
temperature).

for desired pressure then place
(!320 psig at normal letdown

5
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i S~l~'S1SEQUf:NT OPERAI'i);N 1 t'I IONS (Cont'd). -... .. . .. . . ........... ...

(13) Rf;estabi ish operation of the PZR heaters (see
Appendix B for availability of PZR heaters).

a. RIeturn makeup and letdown to PZR water level
control only when the RCS pressure can be
controlled by PZR heaters alone.

(14) Verify S/G levels being maintained at \40% narrow r .L
span.

(I') Moiiitor the AFW normal water supply (condensate
storage tanks):

a. Verify auto switover to ERCW occurs upon reaching :

low level ( 6" on LI-2 - 230A & 233A).

b. If auto. switchover does not occur at -6", manuaily
switchover.

(16) Mojrit.or the RCS temperature subcooled >50QF:

a. Monitor the temperature indication of incore TIC's.

OR

b. AlI wide r.ntge RCS temperature TH

C. Verify the RCS temperature is >50°F subcooled.
Yes no

1. With 50°F indicated subcooling notyresent, attempt
to establish by:

1. Steam dump to the condenser

OR

:'. To the atmosphere (S/G PORV's)

3. Reduc- S/G pressure to maintain a RCS
cooldo,.n rate of < 50°l/HR, consistent
with piant makeup capability, until 501F
subcooLing is established.

e. Ii 150° F iiidicat eti sulbootiug carinoL be efr. tbl Jis!l-;
or maintained:

... .a. Manually reinitiate safety injection.

-b. Go to section III of EOl-0 to re-evaluate
the event, unless this re-evaluatipn has
already been performed.

6
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I I . S FQHX IIIEN! OPlhATI lON /\A:CTIONS (Conit d. )..

/] ) l. I (,,;, controlled CO(Oldown Lt co ld shutdown colldai iJls A} i;".tormal c(ooldown procedures if requred to affect repairs.

(18) iMaintain subcooled conditions (> 500F indicated suhcooling''

-(9) if subrooled conditions cannot be maintained, proceed to
Step I.

i I the conditions for SI termination in step H are not met:

1. M1aintain necessary ECCS pumps operating.

If Equilnllent is not operating, attempt to operate the eqUipmoIH
front the control room or locally.

E t I c(-t r('pa irs if necessary.

4 I} iPS pressure stabilizes above the safety injection pulnlps
slut-off head ( 1500 psig), manually reset SI so that
saleguards equipment can be controlled manually.

a. Stop the R11R pumps and place in the standby mode.

- -b. If RCS pressure decreases uncontrollably below
the safety injection pumps' shutoff head (-1500 psig),
restart the RHR pumps.

J. 11 RHR pumps are left in service, place CCS water on the RHR heatoxchangers.

K. Notify the chem. lab to initiate the conditional portion ofS1-4.11.2. and inform health physics of conditions.

1.. Shutdown D/G's as soon as possible after plant conditions
,t al} i i i Z. .

I. Remove ID/G's from service per SOI-82, section for
shotdown after emergency start.

} Plia(c IG/'s in standby mode per SOI-82

3. Use K:O1-11 in conjunction with this procedure to
i-r-estab)lish operation of safety equipment should
a loss of offsiLe power occur during injection mode.

-. Transfer- IR-45 to one SR and one IR channel.

N. Verify control room vent isolation (SOI-31.1B)

7
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I 1. SIUBS(QILKNi' ()PEK'RATWI A' I ONS (Cont ' d ;

0. Close U-2 CNTMIT equipment hatch temporary doors and check
e(ulipiuerrt transfer hatch cover in place (El 757 to lower
elevati r )

1P. Reforest pli-cmJiance of SI-4.3.1.1.1.-22c to verify position of
P-4 conLct.is (failure may prevent resetting SI signal) if SI
Wil I Ilot t!Cset.

K' I~Rtef to [P-i u:jd implement the REP relative to primary coulauti
le;jkage ;aitd ECCS actuation.

R. Le3ve b-htL trains of ECTS in service till recovery portion of
procedure is carried out.

S. Verify A-A and B-B CNTMT air return fans in service (10 min
TD after phase B) and suction dampers ZS-30-72 and ZS-30-73
open.

T. St:(op rec-plrorating charging pump if in service.

HII. If (ondlit ioi,; I or 2 below exist, stop all RCP's and maintaiu
sea Ii njf tei on:

I. Withitt ') ninutes after CNTMT phase B isolation occurs,
loss of motor bearing cooling).

2. After verifying centrifugal charging pump operation and
if RCS pressure decreases below X- 1500 psig.

.3. Monit.or the conditions for stopping RCP's periodically during
this instruction.

--4. f hCP's are tripped use Appendix C for natural circulation
guidelines.

-V. If steps B through T were skipped getting to this point in the
procedure, verify here when steps B through T are complete.

W. Verify Hill acCUm-1ullator isolation valves close on low level
after acumnulator liquid is dumped.

X. Veri fy col~d leg .Sccmulatous dump their contents if RCS
pressurtr decre;ases below ^ 400 psig.

f)
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S UBSEQUENT (PiERA'TOR ACT'I'IONS (Continii.Id

Y. Mouitor RCS pressure: 1
1. If the break is characterized by RCS pressure quickly

M no decreasing below S/G pressure, 8o to step BB.

NOTE. if the RCS goes into a saturated condition, see
Appendix C for two phase natural circulation
guidelines.

2. If the break is characterized by a slowly decreasing
Yes no or stabilized pressure above the lowest S/G safety valve

setpoint, (1185 psig), the following additional manual
actions should be taken to aid cooldown and depressuri-
zation of the RCS.

MAIN CONDENSER IN SERVICE
t

a. Check pressure equalized across the MSIV's or
equalize by use of MSIV bypass and open at least
one MSIV.

b. Transfer steam dump control to the pressure mode.

c. I)ump steam lo the-condenser to lower the RCS
temperature and consequently the RCS pressure.

MAIN CONDENSER NOT IN SERVICE

a. Dump steam with the S/G PORV's to lower the RCS
temperature and consequently, RCS pressure.

3. Reduce S/G pressure to 985 psig (200 psi below lowest S/G safety)

4. Maintain RCS coldown rate < 50'F/HR., consistent with plant make-&!?
capability.

Z. If RWST low level alarm ( 29%) is not imminent, perform a preliminary
evaluation of the plant status:

I. Periodically check auxiliary building area radiation monitor
for detheLion of leakige. I

.- 2. If signiificant leakage is detected attempt to isolate the
leakage and implement the required radiation protection.

--3. Maintain injection flow to the RCS at all times.

9
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I11. SEQUENt' (IERAIT)R ACTI ONS (Cont'd)

,. WhWi le ltie plant. is in cold leg injection mode:

... . - . Navla provisions for an evaluation of plant equipment.

-- RUse Appendix G for equipment evaluation.

c . Follow radiation control methods while performing evat:,.

.d. Re-energize breaker for FCV-63-l.

AA. Moni tor CNTMT pressure:

1. If (CNTNT pressure is near normal -0.1 to +0.3 psig):

-a. Reset containment spray (HS-72-42 & 43 on M-6)

b. Stop CS pumps A-A & B-B and leave in standby.

c. Maintain operable CS flow paths.

His. Prior to going to recirc mode; establish CCS water to the RiUI
heat exchangers:

NI'ThlF: D, ring a loss of power train situation it may be ne( ('s;!
to throttle hack on the unaffected units component cooling
water. Do not let unaffected unit's CCS temperature go above
1200 F.

1 . Open the foI )owing CCS valves: (Panel M-27B)

a. Open FCV-70-156, RHR HlX.A outlet (60 sec. to full open)

h. aipen FCV-70-153, RHR iX.B outlet (60 sec. to full open)

2. Monitor the ECCS pump operation:

a. Verify all ECCS pumps (Hi & Lo head) are operating.

--. Verify the SI pumps are delivering flow to the RCS cold
legs.

If thel SI putimps are iot Idelivering flow to the RCS diue to
ldC:i pressure being higher than the SI pump discharge
pressure, Stop the SI pumps.

CC. If a loss of offsite power occurs after switching to the
recirculation mode, see E0=1- to establish pre-loss of
offsite power conditions and then return to this procedure
to continue cooldown.

10
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I . SUBSEQUENT OPERATOR ACTIONS (Cont'd)

DiD. Use the following guideline's during changeover to recirc modo:

a. Pertorm all actions expeditiously, in a precise, orderly
sequence.

1,. Do not, interrupt changeover operation until all actions are
complj) I e t d.

I I yve fai Ls to respond or to complet e its demanded
0 .,er:j. ion, postpone any corrective action until Lhe
subsequent steps are performed except as noted.

d. Loss of one complete train of power will allow the other
train to be swapped. Parallel valves required to be
closed will require one valve be closed locally.

e. Use Appendix F for contingency actions.

-- 1E. Automatic switch-over from injection to recirc mode is initiated
when the RWST level reaches '29%, (120,000 gal.) coincident with
a CNTMT sump level of - 10%-

NOTE: Times provided at the end of subsequent steps are normalI times for the valves to travel full stroke.

CAUTION: If a CNTMT sump valve cannot be opened, stop corresponding
MiIR pump.

1. Verify RHR CNTMT sump valves FCV-63-72 (A-A) and FCV-63-73 (13-13)
start to open while RHR pumps continue to run. (40 sec.)

2. Verify RWST-RHR pump suction valves FCV-74-3 and FCV-74-21,
start Lo close. (2 min)

- . Verify Auto switchover has begun, then perform the follow manual
sections:

CAUTION Before RWST reaches 0% level, immediately stop any pumps
taking suction from the RWST. Complete the switchover
steps listed below, then restart reqired pumps.

N(OTE Each valve handswitch requiring operation per this procedure
is identified by a number representing each sequential step.

I . Close tihe SI pump's miniflow valves.

a. FFCV-63-4 (10 set)
I,. iCV- 1- 175 (10 sec)
c. ICV--63-3, common miniflow isol (10 sec)

11
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II. SUBSEQUENT OPERATOR ACTIONS (Cont'd)

2. C(lose tLhe (rosst ie valves downstream of RHI Hx's (Hx Bypass).

a . I.CV-74-33 (40 sec)
-h. FCV-74-35 (40 sec)

3. Open the paralle] valves in CCP's and SIP's common suction.

NOTE: Ensure CCP's miniflow FCV-62-98 and 99 are closed.

-_a. FCV-63-6 (10 sec)
b. FCV-63-7 (10 sec)

4. Open the valve from each RHR pump discharge to the CCPs' and
SI pumps' suctions. (FCV-63-3, 4, & 175 must be closed.)

a. FCV-63-8 (10 sec)
b. FCV-63-11 (10 sec)

5. All ECCS pumps are now aligned with suction flow from CNTMT
sump. Verify proper operation and alignment of all ECCS compoents
Complete the following manual actions to provide redundant isolation
of the KWST from the recirc fluid.

CAUTION: Do not complete items 6-8 below unless all items above (1-5)
have been successfully completed, to preclude ECCS pump(s)
suction isolation.

6. Reset the SI signal and close the two parallel valves in the line
from the RWST to the charging pump suction.

a. FCV-63-135 (10 sec)
b. FCV-62-136 (10 sec)

- 7. Restore power to and close FCV-63-1 from the RWST to both RHR
pumps. (RX MOV Bd. Al-A) (2 min.)

8. Close FCV-63-5, SI pump suction from RWST (2 min.).

GG. Monitor area radiation monitors for detection of leakage from ECCS:

1. If significant ECCS leakage is found attempt to isolate it.

-'. Maintain recirc flow to the RCS at all times.

HH. With the ECCS in the cold leg recirc mode:

1. Make plant equipment evaluation if not previously done.

2. Request sample of recirc sump and adjust sump PH if required.

12
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SUBS[KQ11ENT (WPEHATI'OR A(CTI ONS (Cont' d)

II. After going into the recirc mode, the CS pumps will continue using
water from the RWST. Upon reaching the RWST Low-Low level alarm
point of -8%, (50,000 gal) realign the containment spray system:

- 1. Stop both CS pumps and "pull to lock". (prevent restart while
realigning.)

-2. Close the following valves:

-a. Close FCV-72-22 CS pump A-A suction from RWST (I minute)

b. Close FCV-72-21 CS pump B-B suction from RWST (1 minute)

3. Open the following ERCW valves (Panel M-27A):

_ a. Open FCV-67-125 (HS-67-125A) CS HX "A" ERCW inlet. (1 min)

b. Open FCV-67-126 (HS-67-126A) CS HX. "A" ERCW outlet. (1 min)

c. Open FCV-67-123 (HS-67-123A) CS HX. "B" ERCW inlet. (1 min)

d. Open FCV-67-124 (HS-67-124A) CS HX. "B" ERCW outlet. (1 min)

4. Open the CS pump-CNTMT sump suction valves:

__a. Open FCV-72-44, CS pump A-A suction (1 min)

. (Open FCV-72-45, CS pump B-B suction (1 min)

CAUTION: If a CS pump suction valve from sump is not open,
do not restart the corresponding pump.

-c. Observe CS pump suction valves above, full open.

5. Start CS pump A-A

-6. Start CS Pump B-B

- -7. Verify > 4500 gpm flow on CSP A-A (FI-72-34)

8. Verify > 4500 gpm flow on CSP B-B (FI-72-13)

9. After completing the preceding steps, verify the ECCS system
align(ed for cold leg recirc per Appendix E.

CAUTION: DO NOT remove either of the EGTS trains from service
until recovery from the accident is planned. Flow switch
problem may prevent restart of equipment.

13
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11 iI;SUSEIN'T' OiPFRATOI At 'i(NS (Cont' d)

1.1. Alt:er 2 :f iMznittvs (soonef it pozonib]e) stop the cnergenic diesV i
generatoors ii uoffsite powec has not been interrupted, and prenpare
for restart..

--K. Thirty minltes or longer .aJter the accident occurs, place one of
the O]pe.-t ing AiBGT systems in standby (SOI-30.6)

LL. Approximately two hours after a design basis accident, the ice
condenser will be depleted and CNTMT pressure will increase.
If CNTM1' pressure increases to 12.3 psid, PLACE ONE TRAIN OF
SIHR in CN'rIr spray mode:

I'ra in "'A" I\h1 CNTH1' spray initiation

I . (Lose the KUI cold leg injection valve FCV-63-93.

- 2. - Open thie RMM spray header isolation valve FCV-72-40.

OR

'Ira inn "B" RIlR-CNTMT spray initiation.

1. Close Lhe RIIR cold leg injection valve FCV-63-94.

2. Open the RHR spray hcader isolation valve FCV-72-41.

NIl Approximately 15 hours after transferring to cold leg recirc
realign one train of ECCS for hot leg recirc to assure against
an excessive buildup of boric acid concentration in core.

CAUTION: Due to possible cavitation in the vicinity of FCV-74-35 and
piping tee downstream of this valve under high flow and low
head conditions:

a) Use Train A RHR for hot leg recirc.

h) Use Train B RItR for hot leg recirc only in extreme
emergency.

c) While Train A RIM is in hot leg recirc, leave
Train B RHR in cold leg recirc.

1. Train A RHR Changeover to H. L. Recirc (Preferred)

--a. Close FCV-63-93, RHR pump A-A cold leg isolation valve.

b. Verity FCV-74-35 closed.

D --- C. Then open FCV-74-33, RHR pump A-A crosstie valve
-7 (RIMR Hx bypass)

14
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11 SUBSLQ1ENI OPERAOI)IR ACTI IONS (Cont'd)

d. 0j CV. E -63-172, RHR pump Ii. L. isolation valve

e. Verify H. L. flow on F1-63-173.

.. . Irain 1i RHR Changeover to H. L. Recirc (Used Only if Train
A Lflnnot be Used)

a. Close FCV-63-94, RHR pump B-B C. L. isolation valve

h. Verify FCV-74-33 closed.

'C. Theni open FCV-74-:35, RHR pump B-B crosstie valve (RHR
lIx bypass)

d. If not open, open FCV-63-172, RHR pump H. L. isolation
valve

e. Verify H. L. flow on FI-63-173.

3 Realign the SI pumps to the hot let injection headers to the

RCS

a . S] Pump A-A

(i) Stop A-A SI pump.

(2) Close FCV-63-152, SI pump A-A crosstie isolation

(3) Verify FCV-63-152 closed, then open FCV-63-156,
SI pump A-A hot leg isolation

(14) Start SI pump A-A and verify flow to the hot leg
header. (FI-63-t51)

b). SI Pu'imp B-B

(1 ) Stop fl-B S1 pump

(w) Close FCV-63-15:, SI pump B-B crosstie isolation

(3) Verify FCV-63-l')3 closed, then open FCV-63-157, SI
pump B-B hot leg isolation.

(4) Start SI pump B-B and verify flow to the RCS through
the hot leg header. (FI-63-20)

c. Close SI pumps' C. L. isolation valve FCV-63-;2
(HS-63-22A)

d. Verify ECCS pump alignment per Appendix H.

:1II
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II. SUBSEQUENT OPERATOR ACTIONS (Cont'd)

-_NN. Monitor CNTMT H concentration:

1. Determine H2 gas monitors are in service and switches are in
analize position.

-2. Monitor the H2 gas monitor indication on M-9

3. hlave CNTMT air sampled by chem lab. once per shift
(sample frequency may be changed based on rate of change
of If concentration and radiation dose received drawing
the sample).

Keep CNTMT air return fan ii service for duration of H.
buildup problem. 2

5. Place H recombiners in service as follows:

a. If containment H2 concentration reaches A% by volume.

(1) If D/G's are carrying the electrical load, verify
they will not exceed 4400 KW continuously or
5200 KW for a two hour period, (H2) recombiners
are rated at 75 KW each).

(2) If maximum load on D/G's will be reached, notify the
SRO and make evaluation on which equipment may be
removed from service to allow loading of recombiners.

-(3) Then place one H2 recombiner in service per
SOI-83.1.

- b. If CNTMT H2 concentration reaches 1% by volume:

-(1) If D/G's are carrying the electrical load, verify
they will not exceed 4400 KW continuously or 5200
KW for a two hour period, (H2 recombiners are
rated at 75 KW each).

(2) If maximum load on D/G's will be reached, notify
the SRO and make evaluation on which equipment may
be safely removed from D/G load so as to allow
loading of H recombiners.

2

- (3) Then place one H2 recombiner in service per
SOI-83.1.

16
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II. SUBSEQUENT OPERATOR ACTIONS (Cont'd)

c. Place one H recombiner in service no later than 24 hours
2after the accident to ensure a mixture of less than 4%

by volume in CNTMT:

(1) If D/G's are carrying the electrical load, verify they
will not exceed 4400 KW continuously or 5200 KW for
a two hour period, (H2 recombiners are rated at 75KW each).

(2) If maximum load on D/G's will be reached, notify the SRO
and make evaluation on which equipment may be safely re-
moved from D/G load so as to allow loading of H recombiners.

2

. (3) Then place one H recombiner in service per SOI-83.1.

00. Guidelines for removing H2 and other non-condensables from the
primary system when trapped and cannot escape to containment:

* l. Verify the controlled H2 igniton system has been initiated.

2. Keep IRCS pressure as high as possible to prevent bubble from
enlarging and also to entrain more non-condensables in the
RCS water.

3. With RCP's operating (RCP #1 or #2):

a. Verify PZR heaters operable
-_b. Use PZR spray valves periodically to strip non-

condensables from water to PZR vapor space.
___c. Then open a PZR PORV momentarily to vent non-

condensables to the PRT where it can be vented
to the waste gas system or to containment if the
PRT rupture disc is blown.

J d. Verify the PRZ PORV closed after each use.

-- 4.~ With RCP's riot operating:

Use auxiliary spray and follow guidelines for RCP's
operating, (step 00.2 above).

-). With CVCS letdown operable:

a. Monitor CVCS closely for leakage
b. Set up proper radiation protection measures
c. Letdown through CVCS at desired rate.
d. As non-condensables are stripped in the VCT vapor

space vent them to the waste gas system.

17
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I. SUBSEQUENT OPEIRATOR ACTIONS (Cont'd)

6. Burp non-corndensables from vessel head area with RCP's running:

-a. Obtain SRO approval.
-_b. Slowly decrease RCS pressure (~10 psig/min), maintain 500F

subcooling if possible.
c. Monitor excore nuclear instruments for indication of

increased neutron leakage.
d. Monitor incore T/C's for increased temperature readings.
e. If during controlled depressurization, flow blockage

occurs as indicated by increasing temperature of the
RCS, repressurize and establish flow.

f. If RCP cavitation occurs as indicated by following,
trip the RCP's
]. Hi vibration
2. Flow surges
3. RCP amperage surges
4. Use of saturation curve

__g. When the bubble is moved from the upper head through the
# 2 hot leg into the PZR surge line, the incore thermocouples
should decrease.

h. Once the bubble is in the PZR, vent the PZR to the PRT.

III. RECOVERY

NOTE: After reaching cold shutdown, deenergize the controlled H2 ignition
system.

The reactor will remain in recirc mode for an indefinite period of time.

Instructions for recovery shall be prepared when the condition of the
CNTMT and the accident evaluation is determined.

IV. REFERENCES

FSAR 15.3.1 (through Amendment 41)
6.3 (through Amendment 41)

18
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COiL) LE( RECIRCULATrION VE:RTFICATION

N'tFJE: RTquires verification by initials.

A. A--A RHR pump is delivering.

1. From recirculation sump directly to two RCS cold legs.

., V-63- 7, openl
FCV-74-3 closed
FCV-63-93 closed

Al. Fl1-63-91 GPM (To C.l . )

2. FCV-62-98 and 99 closed

3. To two centrifugal charging pumps; FCV-63-8 Open

4. 'To the suction of SI pumps

.FCV-63-8 open
b. - FCV-63-6 open
c. - FCV-63-7 open

B. B-B RUR pump is delivering:

From the recirculation sump directly to two RCS cold legs.

zA. FCV-63-73 open
V). FCV-74-21 closed
c. FCV-63-94 open
d. F]:-63-92 GPM (To C.L.)

2. To the stiction of SI pumps; FCV-63-l1 open

5. To Lwo CCPs (via SI Pumps suction)

a. FCV-63-11 open
1). FCV-63-6 open
CI FCV-63-7 open

C. 'lihe SI Pltim)s ar(i CCRs are:

I *- 'raking suction from the RHR pumps

a. - FCV-63-11 open
h. _ FCV-63-8 open

FCV-63-6 open
d. FCV-63-7 operi
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VJ CAI'N, (Corl (I)

).. Are del iverinug to four RCi cold legs.

FCV-u3-9'i open
.CV-63-4() open
FCV-63-25 open
FCV-63-26, open
F - 63- 1 7 0
FCV-63-22 open
FI-63-20(
FI-63-151

GPM (To C.L. Lhru BIT)

GPM (from SI Pump B-B)
GPM (from SI Pump A-A)

The suction from the RWST to all ECCS Pumps are isolated:

KCV-62- 135 closed
FCV-62- [36 closed
FCV-63-5 closed
FCV-63-1 Closed

it rontainment spray is required, verify flow being delivered.

Gl'M......... GPM
GPM

. I.

Ii

d.

I :.

;, .

h.

. .. ..-

I;

FI-72-34
Fl- 72- 1 3 t

32
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1101' LEG RECiRCULATlON VERIFICAT1ON

NOTE: Requires verification by initials.

A. - - One RHR pump in 11. L. recirculation, Train -

Train A

FCV-63-93 close(,
FCV-74-35 close(
FCV-74-33 open
FCV-63-172 open
FI-63-173
FCV-74-16 open

FCV-63-94 closed
FCV-74-33 closed
FCV-74-35 open
FCV-63-172 open
FI-63-173
FCV-74-28 open

GPM (To. H.L.)

GPM (To I.L.)

The other RHR pump in C. L. recirculation, Train

1.
2.

4 . -

5. _~_

FCV-63-72 open
FCV-74-3 closed
FCV-63-93 open
FI-63-91
FCV-74-16 open

GPM (To C.L.)

Train B

FCV-63-73 open
FCV-74-21 closed
FCV-63-94 open
FCV-63-92 GPM (To C.L.)
FCV-74-28 open

Two SI pumps in H. L. recirculation

FCV-63-152 close
FCV-63-156 open
FI-63-151
FCV-63-153 close
FCV-63-157 open
FI-63-20

GPM (To H.L.)
(d

GPM (To H.L.)

35
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GOT-1 Unit No.
Unit 1 or 2
Page 4 of 10 Startup No.Revision 2

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _III. INSTRUCTIONS

A. Heatup from Cold to Hot Shutdowni (Mode 5 to 4)

NOTE: For startup from hot shutdown to hot standby (Mode 4 to 3),begin at section B., Step 1.

NOTE: For startup with pressurizer bubble, begin at step 15.

1. Permission received from opcr;ttions supervisor for Žt..

2. Plant systems status verified by systems status
checklists GOI-lC and GOI-1E.

3. Pre-startup Checklist GOI-IA for license requirements
completed.

3A. Complete or verify completion of SI-4.3.1.1.1-i.C withinpast 7 days (Reactor Trip Breaker Check).

4. SVerify shutdown rods withdrawn or verify sufficient
shutdown margin aind withdraw according to S01-85.1.

5. - Verify or establish CVCS charging and letdown fromRIIR. SOl b2.1

CAUTION: When RCS is at or below 500 psig, a centrifugal
charging pump shall be used.

6. Verify or establish RCP seal injection flows (SOI-62.1B).

7. Begin establishing S/G water level at 25.3% on narrowrange gauge as applicable by placing S/G blowdown inservice (SOI-1.3).

8. Condensate cleanup is in progress as needed.

9. Main turbine on turning gear.

NOTE: Steps 10 through 23 may be used if the reactor coolantchemistry is within specification for hot operations andthe reactor vessel head and steam generator tubes arefilled with coolant. The pressurizer is filled and isvented to the nitrogen atmosphere of the PRT through
the open power relief valves. If the above conditions
cannot be met, steps 10 through 23 are N/A; proceed
to step 24.

-4-
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Revision 1

MINIMUM CONDITIONS FOR UNIT HEATUP FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

COLD TO HOT SHUTDOWN (MODE 5 TO 4)

UNIT NO.

STARTUP NUMBER

DATE

Complete or verify that the following SI's have been <

time specified:
A. Periodic Logs

1.
2.
3.

Shift Daily Log
Weekly Log
Monthly Log

completed within the

SI 2
SI 3
SI 4

B. Reactivity Control Systems: 16.3/4.1

1. Shutdown Margin

2. Boration Flow Paths

3. Heat Tracing - BA

4. Two (2) Charging Pumps Operable

5. Two (2) Boric Acid Transfer Pumps

Operable

6. Verify BAT Minimum Solution Temperature

SI-4.1.1.1.1.e
SI-4.1.2.2.b
SI-4.1.2.2.a
SI-4.0.5.62.p.1

SI-4.0.5.62.p.2

SI-4.1.2.2.a

C. Reactor Coolant System

1. 'Verify by equipment status list that the pressurizer safety
valves are not gagged and pressurizer relief tank rupture

disc is in place prior to startup.

D. Emergency Core Cooling System: 16.3/4.5

1. One ECCS subsystem operable comprised of the following:

a. One (1) centrifugal charging pump
(from B-4)

b. An operable flow path capable of taking

suction from the RWST and upon being

manually realigned, transferring
suction to the containment sump during

th? recirculation phase of operation.

re.nt-n4ranmPnt SVstem: 16.3/4.6
3'. ...... B, *-," -S--

1 .
2 .
3 .
4.

5 .
6 .

7 .

8 .

Primary Containment Integrity
Containment Air Locks
Two (2) Trains of EGTS Operable

Two (2) Containment Spray Systems

Operable
Ice Condenser Doors
Personnel Doors and Equipment Hatches
Between Upper and Lower Compartments

Operable and Closed
Two (2) Containment Air Return Fans

Operable
-Refueling Canal Drains Operable

SI-4.0.5.62.p.1

SI-4.5.2.a

SI-4.6.1.1.a
SI-4.6.1.3.c
SI-4.6.1.9.a
SI-4.6.2.1.a

SI-4.6.5.3.3

SI-4.6.5.5.1

SI-4.6.5.6.1

SI-4.6.5.8

-11-
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UNIT NO.

STARTUP NUMBER

DATE

MINIMUM CONDITIONS FOR EIT HEATUP FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

COLD TO HOT SHUTDOWN (MODE 5 TO 4) continued

F. Plant Systems: 16.3/4.7
1. Two (2) Independent Component Cooling

Loops Operable

2. Two (2) Independent ERCW Loops Operable

3. Two (2) Independent Control Room Emergency

Ventilation Systems Operable

4. Two (2) Independent Auxiliary Building

Gas Treatment Systems Operable

G. Plant Electrical Systems: 16.3/4.8

1. AC Sources

SI-4.7.3.1

SI-4.7.4.1.a
SI-4.7.7.1.b

SI-4.7.8.1.a

LF

Ir

Ir

-12-
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WBNP
GOI-lB - Unit 1 or 2
Startup Checklist
Page 1 of 1
Revision 1

MINIMUM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS REQUIREMENTS FOR HEATUP FROM

HOT SHUTDOWN TO HOT STANDBY (MODE 4 TO 3)

UNIT NO.

STARTUP NO.

DATE

Complete or verify that the-foll6wing SI's have been completed
with in the time specifiedt

A. Periodic Logs
1. Shift Daily Log SI 2

2.
3.

Weekly Log
Monthly Log

B. Reactor Coolant System: 16.3/4.4

1. Verify the pressurizer operable with a
steam bubble.

C. Emergency Core Cooling System: 16.3/4.5

1. ECCS Subsystem Operable:
a. Two (2) centrifugal charging pumps

b. Two (2) safety injection pumps

c. Two (2) RHR pumps

d. An operable flow path capable of
taking suction from the RWST on
safety injection signal and trans-

ferring suction to the containment
sump during the recirculation
phase of operation.

2. Accumulators: Verify that power is
disconnected from, the isolation valve
by removal of the breaker
(RCS; >2000 psig).

D. Plant Systems: 16.3/4.7
1. Three (3) steam generator auxiliary

reed pumps are operable.

2. Each main steam line isolation valve
operable.

Reviewed By SRO

SI 3
SI 4

SI-2

SI-4.0.5.62.p.1
SI-4 .0. 5 .63.p
SI-4.0.5.74.p
SI-4.5.2.a

SI-4.5.1.1.c

SI-4.7.1.2.a.1

SI-4.0.5.1.b

/1
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GOI-ID - Unit 1 or 2
ECCS Master Checklist Unit No.

Page 1 of 5
Revision 1 Startup Number

I. PURPOSE Date

To provide control room checklist to verify the ECCS in standby condition.

II. CHECKLIST

A. Centrifugal Charging Pumps and Boron Injection Tank

1. CCP A-A\control HS-62-108A in AUTO and control power on.

2. CCP B-B control HS-62-104A in AUTO and control power on.

3. Pumps and System aligned per valve checklist (SOI-63.1).

4. RWST to charging pump FCV-62-135,:,nontrol power on and closed.

5. MOV RWST to charging pump FCV-62-136, control power on and

closed.

6. BIT inlet FCV-63-36, control power on and closed.

7. BIT inlet FCV-63-40, control power on and closed.

8. BIT outlet FCV-63-25, control power on and closed.

9. BIT outlet FCV-63-26, control power on and closed.

10. BA transfer pump to BIT FCV-63-38, control power on and open.

11. BIT recirc. to BAT FCV-63-41, control power on and open.

12. BIT recirc. to BAT FCV-63-42, control power on and open.

13. Boric acid transfer pump running.

14. ___ ent Tracing

a. BIT heaters in P-AUTO.

b. One channel heat tracing on, 2nd channel

available.

B. Safety Injection Pumps

1. SI pump A-A control HS-63-1OA in AUTO and control power on.

2. SI pump B-B control HS-63-15A in AUTO and control power on.

3. Pumps aligned per valve checklist (SOI-63.1).

-16-
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Revision 1

II. CHECKLIST (continued)

Unit No.

Startup Number

Date

-sa B. 4.

5.

6.

- m 7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

I1 5 ,

l 14.

I 15.

1 16.

17.

1 18.

RWST to SI Pump FCV-63-5, control power on and open.

SI Pump inlet from RHR Hx A-A FCV-63-6, control power on
and closed.

SI Pump inlet from RHR Hx A-A FCV-63-7, control power on
and closed.

SI Pump inlet from RHR Hx B-B FCV-63-11, control power on
and closed.

SI Pump A-A inlet FCV-63-47, control power on and open.

SI Pump B-B inlet FCV-63-48, control power on and open.

SI Pumps recirc. to RWST FCV-63-3, control power on and
open.

SI Pump A-A recirc. to RWST FCV-63-4, control power on and

open.

SI Pump B-B recirc. to RWST FCV-63-175, control power on and
open.

SIS to HL 1 and 3 test line FCV-63-21, pontrol power on and

closed.

SIS to CL 1 through 4 FCV-63-22, control power on and open.

SIS to CL check valve test FCV-63-121, control power on and

closed.

SI Pump A-A outlet FCV-63-152, control power on and open.

SI Pump B-B outlet FCV-63-163, control power on and open.

SI Pump to RCS HL-1 and 3 FCV-63-156, control power on and
closed.

19. SI Pump to RCS HL-2 and 4 FCV-63-157, control power on and
closed.

20. RCS loop 1 HL feed test line FCV-63-163, control power on and
closed.

-17-
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II. CHECKLIST (continued

B. 21.

22. _

23.

24.

25.

2 . _ _ _

WBNP
GOI-ID - Unit I or 2

Page 3 of 5
Revision 1 Startup Number ......

I) Date

SIS to HL 2 and 4 test line FCV-53-1
67, control power on

and closed.

RCS loop 3 HL feed test line FCV-63-1
64, control power on

and closed.

RCS loop 2 HL feed test line FCV-63-1
65, control power on

and closed.

RCS loop 4 HL feed test line FCV-63-166, control power on

and closed.

BIT to RCS test FCV-63-17
4, control power on and closed.

SIS inlet from RHR Hx A-A FCV-63-8, control power 
on

and closed.

C. Accumulators

1. Cold Leg

a. Verify level between 121" and 130.3" on level indicator

on M-6 for accumulators 1, 2, 3, and 4.

b. Verify pressure >
4 00 c 4 40 psig on pressure indicator

on M-6 for accumulators 1, 2, 3, and 4.

c. System aligned per valve checklist (SOI-63.1).

d(9. - SIS accumulator tank 4 to RCS FCV-63-67, 
control power

on and closed.

(Ve .SIS accumulator tank 3 to RCS FCV-63-80, control 
power

on and closed.

)f. SIS accumulator tank 2 to RCS FCV-63-98, control 
power

on and closed.

2. SIS Accumlllator tank 1 to RCS FCV-63-118, control 
power

on and closed.

(1) To be open when RCS pressure is > 1,000 psig.

-18-
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GOI-lD - Unit 1 or 2
Page 4 of 5
Revision 1

Unit No.

Startup Number

Date
II. CHECKLIST (continued)

C. 2. Upper Head Injection

a. Surge tank level between 2.3" and 15".

b. Surge tank pressure between and -_ _

c. Valve checklist 87.1 completed if required by shift
engineer.

_2_.ad FCV-87-21 closed and operable.

(2) FCV-87-22 closed and operable.

(2)f FCV-87-23 closed and operable.

- - FCV-87-24 closed and operable.

OD. RHR System

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7 .

8.

9.

-t 10.

RHR pump A-A control HS-74-lOA in AUTO and control power on.

RHR pump B-B control HS-74-20A in AUTO and control power on.

System aligned for standby per valve checklist (SOI-63.1E).

RWST to RHR pump FCV-63-1, control power on and open.

RHR pump A-A suction FCV-74-3, control power on and open.

RHR pump B-B suction FCV-74Q21, control power on and open.

Containment sump to RHR FCV-63-72, control power on and
closed.

Containment sump to RHR FCV-63-73, control power on and
closed.

RHR Hx A outlet crosstie FCV-74-33, control power on and
open.

RHR Hx B outlet crosstie FCV-74-35, control power on and
open.

11. _ RHR pump A-A recirc. FCV-74-12, control power on and closed.

(2) To be opened when RCS pressure is >1,500 psig.

-19-
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WBNP
GOI-1D - Unit 1 or 2 Unit No.

Page 5 of 5
Revision 1 Startup Number

II. CHECKLIST (continued) Date

D. 12. RHR pump B-B recirc. FCV-74-24, control power on and

closed.

RHR spray FCV-72-41, control power on and closed.

RHR Hx A temperature control FCV-74-16 indicating open

on HIC-74-16A.

RHR Hx B temperature control valve FCV-74-28 indicating

open on HIC-74-28A.

RHR to HL 1 and 3 FCV-63-172, control power on and closed.

RHR to RCS loops 2 and 3 CL FCV-63-
9 3, control power on

and open.

RHR to RCS loops 1 and 4 CL FCV-63-94, control power on

and open.

RHR Hx's bypass FCV-74-32, indicating closed on HIC-74-34A.

RHR Hx "A" CCS outlet FCV-70-156, control power on and

closed.

RHR ltx "B" CCS outlet FCV-70-153, control power on and

closed.

E. Monitor Panels

1. Test all bulbs good.

2. Check the following monitor lights on M-6 dark with the exception of

those for th. centrifugal charging pumps which will be on when the

pumps are in use:

a. Group A

b. Group B

c. Group C

d. Group Dl

e. Group D2

Reviewed By SRO /

-20-
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions C.15, D.43
Open Item No. 121
T.S. Page 3/4 5-6

RBR Interlock SetDoint - The draft SER Section 7.6 incorrectly
lists the RHR interlock setpoint as 600 lb/in;. The correct
value is 750 lb/ins and a description of the system operation is
contained in SER Section 5.4.3. In that section NRC finds the
interlock setpoint of 750 lb/in; acceptable. This error was
discussed in both my March 5, 1982 and June 24, 1982 letters
which provided TVA's comments on the draft SER.



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
/

SUsVEI-LANCE REOlUIRErENTS

4.5.2 Each ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 12 hours by verifying that the following valves
are in the indicated positions with power to the valve operators
removed:

Valve Number Valve Function Valve Position

a. FCV-63-1 a. RHR Supply a. Open
b. FCV-63-22 b. SIS Discharge b. Open

b. At least once per 31 days by:

1. Verifying that the ECCS piping is full of water by venting the
ECCS pump casings and accessible discharge piping high points,
and

2. Verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or automatic)
in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position, is in its correct position.

c. By a visual inspection which verifies that no loose debris (rags,
trash, clothing, etc.) is present in the containment which could be
transported to the containment sump and cause restriction of the
pump suctions during LOCA conditions. This visual inspection shall
be performed:

1. For all accessible areas of the containment prior to establish-
ing CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, and

2. Of the areas affected within containment at the completion of
each containment entry when CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is established.

d. At least once per 1.8 months by:

1. Verifying automatic isolation and interlock action of the RHR
system from the Reactor Coolant System by ensuring that:
a) with a simulated or actual Reactor Coolant System pressure

signal greater than or equal to 425 psig the interlocks
prevent the valves from being o eneb and

b) with a simulated or actual Realtor Coolant System pressure
signal less than or equal to 5*;Wpsig the interlocks will
cause the valves to automatically close.

2. A visual inspection of the containment sump and verifying that
the subsystem suction inlets are not restricted by debris and
that the sump components (trash racks, screens, etc.) show no
evidence of structural distress or abnormal corrosion.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 5-6



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.44
Open Item No. 127
T.S. Page 3/4 6-1

Suspected Loss of Containment Integrity - The standard technical
specifications do not provide guidance for actions to be taken if
a loss of containment integrity is suspected. The only guidance
is to declare it lost. We consider this action overly
restrictive. Our proposal allows us 24 hours to investigate our
suspicion and quantify any leakage to actually determine whether
or not containment integrity is lost.

This type of situation has occurred at Browns Ferry and has lead
to a fine. We are attempting to prevent a similar situation at
Watts Bar.



3!'4. 6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEriS

Z/4. 5. 1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

CONTAINNMENT INTEGRITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.7 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be maintained.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION: A) Size a lorf oopwrt o47'/,sfe4/ r 'i'~e ,

Without primary CONTAINKMENT INTEGRITY, restore CONTAIN1,MENT INTEGRITY within
1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN withinthe following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be demonstrated:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that all penetrations* not
capable of being closed by OPERABLE containment automatic isolation
valves and required to be closed during accident conditions are
closed by valves, blind flanges, or deactivated automatic valves
secured in their positions, except as provided in Table 3.6-2 of
Specification 3.6.3.

b. By verifying that each containment air lock is in compliance with
the requirements of Specification 3.6.1.3.

c. After each closing of each penetration subject to Type B testing,
except the containment air locks, if opened following a Type A or B
test, by leak rate testing the seal with gas at P , 15 psig, and
verifying that when the measured leakage rate for these seals is
added to the leakage rates determined pursuant to Specifica-
tion 4.6.1.2.d for all other Type B and C penetrations, the combined
leakage rate is less than 0.60 La.

Except valves, blind flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which are
located inside the annulus and containment and are locked, sealed or otherwise
secured in the closed position. These penetrations shall be verified closed
during each COLD SHUTDOWN except that such verification need not be performed
more often than once per 92 days.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-1
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.45
Open Item No. 130
T.S. Page 3/4 6-4

Containment Isolation Valves Sealed with a Fluid from a Seal
System - The seal system for valves at Watts Bar consists of
piping designed to have a static head on the outboard side of the
valves. This method is acceptable and meets the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix J. Our concern with the standard words comes
from the following phrase:

. . . the combined leakage rate provided the seal system
and valves are pressurized to at least 1.10 Pa . .'

Are the valves in question the containment isolation valves or
fluid seal system valves? If they are the latter, TVA does not
have any of these types of valves. If it is the former, the
standard words are acceptable. In either case, we believe our
proposal better reflects the legal requirements.

Reference: 10 CFR 50, Appendix J



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEIL A"NCE RECUIREMENTS (Continued)

g. Air locks shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE Der Surveillance
Requirement 4.6.1.3.

h. Type B periodic tests are not required for penetrations continuously
monitored by the Containment Isolation Valve and Channel Weld
Pressurization Systems, provided the systems are OPERABLE per
Surveillance Requirement 4.6.1.4.

in 4#~~' oisolation valves that erce aealcd with fluid frze- el
F,4r may be excluded, subject to the provisions of Appendix J,
Section III.C.3, e eU th Vue u b 5ned e rat: provde
[the seal system and valves arc ireu Le t elcot 1 1 P
/.~-5-p,.ig,--zd the seal system capacity is adequate to maintain mye!e

presse" for at least 30 days. la A.-

j. Type B tests for penetrations employing a continuous leakage
monitoring system shall be conducted at P , 15 psig, at intervals
no greater than once per 3 years. a

k. The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable.

77rupe C fter6 ,e e // ,iSO /a la

a le a/ / /t /

/e 96'4,ae g'de4 v /,/7/
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(c) Tes l ge rates shall be calculated
using absolute values corrected for Instru-
ment error.

4. Preoperational leakage rate tests. (a)
Test pressure-Cl) Reduced pressure tests. (1)
An Initial test shall be performed at a pres-
sure Pt. not less than 0.50 Pa to measure a
leakage rate Ltm.

(11) A second test shall be performed at
pressure Pa to measure a leakage rate Lam.

(111) The leakage characteristics yielded by
measurements Ltm and Lam shall establish
the maximum allowable test leakage rate Lt
of not more than La (Ltm/Lam). In the
event Ltm/Lam Is greater than 0.7, Lt shall
be specified as equal to La (Pt/Pa).''

(2) Peak pressure tests. A test shall be per-
formed at pressure Pa to measure the leak-
age rate Lam.

(b) Acceptance criteria-(l) Reduced pres-
sure tests. The leakage rate Ltm shall be less
than 0.75 Lt.

(2) Peak pressure tests. The leakage rate
Lam shall be less than 0.75 La and not
greater than Ltd.

S. Periodic leakage rate tests-(a) Test
pressure. {I) Reduced pressure tests shall be
conducted at Pt.

(2) Peak pressure tests shall be conducted
at Pa.

(b) Acceptance criteria-Cl) Reduced pres-
sure tests. The leakage rate Ltn shall be less
than 0.75 Lt. If local leakage measurements
are taken to effect repairs In order to meet
the acceptance criteria, these measurements
shall be taken at a test pressure Pt.

(2) Peak pressure tests shall be conducted
Lam shall be less than 0.75 La. If local leak-
age measurements are taken to effect re-
pairs In order to meet the acceptance crite-
ria. these measurements shall be taken at a
test pressure Pa.

6. Additional requirements. (a) If any per[-
odic Type A test falls to meet the applicable
acceptance criteria In III.A.S.(b). the test
schedule applicable to subsequent Type A
tests will be reviewed and approved by the
Commission.

(b) If two consecutive periodic Type A
tests fall to meet the applicable acceptance
criteria In 11I.A.5(b). notwithstanding the
periodic retest schedule of hID., a Type A

'ANSI N45.4-1972 Leakage Rate Testing
of Containment Structures for Nuclear Re-
actors (dated Mar. 16, 1972). Copies may be
obtained from the American Nuclear Socl-
ety. 244 East Ogden Avenue, Hlinsdale, IL
60521. A copy Is available for Inspection at
the Commission's Public Document Room.
1717 H Street NW., Washington, DC. The
incorporation by reference was approved by
the Director of the Federal Register on Oc-
tober 20, 1972.

'Such Inservice Inspections are -equired
by 1 80.55a.

test shall be performed at each plant shut-
down for refueling or approximately every
18 months, whichever occurs first, until two
consecutive Type A tests meet the accept.
ance criteria In II.A.5(b), after which time
the retest schedule specified In III.D. may
be resumed.

B. Type B tests-1. Test methods. Accept-
able means of performing preoperation and
periodic Type B tests Include:

(a) Examination by halide leak-detectlon
method (or by other equivalent test meth-
ods such as mass spectrometer) of a test
chamber, pressurized with air, nitrogen, or
pneumatic fluid specified In the technical
specifications or associated bases and con-
structed as part of Individual containment
penetrations.

(b) Measurement of the rate of pressure
loss of the test chamber of the containment
penetration pressurized with air, nitrogen,
or pneumatic fluid specified In the technical
specifications or associated bases.

(c) Leakage surveillance by means of a
permanently Installed system with provl-
slons for continuous or Intermittent pressur-
izatIon of Individual or groups of contain-
ment penetrations and measurement of rate
of pressure loss of air, nitrogen, or pneumat-
lc fluid specified In the technical specifica-
tion or associated bases through the leak
paths.

2. Test pressure. All preoperatlonal and pe-
tlodic Type B tests shall be performed by
local pneumatic pressurization of the con-
tainment penetrations, either Individually
or In groups, at a pressure not less than Pa.

3. Acceptance criteria. (See also Type C
tests.) (a) The combined leakage rate of all
penetrations and valves subject to Type B
and C tests shall be less than 0.60 La. with
the exception of the valves specified In
III.C.3.

(b) Leakage measurements obtained
through component leakage surveillance
systems (e.g., continuous pressurization of
Individual containment components) that
maintains a pressure not less than Pa at In-
dividual test chambers of containment pene-
trations during normal reactor operation.
are acceptable In lieu of Type B tests.

C. Type C tests-1. Test method. Type C
tests shall be performed by local pressuriza-
tion. The pressure shall be applied In the
same direction as that when the value
would be required to perform Its safety
function, unless It can be determined that
the results from the tests for a pressure ap-
plied in a different direction will provide
equivalent or more conservative results. The
test methods In III.B.I may be substituted
where appropriate. Each valve to be tested
shall be closed by normal operation and
without any preliminary exercising or ad-
justments (e.g.. no tightening of valve after
closure by valve motor).

Chaptor i--Nucdear Ptepulatory Commission

2. Test pressure. (a) Valves, unless pressur- tested at the end of such periods at not less
ized with fluid (e.g., water, nitrogen) from a than P..
seal system. shall be pressurized with air or (iii) Air locks opened during periods when
nitrogen at a presure of Pa. containment Integrity is required by the

,aes, which are sealed with fluld plant's Technical Specifications shall be
from a seal system shall be pressurized with tested within 3 days after being opened. For
that fluid to a pressure not less than 1.10 air lock doors opened more frequently than
Pa. once every 3 days. the air lock shall be

3. Acceptance criterion. The combined tested at least once every 3 days during the
leakage rate for all penetrations and valves period of frequent openings. For air lock
subject to Tve C tests shall be le doors having testable seals, testing the seals

nnn . - Leakage from conanm ent iso- fulfills the 3-day test requirements. In the
lation valves that are sealed with fluid from event that the testing for this 3-day Interval
a seal system may be excluded when deter- cannot be at P.. the test pressure shall be as
mining the combined leakage rate: Pro stated In the Technical Specifications; Air

ided nlock door seal testing shall not be substitut-
a Such valves have been demonstrated ed for the 6-month test of the entire air lock

to have fluid leakage rates that do not at not less than P..
exceed those specified In the technical (iv) The acceptance criteria for air lock
sdedfos ar assocdat test ng shall be stated In the Technical

CD) TIhe Installe Iso ation valve seal-water Specifications.
sys.tem fud Inventory Is sufficient to assure 3. Type C tests. Type C tests shall he per-
the sealing function for at least 30 days at a formed during each reactor shutdown for

. Fesrof retest schedulei. Type A tes efuelng but In no case at intervals greater
(a) After the preoperational leakage rate years.
tests. a set of three Type A tests shall be IV. SrEcIAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS
performed, at approximately equal Intervals
during each 10-year service period. The A. Containment modIfication. Any major
third test of each set shall be conducted modification, replacement of a component
when the plant Is shutdown for the 10-year which Is part of the primary reactor con-
plant Inservice Inspections. ' tainment boundary, or resealing a seal-

(b) Permissible periods for testing. The welded door, performed after the preopera-
performance of Type A tests shall be limit- tional leakage rate test shall be followed by
ed to periods when the plant facility is non- either a Type A. Type B, or Type C test, as
operational and secured In the shutdown applicable for the area affected by the
condition under the administrative control modification. The measured leakage from
and In accordance with the safety proce- this test shall be Included In the report to
dures defined In the license. the Commission, required by V.A. The ac-

2. Type B tests. (a) Type B tests, except ceptance criteria of III.A.5.(b). 111.B.3., or
tests for air locks. shall be performed during III.C.3.. as appropriate, shall be met. Minor
reactor shutdown for refueling, or other modifications, replacements. or resealing of
convenient Intervals, but In no case at Inter- seal-welded doors, performed directly prior
vals greater than 2 years. If opened follow- to the conduct of a scheduled Type A test
Ing a Type A or B test, containment pene- do not require a separate test.
trations subject to Type B testing shall be B. Multiple leakage barrier or subatmos-
Type B tested prior to returning the reactor pheric containments. The primary reactor
to an operating mode requiring containment containment barrier of a multiple barrier or
Integrity. For primary reactor containment subatmospheric containment shall be sub-
penetrations employing a continuous leak- Jected to Type A tests to verify that Its leak-
age monitoring system. Type B tests, except age rate meets the requirements of this ap-
for tests of air locks, may. notwithstanding pendix. Other structures of multiple barrier
the test schedule specified under III.D.L., be or subatmospheric containments (e.g.. see-
performed every other reactor shutdown for ondary containments for boiling water reac-
refueling but In no case at Intervals greater tors and shield buildings for pressurized
than 3 years. water reactors that enclose the entire pri-
(b)(l) Air locks shall be tested prior to Inl- mary reactor containment or portions there-

tial fuel loading and at 6-month intervals of) shall be subject to individual tests In ac-
thereafter at an Internal pressure not less cordance with the procedures specified In
than P.. the technical specifications, or associated

(11) Air locks opened during periods when bases.
containment Integrity Is not required by the
plant s Technical Specifications shall be V. INSPrCTION AND REPORTING or TESTS

.'Such Inservice Inspections are required
by I 50.55a.

426
427

A. Containment inspection. A general In-
spection of the accessible Interior and exte-
rior surfaces of the containment structures

50, App. J i



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 133.1
T.S. Page 3/4 6-9

Containment Internal Pressure - The requirement should read '-0.1
to 0.3 psid relative to the annulus.' The pressure instruments
read containment pressure relative to the annulus.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

INTERNAL PRESSURE

LIt1'ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION-

3.6.1.4 Primary containment internal pressure shall be maintained between
-0.1 and 0.3 pe*a es d re*ve-+ eaciAlvs.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the containment internal pressure outside of the limits above, restore
the internal pressure to within the limits within 1 hour or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.6.1.4 The primary containment internal pressure shall be determined to be
within the limits at least once per 12 hours.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-9



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.47
Open Item No. 137
T.S. Page 3/4 6-12

Action Statement for Shield Buildini Structural Intexritv - The
shield building (inside and outside) is accessible during power
operation. The building can be viewed from the outside and entry
into the annulus (the region between the shield building and
containment structure) is permissible on a limited basis. The
present action statement implies that the shield building can
only be inspected for damage during shutdown. However, damage
can be noticed during power operation. The action statement does
not address loss of structural integrity at power. Heatup of the
RCS above 2000 F is prevented whether the action statement is
revised or not because Specification 3.0.4 still applies. It
requires compliance with the limiting condition for operation
before entering Mode 4 in this case. We consider our proposal
to more accurately reflect the Watts Bar design.

Note that the LCO reference to Specification 4.6.1.8 should be
4.6.1.7.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMIS

SHIELD BUILDING STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

LIHIITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.7 The structural integrity of the shield building shall be maintained
at a level consistent with the acceptance criteria in Specification 4.6.1.X

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. T

ACTION:

With the structural integrity of the shield building not conforming to the
above requirements, restore the structural integrity to within the limits

~ri to i n-r2,l/ the Rzactor Ccool-n $yztcn' tzmperaturc abcsz 2000.

$4se wtest 6 Wooer a d Cv D t1_ 2----CA *14

'Axe a,00 cpzo so ree

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.7 The structural integrity of the shield building shall be determined
during the shutdown for each Type A containment leakage rate test (Specifica-
tion 4.6.1.2) by a visual inspection of the exposed accessible interior and
exterior surfaces of the shield building and verifying no apparent changes
in appearance of the concrete surfaces or other abnormal degradation. Any
abnormal degradation of the shield building detected during the above required
inspections shall be reported to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.1.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-12



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 139
T.S. Pages 3/4 6-13, 3/4 6-14

Emergencv Gas Treatment System Surveillance Reguirements - The
surveillance requirements have been reviewed and the following
changes made:

1. Correct heater capacity is 20 kw.

2. The air cleanup subsystem maintains '-0.5' vacuum during EGTS
operation. The annulus vacuum control system maintains the
vacuum during normal operation.

3. The filter cooling bypass valves operate automatically as
follows:

a. With Train A running, two valves open to connect Train B
discharge with Train A suction to pull air through Train
B.

b. With Train B running a similar operation occurs to cool
Train A.

c. With both trains running, no valves open.

There are no manual controls for the filter cooling bypass
valves.

These changes are consistent with the Watts Bar design.

References: FSAR Figure 6.2.3-11
FSAR Figure 6.2.3-13 (TVA Drawing 47 W 611-65-2 R3)
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CONTATINMENT SYSTEMS

EMlG EN CY GAS TREATMENT SYSTriM

LIMlITING CONDITION FOR OP'ERATION

3.6.1.8 Two independent emergency gas treatment system (EGTS) trains shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With one EGTS train inoperable, restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE
status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.8 Each EGTS train shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by initiating,
from the control room, flow through the HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers and verifying that the system operates for at least
10 hours with the heaters on.

b. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following
painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by:

1. Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place
tes.ing acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of
Regulatory Positions C.5.a, C.5.c and C.5.d of Regulatory
Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, aai.-th system flow rate
-sa 4000 cfm ± 10%. al -c

2. Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory
analysis of a representative carbon sample obtained in accord-
ance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria
of Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-13



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

3. Verifying a system flow rate of 4000 cfm ± 10% during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

C. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis of a repre-
sentative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, M1arch 1978.

d. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorber ban's is less than 8 inches
Water Gauge while operating the system at a flow rate of
4000 cfm ± 10%.

2. Verifying that the system starts automatically on a "Phase A"
containment isolation tt signal.

3. Veify filter cooling bypass valves1.at b,

al' *,114
4. Verifying that the~subsystem maintains the annulus building at

a pressure equal to or more negative than minus 0.5 inches
water gage relative to the outside atmosphere with a maximum
in leakage of 100 cfm. '

5. Verifying that the heaters dissipate .XN ± .e% kw when tested
in accordance with ANSI N510-1975. 2 S.O,

e. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank by
verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove greater than or equal
to 99.95% of the DOP when they are tested in-place in accordance
with ANSI N510-1975 while operating the system at a flow rate of
4000 cfm ± 10%.

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than or
equal to 99.95% of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas
when they are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI N510-1975
while operating the system at a flow rate of 4000 cfm ± 10%.
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 140, 140.1
T.S. Page 3/4 6-15

CVS - The LCO and SR numbers should be 3.6.1.9 and 4.6.1.9

Cumulative Purge Time

The change of '365 days' to 'calendar year' more accurately
reflects the intent of this spec. This interpretation was
discussed with NRC on April 27, 1982 during a conference call on
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. This position was formalized by
L. M. Mills' letter to B. R. Denton dated July 22, 1982
requesting a similar change to the Sequoyah technical
specifications.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.- Each containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve shall be
OPERABLE with:

a. Purging operations limited to one pair (one purge supply and one
purge exhaust line) open.

b. Operation with one pair open limited to 1000 hours per ass 41ys.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. lewaf yea4
ACTION:

a. With more than one pair of containment purge supply and/or exhaust
isolation valve(s) open, close the open valve(s) or isolate the
penetration(s) within 4 hours, otherwise be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours. Adz wAod year?

b. With the containment purge supply and/j exhaust isolation valve(s)
open for more than 1000 hours per 46' i.yo, close the open valve(s)
or isolate the penetration within 4 hours, otherwise be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

c. With a containment purge supply and/or exhaust isolation valve(s)
having a measured leakage rate exceeding the limits of Surveillance
Requirement 4.6.1.10.3, restore the inoperable valves to OPERABLE
status within 24 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.X.1 Each containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve not open
for purging operations shall be verified to be closed at least once per
24 hours.

4.6.1.)X.2 The cumulative time that the purge supply and exhaust isolation
valves have been open during the t 1-;44eklo, shall be determined at least
once per 7 days. Ca fezi yea

4.6.1.;.3 At least once per 6 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS each
containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valve with resilient material
seals shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying that the measured leakage
rate is less than or equal to (0.05) La when pressurized to Pa'

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-15



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question A.8
Open Item Nos. 143, 143.1
T.S. Page 3/4 6-16

Containment Spray Pumv Testing - The test valve for spray pump
performance should be 156 psig on full flow recirculation. The
correct test signal is 'containment pressure - high high.'



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2 Two independent containment spray systems shall be OPERABLE with'each
spray system capable of taking suction from the RWST and transferring suction
to the containment sump.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With one containment spray system inoperable, restore the inoperable spray
system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours Qr be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours; restore the inoperable spray system to OPERABLE status
within the next 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVE-ILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.6.2 Each containment spray system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.

,l f{lowu'
b By verifying, that onirecirculation flow, each pump develops a

discharge pressure of greater than or equal to ASe psig when
tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

c. At least once per 18 months during shutdown, by:

1. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct position on a containment signl.

ress>Z-fi~ik'gE sta

2. Verifying that each spray pump starts automatically on a
containment , test signal.

d. At least once per 5 years by performing an air or smoke flow test
through each spray header and verifying each spray nozzle is
unobstructed.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 145, 146, 147
T.S. Pages 3/4 6-19, 3/4 6-20, 3/4 6-22

Containment Isolation Valves - Table 3.6-2 - Attached are
revisions to our initial submittal on Table 3.6-2.



TABLE 3.6-2

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE NUMBER
fMAXIMIUM ISOLATION
TIME (Seconds)FUNCTION

-4

D
-4q
(Jn

C
r-

I 1

FCV-1-7*
FCV-1-14*
FCV-1-25*
FCV-1-32*
FCV-1-181A
FCV-1-182*
FCV-1-183*
FCV-1-184*
FCV-31C-305
FCV-31C-306
FCV-31C-308
FCV-31C-309
FCV-31C-326
FCV-31C-327
FCV-31C-329
FCV-31C-330
FCV-43-22 -

FCV-43-23
FCV-43-54D
FCV-43-56D
FCV-43-59D
FCV-43-63D
FCV-43-55
FCV-43-58
FCV-43-61
FCV-43-64
FCV-61-96
FCV-61-97
FCV-61-110
FCV-61-122

SG Blow On
SG Blow On
SG Blow On
SG Blow On
SG Blow On
SG Blow On
SG Blow On
SG Blow On
CW-Inst Room Clrs
CW-Inst Room Clrs
CW-Inst Room Clrs
CW-Inst Room CIrs
CW-Inst Room Clrs
CW-Inst Room Clrs
CW-Inst Room Clrs
CW-Inst Room Clrs
Sample RC Outlet Hldrs
Sample RC Outlet HIdrs
Stm Gen No. 1 Bldn Isol Vlv
Stm Gen No. 2 Bldn Isol Vlv
Stm Gen No. 3 Bldn Isol Vlv
Stm Gen No. 4 Bldn Isol Vlv
SG Blow On Sample Line
SG Blow Dn Sample Line
SG Blow On Sample Line
SG Blow On Sample Line
Gylcol Inlet to Floor Cooler
Gylcol Inlet to Floor Cooler
Gylcol Outlet to Floor Cooler
Gylcol Outlet to Floor Cooler

A. PHASE "A" ISOLATION

w
cJJ

In

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

JO
10
10
10
10
10
1.0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
1]0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

4S30
+3O



TABLE 3.6-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE NUMBER
MAXIMUM ISOLATION
TIME (Seconds)FUNCTION

A. PHASE "A" ISOLATION (Cont.)

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

41.
42.

CP 43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Fc -77-2O 556
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

FCV-61-191
FCV-61-192
FCV-61-193
FCV-61-194
FCV-62-61
FCV-62-63
FCV-62-72
FCV-62-73
FCV-62-74
FCV-62-77
FCV-63-23
FCV-63-64
FCV-63-71
FCV-63-84
FCV-68-305
FCV-68-307
FCV-68-308
FCV=70-85
FCV-70-143
FCV-77-9
FCV-77-10
FCV-77-16
FCV-77-17
FCV-77-18
FCV-77-19
FCV-77-127
FCV-77-128
FCV-81-12
FCV-87-7
FCV-87-8
FCV-87-9
FCV-87-10A
FCV-87- 11*

Ice Condenser
Ice Condenser
Ice Condenser
Ice Condenser
RCP Seals
RCP Seals
Letdown Line
Letdown Line

Gylcol
Gylcol
Gylcol
Gylcol

In
In
Out
Out

Letdown Linp, e *' ,- #
Letdown Line
Accum to Hold Up Tank
WDS N2 to Accum
Accum to Hold Up Tank
Accum to [told Up Tank
WDS N2 to PRT
PRT to Gas Analyzer
PRT to Gas Analyzer
CCS from Excess Lt Dn lix
CCS to Excess Lt On Hx
RCDT Pump Disch
RCDT Pump Disch
RCDT to Gas Analyzer
RCDT to Gas Analyzer
RCDT and PRT to V 11
RCDT and PRT to V H1

-.'Floor Sump Pump Disch
Floor Sump Pump Disch
Primary Water Makeup
UHI Test Line
UHI Test Line
UHII Test Line
UHI Test Line
UHI Test Line

:I

co

'-4

30

170
10

10
10

10
10
10
1.0
10
1 0
10
10
10
10
1 0
10
10
1.0
1 0

10
1.0
10

10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10

'feDC /;



TABLE 3.6-2 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

VALVE NUMBER
MAXIMUM ISOLATION
TIME (Seconds)FUNCTION

B. PHASE "B" ISOLATION (Cont.)

:1:_

C2

'I-4

D

co

2

-I
C-'

ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Cirs
ERCW - Up Cmpt Clrs
RCP Thermal Barrier Ret
CCS from RCP Oil Coolers
RCP Thermal Barrier Ret
CCS from RCP Oil Coolers

n r hzIlBI

To RCP Thermal Barriers

CCS to RCP Oil Coolers

C. PHASE "A" CONTAINMENT VENT ISOLATION

1. FCV-30-7
2. FCV-30-8
3. FCV-30-9
4. FCV-30-10
5. FCV-30-14
6. FCV-30-15
7. FCV-30-16
8. FCV-30-17

16. FCV-67-130
17. FCV-67-131
18. FCV-67-133
19. FCV-67-134
20. FCV-67-138
21. FCV-67-139
22. FCV-67-141
23. FCV-67-142
24. FCV-67-295
25. FCV-67-296
26. FCV-67-297
27. FCV-67-298
28. FCV-70-87
29. FCV-70-89
30. FCV-70-90
31. FCV-70-92
32. rFv 70 133

33. FCV-70-134
31. .FC .v70 1v9J
34. FCV-70-140

U)

r'

60
GO
60
60
GO
60
60
60
60
GO
60
60
60
60
60
60

<

(

(

'Z

< 60

< 60

Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower

Compt
Compt
Compt
Compt
Compt
Compt
Compt
Compt

Purge
Purge
Purge
Purge
Purge
Purge
Purge
Purge

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air

Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
S Lpply

Supply
Supply

(
(
4::

(

(

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question A.10 I
Open Item Nos. 148, 244.1
T.S. Pages 3/4 6-26, B 3/4 6-4

Permanent Hydroaen Mitigation System - The permanent hydrogen
mitigation system consists of 32 igniters per train. The
operability of at least 31 of the 32 igniters per train will
maintain an effective coverage throughout the containment,
provided the inoperable igniters are not on corresponding
redundant circuits which provide coverage for the same region.
Verification that 62 out of 64 igniters are operational will
assure that the design requirement listed above is met.

A baseline current on voltage reading will be made and igniter
surface temperature checked. Future testing will consist of
current and voltage measurements to assure that the baseline
conditions are met or exceeded. Igniter temperature measurements
are not needed for subsequent inspections. In addition, to gain
access to allow temperature measurements of some of the more
remote igniter locations would be difficult.

The LCO has been modified to reflect the fact that Watts Bar has
two trains of the HMS. TVA will increase the test interval to
seven days if one train is inoperable.



CONTA'IN4ENT SYSTEMIS

HYDROGEN CehTHRO' D:T;S:FwTF IG TIit SYSTEN'

LIi'ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
-v ~ - .-a- .--

3.6. 4.3 Athe primary containment cs ,buiuu i -m++-, system shall be
operable.

APPLICABILITY: I'ODES 1 and 2.

ACTION

W'ith th^ d~Svri- III* i & system inoperable, restore the inoperable cyc eto OPERABLE status within 7 days or bo in at ½czt HOT STMlD-' n-t-1 U L~ ~I'+ ~reAWr ,kc, iegv+ en4&ev-v~ev-Ior
X once pet 7 d&&r k0r Y aps3RnaeC vras;.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
aSA

4.6.4.3 fthe dise. ih't1d zgniticr system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 92 days by energizing the supply breakers and verifying
that at least 44 +f--Plg4s are energized.k

b. At least once per 18 months byi

L& Verifying the cleanliness of each g4Aw4plug by a visual inspection.

^'. -Encrgizing zach glc. pluy wai ve~i iyiliy c-sueefac-tempelatuie of a.Llca-"~ 4 4 ; O1" I 0VI°I I y

W i pta Mltis- e~ s lhm 4 no+ 6, s eo.epe-s4poV re~v#%'a 4 + Cei"eoi'#

wkA prowi-e coveom1e- iii' iAe sa.,e t
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.6.4 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

The OPERABILITY of the containment isolation valves ensures that thecontainment atmosphere will be isolated from the outside environment in theevent of a release of radioactive material to the containment atmosphere orpressurization of the containment and is consistent with the requirements ofGDC 54 thru 57 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. Containment isolation withinthe time limits specified for those isolation valves designed to closeautomatically ensures that the release of radioactive material to theenvironment will be consistent with the assumptions used in the analyses for aLOCA.

3/4.6.5 COMBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL

The OPERABILITY of the equipment and systemsrequired for the detectionand control of hydrogen gas ensures that this equipment will be available tomaintain the hydrogen concentration within containment below its flammablelimit during post-LOCA conditions, Either recombiner unit is capably ofcontrolling the expected hydrogen generation associated with 1) zirconium-waterreactions, 2) radiolytic decomposition of water, and 3) corrosion of metalswithin containment. These hydrogen control systems are consistent with therecommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.7, "Control of Combustible GasConcentrations in Containment Following a LOCA", March 1971.

The hydrogen mixing systems are provided to ensure adequate mixing of thecontainment atmosphere following a LOCA. This mixing action will preventlocalized accumula drogen from exceeding the flammable limit.

operability of at e '* -ditribted i nito, r wcr .., ...1 me anH--,ity L e-yPtL3uhuL-*
-cn4inrz7I. This system of ignitors will initiate combustion of any significantamount of hydrogen released after a degraded core accident. This system is toensure burning in a controlled manner as the hydrogen is released instead ofallowing it to be ignited at high concentrations by a random ignition source

\ ~~~~~6' 2 56VY) F It 'OS84 (-1r; , iIeas#r sI of tAfc 32 igcv,i'/-o- E.-/r;>'L.lt a nr~.Lfcn

p,&t.o .ic~~ hlCa< A/n Qp er4 /./<.' c esa ;* v l

* j?

4~- eV ae t7,e'
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 149.1
T.S. Page 3/4 6-27

Ice Weighing Interval - The ice weighing interval should be
changed to every 12 months rather that 9 months. Nine months is
an awkward interval. Data from Sequoyah shows that the
.sublimation rate in the worst locations is well below the
sublimation rate built into the technical specifications. The
ice condensers at the two plants are identical for all intents
and purposes.

The sublimation rate (average) for Bay 24 at Sequoyah is 59.87
lbm/year/basket. Statistical tests prove that the actual rate
is less than 120 lbm/year/basket at the 99% confidence level.
The annual sublimation rate per basket built into the Watts Bar
technical specifications would be 140 lbm/year/basket at an
annual weighing interval.



CONTAINIIEKNT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.5 ICE CONDENSER

ICE BED

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.5.1 The ice bed shall be OPERABLE with:

a. The stored ice having a boron concentration
boron as sodium tetraborate and a pH of 9.0

of at least 1800 ppm
to 9.5,

b. Flow channels through the ice condenser,

c. A maximum ice bed temperature of less than or equal to 270F,

d. A total ice weight of at least 2,719,500 pounds at a 95% level
of confidence, and

e. 1944 ice baskets.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the ice bed inoperable, restore the ice bed to OPERABLE status within 48
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUT-
DOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.5.1 The ice condenser shall be determined OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 12 hours by using the ice bed temperature monitor-
ing system to verify that the maximum ice bed temperature is less
than or equal to 270F.

b. At least once per A months by:

1. Chemical analyses which verify that at least 9 representative
samples of stored ice have a boron concentration of at least
1800 ppm as sodium tetraborate and a pH of 9.0 to 9.5:at 200C.

2. Weighing a representative sample of at least 144 ice baskets
and verifying that each basket contains at least 1399 lbs of
ice. The representative sample shall include 6 baskets from
each of the 24 ice condenser bays and shall be constituted of

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.48
Open Item No. 150
T.S. Page 3/4 6-29

Ice Bed Temperature Monitoring System Action Statements - The ice
bed temperatures are recorded on a multi-point recorder in the
main control room. The main control room recorder is not the
most reliable piece of equipment. We proposed the additional
action statement to cover the situation when the main control
room recorder, only, is out-of-service. The temperature can be
determined by measuring the thermocouple voltage at the junction
box and converting the voltage to a temperature reading. The
alternate method would be performed every 12 hours, the same
frequency as the CHANNEL CHECK for the main control room
recorder. The accuracy of the digital voltmeter is + 1.5%
whereas the accuracy of the recorder is + 3.0%. We consider the
alternate temperature measurement scheme acceptable for use in
the event that the main control room recorder is out-of-service.
The alternate method can prevent an unnecessary plant shutdown.
Consideration must be given to the fact that one hour of
generation from a plant like Watts Bar, if lost or delayed,
results in an additional cast to TVA of $22,000.



Mt &/R/ ad~ f7t em oz/ b, & 'w

/ CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS , Ice r_47ze7e.e~sre -. A 0>^ Iz^¢c~~o< -*</,'gD/ ; .f v/

ICE BED TEMPERATURE
T R I ' -' S Y S T- E -M ' -' r - I

MONITORING'SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

1. The ice compartment lower inlet doors, intermediate deck doors,
and top deck doors are closed;

2. The last recorded mean ice bed temperature was less than or
equal to 20'F and steady; and

3. The ice condenser cooling system is OPERABLE with at least:

a) 21 OPERABLE air handling units,

b) 2 OPERABLE glycol circulating pumps, and

c) 3 OPERABLE refrigerant units;

Otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 'de 1' e oc

adz tR w 2%c &oo4e &?47%0 Z-Ve-With the ice bed temperature monitoring system inoperableAand with -Ve /
the ice condenser cooling system not satisfying the minimum compo-
nents OPERABILITY requirements of a.3 above, POWER OPERATION may
continue for up to 6 days provided the ice compartment lower inlet
doors, intermediate deck doors, and top deck doors are closes and
the last recorded mean ice bed temperature was less than or equal to
15'F and steady; otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.5.2 The ice bed temperature monitoring system shall be determined OPERABLE
by performance of a CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1

3.6.5.2 The ice bed temperature monitoring system shall be OPERABLE with at
least 2 OPERABLE RTD channels in the ice bed at each of 3 basic elevations
10'6", 30'9" and 55' above the floor of the ice condenser for each one-third
of the ice condenser.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION: go e Ace 7q"'d

With the ice bed temperature monitoring system inoperablfl POWER
OPERATION may continue for up to 30 days provided:

3/4 6-29



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.49
Open Item Nos. 151, 151.1
T.S. Pages 3/4 6-30, 3/4 6-31

Ice Condenser Doors Surveillance Requirements - Surveillance
requirement 4.6.5.3.1.b should be revised to read:

'Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per three months during
the first year after the ice bed is initially loaded and at
least once per six months thereafter by:'

The phrase 'during shutdown' should be deleted because there is
no safety reason for performing this test during shutdown and
because the phrase 'during shutdown' is not descriptive.
Additionally, there would be a significant economic impact if a
forced outage is required to perform this test.

The entry requirements for the lower compartment are based on
radiation levels. Typically, entry is prohibited above 10%
power. However, entry can be made in MODES 2 and 3. The phrase
'during shutdown' would prevent testing in these modes because
they are not HOT SHUTDOWN or COLD SHUTDOWN. We believe testing
should be allowed in whatever mode entry is allowed. No safety
problem is generated by testing in MODES 3 or 2. Consideration
must be given to the fact that one hour of generation from a
plant like Watts Bar, if lost or delayed, costs TVA an additional
*22,000. Startup from MODE 5 to MODE 1 takes 24 hours on the
average; startup from MODE 4 to MODE 1 takes, on the average, 12
hours. The phrase 'during shutdown' can be taken to mean MODE 5
or MODE 4; the intent is not clear.

The second change, replacing fully with initially, has been
proposed to accurately reflect the intent and basis for this
requirement. The purpose of this surveillance requirement is to
verify that the ice condenser system in question is not subject
to significant frosting of the doors. The more frequent
inspection interval is a one time requirement to verify the
system design. Once the design has been verified, the relaxed
inspection interval is adequate. The standard statement could be
interpreted to imply door surveillance intervals must revert to
the more frequent interval each time the ice condenser is
reloaded. This is not the intent of the specification and the
more frequent interval would lead to more forced outages and lead
to a significant increase in operating costs.

Surveillance requirement 4.6.5.3.2.b should be revised to read:

'Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per three-months during
the first year after the ice bed is initially loaded . .

The basis for this change is the same as outlined above.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

ICE CONDENSER DOORS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.5.3 The ice condenser inlet doors, intermediate deck doors, and top deckdoors shall be closed and OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With one or more ice condenser doors open or otherwise inoperable, POWEROPERATION may continue for up to 14 days provided the ice bed temperature ismonitored at least once per 4 hours and the maximum ice bed temperature ismaintained less than or equal to 270F; otherwise, restore the doors to theirclosed positions or OPERABLE status (as applicable) within 48 hours or be inat least HOT STANDBY withi the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within thefollowing 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.5.3.1 Inlet Doors - Ice condenser inlet doors shall be:

a. Continuously monitored and determined closed by the inlet door
position monitoring system, and

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE J--.erig &hvb at least once per 3 months
during the first year after the ice bed is di'41-loaded and at leastonce per 6 months thereafter by:

1. Verifying that the torque required to initially open each door
is less than or equal to 675 inch pounds.

2. Verifying that opening of each door is not impaired by ice,
frost or debris.

3. Testing a sample of at least 25% of the doors and verifying
that the torque required to open each door is less than 195
inch-pounds when the door is 40 degrees open. This torque isdefined as the "door opening torque" and is equal to the nominal
door torque plus a frictional torque component. The doors
selected for determination of the "door opening torque" shall
be selected to ensure that all doors are tested at least once
during four test intervals.

WATTS BAR - UNIT .1 3/4 6-30



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4. Testing a sample of at least 25%0 of the doors and verifying
that the torque required to keep each door from closing is
greater than 78 inch-pounds when the door is 40 degrees open.
This torque is defined as the "door closing torque" and is
equal to the nominal door torque minus a frictional torque
component. The doors selected for determination of the "door
closing torque" shall be selected to ensure that all doors are
tested at least once during four test intervals.

5. Calculation of the frictional torque of each door tested in
accordance with 3 and 4, above. The calculated frictional
torque shall be less than or equal to 40 inch-pounds.

4.6.5.3.2 Intermediate Deck Doors - Each ice condenser intermediate deck doorshall be:

a. Verified closed and free of frost accumulation by a visual inspection
at least once per 7 days, and ,

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE at lea/ once per 3 months during the first
year after the ice bed is loaded and at least once per 18
months thereafter by visually verifying no structural deterioration,
by verifying free movement of the vent assemblies, and by ascertain-
ing free movement when lifted with the applicable force shown below:

Door Lifting Force

1. 0-1, 0-5 < 37.4 lbs.

2. 0-2, 0-6 < 33.8 lbs.

3. 0-3, 0-7 < 31.8 lbs.

4. 0-4, 0-8 < 31.0 lbs.

4.6.5.3.3 Top Deck Doors - Each ice condenser top deck door shall be deter-mined closed and OPERABLE at least once per 92 days by visually verifying:

a. That the doors are in place, and

b. That no condensation, frost, or ice has formed on the doors or
blankets which would restrict their lifting and opening if required.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-31



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.51
Open Item No. 156
T.S. Page 3/4 6-37

Divider Barrier Seal Inspection - In response to FSAR Question
22.6, TVA has committed to inspect all physically accessible
portions of the seal every 18 months. Not all portions are
accessible and others are not easily accessible.

Reference: FSAR Question Q22.6



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

DIVIDER BARRIER SEAL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.5.9 The divider barrier seal shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MFODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the divider barrier seal inoperable, restore the seal to OPERABLE status
prior to increasing the Reactor Coolant System temperature above 2000F.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.5.9 The divider barrier seal shall be determined OPERABLE at least once
per 18 months during shutdown by:

a. Removing and pressure testing the divider barrier seal test coupons
in accordance with Table 3.6-3,

b. Visually inspecting of the seal's entire
length and: all ph1 §ica at aCaes5,?fk pof 4 'an.

1. Verifying that the seal and seal mounting bolts are properly
installed, and

2. Verifying that the seal material shows no visual evidence of
deterioration due to holes, ruptures, chemical attack, abrasion,
radiation damage, or changes in physical appearances.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-37
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022.6 Question

Provide the following information regarding the seals

between the primary containment wall and the internal

containment structures such as the ico condenser floor

and refueling canal, the seals between the operating deck

and crane wall and the seals for the personnel and

equipment hatches through the operating deck:

a. Provide drawings which show the design details of

all the seals.and their locations within the plant.

b. Specify the design life of the seals at 120°F

(lower compartment maximum operating temperature)

in their expected radiation environment, and

discuss the qualification testing that has been or

will be done to assure it.

c. Provide a listing of the minimum values of the seal
material properties used in the analysis to

determine the ability of the seals to withstand the

maximum pressure loadings which could be incurred

in the event of a LOCA.

d. Describe the surveillance program which will assure

that the equivalent operating deck bypass leakage
area remains below the design area of 5 square

feet.

Response

'a. Figures Q022.6-1 through Q022.6-7 are provided to

show the design details and the locations of the

seals and gaskets for those required between the ice
condenser and containment vessel and .for .the

personnel and equipment hatches through the

operatingwdeck..

b. The design life of the seals and gaskets is S to 10 45

years.

Actual test results taken from Sequoyah Nuclear

Plant - Units 1 and 2 - Testing and Evaluation of
Seal and Gasket Haterials - TVA Contract 72C33-75424-

N2E-15 indicate the seal material EPDX Presray

compound E-603 elastomer is acceptable whors
exposure to combined heat and radiation does not

exceed a total radiation dose of lDe rads and 12

hours at 2500F. This elastomer is the sole
constituent of those seals-and gaskets made into

flat, square, rectangular, standard lo' ring or 45

specially configured shapes. For the sesls

022.4-1
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installed between the ice condenser and containment
vessel, the material is a coated fabric (two-ply
dacron) with EPDN presray compound E-603 elastomer
on both sides and in between to an overall thickness
of .090 inches.

An additional testing program was instituted by TVA
under contract 80K73-827716 (N2H-90 and N3B-90) to
prove the coated fabric seals would perform in their
operating environment. All test results were 45
acceptable by demonstrating the seal's ability to
withstand a total radiation dose of 1.3 x 103 rads
at 250°F for the first hour and 2206F for the next
11 hours without rupture when subjected to more than
three times the expected accident pressure of 18
psi. Supplemental 'grab tests' per ASTM D 751 were
performed on these irradiated specimens and the seal
performance was well above the minimum values
required by the contract specification.

Because no test data are available concerning the
coated fabric deterioration of tensile strength of
the seals between the ice condenser and containment
vessel due to long term exposure from relatively low
radiation levels and 120OF temperatures during
normal operation or the effects of long-tern storagea
on the seals designated and packaged as spares and 45 R
replacements. the following procedure for
determining when changeout or replacement of the
seals should be effected.

Sample material specimens, 5 inches by 11 inches.
from the same'batch and calendar-run as the ice
condenser seals, are to be kept in each package of
spares and replacements.

Sample material specimens, 5 inches by 11 inches.
from the same batch and calendar run as the ice
condenser seals, are to be positioned at 90g
intervals around the containment, adjacent to tlu 45
operating seals. These specimens will be identified
as to azimuth location and so marked.

The following tests are to'be performed on the
sample material specimens from each package of
spares and replacements and on the sample material
specimens at each location adjacent to the operating
-seals. The initial testing should be conducted

022.4-2
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after delivery of the seals to the project but
before initial plant startup and then at 18-month
intervals thereafter on positioned seals and on
packaged spares and replacements prior to use.

Pressure testing at 60 lb/in3 is to be performed
using shop air and the seal contractor's approved
test fixture on two of the 5 inches by 11 inches
listed in paragraph 2.2 above. If neither specimens
ruptures, the seals are not to be replaced.

If a rupture occurs, four additional specimens are
to be pressure tested at 30 lb/in%. If none of
these additional specimens rupture, the seals are
not to be replaced.

If any specimen ruptures at 30 lb/in2, five.
specimens are to be returned to the seal contractor
for his further testing of the samples after
exposure to simulated accident conditions as
outlined below. 45

Radiation of 1.3 X 107 rads (total) for a duration
of 12 hours, the first hour at 250F, the next'11
hours at.22F.

After exposure to the above simulated accident
conditions, tests at 15 lb/ins are to be conducted
by the seal contractor on the exposed samples. .If
any sample ruptures, the seals are -to be replaced.

Examinations

The.following examinations are to be performed on
the installed seals and the packaged spares and
replacements after delivery.and prior to initial,
plant startup and then at 18-month intervalsa
thereafter.

Visual examination to determine if there is any
evidence of cracking which would reszlt iz
establishing a leak path for ~als. 'If any cra~ckini
-of the seals is observed, the seals are to -be
replaceod.

c. Minimum valuos of seal material properties -re-

1. Seals and gaskets
-SI : eforef orte -

--- ASTU Bfr Afto*r
Snoe Exposure Exyosury

022.6-3
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Durometer D2240
Min tensile D412
Min elongation D412
Max compression set D095

2. Seals between ice condenser and
vessel. (fabric coated)

containment

Before After
Exposure Esnosure

Breaking strength
warp direction

Breaking strength
'fill' direction

250 lbs

250 lbs

100 lbs

100 lbs

Zero leakage through seal after exposure with 30
psi air pressure applied to one face.

'The after-exposure values of the seal
properties were used in the analysis to
determine the ability of the seals to withstand
the maximum pressure loadings which could be
incurred in the event of a LOCA.'

d. Wo are presently developing a surveillance program
to assure divider barrier and seal integrity. This
surveillance program is being written to satisfy the
requirements found in the Watts Bar draft technical
specifications. Surveillance instructions are being
prepared to correspond to the following surveillance
requirements:

U:-
'b;~

45 C

42

4 .6.5.5.1 -

4.6.S 5 .2 -

The personnel access doors and
equipment hatches between the
containments upper and lower
compartments shall be determined
closed by a visual inspection before
increasing -the Reactor Coolant
System Tang is above 1/2 200F.

The personnel access doors and
equipment hatches between the
containments upper and lover
compartments shall be deteorined
operable by visually inspecting the
seals and sealing surfaces of these
penetrations and verifying zo
detrimental misalignments# cracks.-or
defects in the sealing surfaces, or
apparent deterioration vf the seal

022.6-4

50-70
1800 psi
400%
20%

45-7 5
900 psi
150%
30%

42
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material:

a. Prior to final closure of the
penetration each time it has been
opened, and

b. At least once per 10 years for
penetrations containing seals
fabricated from resilient
materials.

4.6.5.9 - The divider barrier seal shall be
determined operable at least once per
18 months during shutdown by:

a. Removing two divider barrier seal
test coupons and verifying that the
physical properties of the test 42
coupons are within the acceptable
range.

b. Visually inspecting all physically
accessible portions of the seal's
entire length and:

1. Verifying that the seal and
seal mounting bolts are
properly installed, and

2. Verifying that the seal
material shows no visual
evidence of deterioration due
to holes, ruptures, chemical
attack, abrasion, radia-tion
damage, or changes in physical
appearances.

In addition, a maintenance instruction is being prepared
for the correct placement of the CRDM missile shield and
refueling canal gates.

Those procedures will be approved at least three months
prior to fuel loading.

-022.6-5

.- : -



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.52
Open Item Nos. 157, 246
T.S. Pages 3/4 6-39, B 3/4 6-6

Vacuum Relef Valves - This spec and basis need to be deleted.
Watts Bar does not have vacuum relief valves.



CSkTAINMIENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.X VACUUM RELIEF VALVES

LTMITING CONDI N FOR OPERATION

3.6.8 The primary con r ment to atmosphere vacuum r ief valves shall be
OPERABLE with an actuation et point of less than equal to psid.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 d 4.

ACTION:

With one primary containment to Xosphere cuum relief valve inoperable,
restore the valve to OPERABL tatus within 4 ours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next S urs and in COLD SHU V/N within the following
30 hours.

4. .8 No additional Surveillance Requirements other than those required
pecification 4.0.5.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-39



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.6.7.4 INLET DOOR POSITION MONITORING SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the inlet door position monitoring system ensures thatthe capability is available for monitoring the individual inlet door position.
In the event the monitoring system is inoperable, the ACTION requirements
provide assurance that the ice bed heat removal capacity will be retained
within the specified time limits.

3/4.6.7.5 DIVIDER BARRIER PERSONNEL ACCESS DOORS AND EQUIPMENT HATCHES

The requirements for the divider barrier personnel access doors andequipment hatches being closed and OPERABLE ensure that a minimum bypass steamflow will occur from the lower to the upper containment compartments during aLOCA. This condition ensures a diversion of the steam through the ice condenserbays that is consistent with the LOCA analyses.

3/4.6.7.6 CONTAINMENT AIR RETURN FANS

The OPERABILITY of the containment air return fans ensures that following
a LOCA 1) the containment atmosphere is circulated for cooling by the spraysystem and 2) the accumulation of hydrogen in localized portions of the
containment structure is minimized.

3/4.6.7.7 and 3/4.6.7.8 FLOOR AND REFUELING CANAL DRAINS

The OPERABILITY of the ice condenser floor and refueling canal drains
ensures that following a LOCA, the water from the melted ice and containment
spray system has access for drainage back to the containment lower compartment
and subsequently to the sump. This condition ensures the availability of thewater for long-term cooling of the reactor during the post-accident phase.

3/4.6.7.9 DIVIDER BARRIER SEAL

The requirement for the divider barrier seal to be OPERABLE ensures thata minimum bypass steam flow will occur from the lower to the upper containment
compartments during a LOCA. This condition ensures a diversion of steamthrough the ice condenser bays that is consistent with the LOCA analyses.

3f4L6.8 VACUUM RELIEF VALVES (OPTIONAL)

The OPRBLT-f4> rmary containmen- ;d~rgere vacuum reliefvalves ensue thttecnesr oes not become more
negative than _psia. -j~s~n iini erevent exceeding the
containment deis'-if for internal vacuum of ps

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 6-6



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question A.11
Open Item Nos. 158, 159
T.S. Page 3/4 7-4

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Pressure Testina - Surveillance
requirement 4.7.1.2.a was not revised by NRC as requested by TVA.
The auxiliary feedwater pumps fall under the scope of ASME
Section XI. Specification 4.0.5 endorses a particular edition of
the ASME Code. Currently endorsed codes call for monthly testing
although more recent editions endorse quarterly testing. By
referencing 4.0.5, a more comprehensive test will be required by
technical specifications. In the future, if NRC endorses the
ASME Code editions that call for quarterly testing, TVA may be
able to go to less frequent tests. However, we consider the
trade off (referencing 4.0.5 vs once per 31 days) a net benefit
to both TVA and NRC. All other pump test requirements in the
current technical specifications just endorse 4.0.5; no other
specification identifies a test interval.

Also, the auxiliary feedwater discharge pressures have been
inverted.



PLANT SYSTEMS

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.2 At least three independent steam generator auxiliary feedwater
pumps and associated flow paths shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Two motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, each capable of being
powered from separate shutdown boards, and

b. One steam turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump capable of being
powered from an OPERABLE steam supply system.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. With one auxiliary feedwater pump inoperable, restore the required auxiliary
feedwater pumps to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following
6 hours.

b. With two auxiliary feedwater pumps inoperable, be in at least HOT
STANDBY witin 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following
6 hours.

c. With three auxiliary feedwater pumps inoperable, immediately initiate
corrective action to restore at least one auxiliary feedwater pump
to OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1.2 Each auxiliary feedwater pump shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

&', e. -61il ( e r-r S8, -V- ?s 6-7 'C-a. At lcmr.4 cnzpr31- y y

1. Verifying that each motor driven pump develops a differential
pressure of greater than or equal to LXsfpsid on recirculation
flow.

2. Verifying that the steam turbine driven pump develops a
differential pressure of greater than or equal to LbJOpsid on
recirculation flow when the secondary steam supply pressure is
greater than LgU7 psig. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4
are not applicable for entry into MODE 3.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7-4



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 160, 161
T.S. Page 3/4 7-5

Verification of Manual Valve Positions in Auxiliary Feedwater
System Surveillance Requirement 4.7.1.2.a.3 should be deleted.
There is no single valve in the auxiliary feedwater pump suction
flowpath that could prevent flow from reaching any of the
auxiliary feedwater pumps. Watts Bar has parallel suction paths:
the normal path from the condensate storage tank to the pumps and
the alternate path from the essential raw cooling water system to
the pumps. There are single valves, which if closed, could
affect one line or the other; but there are no single valves that
could affect both suction lines. The transfer from the normal
source (CST) to the alternate source (ERCW) occurs automatically
on low suction pressure.

There are no single valves in the auxiliary feedwater pump
discharge flowpath that could prevent flow from reaching the
steam generators. There are eight independent lines leading to
common nozzles in each steam generator, one line from the turbine
driven pump to each steam generator and one line from a motor
driven pump to a steam generator. All discharge valves are
located in the independent branch lines; closure of a valve in
these lines would only prevent flow from one pump reaching a
single steam generator. Analysis requirements call for the flow
from only one pump for two steam generators.

Operability Requir-ements for Automatic Valves in Auxiliary
Feedwater Flowyath - The automatic valves in the auxiliary
feedwater flowpath (steam generator level, control valves and
suction transfer to ERCW) are not necessarily open whenever the
system is placed in automatic or for operation above 10% power.
The steam generator level control valves are automatic and, when
the controls are set in automatic, the valve responds to a level
signal. During power operation, the valves are closed because
the power operation level in the steam generators is higher than
the level the auxiliary feedwater system tries to maintain. We
consider verifying that the valves are operable rather than fully
open is more appropriate for the Watts Bar design. The automatic
suction transfer valves are typically closed. They open on a low
suction pressure signal (2-out-of-3 logic). We consider
verifying that the valves are operable rather than fully open is
more appropriate for the Watts Bar design. Surveillance
requirement 4.7.1.2a should be revised as indicated.

References: TVA Drawing 47W803-2 R16 (FSAR Figure 10.4-21)
47W611-3-3 (FSAR Figure 10.4-19)
47W611-3-4 (FSAR Figure 10.4-20)
47W845-2 R1S (FSAR Figure 9.2-2)



PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLAN'CE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

Xerifyin t at each no mautnc val o at
iknt~cessaigor otre in o ~s in

3 a Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path from the
condensate water storage tank is 5 P 4-em- ofVLAE
whenever the auxiliary feedwater system is placed in automatic
control or when above 1O% RATED THERMAL POWER.

b. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct position upon receipt of a safety injection test
signal and a low auxiliary feedwater pump suction pressure test
signal.

2. Verifying that each auxiliary feedwater pump starts as designed
automatically upon receipt of each auxiliary feedwater actuation
test signal.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7-5



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 163, 164
T.S. Pages 3/4 7-14, 3/4 7-15

Flood Protection Plan - Attached is the revised flood protection
spec. The change of 'heavy rainfall conditions' to
'flood-producing rainfall conditions' is for clarification only.

The change in action statement C is consistent with S.R.
4.7.6.2.c.

Action statement 'a' has been revised to read correctly: The
elevations given in the action statement are not the critical
flood levels; they are the projected plantsite water levels
(given there is sufficient rainfall on the ground in the upstream
watershed to yield those water levels at the site) at which a
Stage I warning is given. The warning given at this time will
ensure that additional rain will not produce water levels above
elevation 727 (1 ft. below plant grade to allow for wave runup)
in less than 27 hours (see FSAR section 2.4.14.8.1).

Action statement 'd' has been revised to delete those dams that
do not affect the Watts Bar flood plan.

.



PLANT SYSTEMSa.:` - --.-.

3/4.7.6 FLOOD PROTECTION PLAN
J lY"

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION'

3.7.6 The flood protection plan shall be ready for implementation to maintain
the plant in a safe condition.

APPLICABILITY: When one or more of the following conditions exist:
m/0 COD

4
c, E - . .

a. 4ieayy rainfall conditions in the east Tennessee watershed,

b. an early warning or alert that a critical combination of flood:
and/or high headwater levels may or have developed,:

c. an early warning or alert involving Fontana Dam, or

' - d. recognizable seismic activity in the east Tennessee region.

AP T l -'-'.

li . .. ..i:

a..

b.

With a Stage I flood warning issued initiate and complete within
10 hours the Stage I flood protection plan which shall include being
in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours, with a SHUTDOWN MARGIN of at
least 5% delta k/k and T/avg less than or equal to 350'F within the;.-'''.;--"..-
following 4 hours. If within 10 hours following the issuance of a
Stage I flood warning communications between the TVA Division of
Water Resources and the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant cannot be verified,
initiate and complete the Stage II flood protection procedure within
the following 17 hours. With a Stage II flood warning issued
initiate the Stage II flood protection plan in time to ensure
completion before the predicted flooding of the site and no later
than 17 hours prior to the predicted arr*1ci time of the initizl

Ax.. 15 and 726. 5 irs for Apl. i 16-tu F pt. 3;. of e

With a seismic event occuring after a critical combination of flood'
and/or headwater alerts are issued, verify and maintain communications
between TVA Power Control Center and the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
within 6 hours or initiate and complete the Stage I flood.protection
plan within the following 10 hours. If communications have not been
established upon completion of the Stage I flood protection plan
initiate and complete the Stage .II flood protection plan within the
following 17 hours.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7-14



PLANT SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

ACTION: (Continued)

c. With a Fontana Dam Alert issued, verify and maintainAcommunications
between Fontana Dam and the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant ithi.,2.4-4 hour or
initiate and complete the Stage I flood protection plan within
10 hours. If communications have not been established upon
completion of the Stage I flood protection plan, initiate and
complete the Stage II flood protection plan within the following
17 hours.

d. With either the Norris, Cherokee, Douglas, Fort Loudon, Fontana,
4Wwicsec, Ap&4;hi&, Clue * iJ.dge or Tellico dam failed seismically
after a critical combination of flood and/or headwater alerts is
issued, initiate and complete the Stage I flood protection plan
within 10 hours. Upon completion of the Stage I flood protection
plan, initiate and complete the Stage II flood protection plan
within the following 17 hours. Both the Stage I and the Stage II
flood protection plans will be terminated if it is determined that
the potential for flooding the site does not exist.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.6.1 The water level at the intake pumping station shall be determined
at least once per 8 hours when the water level is less than or equal to
714.5 feet Mean Sea Level USGS datum during October 1 through April 15, or726.5 feet Mean Sea Level USGS datum during April 16 through September 30;
and at least once per 2 hours when the water level is above these limits.

4.7.6.2 Communications between Watts Bar Nuclear Plant:

a. and TVA Division of Water Resources shall be maintained every
3 hours during Enzrainfall condition in the east Tennessee
watershed. 4/a- tm>>>e n

b. and TVA Power Control Center shall be ma tained every 3 hours
following a recognizable seismic event that has occurred when a
critical combination of flood and/or headwater alert is issued.
Communications shall be maintained until it has been determined
that the potential for flooding the site does not exist,

c. - and Fontana Dam shall be maintained every hour when an alert
involving Fontana Dam has been issued by TVA Division of Water
Resources.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7-15



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 165, 166, 168
T.S. Pages 3/4 7-17, 3/4 7-18, 3/4 7-19, 3/4 7-20

Attached are corrections to the BEPA pressure drop value. The SR
has been modified to more accurately reflect the Watts Bar
design.

I.



PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

c. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following
painting, fire or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by:

1. Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place testing
acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of Regulatory
Positions C.5.a, C.5.c, and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, system flow rate $ 4000 cfm
+ 10%. a¢^ps

2. Verifying, within 31 days after removal, that a laboratory
analysis of a representative carbon sample obtained in accordance
with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria
of Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision
2, March 1978.

3. Verifying aosystem flow rate of 4000 cfm + 10% during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

d. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal, that a laboratory analysis of a
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

e. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combied HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than Qinches Water
Gauge while operating the system at a flow rate of 4000 cfm +
10%. cheats

2. Verifying that on a safety injection or high radiation from the
air intake stream test signal, the system automatically switches
into a recirculation mode of operation with flow through the
HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber banks.

3. Verifying that the system maintains the control room at a
positive pressure of greater than or equal to 1/8 inch W.G.
relative to the outside atmosphere during cYctem oporatiz;.

Tr-' 41#Dp/a Fcot 27/°o9.(- :,o

Of c ,c asl.S 2,00 c 0;f 7 '.tsYci
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIRDEENTS (Continued)

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank byverifying that the HEPA filter banks remove greater than or equal to99.95% of the DOP when they are tested in-place in accordance withANSI N510-1975 while CDerating the Asystem at a flow rate of4000 cfm + 10%O.

g. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorberbank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than orequal to 99.95%O of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gaswhen they are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI N510-1975while operating the'Asystem at a flow rate of 4000 cfm + 10%.
cUIeamv,4
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PLANT SYSTiEMS

3/4.7.8 AUXILIAR' BUILDING GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.8 Two independent Auxiliary Building Gas Treatment (A8GT) systems shall
be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With one ABGT system inoperable, restore the inoperable system to OPERABLE
status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours andin COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.8 Each ABGT system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by initiating,
from the control room, flow through the HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers and verifying that the system operates for at least 10
hours with the heaters on.

b. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following
painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by:

1. Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place testing
acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of Regulatory
Positions C.5.a, C.5.c and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, and t-e system flow rate i& 9000 cfm +
10%. CA- a C
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

2. Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory
analysis of a representative carbon sample obtained in
accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory testing
criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2. March 1978.

3. Verifying a system flow rate of 9000 cfm + 10% during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

c. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis of a
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

d. At least once per 18 months by: /8
1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combied HEPA

filters and charcoal adsorber banks of less than nches Water
Gauge while operating the system at a flow rate oT 9000 cfm +
10%.

2. Verifying that the system starts on a Phase A isolation signal,
a high radiation signal from the fuel pool radiation monitoring
system or a high radiation signal from the auxiliary building
ventilation monitoring system.

3. Verifying that the system maintains the spent fuel storage area
and the ESF pump rooms at a pressure equal to or more negative
than minus 1/4 inch water gage relative to the outside
atmosphere while maintaining a vacuum relief flow greater than
2000 cfm and a total system flow of 9000 cfm ± 10%.

4. Verifying that the heaters dissipate 50 + 5 kw when tested in
accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

e. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank by
verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove greater than or equal to
99.95% of the DOP when they are tested in-place in accordance with
ANSI N510-1975 while operating the system at a flow rate of 9000 cfm
+ 10%.

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than or
equal to 99.95% of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas
when they are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI N510-1975
while operating the system at a flow rate of 9000 cfm + 10%.
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions A.12, D.56
Open Item Nos. 170, 171
T.S. Pages 3/4 7-21 through 7-27 and B 3/4 7-5, B 3/4 7-6

Snubber Requirements - The revised snubber specification is
consistent with the snubber specification proposed by TVA for
Sequoyah and approved by NRC. One minor change has been made to
refer to snubbers on Seismic Category I and I(L) portions of the
system rather than the term 'safety related.' TVA believes the
proposed terminology is more descriptive, consistent with the
intent of the specification and the FSAR, and is more easily used
inside TVA.

Reference: Sequoyah Technical Specifications
FSAR Section 3.2
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.9 SNUBBERS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.9 All snubbers on the Seismic Category I and I(L) portions of systems
shall be OPERABLE. The snubbers are shown in Table 3.7-4a and are
listed in Surveillance Instruction (Later). Any exemptions to the
surveillance program are shown in Table 3.7-4b and SI-(Later).

APPLICABILITY: Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. (Modes 5 and 6 for snubbers located
onsystems or partial systems required OPERABLE in these Modes.)

ACTION: With one or more snubbers inoperable, within 72 hours replace
or restore the inoperable snubber(s) to OPERABLE status and perform an
engineering evaluation on the attached component or declare the attached
system inoperable and follow the appropriate ACTION statement for that
sysULem. Lhe R 

'?- At

SURVEILLANCE RE.QUJH1i:EMENTS '0 ,

4.7.9 Each snubber on theeSeismic Category I and l(L) portions)of systems
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the following
augmented inservice inspection program and the requirements of
Specification 4.0.5. These snubbers are shown in Table 3.7-4a
and are listed in Surveillance Instruction (Later). Any exemption I

* they
,7surveillance program for any snubber is shown in Table 3.7-4b.

to any port

a. Inspection Groups

The snubbers may be categorized into two major groups based
on whether the snubbers are accessible or inaccessible during
reactor operation. These major groups may be further subdivided
into subgroups based on design, environment, or other features
which may be expected to affect the OPERABILITY of the snubbers
within the subgroup. Each subgroup or group may be inspected
independently in accordance with 4.7.9_b through 4.7.9.h.

b. Visual Inspection Schedule and Lot Size

WATTS BAR -

The first inservice visual inspection of snubbers shall be
performed after 4 months but within 10 months of commencing
POWER OPERATION and shall include all snubbers on safety-related
systems. If less than two (2) snubbers are found inoperable
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

b. Visual Inspection Schedule and Lot Size (Cont'd)

during the first inservice visual inspection, the second
inservice visual inspection shall be performed 12 months
± 25% from the date of the first inspection. Otherwise,
subsequent visual inspections shall be performed in accordance
witLh the following schedule:

Number of Inoperable Subsequent Visual
Snubbers per Inspection Inspection Period #
Period

0 18 months ± 25%
1 12 months ± 25% -:
2 6 months ± 25%
3, 4 124 days ± 25%
5, 6, 7 62 days ± 25%
8 or more 31 days ± 25% -

c. Visual Inspection Performance and Evaluation

Visual inspections shall verify (1) that there are no visible
indications of damage or impaired OPERABILITY, (2) bolts attaching
the snubber to the foundation or supporting structure are secure,
and (3) snubbers attached to sections of safety-related systems
that have experienced unexpected potentially damaging transients
since the last inspection period shall be-evaluated for the
possibility of concealed damage and functionally tested, if
applicable, to confirm operability.

Snubbers which appear inoperable as a result of visual inspections
may be determined OPERABLE for the purpose of establishing the
next visual inspection interval, providing that (1) the cause
of the rejection is clearly established and remedied for that
particular snubber and for other snubbers that may be.,generically
susceptible; and (2) the affected snubber is functionally tested,
if applicable, in the as-found condition and determined OPERABLE
per Specification 4.7.9.e. Hydraulic snubbers-with inoperable
single or common fluid reservoirs which have uncovered fluid
ports shall be declared inoperable. When hydraulic snubbers
which have uncovered fluid ports are tested, the tests shall be
performed by starting with the piston at the as-found setting
and extending the piston rod in the extension mode direction.

*The inspection interval shall not be lengthened more than
one step at a time.
MThe provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

c. Visual Inspection Performance and Evaluation (Cont'd)

Also, snubbers which have been made inoperable as the result
of unexpected transients, isolated damage or other such random
events, when the provisions of 4.7.9.g and 4.7.9.h have been
met and any other appropriate corrective action implemented,
shall not be counted in determining the next visual inspection
interval.

d. Functional Test Schedule, Lot Size, and Composition

During each refueling outage a representative sample of 10% of
the snubbers shall be functionally tested either in place or in
a bench test.

The representative sample selected for functional testing shall
include the various configurations, operating environments, and
the range of size and capacity of snubbers within the groups or
subgroups. The representative sample should be weighted to
include more snubbers from severe service areas such as near
heavy equipment. Unless a failure analysis as required by
4.7.9.f indicates otherwise, the sample shall be a composite
based on the ratio of each group to the total number of snubbers
installed in the plant. Snubbers placed in the same location
as snubbers which failed the previous functional test shall
be included in the next test lot if the failure analysis shows
that failure was due to location.

The security of fasteners for attachment of the snubbers to the
component and to the snubber anchorage shall be verified on
snubbers selected for functional tests.

e. Functional Test Acceptance Criteria

The snubber functional test shall verify that:

1. Activation (restraining action) is achieved within the
specified range in both tension and compression, except
that inertia dependent, acceleration limiting mechanical
snubbers may be tested to verify only that activation
takes place in both directions of travel.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7-
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

2. Snubber bleed, or release where required, is
present in both tension and compression, within the
specified range.

3. The force required.to initiate or maintain motion of
the snubber is within the specified range in both

-directions of travel. Also, for mechanical anubbers, the
increase in the force required shall not exceed 50 percent
of the amount required at the last surveillance test of
that snubber, provided that the force required is
aL least 25 pounds.

4. For snubbers specifically required not to displace
under continuous load, the ability of the snubber Lo
withstand load without displacement shall be verified.

5. Testing methods may be used to measure parameters indirectly
or parameters other than those specified if those results
can be correlated to the specified parameters through
established methods.

f. Functional Test Failure Analysis and Additional Test Lots

If any snubber selected for functional testing either fails to
lock up or fails to move due to manufacture or design deficiency,
all snubbers of the same design subject to the same defect shall
be functionally tested.

If more than two snubbers do not meet the functional test
acceptance criteria, an additional lot equal to one-half
the original lot size shall be functionally tested for each
failed snubber in excess of the two allowed -failures.
An engineering evaluation shall be made of each failure to
meet the functional test acceptance criteria to determine
the cause of the failure. The result of this analysis
shall be used, if applicable, in selecting snubbers to be
tted in the subsequent lot in an effort to determine
the operability of other snubbers which may be subject
to the same failure mode. (Selection of snubbers for future
testing may also be based on the failure analysis.)
Testing shall continue until not more than one additional
inoperable snubber is found within a subsequent required lot
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PLANT SYSTEMS

' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

f. Functional Test Failure Analysis and Additional Test Lots (Cont'd)

or all snubbers of the original inspection group have
been tested, or all suspect snubbers identified by the
failure analysis have been tested, as applicable.

The discovery of loose or missing attachment fasteners will be
evaluated to determine whether the cause may be localized or generic.
The result of the evaluation will be used to select other suspect
snubbers for verifying the attachment fasteners, as applicable.

Snubbers shall not be subjected to prior maintenance specifically
for the purpose of meeting functional test requirements.

g. Functional Test Failure - Attached Component Analysis

For snubber(s) found inoperable, an engineering evaluation shall be
performed on the components which are restrained by the snubber(s).
The purpose of this engineering evaluation shall be to determine if
the components restrained by the snubber(s) were adversely affected
by the inoperability of the snubbers(s), and in order to ensure
that the restrained component remains capable of meeting the designed

e service.

h. Functional Testing of Repaired and Spare Snubbers

Snubbers which fail the visual inspection or the functional test
acceptance criteria shall be repaired or replaced. Replacement
snubbers and snubbers which have repairs which might affect the
functional test results shall be tested to meet the functional test
criteria before installation in the unit. These snubbers shall
have met the acceptance criteria subsequent to their most recent
service, and the functional test must have been performed within 12
months before being installed in the unit.

i. Snubber Service Life Program

The seal service life of hydraulic snubbers shall be monitored
to ensure that the seals do not fail between surveillance
inspections. The maximum expected service life for the
various seals, seal materials, and applications shall be
estimated based on engineering information, and the seals shall
be replaced so that the maximum expected service life does
not expire during a period when the snubber is required to be
operable. The seal replacements shall be documented and the
documentation shall be retained in accordance with 6.10.2.n.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

i. Snubber Service Life Program (Cont'd)

Mechanical snubber drag force increases greater than 50 percent
of previously measured values shall be evaluated as an indi-
cation of impending failure of the snubber. These evaluations
and any associated corrective action shall be documented
and Lhe documentation shall be retained in accordance with
6.10.2.n.

j. Exemption From Visual Inspection or Functional Tests

PermaienLt or other exemptions from the surveillance program
for individual snubbers may be granted by the Commission ifa justifiable basis for exemption is presented and if applicable
snubber life destructive testing was performed to qualify
snubber operability for the applicable design conditions at
eiLher Lhe completion of their fabrication or at-a subsequent
date. Snubbers so exempted shall be listed in Table 3.7-4b
and shall continue to be listed in the plant instruction
(Later)- indicating the extent of the exemptions.
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Table 3.7-4a

Sma ll
PSA

Safety Related Snubbers *

ACCESSIBLE

Medium & Large
PSA

- I I ...
Small
USA

INACCESSIBLE

Medium & Large

PSA

Sie __ 1 3 10 35 100 - 1 3 10 35 100 12-inch
MS 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 8 13 15 20

AM S

A10 6 2 1 10 8 0 0 ' 0 0 0 6 0 1 0
yIS ( 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 18 8 11 24s 7 16 0

cC 2 6 11 10 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Si 26 l, 3 16 6 11 0 39 8 5 27 7 9 "

CS 9 4 2 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CVC 15 8 12 4 0 0 0 89 38 25 0 0 0 0

RC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 24 36 30 15 4

U111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 18 12 6 0

SGB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 25 13 3 0 0 0
FPC 2 9 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ERCW 6 1 11 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RHR 33 13 9 11 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 5 3 0

Sub 
_ _ _ _

Total 104 49 61 63 17 14 0 237 104 92 115 54 52 15 .20.
Total 308 *689

. . .n-. -

.. .. -./

*iSnubbers may be added to safety related systems without prior License Amendment
to Table 3.7-4a provided that a revision to Table 3.7-4a is included with the
next License Amendment request. Any exemptions to the provisions of the
surveillance program for any snubber is indicated in Table 3.7-4b.
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Table 4.7. b

Safety Related Snubbers - Exemptions to
the Surveillance Program
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PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.7.9 SNUBBERS

Snubbers are designed to prevent unrestrained pipe or component motionunder dynamic loads as might occur during an earthquake or severe transient,while allowing normal thermal motion during startup and shutdown. Theconsequence of an inoperable snubber is an increase in the probability
of structural damage to piping or components as a result of a seismic oroLher event initiating dynamic loads. It is therefore required that allsnubbers so designed to protect the primary coolant system or any othersalety system or component be operable during reactor operation, or whenthe system they are designing to protect is required to be available.
These snubbers are on the portions of systems designated Seismic GategoryI and 1(L) as described in Section 3.2 of the FSAR.

Because the snubber protection is required only during relatively lowprobability events, a period of 72 hours is allowed to replace or restorethe inoperable snubber(s) to operable status and perform an engineering
evaluation on the supported component or declare the supported systeminoperable and follow the appropriate limiting condition for operationstatement for that system. The engineering evaluation is performed todetermine whether the mode of failure of the snubber has adversely
affected any safety-related component or system.

All snubbers on the Seismic Category I and 1(L) portions of systems arevisually inspected for overall integrity and operability. The inspectionwill include verification of proper orientation, adequate fluid levelif applicable, and attachment of the snubber to its anchorage. Theremoval of insulation or the verification of torque values for threadedfasteners is not required for visual inspections.

The inspection frequency is based upon maintaining a constant level, ofsnubber protection. Thus, the required inspection interval varies
inversely with the observed snubber failures. The number of inoperable
snubbers found during a required inspection determines the time intervalfor the next required inspection. Inspections performed before thatinterval has elapsed may be used as a new reference point to determinethe next inspection. However, the results of such early inspectionsperformed before the original required time interval has elapsed (nominaltime less 25 percent) may not be used to lengthen the required inspectioninterval. Any inspection whose results require a shorter inspection
interval will override the previous schedule.

WAT-rS BAR - UNIT I
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PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.7.9 SNUBBERS (cont'd)

When the cause of the rejection of a snubber in a visual inspection is clearly
established and remedied for that snubber and for any other snubbers that may
be generically susceptible and operability verified by inservice functional
testing, if applicable, that snubber may be exempted from being counted as
inoperable. Generically susceptible snubbers are those which are of a specific
make or model and hnave the same design features directly related to rejection
of the snubber, or are similarly located or exposed to the same environmental
conditions such as temperature, radiation, and vibration. Inspection groups
may be established based on design features and installed conditions which may
be expected to be generic. Each of these inspection groups are inspected and
Lested separately unless an engineering analysis indicates the inspection group
is improperly constitited. All suspect snubbers are subject to inspection arnd
testing regardless of inspection groupings.

To further increase the assurance of snubber rel iabi lity, functional tests
shall be performed during each refueling outage. These tests will include
stroking of the snubbers to verify proper movement, activation, and bleed or
release. The performance of hydraulic snubbers generally depends on a clean,
dleaerated fluid contained within variable pressure chambers, flowing at closely
controlled rates. Since these characteristics are subject to change with
exposure to the reactor environment, time, and other factors, their performance
within the specified range should be verified. Mechanical snubbers which
depend upon overcoming the inertia of a mass and the braking action of a
capstan spring contained within the snubber for limiting the acceleration of
the attached component (within the load rating of the snubber) are not subject
to changes in performance in the same manner as hydraulic snubbers. Pending
the development of information regarding the change during the service of the
snubber of the acceleration/resistance relationship and the optimum method for
detecting this change, these mechanical snubbers may be tested to verify
that when subjected to a large change in velocity the resistance to movement
increases greatly. The performance change information is to be developed in
order to establish test methods to be used during and after the first refueling
outage.

Ten percent of the total population of approximately 1000 snubbers in the
Seismic Category I and l(L) portions of systems is an adequate sample for
functional tests. The initial sample is to be proportioned among the groups
in order to obtain a representative sample. Observed failures of more than
two snubbers in the initial lot will require an engineering analysis and
testing of additional snubbers selected from snubbers likely to have the
same defect. A thorough inspection of the snubber threaded attachments to
the pipe or components and the anchorage will be made in conjunction with
all required functional tests.

C.
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question A.13
Open Item Nos. 171, 171.1, 172, 172.2
T.S. Pages 3/4 7-30, 3/4 7-31

Fire Pump Capacity - The fire pump capacity is 1590 gpm at 330
feet of head.

LCO 3.7.11.1.b - The requirements were rewritten to reflect the
Watts Bar specific design.

FIRE PUMP TESTING - Both the 1980 edition of the ASNE Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI and National Fire Code no longer
recommend monthly testing of electric motor driven pumps. This
change is necessary because the-fire pumps are not covered by the
blanket statement in specification 4.0.5.

Reference: TVA Drawing 47W832-1 R12 (FSAR Figure 9.5-5)



PLANT SYSTEMS

* 3/4.7.11 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

FIRE SUPPRESSION WATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.11.1 The fire suppression water system shall be OPERABLE with:
the-i -dis g a e to t e f e A

a. Two fire suppression pumps, each with a capacity of 2 gpm4 with
their discharge aligned to the fire suppression header,

b. An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the forebay and
transferring the water through distribution piping with OPERABLE
sectionalizing control or isolation valves to the yard hydrant curb
valves ile "a44 unlun eed of t

zi r or hose standpipe, dlid th1  lt velve ahead of th--deluge
t veluvz ore dspray system required to be OPERABLE per

Specifications 3.7.11.2 and 3.7.11.4.

APPLICABILITY: At all times. tlaae ' doker, i ' /',

ACTION: f

a. With only one pump OPERABLE, restore at least two pumps to OPERABLE
status within 7 days or, in lieu of any other report required by
Specification 6.9.1, prepare and submit a Special Report to the
Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 30 days
outlining the plans and procedures to be used to restore the
inoperable pump to OPERABLE status or to provide an alternate backup
pump or supply. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4
are not applicable.

b. With the fire suppression water system otherwise inoperable:

1. Establish a backup fire suppression water system within
24 hours, and

2. In lieu of any other report required by Specification 6.9.1,
submit a Special Report in accordance with Specification 6.9.2:

a) By telephone within 24 hours,

b) Confirmed by telegraph, mailgram, or facsimile transmission
no later than the first working day following the event, and
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PLANT SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

ACTION: (Continued)

c) In writing within 14 days following the event, outlining the
action taken, the cause of the inoperability and the plans
and schedule for restoring the system to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.7.11.1.1 The fire suppression water system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per > days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by starting each
pump and operating it for at least 15 minutes on recirculation flow.

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power
operated, or automatic) in the flow path is in its correct position.

c. At least once per 6 months by performance of a system flush.

d. At least once per 12 months by cycling each testable valve in the
flow path through at least one complete cycle of full travel.

e. At least once per 18 months by performing a system functional testwhich includes simulated automatic actuation of the system throughout
its operating sequence, and:

1. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct position,

2. Verifying that each pump develops at least ( ) gpm at a
system head of ( ) feet,

330
3. Cycling each valve in the flow path that is not testable during

plant operation through at least one complete cycle of full
travel, and

4. Verifying that each fire suppression pump starts as Diesigned
to maintain the fire suppression water system pressure greater
than or equal to 125 psig.

f. At least once per 3 years by performing a flow test of the system iin
accordance with Chapter 5, Section N1 of the Fire Protection Handbook,
14th Edition, published by the National Fire Protection Association.

WATTS BAR - UNIT I
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions C.20, D.57
Open Items Nos. 173, 174
T.S. Page 3/4 7-32

Sprinkler Valve Testina - Surveillance requirement 4.7.11.2.b
requires stroking of sprinkler valves every 12 months. We
propose that this requirement be limited to those valves that are
accessible during plant operation. Valves in high radiation
areas, hazardous areas, or inside containment would be exempt.
These same valves are tested every 18 months for automatic
actuation (including valve stroke) per surveillance requirement
4.7.11.2.c.l.b. TVA considers testing every 18 months adequate
for the valves in question. The more frequent testing benefits
do not outweigh the risks involved with testing the valves.

Areas Protected by Sprinklers - The listing has been revised to
be more specific and to include the ERCW pumping station and the
turbine building.
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P LANT SYSTEMS

SPRAY ANVOR SPRiNLER S

LIMITING C FOR OPERATION

3 i/l.2 The following spray and/or sprinkler systems shall be OPERABLE:

a. Reactor Building- d ~ in r zfleaoC A87lt

b. Auxiliary Building-eCt V . 6 J 7/-?, 71 -J 7 6'44'-'5

c. Control Building _ &S, z a
\ . Op)Vf0A,72V /',/ Cood. Diesel Building , P

EZ C a rzc z fem
APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment protected by the spray/sprinkler system is
required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required spray and/or sprinkler systems
inoperable, within one hour establish a continuous fire watch with
backup fire suppression equipment for those areas in which redundant
systems or components could be damaged; for other areas, establish a
hourly fire watch patrol. Restore the system to OPERABLE status
within 14 days or, in lieu of any other report required by Specifica-
tion 6.9.1, prepare and submit a Special Report to the Commission
pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 30 days outlining
the action taken, the cause of the inoperability and the plans and
schedule for restoring the system to OPERABLE status.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.11.2 Each of the above required spray and/or sprinkler systems shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power
operated, or automatic) in the flow path is in its correct position.

b. At least once per 12 months by cycling each testable valve in the
flow path through at least one complete cycle of full travel.

47Z -as -C<e6r/r(k/e A o7' eraKo
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 175
T.S. Page 3/4 7-33

Sprinkler Actuation System - Surveillance requirement
4.7.11.2.c.1.a should be revised to read '. . . correct positions
on a single zone or cross zone test signal as designed.' The
particular zones are either cross zones or single zones, but they
are not both. For example zones 1 and 2 are cross zones; it
takes a detector actuation signal from both zones to actuate
equipment. However, diesel generator corridor, zone 13, is a
single zone and a single detector in that zone can activate
equipment. In other cases one zone may be crossed with several
other zones (like an octopus arrangement). The technical
specifications should reflect the Watts Bar design.



PLAN4T SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREME-NTS (Continued)

c. At least once per 18 months:

1. By performing a system functional test which includes simulated
automatic actuation of the system, and:

a) Verifying that the automatic valves in the flow path
actuate to their correct positions on a single or cross
zoned test signal, and

Las 4e,5ed
b) Cycling each valve in the flow path that is not testable

during plant operation through at least one complete cycle
of full travel.

2. By a visual inspection of the dry pipe spray and sprinkler
headers to verify their integrity, and

3. By a visual inspection of each nozzle's spray area to verify the
spray pattern is not obstructed.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.21
Open Item 176
T.S. Page 3/4 7-34

co2 System - The listing (Tech Spec 3.7.11.3) of the low
pressure CO2 suppression systems including diesel generator rooms
and auxiliary instrument rooms, was provided in our submittal .of
the draft tech spec. However, attached is a revised listing
which includes four more systems.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

COSYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOP, OPERATION

3.7.11.3 The following low pressure CO 2 systems shall be OPERABLE.

a. Auxiliary Instrument Room V Yee,"l
b. Diesel Generator Rooms W.M'

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment protected by the CO2 systems is required to
be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required CO systems inoperable,
within one hour establish a continuous fi~e watch with backup fire
suppression equipment for those areas in which redundant systems or
components could be damaged; for other areas, establish an hourly
fire watch patrol. Restore the system to OPERABLE status within
14 days or, in lieu of any other report required by Specification
6.9.1, prepare and submit a Special Report to the Commission pursuant
to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 30 days outlining the action
taken,.the cause of the inoperability and the plans and schedule for
restoring the system to OPERABLE status.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.11.3.1 Each of the above required CO systems shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE at least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power
operated, or automatic) in the flow path is in its correct position.

4.7.11.3.2 Each of the above required low pressure CO2 systems shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE: .

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying the CO storage tank level to
be greater than 50 percent and pressure to bi greater than 210 psig,
and

b. At least once per 18 months by verifying:

1. The system valves and associated ventilation dampers and fire
door release mechanisms actuate manually and automatically,
upon receipt of a simulated actuation signal, and

2. Flow from each nozzle during a "Puff Test."
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 177
T.S. Page 3/4 7-37

Fire Hose Stations - The intake pumping stations fire hoses have
been added to table 3.7-5



TABLE 3.7-5 (Continued)

LOCATION ELEVATION

Auxiliary Building

A9V
A8T
A35
A7W
A8X
A8T
A3T
A8W
A8T
A8X
A8X
A5X
AllY
A3T
A8X
A8T
AllY
A3T
A4U
A5X
AlOT
A5X
A3T
A5X
A4U
A5X

676
676
692
692
692
692
713
713
713
729
729
729
730
737
737
737
750
757
757
757
757
763
772
775
782
786

Control Building

Stairwell C-l
Stairwell C-1
Stairwell C-1
Stairwell C-1
Stairwell C-2
Stairwell C-2
Stairwell C-2
Stairwell C-2

692
708
729
755
692
708
729
755

HOSE RACK

0-26-691
0-26-663
1-26-668
0-26-680
0-26-681
0-26-662
1-26-667
0-26-690
0-26-661
0-26-658
0-26-659
1-26-686
0-26-854
1-26-666
0-26-677
0-26-660
0-26-855
1-26-665
1-26-670
0-26-682
0-26-684
1-26-693
1-26-664
1-26-694
1-26-669
1-26-695

0-26-1194
0-26-1193
0-26-1192
0-26-1191
0-26-1189
0-26-1188
0-26-1187
0-26-1186

ID I A q

0- 26-5-?96
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.23
Open Item Nos. 179, 188
T.S. Pages 3/4 8-1, 3/4 8-10

Attached are revised specifications 3.8.1.1 and 3.8.1.2 which
provide the correct values for the D.G. fuel oil system.
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4'.8.1 A.C. SOURCES

OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. Two physically independent circuits between the offsite transmission
network and the onsite Class 1E distribution system, and

b. Four separate and independent diesel generators, each with:

1. Two separate engine-mounted fuel tanks containing a minimum
volume of> allons of fuel in each tank,

2. A separate 7 day fuel storage tank containing a minimum volume
of # gallons of fuel,

3. A sfe fae fuel transfer pump, and

4. A separate 125 DC distribution panel, 125 volt D.C. battery
bank and associated charger.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:-

a. With either an offsite circuit or diesel generator of the above
required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance
Requirements 4.8.1.1.1.a and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 1 hour and at
least once per 8 hours thereafter; restore at least two offsite
circuits and four diesel generators to OPERABLE status within
72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With one offsite circuit and one diesel generator of the above
required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance
Requirements 4.8.1.1.1.a and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 1 hour and at
least once per 8 hours thereafter; restore at least one of the
inoperable sources to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours. Restore at least two offsite
circuits and four diesel generators to OPERABLE status within
72 hours from the time of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

c. With one diesel generator inoperable in addition to ACTION a or b
above, verify that:

(1) all required systems, subsystems, trains, components and
devices that depend on the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator

i as a source of emergency power are also OPERABLE, and
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

A.C. SOURCES

SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.2 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE: I

a. One circuit between the offsite transmission network and the onsite
Class lE distribution system, and

b. Diesel generator sets 1A-A and 2A-A or LB-B and 2B-B each with:

1. ---Engine-mounted fuel tanks containing a minimum volume of
2W.gallons of fuel per tank,

2. A 7 day fuel storage tank containing a minimum volume of
-&Ff gallons of fuel, and
6;CV X

3. A fuel transfer pump.

4. A separate 125 v DC distribution panel, 125 v DC battery bank,
and associated charger.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With less than the above minimum required A.C. electrical power sources
OPERABLE, immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS,
positive reactivity changes, movement of irradiated fuel, or crane operation
with loads over the fuel storage pool, and within 8 hours, depressurize and
vent the Reactor Coolant System through a greater than or equal to -_(J)square
inch vent. In addition, when in MODE 5 with the Reactor Coolant loops not
filled, or in MODE 6 with the water level less than 23 feet above the reactor
vessel flange, immediately initiate corrective action to restore the required
sources to OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.1.2 The above required A.C. electrical power sources shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of each of the Surveillance
Requirements of 4.8.1.1.1, 4.8.1.1.2 (except for requirement 4.8.l.l.2.a.5),
4.8.1.1.3, and 4.8.1.1.4.
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.60
Open Item No. 180
T.S. Page 3/4 8-1

Action Statement for Inoverable Diesel Generator - Action
statement C requires verification that all required systems,
subsystems, trains, components and devices that depend on the
remaining operable diesel generator as a source of emergency
power are also operable. Otherwise, shutdown in two hours. We
have two basic questions:

1. Is this revision an attempt to replace Specification 3.0.5
and

2. Does the 'verification' consist of a paperwork exercise only
(i.e., checking the list of inoperable equipment) or does it
require testing?

Our concern on this item ties in with our concern with the
definition of OPERABLE.



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 181, 181.1
T.S. Page 3/4 8-3

Diesel Generator Testing - Surveillance requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.5
requires that the generator be 'synchronized and loaded to
greater than or equal to 4400 kW in less than or equal to 60
seconds.' We do not consider this requirement applicable for
manual starts because the loading sequence is done manually.
Undue concern to the loading time may lead to unsafe operation of
the diesel generator unit. We believe the requirement should be
written, '. . . to 60 seconds for automatic starts and at the
maximum practical rate for manual starts.'

Diesel Generator Fuel Oil - The Kinematic viscosity of the D.G.
fuel oil at 400C should be 2 1.9 but S 4.3, not 4.1.

NOTE: Minor word changes were made to SR a.3 and b to reflect
the WBN design.



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

2. Verifying the fuel level in the 7 day fuel storage tank,

3. Verifying the fuel transfer pump starts and transfers fuel from -
the4 storage to the - engine-mounted tank,

4. Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition and
accelerates to at least 900 rpm in less than or equal to
10 seconds. The generator voltage and frequency shall be
6900 i- 690 volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds after the
start signal. The diesel gen6erator shall be started for this
test by using one of the following signals.:

a) Manual.

b) Simulated loss of offsite power by itself.

c) Simulated loss of offsite power in conjunction with an ESF
actuation test signal.

d) An ESF actuation test signal by itself.

5. Verifying the generator is synchronized, loaded to greater than
or equal to 4400 kw in less than or e o eon s and
operates with a load greater than equal to 4400 kw for at
least 60 minutes, ' aA"a4t 6/wes -U-0 A/ /A

6. Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby
power to the associated shutdown boards.

b. At least once per 31 days and after each operation of the diesel
where the period of operation was greater than or equal to 1 hour by
removing accumulated water from the abe- fuel tanks

c. At least once per 92 days and from new fuel oil prior to addition to
the 7 day storage tanks by verifying that a sample obtained in
accordance with ASTM-D270-1975 has a water and sediment content of
less than or equal to .05 volume percent and a kinematic viscosity
@ 40'C of greater than or equal to 1.9 but less than or equal to9,3 .4-1-when tested in accordance with ASTM-D975-77, and an impurity
level of less than 2 mg. of insolubles per 100 ml. when tested in
accordance with ASTM-D2274-70.

d. At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by:

1. Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance with
procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
recommendations for this class of standby service,
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question A.14
Open Item Nos. 182, 183
T.S. Page 3/4 8-6

Diesel Generator Load Seauencers - The Watts Bar design has
individual load sequence timers for each piece of equipment.
The nominal setpoint for each load is specified in FSAR table
8.3-3. TVA preoperational tests specify an acceptable operating
band for each timer. The acceptable bands are based on equipment
operating requirements and diesel generator loading limitations.
Percent tolerance is not applicable because of the large
variation in nominal timer setpoints (two seconds fort charging
pumps and 90 seconds for pressurizer heaters).

Diesel Generator Lockout Features - We have inserted the D.G.
lockout features. These were previously provided in our original
submittal of the draft technical specifications.

References: FSAR Section 8.3
Preoperational Test TVA-13B 'Onsite AC Distribution
System'.



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMiENTS (Continued)

12. Verifying that the fuel transfer pump transfers fuel frcm each
7 day fuel storage tank to the engine-mounted tanks of each
diesel via the installed cross-connection lines.

13. Verifying that the automatic load sequence timeri~tOPERABLE ond fIAeiSxro' AtWh tG incrv zl -betwen clctr b d within ffi C6 4-,-
design ir";l f44ie .speti~e- bards.

14. Verifying that the followingidiesel generator lockout features
prevent diesel generator starting only when required:

a) if yhAle i9versloeed

b) 06 6A Lockout R Xq
e. At least once per 10 years oi after any modifications which could

affect diesel generator interdependence by starting all diesel
generators simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying that all
diesel generators accelerate to at least 900 rpm in less than or
equal to 10 seconds.

f. At least once per 10 years bye

; Draining each 7 day fuel oil storage tank, removing the
accumulated sediment and cleaning the tank using a sedium
hypochlorite solution, and

2. Pcrformir.n-i prcf uit test ur LlUse phuriOns 0 One uieseiruel
Al sutm I' d to Sertiu, MI, bubscLCion i-UrM the ASIIM

ete -em--tent pin ubb eqeual to 110 perctNi ut th-s byte~l 1J~igri. pra@"-

4.8.1.1.3 The 125-volt D.C. distribution panel, 125-volt D.C. battery bankand associated charger for each diesel generator shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying:

1. Correct breaker alignment, indicated power availability and
voltage on the distribution panels greater than or equal to
118 volts.

2. That each battery bank and charger meet the Category A limits
in Table 4.8-2.

3. That the total battery terminal voltage is greater than or
equal to 4t-*volts on float charge.

t 1Z6
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 184
T.S. Page 3/4 8-6

Diesel Fuel System Hydro Testing -TVA will comply with the
backfit portions of Regulzatory Guide 1.137, 'Fuel Oil Systems for
Standby Diesel Generators.' The distribution letter from R. B.
Monogue dated January 13, 1978 identifies Regulatory Position C.1
as forward-fit only. The hydro testing requirements are listed
as Item C.l.e, a forward-fit item. TVA maintains that ASME
Section III does not apply to the fuel oil system.

References: Letter from L. M. Mills to Secretary of the
Commission (NRC) dated March 21, 1980

Letter from J. E. Gilleland to Secretary of the
Commission (NRC) dated April 20, 1978

Letter from R. B. Monogue to Regulatory Guide
Distribution List (Division I) dated January 13,
1978

Letter from L. M. Mills to E. Adensam dated March
17, 1982

i



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANr- REOUIREH-ENTS (Continued)

12. Verifying that the fuel transfer pump transfers fuel 'rcm each
7 day fuel storage tank to the engine-mounted tanks of each
diesel via the installed cross-connection lines.

13. Verifying that the automatic load sequence timeer,4*OPERABLE and faesl'S.tprOIMn at wh h intcrv-l bE sj toi Pd blck within 1C% i
dewin; i,,er. 4-. +C spetl~e-J bancds .

14. Verifying that the following diesel generator lockout features
prevent diesel generator starting only when required:

a) &1r Ahe ove.espeed

b) a6 6Af Le ovoet hl
e. At least once per 10 years or after any modifications which could

affect diesel generator interdependence by starting all diesel
generators simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying that alldiesel generators accelerate to at least 900 rpm in less than or
equal to 10 seconds.

f. At least once per 10 years bye

g Draining each 7 day fuel oil storage tank, removing the
accumulated sediment and cleaning the tank using a sodium
hypochlorite solution, and

2 P PcrfA-ming a F su= L l of thuse purtions OT zne Miese, fuel
nil eestem desig; dto LU Secnti Mt, ubbte.Llon rj of LIl, 'hiSM
Ce at etet Pi bbul equal Lo .LA0 peTV-een Vr Il, .yste.

-dL~i gr precu"re

4.8.1.1.3 The 125-volt D.C. distribution panel, 125-volt D.C. battery bankand associated charger for each diesel generator shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying:

1. Correct breaker alignment, indicated power availability andvoltage on the distribution panels greater than or equal to
118 volts.

2. That each battery bank and charger meet the Category A limits
in Table 4.8-2.

3. That the total battery terminal voltage is greater than or
equal to..;a-volts on float charge.

/2do
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NUCLEAR RCOLULAIOSY CwInUoMI

J*nary 13. 178

REG"TORY GUIDE DISTRIBUTIN LIST (DIVISION 1)

Regulatory Guide 1.137. wFuel-Oil Systens for Standby Diesel

Generators. tranu tted htwith, describes a method acceptable to

the NRC staff for cxplying with the Cisslon's regulations regard-

Ing fuel-oil systin for stndby diesel generators and assurne of

adequate fuel-oil quality.

In addition to the provisions of Section 0. 'Irple-ntati10n. of the

guide, the NRC intends to t pim ent portions of this guide for all

nuclear power plants in the following imnner:

I. Regulatory Position CAi will be evaluated, on a case-by-

case basis, for application to all construction permit cases under

review whose Safety Evaluation ueport has not been issued as of the

implo ntation date shown in the published guide.

2 Regulatory Position C.2 will be evaluated, on a case-by-

case basis, for a pplication to al operating reactors, operating

M license reviews, and constructon perm t cases-under revtimihos*
4 Safetrtvaluation prts arec letid *~it-thetple o ntatton

date sho In the published guide (including Preliminary Design.
Awthorizat-

3. Regulatory Position C.2 will be applied to all contruct1ion

peit cases under rev %ie whose Safety Evaluation Report hs not be-n
ssed as of the qlinlntation date sho in the published guide.

Robert S. Ninogue, Director
Office of Standards Development

1us
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ENCLOSURE

Regt'ntory Guide 1.137 - "Fuel-Oil Systems forRevision 1 Standby Diesel Generators"

Part C, Article 2, paragraph b

We disagree that specific or API gravity and viLcosity tests should beincluded in receipt ilnspection befor' the adding of new fuel oils tosupply tanks.

TVA currently requires that a water and sediment inspection and a flashpoint test be performed before the adding of new fuel to, supply tanks.The subsequent formal analysis of the new fuel oils is obLiined from theTVA laboratories within ten working days after fuel receipt w;j::h includesa report on API gravity but not viscosity. However, the Fe'eral Fuel OilSpecification VVF-800-B, which the regulatory guide now includes, does notrestrict TVA purchased fuels to a fixed range in API gravity nor does itrequire a viscosity report.

We believe that the flash point test, as conducted by ASTM D270-65 requJre-ments during receipt inspections, is the quickest, most practical, andreliable means of determining whether light oils or gasoline have beenmixed with the diesel fuel contained in the commercIal carrie,. Also,visuai inspection for water and sediment content and a slight smelling ofthe fuel odor are excellent inspection practices for determining whetheror not shipments incorrectly contain lighter oils or gasoline.

We believe to impose a viscosity range too stringent for the productsnormally supplied through conventional refinement will result in fuels.upply problems or excessive costs for special refinement. We believethis is the reason a viscesity and API gravity range are not greatlyrestricted in specification VVF-800-B a-d that NRC should consid'r applyingche same approach.

We therefore suggePt that NRC reconsider its requirements stated in Part C,Article 2, paragraph b of Revision I to the regulatory guide and limit itsreceipt inspection requirements to: (1) water and sediment inspection, and(2) a flash point test using the requirements of ASTM D270-65 as a guide.
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TVA COMNY-MI o RMITAJr.A'm rY EDM1 u'
1. ,241, nRRIST01 1, AND} 1.137

A. Regulatory Guide 1.124, Revision 1

In the second paragraph C- Section B, ve belie"e Section III of theA5MB Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code should not be applied to nonintegrslsupnorts and instead nonintegral supports should '* designed to AISCstandards. Therefore, ve recommend the fcllovin" be substituted forthe first sentence of the second paragraph.

In older to provide uniform requirements for construction,integral component supports should, an a minimum, have thesame A.'3B Toller and Preosure Vesnel Code classifications:s those of the supported components. Nonintegral opportsshould be designed to AISC standards

B. Re.ulntory Guidu 1.137

1. Section C.l.s. - Section 7.4 of ANSI N195-1976 primarily requiresadherence to ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section II,vhich is unduly restrictive relative to pressure rating requirementsbecause fuel-oil tanks are not required to vithstand elevatedpresoures. Therefore, Section 7., of ANSI R195-1976 should not bemade a port of this regulatory guide.

2. Section C.l.e - Since ve do not believe that the requirements ofthe A1'JM iollor vnd Prennure Vesciel Code, Cection IT4 aro applicable,the associated Section XI requirements are not applicable. Thusthe portion of Section 7.3 of ANSI 9195-1976 that refer to Section XIshould be deleted.

3. Section C.2.a - This section states that stored fuel oil and tankrefilling ruel oil should meet the r-rquiIrements of ASTM D*75-7Th"5tandzrdd 8poailtoation for Diesel Fuel Oila." As a Fede.rJ. &&aga.,""A purchases and tests fuel oil in accordance vith Federal Fuel OilCpecifinction VV.-F-002 (latent revinion) and ve recomnend that theIedernl si i riention rhotuld be incrudell In the reulatory guide tonermit dlFltlornl £'lexil11bity an the relui1rement on the Purchane offuel oil. 'IMurerore, ve recommraenl thnt the first sentence ofSection C.?.rt le revied to rend n Follows:

The oil stored in the fuel oil supply tank and the oilto be used for filling and refilling the supply tankshould meet one of the following requirements:

ASTM D975-74. "Standard Specification for Diesel FuelO11"; Federal Fuel Oil Specification VV-P-o02 (latestrevision); or the requirements of the diesel-eeneratormanufacturer, if they are more restrictive.

FILMED FROM BEST
AVAILABLE COPY



APPENDIX F

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

SER SECTION 8.3.2.2
D.C. SYSTEM MONITORIN AND ANNUNCIATION

DIESEL GENERATOR BATTERY SYSTEM

To provide further assurance that the surveillance requirements of IEEE
308-1974 criteria for "Independence of Class lE Equipment and Circuits"
for direct-current systems are met, TVA will commit to do the following:

1. To replace the present discharge ammeter with a bidirectional ammeter
with zero center position to indicate charging current as well as
discharge current.

2. To provide blown fuse indication on the battery main fuses. This
will be combined with existing "Diesel Generator Control Power
Failure" in the main control room.

J 3. To check diesel generator battery main breaker position once per/ I eight-,hour shift do determine if it is closed, tripped or open.

4. To add an over-voltage relay for alarm purposes, this condition god ,/"
will be combined the existing "Diesel Generator Battery Trouble".
alarm in the main control room. /

X5. To check ground detector once per eight-hour shift to determine if a
ground exists.- - -

012057.04
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 184.1, 185
T.S. Pages 3/4 8-6, 3/4 8-7

Float Charge Voltaae for Diesel Generator Batteries - The minimum
requirement for the diesel generator battery is 57 cells. The
float charge per cell is 2.25 volts

57 x 2.25 = 128.25 volts

The total battery terminal voltage for the diesel generator
batteries should be greater than or equal to 128 volts on float
charge.

Diesel Generator Battery Test Requirements - The minimum
requirement for the diesel generator battery is 57 cells. The
minimum voltage limit per cell is 1.83 volts. The maximum
voltage limit per cell is 2.5 volts.

57 x 1.83 = 104.31 volts
57 x 2.5 = 142.5 volts

The terminal voltage limits for discharge and overcharge should
be 104 and 143, respectively.



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREF1'ENTS (Continued)

12. Verifying that the fuel transfer pump transfers fuel frcn- each
7 day fuel storage tank to the engine-mounted tanks of each
diesel via the installed cross-connection lines.

13. Verifying that the automatic load sequence timersi-'OHPERABLE <o fle"r
-- *Bfol ah tha intcrv l b4y'ri I V/ll d bl8 within n! '0%zF it:- 4i t 4-c ypeci-J bands.

- 14. Verifying that the following.diesel generator lockout features
prevent diesel generator starting only when required:

a) G42/he Oversioeeci

b) ,ko 6 , Loc.o t he%
e. At least once per 10 years orafter any modifications which could

affect diesel generator interdependence by starting all diesel
generators simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying that all
diesel generators accelerate to at least 900 rpm in less than or
equal to 10 seconds.

f. At least once per 10 years bye

g Draining each 7 day fuel oil storage tank, removing the
accumulated sediment and cleaning the tank using a sodium
hypochlorite solution, and

2 e Prfereint i u, Le L Uf rouse pr t ions or Tne ulesel fuel
r; c sb tem deigyned tu S5ertiu,,sI, subsec~on NO uf the AS~L~
Cede at a test pjtu buTe equal LO 110 perenti uf MLb bydnw

4.8.1.1.3 The 125-volt D.C. distribution panel, 125-volt D.C. battery bankand associated charger for each diesel generator shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying:

1. Correct breaker alignment, indicated power availability and
voltage on the distribution panels greater than or equal to
118 volts.

2. That each battery bank and charger meet the Category A limits
in Table 4.8-2.

3. That the total battery terminal voltage is greater than or
equal to i.e-volts on float charge.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-6



ELECTRICAL P\R YSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REY-REGENTS (Continued)

/09b. At least once per 92 days and within 7 davs after a batterydischarge with a battery terminal voltage below VwM volts or abattery overcharge with a battery terminal voltage above M) voltsby: / 3

1. Verifying that the parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the
Category B limits,

2. Verifying there is no visible corrosion at either terminals orconnectors, or the cell to terminal connection resistance ofthese items is less than 150'x 10-6 ohms, and

3. Verifying that the average electrolyte temperature of 6
connected cells is above 60'F.

c. At least once per 18 months by verifying that:

1. The cells, cell plates and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration.

2. The battery to battery and terminal connections are clean, tightand coated with anti-corrosion material.

3. The resistance of each cell to terminal connection is less thanor equal to 150 x 10-6 ohms.

#. A 6st ocef -Pe. 18 Mlul ve th bet
adequate to supply and mairtain in OPERABLE status all eac or simulated emergency loads for the design du ycle when

the bat is subjected to a battery service tes

e At least ce ponhs, yi at battery capacityis at le t o pufac u er' ati wh ected to aerform ce d c t T rform ce arge test may be
pf n erform p ;4elnF hy v-" s a 4...Surveil / e i 1

f. Annual erf rmanS rshprna tiz ct fhLev ~a;,,^1h

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-7



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 192
T.S. Page 3/4 8-15

Vital AC Channels - Vital AC channels 2-I, 2-II, 2-III, and' 2-IV
are required for unit 1 operation.

Inverter Testina - The footnote * can be deleted; it does not
apply to the Watts Bar design. It is not necessary to disconnect
the inverter from the DC bus during a discharge test. The
battery is disconnected from the bus. During an equalize charge,
the inverter would select (auctioneer) power from the DC bus or
the 480V shutdown board. Watts Bar charges batteries on constant
voltage rather than constant current.



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.3 ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION

OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATIONS

3.8.3.1 The following electrical busses shall be energized in the specified
manner with tie breakers open both between redundant busses within the unit
and between units at the same station:

a. Train A A.C. Emergency Busses consisting of:

6900 Volt Shutdown Board 1A-A
480 Volt Shutdown Board 1A1-A
480 Vol' Shutdown Board .A2-A

6900 Volt Shutdown Bcard 2A-A
480 Volt Shutdown Board 2Al-A
480 Volt Shutdown Board 2A2-A

b. Train B A.C. Emergency Busses consisting of:

6900 Volt Shutdown Board 1B-B
480 Volt Shutdown Board 121-:B
480 Volt Shutdown Board 182-B
6900 Volt Shutdown Board 2B-B
480 Volt Shutdown Board 281-B
480 Volt Shutdown Board.2B2-B

c. 120 Volt AC Vital Channel51-I energized from its associated inverter,
connected to DC channel I.Y"' 1 -U-

d. 120 Volt AC Vital Channel 1-II energized from its associated
inverter, connected to DC channel i--

e. 120 Volt AC Vital Channel>1-III energized from its associated
inverter, connected to DC channel II 9

f. 120 Volt AC Vital Channeli1-IV energized from its associated
inverter, connected to DC channel IV.

g. 125 Volt DC Board I energized from Vital Battery bank I.
h. 125 Volt DC Board II energized from Vital Battery bank II.
i. 125 Volt DC Board III energized from Vital Battery bank III.
j. 125 Volt DC Board IV energized from Vital Battery bank IV.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

An inv-r-mrg be disconnected trom its D.C. Bus for up to 24 hours as
necessary, a izing charge on its associat dbattery ba i zed, and (2) the vital
\busses assoc are energized from their

oc d iverters and connected to their associated D.C. Busses.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-15
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.62
Open Item No. 186
T.S. Page 3/4 8-7

Diesel Generator Battery Testing - The requirements to perform a
battery service test, performance discharge test, and monitor
battery capacity should be deleted. These batteries are not load
carrying batteries. They function to flash the generator field
and close the breaker to connect the generator to the 6.9 kV
shutdown board. A battery capacity test does not provide any
additional assurance that the required safety function will be
accomplished. Proper voltage and some minimum charge is all that
is required.

Note: This same discussion was used to delete these requirements
from the Sequoyah Technical Specifications.



ELECTRICAL PO\ YRSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE REMENTS (Continued)

* /09b. At least once per 92 days and within 7 days after a batterydischarge with a battery terminal voltage below iGM volts or abattery overcharge with a battery terminal voltage above VW voltsby: "(3

1. Verifying that the parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the
Category B limits,

2. Verifying there is no visible corrosion at either terminals orconnectors, or the cell to terminal connection resistance ofthese items is less than 150 x 10-6 ohms, and

3. Verifying that the average electrolyte temperature of 6
connected cells is above 60'F.

c. At least once per 18 months by verifying that:

1. The cells, cell plates hnd battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal' deterioration.

2. The battery to battery and terminal connections are clean, tightand coated with anti-corrosion material.

3. The resistance of each cell to terminal connection is less thanor equal to 150 x 10-6 ohms.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-7
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 193
T.S. Page 3/4 8-19

Fuse Testina Surveillance Requirement - Current standard
technical specifications require that at least 10% of the fuses
used for containment penetration conductor overcurrent protection
be tested every 18 months. We believe that this requirement is
costly, unnecessary, and possibly detrimental to safety. The
bases for these positions are discussed below.

The requirement is costly because manpower and material is
wasted. The vast majority of the fuses used for this type of
protection are inline fuses. They cannot be tested (resistance
measurement) without removing them from the circuit and/or
destroying the heat shrink insulator material. They are designed
to be installed permanently. Gould, Inc., a fuse manufacturer,
has indicated that 'cable protector fuses are extra heavy so
(they) are the least susceptible to deterioration of all types.'
They also indicate that they 'have not seen a cable protecting
fuse fail for any reason in nearly thirty years of sales.' The
waste of manpower and materials are not warranted because no
added protection is added by periodic testing of fuses.

The requirement is unnecessary because any fuse deterioration
makes a fuse more protective; Gould, Inc. states that under 'no
condition can a current limiting fuse ever become less protective
over life..' As indicated, fuses can only become more protective
with life; therefore, the testing of fuse resistance is wasteful
and unnecessary.

The requirement can possible be detrimental to safety.
Unnecessary removal of fuses from their holders on a regular
basis can compromise the integrity of the contact points.
Damaging the holder can lead to the unwanted de-energization of
vital equipment. Obviously, this is undesirable and should be
avoided.

For the reasons stated above, we believe fuse testing by
resistance measurement is costly, unnecessary, and possibly
detrimental to safety. Fuses do not deteriorate in an unsafe
manner.

References: Letter from J. S. Wall (Gould, Inc.) ;to J.
Honeycutt (TVA) dated February 24, 1982

FSAR page 8.1-9



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

(c) For each circuit breaker found inoperable during these
functional tests, an additional circuit breaker of the
inoperable type shall also be functionally tested until
no more failures are found or all circuit breakers of that
type have been functionally tested.

2. By selecting and functionally testing a representative sample
of at least 10% of each type of lower voltage circuit breakers.
Circuit breakers selected for functional testing shall be
selected on a rotating basis. For the lower voltage circuit
breakers the nominal trip setpoint and short circuit response
times are listed in Table 3.8-1. Testing of these circuit
breakers shall consist of injecting a current in excess of the
breakers nominal setpoint and measuring the response time. The
measured response time will be compared to the manufacturer's
data to insure that it is less than or equal to a value speci-
fied by the manufacturer. Circuit breakers found inoperable
during functional testing shall be restored to OPERABLE status
prior to resuming operation. For each circuit breaker found
inoperable during these functional tests, an additional repre-
sentative sample of at least 10% of all the circuit breakers of-- the inoperable type shall also be functionally tested until no
more failures are found or all circuit breakers of that type
have been functionally tested.

3. selecting and functionally testing a representative sam
o h type of fuse on a rotating basis. Each represe tive
sample a s shall include at least 10% of all/s of that
type. The fun Inal test shall consist of n-destructive
resistance measurem test which demo ates that the fuse
meets its manufacturer sign eria. Fuses found inoper-] able during these functiona ts shall be replaced with
OPERABLE fuses prior t suming on. For each fuse
found inopera ring these functional an additional
repres we sample of at least 10% of all f of that types be functionally tested-until no more failures ai found
or all fuses of that type have been functionally testesd.

b. At least once per 60 months by subjecting each circuit breaker to aninspection and preventive maintenance in accordance with procedures
prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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Gould Inc.. Electric Fuse Division
- 374 rrlrnmac Street. Newburyport. Massachusells 017',O

ATe0lcpmone 1617) -62-6662t462-31311TWX: 710-34? 02t64
"Telex C94 742,

L23 820305 4'2./-

leQUP. wRoup

February 24, 1982 5 'Q2

Mr. Jerry Honeycutt
TVA - Electrical Equip. Group R
1330 Chestnut St., Towers #2
Chattanooga, TN 37401

Subject: Fuse Integrity

Dear Jerry: /i ) .: en

To confirm our discussions concerning the integri y nd life of fuses, we are
pleased to present our thoughts.

The principal applications of fuses are in the protection of cables in branch
circuits and in equipment protection. In-either application the protective
ability of a fuse will remain constant as long as the operating ambient temperatureP does not increase and threatens the temperature rating of the fuse body material.
High temperature, current surges or unusual cycling conditions can reduce the-life
of a fuse but this simply means it becomes more protective. Under'no condition
can a current limiting fuse ever become less protective over life. End of life
for a fuse is always the open position.

The best way to determine the condition of a fuse is to measure its resistance.
At Gould Shawmut, we test to verify that production fuses lie within a narrow
band of resistances established for each ampere rating,. These resistances are
not published because construction changes can occur at any time as designs change
or materials are improved. A fuse resistance measured at 25 'C will not change
over the life of that fuse regardless of length of service. Fuse resistance
will only begin to change (increase) when unusual loading, cycling or indeed a
short circuit occurs. Until that time, there is no need to replace a fuse because
it will not deteriorate in any way.

Because fuses do not deteriorate, we see no need to periodically change them out.
If there is indeed a requirement to replace all fuses, then we would urge that the
time period be not less than 20 years. We feel that unnecessary removal of fuses
from their holders on a regular basis can compromise the integrity of the contact
points. Occasional random fuse removal would be acceptable for periodic checks.

Under no circumstances can cable protecting fuses be removed from cables without
physically destroying them because of the crimped joint. Of all fuses, cable
protector fuses are extra heavy so are the least susceptible to deterioration of.



Page 2.

all types. They are designed for cable isolation only under extreme overcurrent
condition. Utilities typically install them permanently with no intention of
ever disturbing them. We have not seen a cable protecting fuse fail for any
reason in nearly thirty years of sales.

We trust that these thoughts will help clarify our position. Please let us know
when we can help further.

Sincerely yours,

d 0 SA/4
John S. Wall
Product ApplicationMgr.

JSW:bm

CC:

'1



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.63
Open Item No. 195
T.S. Page 3/4 8-21

Thermal Overload Protection for MOVs - Regulatory Guide 1.106
lists three alternatives for accomplishing MOV protection. TVA
has chosen to comply with Position c.l.b:

Those thermal overload protection devices that are
normally in force during plant operation should be
bypassed under accident conditions.

A typical circuit is shown below:

*1 .1-

0ope4 CoWC4'

0 1L

The 'open' or 'close' circuit is normally completed from +
voltage to - voltage through the overload relays (one for each
phase). Under accident conditions, a safety injection signal
closes the 'k' relay to provide an alternate current path should
an overload relay open.

The technical specification should be revised to meet our design.

References: Regulatory Guide 1.106
FSAR Section 8.1.5.3
TVA Drawing 45W 760-63-2 R8 (typical)
FSAR Q040.26

T oar1LA 6pm-



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD nROTECTICI: AUD BYPASS DEVICES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.4.2 The thermal overload p"'cc;tivC and bypass devices, integral with themotor starter of each valve listed in Table 3.8-2 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever the motor-operated valve is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

With one or more of the thermal overload prztcetie;sR am-o. bypass devicesinoperable, declare the affected valve(s) inoperable and apply the appropriateACTION Statement(s) for the affected valve(s).

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.8.4.2 The above required thermal overload protceti+-and bypass devicesshall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 18 months, by the performance of a TRIP ACTUATING
DEVICE OPERATIONAL TEST of the bypass circuitry for those thermaloverload devices which are eithew

1. CG.tnuo*44cly byp :.d tcm-Spor"s-1  placgd in feri :nly ^.hon

ZE Normally in force during plant operation and bypassed under
accident conditions.

A. t lesh -. e.. e p Mper 12 mnth: by the perfeimao ef a eNihlMll EL CALtKaiITOf orfpr::on tivz mpi; at iectLst F l5C f:

1. All Llt:m1 M2 0vt!laUd dUVtILb Wil;h c-er so.t bypdasse, MLJl thatA'2rh nnn-bypasggd devicG s :4 alitbrated at lnact onco per
~-~rs.

2. ytM i overfoa 1 LU rus y bypa

n orarily pl ed in rce only w t e lue motors andergo rei c or ainte nce t ting, and ermal veroad devices mally i force a ypasse under ent
onditio such t ea h ther o load 's cali a and
ach ye is cycle 0thoug t least e mpl e cycle

travel with the operator when ernal overloa
_. _~l,-' _ _ -,Iu1W' i SyJzte, al -S I n~e G11- cl :trz '
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REGULATORYGUIDE
OFFICE OF STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.106

THERMAL OVERLOAD PROTECTION FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
ON MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES

A. INTRODUCTION motor starter for electric motors on motor-operated
valves. This method would ensure that the thermal

'Quality Standards and Records," of overload protection devices will not needlessly pre-
General Design Criteria for Nuclear vent the motor from performing its safety-related
to 10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of function. The Advisory Committee on Reactor

I Utilization Facilities," requires, in Safeguards has been consulted concerning this guide
nponents important to safety be and has concurred in the regulatory position.
;ated, erected, and tested to quality
niensurate with the importance of the
'to be performed. B. DISCUSSION

"Environmental and Missile Design
:ndix A to 10 CFR Part 50 requires, in Motor-operated valves with thermal overload
nponents important to safety be protection devices for the valve motors are used in
ommodate the effects of and be com- safety systems and in their auxiliary supporting
environmental conditions associated systems. Operating experience has shown that in-

peration, maintenance, testing, and discriminate application of thermal overload protec-
dents, including loss-of-coolant acci- tion devices to these valve motors could result inneedless hindrance to successful completion of safety

functions.
"Instrumentation and Control," of

i 10 CFR Part 50 requires that in-
ie provided to monitor variables and Thermal overload relays are designed primarily to
heir anticipated ranges for normal protect continuous-duty motors while they are run-
Dr postulated accident conditions and ning rather than during starting. Use of these
provided to maintain these variables overload devices to protect intermittent-duty motors

thin prescribed operating ranges. may therefore result in undesired actuation of the
devices if the cumulative effect of Seating caused by

, "Test Control," of Appendix B, successive starts at short intervals is not taken into
rance Criteria for Nuclear Power account in determining the overload trip setting.
I Reprocessing Plants," to 10 CFR
s, in part, that a test program be es- It is generally very difficult for any thermally sen-
ire that systems and components per- sitive device to approximate adequately the varying
ily and that the test program include thermal characteristics of an intermittent-duty motor
S during nuclear power plant opera- over its full range of starting and loading conditions.

This is mainly caused by the wide variations in motor
c cheating curves for various sizes and designs and alsory guide descinbes a method accept- by the difficulty in obtaining motor heating data to

Cstaff for complying with the above an acceptable accuracy.
gard to the application of thermal
Lion devices that are integral with the I Lines indicate substantive changes from previous issue.

USNRC REGULATORY GUIDES Comments should be sent to the Secretary of the Commission, US. Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission. Washtington, D.C. 20555. Attention: Dockseting and ServtceRegulatory Guides are issued to describe and make available to the public methods Brancf..

acceptable to the NRC staff of implementing specific pans of the Commission's
regulations. to delineate techniques used by the staff in evaluating specific problems The guides are issued in the folfouing ten broad divisions:
or Postufated accidents, or to Provide guidance to appficants. Regulatory Guides
we not substitutes for regulations, and compliance withn them is not required. 1. Power Reactors 6. Products
Methods and solutions different from those set out in the guides vill be accept- 2. Research and Test Reactors 7. Transportation
able if they Provide a basis for the findings requisite to the issuance or continuance 3 Fuels and Materick Facilities S Occupaional Healh
oa permit or lcene by the commision. 4. Environmental and Siting 9. Antitrust Review5. Materials and Plant Protection 10. General

Comments and sugestions for improvements in these guirs we encouraged at aft Request, for single coptes Of tsued guides fwhiCh may be reoroduced or for place-
times, and guides will be revised. as appropriate, to accommodate comments and ment on an automatic distribution list for single copies of future guides in specific
:0 reflect new information or esperience. This guide was revised as a result of divisions should be made in writing to the US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
substantive comments received from the public and additional staff review. Washington D.C. 20555, Attention: Director. Division of Document Control.

:
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Since the trip function in a thermal overload device
is dependent on temperature, the degree of overload
protection provided is affected by change in ambient
temperature at the motor or starter location. This
aspect becomes more complex in nuclear power plant
applications where, in some cases, the motor to be
protected is inside the containment and the overload
protection devices are outside the containment. In
such a situation, the temperature difference between
the motor and the overload device could be as high as
2000 F under design basis conditions. Thus, the selec-
tion of an appropriate trip setpoint for such a valve
motor should take into consideration operation of
the valve under various temperatures for both normal
and postulated accident conditions, including loss-of-
coolant accidents.

The accuracy obtainable with the thermal overload
relay trip generally varies from -5% to 0tt of trip set-
point. Since the primary concern in the application of
overload devices is to protect the motor windings
against excessive heating, the above negative
tolerance in trip characteristics of the protection
device is considered in the-safe direction for motor
protection. However, this conservative design feature
built into these overload devices for motor protection
could interfere in the successful functioning of a
safety-related system; i.e., the thermal overload
device could open to remove power from a motor
before the safety function has been completed or even
initiated. In nuclear power plant application, the
criterion for establishing an overload trip setpoint
should be to complete the safety function (e.g., drive
the valve to its proper position to mitigate the effects
of an accident) rather than merely to protect the
motor from destructive heating. In some plants, the
thermal overload devices are bypassed during normal
plant operation, except that they are temporarily
placed in force when the valve motors are undergoing
periodic testing.

Where the thermal overload protection devices are
bypassed, it is important to ensure that the bypassing
does not result in jeopardizing the completion of the
safety function or in degrading other safety systems
because of any sustained abnormal motor circuit cur-
rents that may be present. As an example, for small
motors (1/2 horsepower or less), the magnetic trip
devices provided in the motor combination starter-
breaker may not adequately protect the circuit at all
times against sustained locked-rotor currents.

C. REGULATORY POSITION

In order to ensure that safety-related motor-
operated valves whose motors are equipped with
thermal overload protection devices integral with the
motor starter will perform their function, one of the
two alternatives described in regulatory position I or
the one described in regulatory position 2 should be
implemented:

I. Provided that the completion of the safety func-
tion is not jeopardized or that other safety systems
are not degraded, (a) the thermal overload protec-
tion devices should be continuously bypassed and
temporarily placed in force only when the valve
motors are undergoing periodic or maintenance
testing or (b) those thermal overload protection
devices that are normally in force during plant opera-
tion should be bypassed under accident conditions.

The bypass initiation system circuitry should
conform to the criteria of Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4,
4.5, 4.10, and 4.13 of IEEE Std 279-1971, "Criteria
for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations," and should be periodically
tested.

2. The trip setpoint of the thermal overload
protection devices should be established with all un-
certainties resolved in favor of completing the safety-
related action. With respect to those uncertainties,
consideration should be given to (a) variations in the
ambient temperature at the installed location of the
overload protection devices and the valve motors, (b)
inaccuracies in motor heating data and the overload
protection device trip characteristics and the
matching of these two items, and (c) setpoint drift. In
order to ensure continued functional reliability and
the accuracy of the trip point, the thermal overload
protection device should be periodically tested.

D. IMPLEMENTATION

The purpose of this section is to provide informa-
tion to applicants regarding the NRC staff's plans for
using this regulatory guide.

This guide reflects current NRC staff practice.
Therefore, except in those cases in which the appli-
cant proposes an acceptable alternative method for
complying with specified portions of the Commis-
sion's regulations, the method described herein is be-
ing and will continue to be used in the evaluation of
submittals for construction permit applications until
this guide is revised as a result of suggestions from the
public or additional staff review.

1.106-2
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions A.16, C.18
Open Item No. 196
T.S. Page 3/4 8-22

MOV Thermal Overload Protection - Attached is Table 3.8-2 which
lists MOVs with thermal overload protection and/or bypass
devices.



* TABLE 3.8-2

MOTOR OPERATED VALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD
PRUIECHION AND/OR BYPASS DEVICES

Valve No. Fu

FCV-62-63 Is
FCV-62-138 Sa
FCV-62-98 EC
FCV-62-99 EC
FCV-62-90 ECFCV-62-90 ,..LVECFCV-62-91 ZC> EC
FCV-62!s; Co
- 6' -132 EC

0~- -2-133 ' EC
-LCV-62-135 EC
-LCV-62-136 EC
FCV-74-1 Op
FCV-74-2 Op
FCV-74-3 EC
FCV-74-21 EC
FCV-74-12 RH
FCV-74-24 RH
FCV-74-33 EC
FCV-74-35 'EC
FCV-63-7 EC

-FCV-63-6 EC
-FCV-63-156 EC
-FCV-63-157 EC
-FCV-63-39 BI
FCV-63-40 BI
FCV-63-25 ' BI
FCV-63-26 BI
FCV-63-118 RC

-FCV-63-98 RC
-FCV-63-80 RC
-FCV-63-67 RC
FCV-63-1 EC
FCV-63-72 EC
FCV-63-73 EC
FCV-63-8 EC
FCV-63-11 EC
FCV-63-93 EC
FCV-63-94 EC
FCV-63-172 EC

-FCV-63-5 EC
-FCV-63-47 Tr
-FCV-63-48 .-- Tr
-FCV-63-4 SI
-FCV-63-175 SI

.441

Bypass Devicenction

olation for Seal Water Filter
fe Shutdown Redundancy (CVCS)
CS Operation
CS Operation
CS Operation
CS Operation
nt. Isolation
CS Operation
CS Operation
CS Operation
CS Operation
en for Normal Plant Cooldown
en for Normal Plant Cooldown
CS Operation
CS Operation
R Pump, Mini-flow Protects Pump
R Pump, Mini-flow Protects Pump'
CS Operation,
CS Operation
CS Operation
CS Operation.
CS Flow Path
CS Flow Path
T Injection
T Injection
T Injection
T Injection.
S Pressure Boundary.
S Pressure Boundary
S Pressure Boundary
S Pressure Boundary
CS Operation
CS Flow Path from Cont. Sump
CS Flow Path from Cont..Sump
CS Flow Path
CS Flow Path
CS Cooldown Flow Path
CS Cooldown Flow Path
CS Flow Path
CS Flow Path
ain Isolation.
ain Isolation

Pump Mini-flow
Pump Mini-flow

3/4 8, -4
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Valve No.
I-frV-v3-177

a -FCV-63-3
-FCV-63-152
-FCV-63-153
-FCV-63-22
FCV-3-33

-FCV-3-47
FCV-3-87
-FCV-3-100
FCV-l-15

-FCV-1-16
FCV-3-179A

-FCV-3-179B
-FCV-3-136A
-FCV-3-136B
-FCV-3-116A
-FCV-3-116B
-FCV-3-126A
-FCV-3-126B
-FCV-70-133-:.
FCV-70-139
FCV-70-4
FCV-70-143
FC.V-70-92
FCV-70-90
FCV-70-87
FCV-70-89
FCV-70-140
FfCV-70-134 .

1-FCV-67-67*
2-FCV-67-WS% 6 6*
1-FCV-67-66*
2-FCV-67-B~t 4*
-FCV-67-123

I -FCV-67-125 .
O-FCV-67-124
-FCV-67-126

O-FCV-67-151*
O-FCV-67-152xt

I0-FCV-67-146

I -FCV-67-223
-FCV-67-83
-FCV-67-88
-FCV-67-87

*Common to Units 1 t

TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

MOTOR OPERATED VALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD
PROTECTION AND/OR BYPASS DEVICES

Function
S/5s Pw,, 1,07f40 -l vc CS7
SI Pump Mini-flow
ECCS Recirc
ECCS Recirc
ECCS Recirc
Quick Closing Isolation
Quick Closing Isolation
Quick Closing Isolation
Quick Closing Isolation
Stm Supply to Aux FWP turbine
Stm Supply to Aux FWP turbine
ERCW Sys Supply-to Pump
ERCW Sys Supply to Pump
ERCW Sys Supply to Pump
ERCW Sys Supply to Pump
ERCW Sys Supply to Pump
ERCW Sys Supply to Pump
ERCW Sys Supply to Pump
ERCW Sys Supply to Pump
Isolation for RCP Oil Coolers & Therm B
Isolation for RCP Oil Coolers & Therm B
Isolation for Non-Essential Loads
Isolation for Excess Letdown Ht Xchngr
Isolation for RCP Oil Coolers & Therm B
Isolation for RCP Oil Coolers & Therm B
Isolation for RCP Oil Coolers & Therm B
Isolation for RCP Oil Coolers & Therm B
Isolation for RCP Oil Coolers & Therm B
Isolation for RCP Oil Coolers & Therm B
DG Ht Ex
DG Ht Ex
DG Ht Ex
DG Ht Ex
CS Ht Ex Supply
CS Ht Ex Supply
CS Ht Ex Discharge
CS Ht Ex Discharge
CCX5Ht Ex Throttling
CCOXRHt Ex Throttling
CC.WTHt Ex Throttlinq

Bypass Device

ys

-- I

Isolation of 1B/2A HDR's
Cont. Isol. Lower
Cont. Isol. Lower
Cont. Isol. Lower

3/4 8-. Z2
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TABLE 3.8-2 (Continued)

MOTOR OPERATED VALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD
PROTECTION AND/OR BYPASS DEVICES

Bypass Device

-* ./ e-'lZ -rr-FCV-67-95
-FCV-67-96
-FCV-67-91
.-FCV-67-103
.-FCV-67-104
.-FCV-67-99
.-FCV-67-111
-FCV-67-112
I-FCV-67-107
-FCV-67-130
-FCV-67-131
-FCV-67-295
-FCV-67-134
-FCV-67-296
-FCV-67-133
-FCV-67-139
-FCV-67-297
-FCV-67-138
-FCV-67-142
-FCV-67-298

-FCV-67-141
FCV-72-21
FCV-72-22

Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.

Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Isol.
Spray
Spray

Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Pump Suction
Pump Suction

I=F- - - -r."=

-FCV-72-2
-FCV-72-39
-FCV-72-40
-FCV-72-41

I-fCV-72-?-q

1 -,rc y- 7.~29 5

Cont. Spray Isol.
Cont. Spray Isol.
RHR Cont. Spray Isol.
RHR Cont. Spray Isol.

CdfO srp 40 #v' A-co' 1
C4,.S. Svyo !a r # - C041• .S2rea/

3/4 8- 22 C,-
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECBNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 197
T.S. Page 3/4 9-4

CVI Valve Testing - The reference used in SR 4.9.4.b should be
4.6.3. There is no 4.6.3.1.2.



REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.4 CONTAIN4MENT BUILDING PENETRATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.4 The containment building penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. The equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four
bolts,

b. A minimum of one door in each airlock is closed, and

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere shall be' either:

1. Closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, or manual valve, or

2. Be capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic Containment
Ventilation isolation valve.

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel within
the containment.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated
fuel in the containment building.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.4 Each of the above required containment building penetrations shall be
determined to be either in its closed/isolated condition or capable of being
closed by an OPERABLE automatic Containment Ventilation isolation valve within
100 hours prior to the start of and at least once per 7 days during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel in the containment building by:

a. Verifying the penetrations are in their closed/isolated
condition, or

b. Testing the Containment Ventilation isolation valves per the
applicable portions of Specification 4.6.3>X

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 9-4



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question A.17
Open Item No. 198
T.S. Page 3/4 9-6

Refueling Machine Mechanical Overload Protection - The-mechanical
overload cutoff requirement should be deleted. This item was
discussed extensively with NRC during the review of Sequoyah unit
2. The mechanical overload device is constructed and operates in
a manner in which testing to activate could be considered
destructive. The setpoint is not repeatable. The coupling comes
apart upon actuation. Upon reassembly, a new setpoint must be
calibrated in-it is not the setpoint just tested. The test
proves nothing about the future, only the past. In addition, the
setpoint is not that accurate and the testing crude. The crane
has already been load tested for 6000 lbs.

Reference: Westinghouse Pre-Op test W-6.2A
Westinghouse Document F-7.12
Watts Bar FSAR Section 9.1.4.3.1



REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.6 REFUELING MACHINE

LIMITINGu CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.6 The refueling machine and auxiliary hoist shall be used for movement ofdrive rods or fuel assemblies and shall be OPERABLE with:

2. The refueling machine used for movement of fuel assemblies having:

1. A minimum capacity of 3150 pounds, and

2. An electrical overload cutoff limit less than or equal to
2850 pounds.

b. The auxiliary hoist used for latching and unlatching drive rods
having:

1. A minimum capacity of 700 pounds, and

2. A load indicator which shall be used to prevent lifting loads
in excess of 690 pounds.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of drive rods or fuel assemblies withinthe reactor pressure vessel.

ACTION:

With the requirements for refueling machine and/or hoist OPERABILITY notsatisfied, suspend use of any inoperable refueling machine and/or auxiliaryhoist from operations involving the movement of drive rods and fuel assemblieswithin the reactor pressure vessel.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.6.1 Each refueling machine used for movement of fuel assemblies withinthe reactor pressure vessel shall be demonstrated OPERABLE within 100 hoursprior to the start of such operations by performing a load test of at least3150 pounds and demonstrating an automatic electrical load cutoff when thecrane load exceeds 2850 pounds. A~x1n automatic nieJliical ludd cut-off wIie

4.9.6.2 Each auxiliary hoist and associated load indicator used for movementof drive rods within the reactor pressure vessel shall be demonstrated OPERABLEwithin 100 hours prior to the start of such operations by performing a loadtest of at least 700 pounds.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 9-6
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.69
Open Item No. 201
T.S. Page 3/4 9-13

ABGTS Functioning as Storape Pool Air Cleanup System - As
discussed in section 6.2.3 of the Watts Bar FSAR the auxiliary
building gas treatment system functions as the storage pool air
cleanup system at Watts Bar.

Note: TVA would like to discuss the reasons for the difference
in the Sequoyah and Watts Bar requirements on this item.

References: FSAR section 6.2.3
SNP spec 3.9.12



$.N
REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.12 STORAGE POOL AIR CLEANUP 1ASTE~1 ,4#X/6/AZY 8c.,LO/A1G GAr
7 4 -ri r V sys- Al-(A7B

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.12 Two independent fuel -storge pool air cleanup systemrs shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever irradiated fuel is in the storage pool.

ACTION:

a. With one ffuel stu1 a pee1 air clad,, system inoperable, fuel
movement within the storage pool or crane operation with loads over
the storage pool may proceed provided the OPERABLE fuel etarage poCol

XBg O cle7Tup by itm is capable of being powered from an OPERABLE
emergency power source and is in operation and discharging through
at least one train of HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers.

b. With no fuel ztorage pool aiI..led -ystei OPERABLE, suspend all
operations involving movement of fuel within the storage pool or
-crane operation with loads over the storage pool until at least one
-spent fuel ot, " pol air cPc-P bybt~ai is restored to OPERABLE
-status. A 87'af i

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

= --:SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-_ -9. 12 The above required fue-l stowag pool i-' 2lan-p .y>em shall be
= I demonstrated OPERABLE: - -

a. At least once per 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by initiating,
frnm the cnntrnl rnnm flnw throinh the HFPA filters and rharcral
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adsorbers and verifying that the system operates for at least
10 hours with the heaters on.

At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following
painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicating with the system by:

- - BR UNIT. - . 9...3.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

P 3/4.9.12 AUXILIARY BUILDING GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM C

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.12 One auxiliary building gas treatment filter train shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever irradiated fuel is in the storage pool.

ACTION:

a. With no auxiliary building gas treatment filter train OPERABLE,

suspend all operations involving movement of fuel within the spent

fuel pit or crane operation with loads over the spent fuel pit until

at least one auxiliary building gas treatment filter train is restored

to OPERABLE status.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.12 The above required auxiliary building gas treatment filter train shall

be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by initiating,

from the control room, flow through the HEPA filters and charcoal

adsorbers and verifying that the system operates for at least

10 hours with the heaters on.

b. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following

painting, fire or chemical release in any ventilation zone communicating

with the system by:

1. Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place testing

acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of Regulatory
Positions C.5.a, C.5.c and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52,

Revision 2, March 1978 (except for the provisions of ANSI N510

Sections 8 and 9), and the system flow rate is 9000 cfm + 10%.

2. Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis

of a representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with

Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,

March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory

Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

3. Verifying a system flow rate of 9000 cfm + 10% during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2 3/4 9-14



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 202, 203, 204
T.S. Page 3/4 9-14

ABGTS Initiation Signals When the System is Used as the Storaoe
Pool Air Cleanup System - The ABGTS (auxiliary building Gas
Treatment System) doubles as both the fuel storage pool air
cleanup system (T.S. 3.9.12) and the ECCS pump room exhaust air
cleanup system (T.S. 3.7.8). The latter function is required
OPERABLE in modes 1 through 4 and the system is part of the
accident mitigation equipment assumed in the offsite dose
calculation. As such it is required to start on Phase A in
addition to high radiation levels in the auxiliary building
general exhaust or spent fuel pool area. However, when the ABGTS
system is performing the former function, auxiliary building
protection from spent fuel assembly releases, it is required to
start on high radiation levels in the auxiliary building general
exhaust or spent fuel pool area only. In fact, when spent fuel
is in the storage pool and the reactor is in mode 5 or 6, the
Phase A initiation signal is inoperable. Phase A comes from
manual initiation (always OPERABLE) or safety injection (not
OPERABLE in modes 5 and 6). The test requirement for Phase A
initiation of ABGTS for T.S. 3.9.12 should be deleted for two
reasons: 1) it is not required to meet the analysis assumption
for the events protected by T.S. 3.9.12; and 2) that initiation
signal is not fully OPERABLE in modes 5 and 6, but T.S. 3.9.12
may still apply to those modes (i.e., it is a CATCH-22).

Item b.l has been revised to be consistent with the rest of the
specification.

Note: The correct value for the pressure drop across the HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorbers bank in less than or equal
to 8 inches water gauge



REFUELING OPERATIONS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

1. Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place testing
acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of Regulatory
Positions C.5.a, C.5.c, and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, and the system flow rate is 9000 cfm + lCU%.

fceOpg%'zqI9 (pt
2. Verifying within 31 days after removal that a caboratory analysis

of a representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with
Regulatory Position C.5.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,
March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory
Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March
1978.

3. Verifying a system flow rate of 9000 cfm + 10% during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

c. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis of a repre-
sentative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

d. At least once per 18 months by: C ° r e t/'7o 8
1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the cor ned HEPA

filters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than tinches
Water Gauge while operating the system at a flow rate of
9000 cfm + 10%.

2. Verifying that the filter trains start on a Contaainment Phase A
ic^-lation test signea; or a high radiation signal from the fuel
pool radiation monitoring system or the auxiliary building
ventilation monitoring system.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 33/4 9-14



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 205
T.S. Page 3/4 9-15

ABGTS Surveillance Requirements - The ABGTS does not have filter
cooling bypass valves.

Reference: FSAR Figure 6.2 .3-16



REFUELING OPERATIONS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

Verifying that the system maintains the spent fuel storage pool
area at a negative pressure of greater than or equal to
1/4 inches Water Gauge relative to the outside atmosphere
during svstem operation.

q ,6 Verifying that the heaters dissipate 50 + 5 kw when tested in
accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

e. After each comDlete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank byverifying that tChe HEPA filter banks remove great.er than or equal to99.95% of the DOP when they are tested in-place in accordance withANSI N510-1975 while operating the system at a flow rate of 9000 cfm
+ 10s.

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than orequal to 99.95%0 of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gaswhen they are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI N510-1975
while operating the system at a flow rate of 9000 cfm + 10%.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 9-15



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 222, 223, 224
T.S. Page 3/4 12-15

Proposed Chanaes to Table 3,12-1

1. Milk Sample - The change in the number of milk sampling
locations is intended to provide some flexibility in the
monitoring program. Three farms may not always consent to
provide milk for samples. We have experienced this
unwillingness to provide samples from several dairy farms in
the vicinity of WBN. The suggested wording will allow
changes in the number of samples within the constraints of
the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual revision procedures
without requiring technical specification changes.

2. Fish Sample - Invertebrates suitable for sampling are limited
to Asiatic clams. This medium does not always produce a
sufficient volume of material for complete analysis. Since
the clams are not consumed by humans, the most significant
aquatic medium in the pathway to man is fish, which will
continue to be sampled.

3. Food Sample - The change is necessary to allow for the
selection of specific food categories based on the types of
food products being grown in the area. These food types may
vary from year to year; therefore, the foods listed in the
technical specifications are presented as examples only, not
as the specific samples to be taken.



TABLE 3.12-1 (Continued)

RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM

Exposure Pathway
and/or Sample

4. INGESTION

a. Milk

b. Fish-and
-Invce'tebret-es

c. Food Products

Number of Samples
and

Sample Locations*'

/ z3
X locations (Samples
of broad leaf Vege-
tation at offsite
location of highest
D/Q if milk sample
is not available)

3 locations

Minimum of 2 locations

W

z
-oI-

1. Channel Catfish
2. White Crappie
3. Smallmouth Buffalo

At time of harvest. One
sample e# each ef--he-- f-
lowing classes of food,
r"040et-&. -cv 4 o :

Type and Frequency
of Analysis

Gamma isotopic and
1-131 analysis
of each sample.

Gamma isotopic analysis
on edible portions.

I Gamma isotopic analysis
on edible portion.

1. Lettuce and/or cabbage
2. Corn
3. Beans
4. Tomatoes

**Sample locations are shown on the figure in the ODCM.

Sampling and
Collection Frequency

At least once per 15 days
when animals are on pasture;
at least once per 31 days
at other times.

One sample in season, or at
least once per 184 days if
not seasonal. One sample of
each of the following species:

41.-
Nj
c-n

1 .



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 225
T.S. Page 3/4 12-10

Land Use Census

The proposed revision provided is identical to the revision
recently submitted and approved by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Technical
Specifications.



RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

3/4. 12.2 LAND USE CENSUS fiv /v'111t

IMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1 \ 2 A land use census shall be conducted and shall identify the locatia
of th nearest milk animal, the nearest residence and the nearest garden* f
greater than 500 square feet producing fresh leafy vegetables in each of the
16 meteo logical sectors within a distance of five miles. (For eleva d
releases a defined in Regulatory Guide 1.111, Revision 1, July 1977,/the land
use census all also identify the locations of all milk animals an all
gardens of g Uater than 500 square feet producing fresh leafy vege ables in
each of the 16 eteorological sectors within a distance of three iles.)

APPLICABILITY: A all times.

ACTION:

a. With a land u census identifying a location ) which yields a
calculated dose r dose commitment greater an the values currently
being calculated n Specification 4.11.2.3 , in lieu of any other
report required by ecification 6.9.1., repare and submit to the
Commission within 30 ays, pursuant to pecification 6.9.2, a Special
Report which identifie the new loca ton(s).

b. With a land use census i ntifying location(s) which yields a
calculated dose or dose co itmen (via the same exposure pathway)
20 percent greater than at a o tion from which samples are
currently being obtained in ac rdance with Specification 3.12.1,
in lieu of any other report qu ed by Specification 6.9.1, prepare
and submit to the Commissi withi 30 days, pursuant to Specification
6.9.2, a Special Report wcich identi es the new location. The new
location shall be added/o the radiolo ical environmental monitoring
program within 30 day . The sampling loation, excluding the control
station location, h ing the lowest calcu ted dose or dose commitment
(via the same expo ure pathway) may be dele d from this monitoring
program after Oc ber 31 of the year in which his land use census
was conducted.

c. The provisio of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 a not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIR NTS

4.12.2 The lan use census shall be conducted at least once per 12 nths
between the d es of June 1 and October 1 using that information which will
provide the est results, such as by a door-to-door survey, aerial surve, or
by consult g local agriculture authorities. I

xBroad/ eaf vegetation sampling may be performed at the site boundary in the
de tion sector with the highest D/Q in lieu of the garden census.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 12-10



/'pDT I0CLIC3CL ENVIRON".I'.iTAL MONITOPIN'G

3/4 .12..2 LAND USE CENSUS

P L.IMI7NING CONDITION 'OR OPERATION
3.12.2 A land use census shall be conducted and shall identify the locationof the nearest milk animal, the nearest residence and the nearest garden* ofgreater than 500 square feet producing fresh leafy vegetables in each of thelo meteorological sectors within a distance of five miles. (For elevatedreleases as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.111, Revision 1, July 1977, the landuse census shall also identify the locations of all milk animals and allgardens of greater than 500 square feet producing fresh leafy vegetables ineach of the 16 meteorological sectors within a distance of three miles.)

APPLICA3ILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With a land use census identifying a location(s) which yields acalculated dose or dose commitment greater than the maximum valuecurrently being calculated in Specification 4.11.2.3.1, in lieuof any other report required by Specification 6.9.1., prepare andsubmit to the Commission within 30 days after the updated calcula-tion, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Special Report which identi-fies the new location(s).-

b. With a land use census identifying a location(s) which yields acalculated dose or dose commitment (via the same exposure pathway)20 percent greater than the highest calculated dose or dose commitmentat a location from which samples are currently being obtained inaccordance with Specification 3.12.1, in lieu of any other reportrequired by Specification 6.9.1, prepare and submit to the Commissionwithin 30 days after the updated calculation, pursuant to Specification
6.9.2, a Special Report which identifies the new location. The newlocation shall be added to the radiological environmental monitoringprogram within 30 days, if the owner consents. The sampling location,excluding the control station location, having the lowest calculateddose or dose commitment (via the same exposure pathway) may be deletedfrom this monitoring program after October'31 of the year in which thisland use census was conducted.

c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURV.EILI.ANCE R-EOUIREENTS

4.12.2 The land use census shall be conducted at-least once per calendar yearbetween the dates of April 1 and October 1 using the following techniques:1. Within a 2-mile radius from the plant or within the 15-mrem/year isodoseline, whichever is larger, enumeration by a door-to-door or equivalentcounting technique.
2. Within a 5-mile radius-from the plant, enumeration by using appropriatetechnioues such as door-to-door survey, mail survey, telephone survey,aerial survey, or information from local agricultural authorities orother reliable sources.

BroadTleaffvegetation sampling may be performed at the site boundary in thedirection sector with the highest D/Q in lieu of the garden census.



RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

3/4.12.2 *LAND USE CENSUS.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.12.2 A land use census shall be conducted and shall identify the location of
the nearest milk animal, the nearest residence and the nearest garden*-of greater
than 500 square feet producing fresh leafy vegetables in each of the 16 meteoro-
logi'cal sectors within a distance of five miles. (For elevated releases as
defined in Regulatory Guide 1.111, Revision 1, July 1977, the land use census
shall also identify the locations of all milk animals and all gardens of greater
than .500 square feet producing fresh leafy vegetables in each of the 16 meteoro-
logical sectors within a distance of three miles.)

APPLICABILITY: At all times. -

ACTION:

-~a.. With a land use census identifying a location~s) which yields a calcu-
lated dose or dose commitment greater than the maximum value currently
being calculated in Specification 4.11.2.3.1, in lieu of any other report -

- required by Specification 6.9.1., prepare and submit to the Commission_
within 30 days after the updated calculation, pursuant to Specific-
ation 6.9.2, a Specilal Report which identifies the new location(s)..

b. With a land use census identifying a location~s) which yields a calcu_'-
lated dose or dose commitment (via the same exposure pathway) 20-percent
greater than the highest calculated dose or dose commitment at a location
from which samples are currently being obtained in accordance with Speci-I fication 3.12.1, in lieu of any other report required by Specifi-
cation 6.9.1, prepare and submit to the Commission within 30 days after
the updated calculation, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Special-
Report which identifies the new location. The new location shall be-----
added to the radiological environmental monitoring program within 30 days,
if the owner consents. The sampling location, excluding the control
station location, having the lowest calculated dose or dose commitment
(via the same exposure pathway) may be deleted from this monitoring

- program after October 31 of the year in which this land use census was
conducted.

C. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.12.2 The land use census shall be conducted at least once per calendar year R4
between the dates of April 1 and October 1 using the following techniques:

1. Within a 2-mile radius from the plant or within the 15-mrem/year isodose
line, whichever is-larger, enumeration by a door-to-door or equivalent
counting technique.

2. With a 5-mile radius from the plant, enumeration by using appropriate
techniques such as door-to-door survey, mail survey, telephone survey-,
serial survey, or information from local agricultural authorities or
other reliable sources..

*Broad leaf vegetation sampling may be performed at the site boundary in the
direction sector with the highest D/Q in lieu of the garden census. MY 419
SEQUCYAH - UNIT 2 3/4 12-10 Amendment No. 4



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 206.1
T.S. Page 3/4 10-1

Special Test Exception for Shutdown Margin - Watts Bar does not
have part-length rods.



3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

3/4.10.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.1 The SHUTDOW!N MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 may besuspended for measurement of control rod worth and shutdown margin provided:

a. Reactivity equivalent to at least the highest estimated control rodworth is available for trip insertion from OPERABLE control rod(s),and

P i-;l; ar-- Ql , -ghRates a t w Ct =r wl. tzatM c; CMvb fie 1 "j- ok 6'rPe iu

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2.

ACTION:

a. With any full-length control rod not fully inserted and with less thanthe above reactivity equivalent available for trip insertion, immediatelyinitiate and continue boration at greater than or equal to 10 gpm of asolution containing greater than or equal to 20,000 ppm boron or itsequivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN required by Specification 3.1.1.1 isrestored.

b. With all full-length control rods fully inserted and the reactor
subcritical by less than the above reactivity equivalent, immediatelyinitiate and continue boration at greater than or equal to 10 gpm of asolution containing greater than or equal to 20,000 ppm boron or itsequivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN required by Specification 3.1.1.1 isrestored.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.10.1.1 The position of each full-length rod either partially or fullywithdrawn shall be determined at least once per 2 hours.

4.10.1.2 Each full-length rod not fully inserted shall be demonstrated
capable of full insertion when tripped from at least the 50% withdrawnposition within 24 hours prior to reducing the SHUTDOWN MARGIN to less thanthe limits of Specification 3.1.1.1.

4

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 10-1
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.75
Open Item Nos. 229, 229.1
T.S. Pages B 3/4 3-1, B 3/4 3-2

RPS and ESFAS Basis - The list of equipment actuated by a safety
injection signal was reviewed and the following changes made:

1. Containment spray pumps start on a Phase B signal;

2. SI initiates Phase A containment isolation;

3. Phase B initiates steamline isolation;

4. AFW valve position does not occur on SI--the level control
valves work off SG level and the suction valves work off of
suction pressure;

5. The containment fans are air return fans not cooling fans;

6. ABGTS and EGTS are initiated by Phase A;

7. ERCW is raw service water system;

8. No valve reposition on SI for component cooling system; and

9. Turbine trip comes from reactor trip P-4.

In addition, P-4 has been revised at Watts Bar. It now blocks
steam dump via load rejection controller and arms steam dump via
the plant trip controller.

These changes are consistent with the Watts Bar design. FSAR
figure 7.2-1 sheets 1 and 10 are being revised.



3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

BASES

3/4.3.1 and 3/4.3.2 REACTOR TRIP AND ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEMINSTRU 1ENTATION-

The OPERABILITY of the Reactor Protection System and Engineered SafetyFeature Actuation System instrumentation and interlocks ensure that 1) theassociated action and/or reactor trip will be initiated when the parametermonitored by each channel or combination thereof reaches its setpoint, 2) thespecified coincidence logic is maintained, 3) sufficient redundancy is main-tained to permit a channel to be out of service for testing or maintenance,and 4) sufficient system functional capability is available from diverseparameters.

The OPERABILITY of these systems is required to provide the overallreliability, redundancy, and diversity assumed available in the facilitydesign for the protection and mitigation of accident and transient conditions.The integrated operation of each of these systems is consistent with theassumptions used in the accident analyses. The surveillance requirementsspecified for these systems ensure that the overall system functional capabilityis maintained comparable to the original design standards. The periodicsurveillance tests performed at the minimum frequencies are sufficient todemonstrate this capability.

The measurement of response time at the specified frequencies providesassurance that the reactor trip and the engineered safety feature actuationassociated with each channel is completed within the time limit assumed in theaccident analyses. No credit was taken in the analyses for those channelswith response times indicated as not applicable. Response time may bedemonstrated by any series of sequential, overlapping or total channel testmeasurements provided that such tests demonstrate the total channel responsetime as defined. Sensor response time verification may be demonstrated byeither 1) in place, onsite, or offsite test measurements or 2) utilizingreplacement sensors with certified response times. Phase 4
The Engineered Safety Feature Actuation Sys m senses selected plant parametersand determines whether or not predetermined li its are being exceeded. If theyare, the signals are combined into logic matr' es sensitive to combinationsindicative of various accidents, events, and transients. Once the required logiccombination is completed, the system sends ctuation signals to those engineeredsafety features components whose aggregat function best serves the requirementsof the condition. As an example, the f lowing actions mAM initiated by theEngineered Safety Features Actuation stem to mitigate the consequences of asteam line break or loss of coolant ccident 1) safety injection pumps startand automatic valves position, 2) r actor trip, 3) feedwater isolation,4) startup of the emergency diese generators, o) e rFtei-m--+ s,;6' wmp; ztartzndr automa-ic " olv~ poa itionor,5I) ontainment isolAtion, i; c ~aS ;l;h iC.8) turbine trip, 9) auxiliary feedwater pumps start and automatic salvesp 10) contaiprment 44A9 fans start and awutomerti: valve psitio-.,11) essential raw water pumps start and automatic valves position,12) control room isola on and ventilation systems start, 13) component coolingwater pumps start n P09t4ON a nd '1) ezeortncy :nd dJli;;EryhWATT BaR -UIT 1 B-3syst/m 3s-art1

ha.{ rezfuli
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TNSTRUMiENTATION

BASES

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM AND ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION S-YSTE-m
iNSTRU,'iENTATION (Continued)

The Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System interlocks perform the
following functions:

P-4

P-I-

P-1l

Reactor tripped - Actuates turbine trip, closes main feedwater
valves on Tavg below setpoint, prevents the opening of the main
feedwater valves which were closed by a safety injection-or high
steam generator water level signal, allows safety injection block so
that components can be reset or tripped, 6loc-s ic~S a i 4S tJea
Reactor not tripped - prevents manual block of safety injection.
On increasing pressurizer pressure, P-l1 automatically reinstates
safety injection actuation on low pressurizer pressure. On decreasing
pressure, P-11 allows the manual block of safety injection actuation
on low pressurizer pressure.

On increasing primary coolant loop temperature, P-12 automatically
reinstates safety injection actuation on high steam flow coincident
with either low-low Tavg or low steam line pressure, and provides an
arming signal to the steam dump system. On decreasing primary
coolant loop temperature, P-12 allows the manual block of safety
injection actuation on high steam flow coincident with either low-low
Tavg or low steam line pressure and automatically removes the arming
signal from the steam dump system.

3/4.3.3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.3.1 RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the radiation monitoring channels ensures that 1) the
radiation levels are continually measured in the areas served by the individual
channels and 2) the alarm or automatic action is initiated when the radiation
level trip setpoint is exceeded.

3/4.3.3.2 MOVABLE INCORE DETECTORS

The OPERABILITY of the movable incore detectors with the specified minimum
complement of equipment ensures that the measurements obtained from use of
this system accurately represent the spatial neutron flux distribution of the
reactor core. The OPERABILITY of this system is demonstrated by irradiating
each detector used and determining the acceptability of its voltage curve.

NFor the purpose of measuring FQ(Z) or FAH a full incore flux map is used.
Quarter-core flux maps, as defined in WCAP-8648, June 1976, may be used in
recalibration of the excore neutron flux detection system, and full incore
flux maps or symmetric incore thimbles may be used for monitoring the QUADRANT
POWER TILT RATIO when one Power Range Channel is inoperable.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 232
T.S. Page B 3/4 4-2

Pressurizer Safety Valves - The design parameters are 420,000
lbm/hr at 2485 psig, saturated steam.

Reference: FSAR Table 5.5-14



L REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES

3/4.4.2 SAFETY VALVES L 000
The pressuri code safety valves operate to prevent the RCS from being

pressurized ab e its Safety Limit of 2735 psig. Each safety valve is designed
to relieve __ lbs per hour of saturated steam at the valve setpoint. The
relief capac ty of a single safety valve is adequate to relieve any overpressurecondition which could occur during shutdown. In the event that no safetyvalves are OPERABLE, an operating RHR loop, connected to the RCS, providesoverpressure relief capability and will prevent RCS overpressurization. In
addition, the Overpressure Protection System provides a diverse means of
protection against RCS overpressurization at low temperatures.

During operation, all pressurizer code safety valves must be OPERABLE to
prevent the RCS from being pressurized above its safety limit of 2735 psig.The combined relief capacity of all of these valves is greater than the maximum
surge rate resulting from a complete loss of load assuming no reactor trip
until the first Reactor Protective System trip setpoint is reached (i.e., no
credit is taken for a direct reactor trip on the loss of load) and also assuming
no operation of the power-operated relief valves or steam dump valves.

Demonstration of the safety valves' lift settings will occur only during
shutdown and will be performed in accordance with the provisions of Section XI
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Code.

3/4.4.3 PRESSURIZER

The limit on the maximum water volume in the pressurizer assures that the
parameter is maintained within the normal steady-state envelope of operationassumed in the SAR. The limit is consistent with the initial SAR assumptions.The 12-hour periodic surveillance is sufficient to ensure that the parameteris restored to within its limit following expected transient operation. The
maximum water volume also ensures that a steam bubble is formed and thus the
RCS is not a hydraulically solid system. The requirement that a minimumnumber of pressurizer heaters be OPERABLE enhances the capability of the plant
to control Reactor Coolant System pressure and establish natural circulation.

WATTS BAR - UNIT I
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question A.18
Open Item No. 241
T.S. Page B 3/4 4-15

Basis for Structural Integritv Specification - Watts Bar was
designed to permit inspection with Section XI 1971 edition,
through winter 1971 addenda.



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BA.S E S

3/4.4.10 STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

The inservice inspection and testing programs for ASME Code Class 1, 2
and 3 components ensure that the structural integrity and operational readiness
of these components will be maintained at an acceptable level throughout the
life of the plant. These programs are in accordance with Section XI of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as required by
10 CFR Part 50.55a(g) except where specific written relief has been granted by
the Commission pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50.55a(g)(6)(i).

Components of the reactor coolant system were designed to provide access
to permit inservice inspections in accordance with Section XI of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 47/ Edition and Addenda through ,

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 4-15



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions D.77, D.80
Open Items Nos. 244, 250, 253.1
T.S. Pages B 3/4 6-3, B 3/4 7-4, B 3/4 9-3

EGTS and ABGTS Beater Operation - TVA considers running the
heaters for 10 cummulative hours per 31 days on the EGTS and
ABGTS sufficient to reduce the buildup of moisture on the
adsorbers and BEPA filters. Also, this '10 continuous hours'
requirement is not consistent with the current standard tech
specs.

Reference: W STS, Rev. 4



CONTAINMIENT SYSTEMS

BASES

SHIELD BUI;DIN3 STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY (Continued)

for the life of the facility. Structural integrity is required to provide
1) protection for the steel vessel from external missiles, 2) radiation
shielding in the event of a LOCA, and 3) an annulus surrounding the steelvessel that can be maintained at a negative pressure during accident condi-
tions. A visual inspection is sufficient to demonstrate this capability.

3/4.6.1.9 EMERGENCY GAS TREATMlENT SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the EGTS ensures that during LOCA conditions,
containment vessel leakage into the annulus will be filtered through the HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorber trains prior to discharge to the atmosphere.
Operation of the system with the heaters on for at least 10 e*!;=4t hours
over a 31-day period is sufficient to reduce the buildup of moisture on the
adsorbers and HEPA filters. This requirement is necessary to meet the
assumptions used in the accident analyses and limit the site boundary
radiation doses to within the limits of 10 CFR 100 during LOCA conditions.

3/4.6.1.10 CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM

The use of the containment purge lines is restricted to one pair of purge
supply and exhaust isolation valves to ensure the site boundary dose guidelines
of 10 CFR Part 100 would not be exceeded in the event of an accident during
purging operations.

Leakage integrity tests with a maximum allowable leakage rate for purge
supply and exhaust isolation valves will provide early indication of resilient
material seal degradation and will allow the opportunity for repair before
gross leakage failures develop. The 0.60 L leakage limit shall not be
exceeded when the leakage rates determined by the leakage integrity tests of
the valves are added to the previously determined total for all valves and
penetrations subject to Type B and C tests.

3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.6.2.1 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the containment spray system ensures that containment
depressurization and cooling capability will be available in the event of a
LOCA. The pressure reduction and resultant lower containment leakage rate are
consistent with the assumptions used in the accident analyses.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 6-3



PLANT SYSTEMS

S BASES

ULTIMATE HEAT SINK (Continued)

The limitations on maximum temperature are based on providing a 30-day
cooling water supply to safety related equipment without exceeding their
design basis temperature and is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.27, "Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Plants," March 1974.

3/4.7.6 FLOOD PROTECTION

The requirements for flood protection ensures that facility protective
actions will be taken and operation will be terminated in the event of flood
conditions. The elevations of plant features which could be affected by the
submergence during floods vary from 714.5 ft mean sea level (MSL) (access to
electrical conduits) to 760.5 ft MSL (emergency exits to diesel generator
building). Plant grade is elevation 728 ft MSL. A Stage 1 flood warning is
issued when the water at the intake pumping station is predicted to exceed
714.5 feet MSL USGS datum during October 1 through April 15, or 726.5 feet MSL
USGS datum during April 15 through September 30. A Stage II flood warning is
issued when the water at the intake pumping station is predicted to exceed
9 feet MSL USGS datum. A maximum allowed water level of ;-teet'MSL
USGS datum provides sufficient margin to ensure waves due to high winds cannot
disrupt the flood mode preparation. A Stage I or Stage II flood warning
requires the implementation of procedures which include plant shutdown.
Further, in the event of a loss of communications simultaneous with a critical
combination flood, headwaters, and/or seismically induced dam failure the
plant will be shutdown and flood protection measures implemented.

3/4.7.7 CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the control room ventilation system ensures that
1) the ambient air temperature does not exceed the allowable temperature for
continuous duty rating for the equipment and instrumentation cooled by this
system and 2) the control room will remain habitable for operations personnel
during and following all credible accident conditions. The OPERABILITY of
this system in conjunction with control room design provisions is based on
limiting the radiation exposure to personnel occupying the control room to
5 rem or less whole body, or its equivalent. This limitation is consistent
with the requirements of General Design Criteria 19 of Appendix "A", 10 CFR
50.

3/4.7.8 AUXILIARY BUILDING GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the auxiliary building gas treatment system ensures
that radioactive materials leaking from the ECCS equipment within the pump
room following a LOCA are filtered prior to reaching the environment.
Operation of the system with the heaters on for at least 10 asa44aoms hours
over a 31-day period is sufficient to reduce the buildup of moisture on the
adsorbers and HEPA filters. The operation of this system and the resultant
effect on offsite dosage calculations was assumed in the accident analyses.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 7-4



REFUELING OPERATIONS

BASES

3/4.9.10 and 3,'4.9.ll WATER LEVEL - REACTOR VESSEL and STORAGE POOL

The restrictions on minimum water level ensure that sufficient water
depth is available to remove 99% of the assumed 10% iodine gap activity
released from the rupture of an irradiated fuel assembly. The minimum water
depth is consistent with the assumptions of the accident analysis.

3/4.9.12 AUXILIARY BUILDING GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

The limitations on the auxiliary building gas treatment system ensure
that all radioactive material released from an irradiated fuel assembly will
be filtered through the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber prior to discharge
to the atmosphere. Operation of the system with the heaters on for at least
10 4s-effnt4T hours over a 31-day period is sufficient to reduce the buildup
of moisture on the adsorbers and HEPA filters. The OPERABILITY of this system
and the resulting iodine removal capacity are consistent with the assumptions
of the accident analyses.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 9- 3



W CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES

SHIELD BUILDING STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY (Continued)

for the life of the facility. Structural integrity is required to provide1) protection for the steel vessel from external missiles, 2) radiation shieldingin the event of a LOCA, and 3) an annulus surrounding the steel vessel thatcan be maintained at a negative pressure during accident conditions. A visualinspection is sufficient to demonstrate this capability.

3/4.6.1.9 AIR CLEANUP SYSTEM
The OPERABILITY of the shield building air cleanup system ensures thatduring LOCA conditions, containment vessel leakage into the annulus will befiltredthrough the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber trains prior to dischargeto the atmosphere. CumulAtisa operation of tha--s-vs Am with the heaters on for10 hours over a 31-day Deriod issu~f~ficin tordcetebildup of moistureon thRe ~aso~rers and HEPA filters. This requirement is nesartomtthassumptions us~e~d-i~n-tfe-a-c-cdent analyses and limit the site boundary radiationdoses to within the limits of 10 CFR 100 during LOCA conditions.

3/4.6.1. 10 CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM
The (42-inch) containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves are,required to be closed during plant operation since these valves have not beendemonstrated capable of closing during a LOCA or steam line break accident.V Maintaining these valves closed during plant operations ensures that excessivequantities of radioactive materials will not be released via the containment

purge system.
The use of the containment purge lines is restricted to the (8-inch)-'-purge supply and exhaust isolation valves to ensure that the site boundary--- -ds guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100 would not be exceeded in the event of a* loss-of-coolant accident during purging operations.

3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.6.2.1 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM
The OPERABILITY of the containment spray system ensures that containmentdepressurization and cooling capability will be available in the event of aLOCA. The pressure reduction and resultant lower containment leakage rate areconsistent with the assumptions used in the accident analyses.

(Credit taken for iodine removal)

The containment spray system and the containment cooling system areredundant to each other in providing post accident cooling of the containmentatmosphere. However, the containment spray system also provides a mechanismfor removing iodine from the containment atmosphere, and therefore the timerequirements for restoring an inoperable spray system to OPERABLE status havebeen maintained consistent with those assigned other inoperable ESF equipment.

-ICE CONDENSER * B3/4 6-3B SP118



PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES

ULTIMATE HEAT SINK (Continued) - --

The limitations on minimum water level and maximum temperature are based
on providing a 30-day cooling water supply to safety related equipment without
exceeding their design basis temperature and is consistent with the recommend-
ations of Regulatory Guide 1.27, "Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Plants,"
March 1974.

3/4.7.6 FLOOD PROTECTION (OPTIONAL)

The limitation on flood protection ensures that facility protective
actions will be taken (and operation will be terminated) in the event of flood
conditions. The limit of elevation ( ) Mean Sea Level is based on the maximum
elevation at which facility flood control measures provide protection to
safety-related equipment. - -. -

3/4.7.7 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY AIR CLEANUP SYSTEM -- -

The OPERABILITY of the control room ventilation system ensures that 1)
- the ambient air temperature does not exceed the allowable temperature for

--continuous duty rating for the equipment and instrumentation cooled by this
:-~- ;,system and 2) the control room will remain habitable for operations personnel
-during and following all credible accident conditions. Cumulative operation
of the system with the heaters on for 10 hours over a 31-day period is.suffidient

, , to reduce the buildup of moisture on the adsorbers and HEPA filters. .,The-
OPERABILITY of this system in conjunction with control room design provisions i;..

--- --is based on limiting the radiation exposure to personnel occupying the control
room to 5 rem or less whole body, or its equivalent. This limitation is
consistent with the requirements of General Design Criteria 19 of Appendix "A",

- lOCFR5. 
-n 

--

3/4.7.8 ECCS PUMP ROOM EXHAUST AIR FILTRATION SYSTEM -

The OPERABILITY of the ECCS pump room exhaust air filtration system
ensures that radioactive materials leaking from the ECCS equipment within the
pump room following a LOCA are filtered prior to reaching the environment.
Cumulative ooeration of the system with the heaters on for 10 hours over a 31-
day period is sufficient to redute the buildup of moisture on the adsorbers
-and HEPA filters. The operation of this system and the resultant effect on
offsite dosage calculations was assumed in the accident analyses.

= W- - - *- B 3/4 7-4 - M - AY 1



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 242
T.S. Page B 3/4 6-2

Internal Pressure Basis - The design negative pressure
differential is 2 psid relative to the annulus. The peak design
pressure is 15 psig during a LOCA (limiting accident). The peak
pressure calculated for a LOCA is 12.3 psig. The limiting
initial condition for containment pressure is .3 psig and LOCA
analysis results in the peak calculated pressure. The basis has
been reworded to be more consistent with the Watts Bar design
and the Sequoyah basis.

Air Temperature Basis - The design pressure is 15 psig. The peak
calculated pressure is 12.3 psig for a LOCA.

Containment Vessel Structural Integritv - The peak calculated
pressure is 12.3 psig for a LOCA.

References: FSAR Section 6.2.1.2
FSAR Section 6.2.1.1.1
FSAR Section 5.2.1.3.3
FSAR Figure 6.2.1-1
FSAR Section 6.2.1.3.10
SNP Basis 3/4 6.1.4
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
B A-S -E -

BASES

3/4.6.1.5 INTERNAL PRESSURE /
- -=> > ~4 Li S-z 7-

The limitations on containment (nternal pressure ens re that 1) the
containment structure is prevented from exceeding its de ign negative pressure
differential with respect to the e"44e atmosphere of ()G3 psig and 2) the
containment peak pressure does not exceed the-design pressure of (15) psig
during -LOCA or t-an elin: breazj conditions.

The maximum peak pkessure expected to be obtained from a tLOCA ei-steem
l-i~ne--ree4 event is psigx Th-44imit of (2) pig for initial pubitive
cflltylnmcret rssurea ill limt th a e toe (5 i
tha 11 th~c d retuaxu~ aesr i calns~tarMt .e~th the aCzid rtr4 an cl/7zs. cjg/. 4  4f
3/4.6.1.6 AIR TEMPERATURE -a 4 r c< '( /-f a e --

The limitations on containment average air temperature ensure that 1) thecontainment air mass is limited to an initial mass sufficiently low to prevent,exceeding the design pressure during LOCA and steam line break conditions and-2) the ambient air temperature does not exceed that temperature allowable for:-:-the continuous duty rating specified for equipment and instrumentation locatedwithin containment.

The containment pressure transient is sensitive to the initially contained
air mass during a LOCA and steam line break. The contained air mass increases
with decreasing temperature. The lower temperature limit of 1000F for thelower compartment and 850F for the upper compartment and 60F when operating at

-tbaoSS thonr equal to 5 percent of RATED THERMAL POWER will limit the peak-px'eassure to 3*s:psig which is less than the containment design pressure of-p psig. The upper temperature limit influences the peak accident temperature
-slightly during a LOCA * r&&tcm lisoe 1e-a; however, this limit is based
primarily upon equipment protection and anticipated operating conditions.
Both the upper and lower temperature limits are consistent with the parameters
used in the accident analyses.

3/4.6.1.7 CONTAINMENT VESSEL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY 1 Z3
This limitation ensures that the structural int rity of the containment

steel vessel will be maintained comparable to the or ginal design standards
for the life of the facility. Structural integrity is required to ensure thatthe vessel will withstand the maximum pressure of psig in the event of a4LOCA oer ztz r tne--jm- A visual inspection in conjunction with Type A
leakage tests is sufficient to demonstrate this capability.

3/4.6.1.8 SHIELD BUILDING STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

This limitation ensures that the structural integrity of the containment
shield building will be maintained comparable to the original design standards

WATTS BAR-- UNIT 1 B 3/4 6-2



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES

INTERNAL PRESSURE (Continued)

containment peak pressure does not exceed the design pressure of 12 psig
during LOCA conditions.

The maximum peak pressure expected to be obtained from aT LOCA event is
11.8 psig which is less than the design pressure and is consistent with the
accident analyses which includes an initial positive containment pressure of
0.3 psig.

3/4.6.1.5 AIR TEMPERATURE

The limitations on containment average air temperature ensure that 1) the
containment air mass is limited to an initial mass sufficiently low to prevent
exceeding the design pressure during LOCA conditions and 2) the ambient air
temperature does not exceed that temperature allowable for the continuous duty. _-.-,_
rating specified for equipment and instrumentation located within containment...-...

The containment pressure -transient is sensitive to the initially
contained air mass during a LOCA. The contained air mass increases with
decreasing temperature. The lower temperature limits of lOO0 F for the lower
compartment, 85*F for the upper compartment, and 60F when less than or equal
to 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER will limit the peak pressure to 11.8 psig which
is less than the containment design pressure of 12 psig. The upper tempera-
ture limit influences the peak accident temperature slightly during a LOCA;
however, this limit is based primarily upon equipment protection and
anticipated operating conditions. Both the upper and lower temperature limits--
are consistent with the parameters used in the accident analyses.

3/4.6.1.6 CONTAINMENT VESSEL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

This limitation ensures that the structural integrity of the containment
steel vessel will be maintained comparable to the original design standards
for the life of the facility. Structural integrity is required to ensure that
the vessel will withstand the maximum pressure of 11.8 psig in the event of a
LOCA. A visual inspection in conjunction with Type A leakage tests is
sufficient to demonstrate this capability.

3/4.6.1.7 SHIELD BUILDING STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

This limitation ensures that the structural integrity of the containment
shield building will be maintained comparable to the original design standards
for the life of the facility. Structural integrity is required to provide-l)
protection for the steel vessel from external missiles, 2) radiation shielding
in the event of a LOCA, and 3) and annulus surrounding the steel vessel that
can be maintained at a negative pressure during accident conditions.

SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2 B 3/4 6-2



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions C.12, C.25, D.79
Open Item Nos. 247, 248, 249
T.S. Pages B 3/4 7-1, B 3/4 7-2

Safety Valve and AFWS Bases - Attached are revisions to the

safety valve and AFWS bases which are consistent with the Watts

Bar design.



3/4. 7 PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.7.1 TURBINE CYCLE

3/4.7.1.1 SAFETY VALVES

The OPERABILITY of e main steam line code safety valves ensures that
the secondary system ressure will be limited to within 110%(1303 psig)of its
design pressure of psig during the most severe anticipated system
operational transient. The maximum relieving capacity is associated with a
turbine trip from 100%" RATED THERMAL POWER coincident with an assumed loss of
condenser heat sink (i.e., no steam bypass to the condenser).

The specified valve lift se ngs and relieving capacities are in
accordance with the requirements of Section III of the ASME Boiler and ,-
Pressure Code, 1971 Edition. Th total relieving capacity for all vaves on
all of the steam lines is : lbs/hr which at 1284 psig is percent
of the total secondary steam flow of 15.14 x 106 lbs/hr at 100% RATED THERMAL
POWER. A minimum of 2 OPERABLE safety valves per steam generator ensures that
sufficient relieving capacity is available for the allowable THERMAL POWER
restriction in Table 3.7-2.

STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION is allowable with safety valves inoperable
within the limitations of the ACTION requirements on the basis of the
reduction in secondary system steam flow and THERMAL POWER required by the
reduced reactor trip settings of the Power Range Neutron Flux channels. The
reactor trip setpoint reductions are derived on the following bases:

For 4 loop operation

SP = (X) - (Y)(V) X (109)

Where:

SP = Reduced reactor trip setpoint in percent of RATED THERMAL POWER

V = Maximum number of inoperable safety valves per steam line

U = Maximum number of inoperable safety valves per operating
steam line

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 7-1



PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES

SAFETY-VALVES (Continued)

109 = Power Range Neutron Flux-High Trip Setpoint for 4 loop
operation

X = Total relieving capacity of all safety valves per steam
line in lbs/hour eT 8.^0 x 18' lLbsi'-L t 1284sit

Y = Maximum relieving capacity of any one safety valve in
lbs/hour

3/4.7.1.2 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the auxiliary feedwater system ensures that the Reactor
Coolant System can be cooled down to less than 350'F from normal operating
conditions in the event of a total loss of offsite power.

-,,EAQh electric driven auxiliary feedwater pump is capabl
toal feed7' ~ wof 7 gpm at a pressure ofto the entrance
the steam generators. --- Tauxiliary feedwater pump is capable

of delivering a total feedw o a pressure of 1221 psig
to the entrance of eam generators. This cap fficient to
ensure that ate feedwater flow is available to remove decay t and
reduce e Reactor Coolant System temperature to less than 350F whe

ual Heat Removal System may be placed into operation.

3/4.7.1.3 CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK

The OPERABILITY of the condensate storage tank with the minimum water
volume ensures that sufficient water is available to maintain the RCS at HOT
STANDBY conditions for 2 hours with steam discharge to the atmosphere
concurrent with total loss of offsite power. The contained water volume limit
includes an allowance for water not usable because of tank discharge line
location or other physical characteristics.

3/4.7.1.4 ACTIVITY

The limitations on secondary system specific activity ensure that the
resultant offsite radiation dose will be limited to a small fraction of 10 CFR
Part 100 limits in the event of a steam line rupture. This dose also includes
the effects of a coincident 1.0 GPM primary to secondary tube leak in the
steam generator of the affected steam line. These values are consistent with
the assumptions used in the accident analyses.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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3/4.7.1.2 Axiliary FeedWaer System - Revise as follows:

"The s6tea-driven auxiliary feedwater pump is capable of
delivering 940 gpm (total feedwater flow) and each of the
electric-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps are capable of
delivering 470 gpm (total feedwater flow) to the entrance
of the steam generator8 at steam generator pressures
equivalent to that required to relieve 11 percent of nominal
flow from the steam generator's safety valves. A total
feedwater flow of 470 gpm is sufficient to ensure that
adequate feedwater flow is available to remove decay heat
and reduce the reactor coolant system temperature to less
than 3500 F where the residual heat removal system may be
placed into operation."



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 253
T.S. Page B 3/4 8-3

Electrical Equipment Protective Devices Bases - The containment
penetrations are protected from overcurrent situations by
redundant breakers in the case of the reactor coolant pump motor
cable penetrations or a breaker and fuse combination for the
lower voltage penetrations. This design is in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.63 which recommends diverse protection. The
bases should be changed to reflect both design schemes used at
Watts Bar.



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions A.19, D.81
Open Item Nos. 254, 255, 256
T.S. Page 5-1

Containment - Attached are the correct values for the thickness
of the steel liner, net free volume, and the design temperature.



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.8.4 ELECTRICAL EOUIPMEINT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

Containment electrical penetrations and penetration conductors are protected
by either deenergizing circuits not required during reactor operation or by
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of primary and backup overcurrent protection
circuit breakers4during periodic surveillance, 6a ~re G o f e *eAQt at~4r of-o

The surveillance requirements applicable to lower voltage circuit breakers
and fuses provide assurance of breaker and fuse reliability by testing at
least one representative sample of each manufacturer's brand of circuit breaker
and/or fuse. Each manufacturer's molded case and metal case circuit breakers
and/or fuses are grouped into representative samples which are then tested on
a rotating basis to ensure that all breakers and/or fuses are tested. If a
wide variety exists within any manufacturer's brand of circuit breakers and/or
fuses, it is necessary to divide that manufacturer's breakers and/or fuses
into groups and treat each group as a separate type of breaker or fuses for
surveillance purposes.

The OPERABILITY of the motor operated valves thermal overload protection
and bypass devices ensures that these devices will not prevent safety-related
valves from performing their function. The Surveillance Requirements for
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of these devices are in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.106, "Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on Motor Operated
Valves," Revision 1, March 1977.

Circuit breakers actuated by fault currents are used as isolation devices
in this plant. The OPERABILITY of these circuit breakers ensures that the
IE busses will be protected in the event of faults in non qualified loads
powered by the busses.

WATTS BAR - UNIT B
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5.0 DESIGN FEATURES

5. 1 SITE

EXCLUSION AREA

5.1.1 The exclusion area shall be as shown in Figure 5.1-1.

LOW POPULATION ZONE

5.1.2 The low population zone shall be as shown in Figure 5.1-2.

5.2 CONTAINMENT

CONFIGURATION

5.2.1 The shield building is a reinforced concrete building of cylindrical
shape, with a dome roof around a free standing steel containment and having
the following design features:

a. Nominal inside diameter = 125 feet.

b. Nominal inside height = 175 feet.

c. Minimum thickness of concrete walls = 3 feet.

d. Minimum thickness of concrete roof 2 feet.

e. Minimum thickness of concrete floor pad 9 feet.

f. Minimum thickness of the steel containment liner = 0.5 *[e et
the -&pri g i me end 0. ,r inches et the bettem gin 4 plate

g. Net free volume = cubic feet between t e steel containment
and the shield building..

IIIt/ 6 - C /-/ r reV ov
DESIGN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE

5.2.2 The reactor containment building is designed a shall be maintained
for a maximum internal pressure of 15 psig and a te erature of OF.

~1/ie

/ ZiO
< as ~~/1;3 At,,.A / be

v~co on ri

1'19 -<a x
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 88
T.S. Pages 3/4 3-64 through 72

Fire detector list

Attached is a revised version of Table 3.3-11
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TABLE 3.3-11 -

FIRE DETEC

F fire
Zone

2

4

;S~sJ f Tr~e t'~ 5

7

.i>10

1 1

1 2

14

1 6

'7

1 9

20

21

22

23

.. 24

25

26

27

Instrument Location

Diesel Gen. Rm.

Diesel Gen. Rm.

Diesel Gen. Rm.

piesel Gen. Rm.

Diesel .Gen. Rm.

Diesel Gen. Rm.

Diesel Gen. Rm.

Diesel Gen. Rm.

28-B,

2B-B,

lB-B,

lB-B,

2A-A,

2A-A,

lA-A,

1A-A,

Lube Oil Storage Rm.

Lube Oil Storage.Rm.

Fuel Oil Transfer Rm.

Fuel Oil Transfer Rm.

Diesel Gen. Corridor,

Air Intake & Exhaust

Air Intake & Exhaust

Air Intake & Exhaust

El. 742

El. 742

El. 742

El. 742

El. 742

El. 742

El.. 742

,E. 742

El. 742

El. 742

El. 742

El. 742

El.- 742

Rm.

Rm.

Rm.

TION INSTRUMENTS

Minimum Instruments Ooerable

Ionization Photoelectric Thermal Infrared

- 5

* +' *';' 5- ; -<'

* *C -- 5

- . . .. .5

1

1

-1I

1

6
2B, El.

18, El.

2A, El.

. . 4.

760.5

760.5

760.5
Air Intake & Exhaust Rm. 1A, El. 760.

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

OfieselI

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Gen.

Gen.

Gen.

Gen.

Gen.

Gen.

Gen.

Gen.

Gen.

Gen.

2B-B

1B-B

2N- A

1A-A

Board

Board

Board

Board

Board

Board

Relay Bd.

Relay Bd.

Relay Bd.

Relay Bd.

i Rm. 28-B,

iRm. 29-B,

i Rm. 1B-B,

iRm. lB-B,

i Rm. 2A-A,

i 2m. 2A-A,

El.

El.

El.

El.

El.

El.

El.

El1.

El1.

El.

.742

742

742

742

742

742

742

742

742

742

9

9

9

95 , -
3

3

.3

3

2

-2

.1

2

2

*2

2
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__________ -TABLE 3.3-11

FIRE DETECTIGI

_________.__ Fire
Zone Instrument Location

28 Diesel Gen. Board Rm. IA-A, El. 79

:: : 29 Diesel Gen. Board Rm. lA-A, El. 74

30 Cable Spreading Rm. C7-Cll, El. 7

31 Cable-Spreading Rm. C7-Cll, El. 7;

'. 32 Cable Spreading Rm. C7-Cll, El. 7;

33 Cable Spreadihg Rm. C7-Cll, El. 7;

_ 24 Cable Spreading Rm. C3-C7, El. 72'

35 Cable Spreading Rm. C3-C7, El. 72
,36 leet Gen. Qdia JR Condw.u+ IntrN

J' ^ 1i3 O.eseA G ef B tA C,,~Jv' 'En rR

_________ : 39 Cont. Spray Pump IA-A, El. 676

40 Cont. Spray Pump 13-B, El. 676
-': 50 41- CW.rt SPRAY 'Up 4P-?Q

AZ42 coo r. 5PRPY pumP 2Z -8

43 RHR Pump lA-A, El. 676

44 RHR Pump lB-B, El. 676

F 45 RWR POmP ZA-A -

4(O-J?4 R-PO fn P -Z5

; 47 Aux. Bldg. Corridor, El. 676

48 Corridor, Control Bldg. El. 692

49 Corridor, Control Bldg. El. 692k

50 Mech. Equip. Rm. Col. Cl, El. 692

.51 Mech. Equip. Rm. Col. Cl, El. 692

'52 Mech. Equip. Rm. Col. 3, El. 692

53 Mech. Equip. Rm. Col. 3, El. 692

54 250-Y Batt. Rm. l, El. 692

55 250-Y Batt. Rm. 1, El. 692
56 250-V Batt. Bd. R. 1, El. 69'2

__- 57 250-V Batt. Bd. Rm. 1, El. 692

58 250-V Batt. Bd. Pm. 2, El. 692
59 250-V Batt. Bd. Rm. 2, El. 692
60 250-V Batt. Rm. 2, El. 692

61 250-V Batt. Rm. 2, El. 692
-;.. .

(CI

I I

Io

JA N 25 J982 jj Q

ontinued) ,;. ..

NSTRUMENTS S...

A '
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nization' Photoelectric Thermal Infrared
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'..',

i
Instrument Location

62 24-V & 48-V Batt. Rm. El. 692

63 24-V & 48-V Batt. Rm. El. 692

64 24-V & 48-V Batt. Bd. Rm. El. 692

65 24-V & 48-V Batt. Bd. Rm. El. 692

66 Com-Munications.Rm. El. 692

67 Communications Rm. El. 692

6c Mech.- Equip. Rm. El. 692

69 Mech. Equip. Rm. El. 692

' 70 Aux. Bldg. A5-All, Col. W-X, El. I

71 Aux. Bldg. A5-All, Col. W-X, El. I

72 Aux. FW Pump Turbine lA-S, El. 69

73 Aux. Fh Pump Turbine lA-S, El. 69

'.75 AuY.- Fvv PuP TgnBw#F 2A-S

TABLE 3.3-11

FIRE OETECTION

2
*1, I

76 S.I. & Charging Pump Rms. El. 692 S

77 S.I. Pump Rm. IA, El. 692

__________- 78 S.I. Pump Rm. lB, El. 692

79 Charging Pump Rm. lC, El. 692

.80 Charging Pump Rm. 1B, El. 692

-:_ * 81 Charging Pump Rm. 1A, El. 692 -

e2. ;- - T Z 5.7. D4NO CHGiS pumP Rm5 57

RA j? N PMP I RAoo

:, C>I uGING Pu,'R Rovi 2-
- : 8 CHARGING PornP Rooom . -c

1
I .� .

. . .. . .. ,

...,� .. :.

.-.'...�

88 Aux. Bldg. Corridor Al-A8, El. 692 8

89 Aux. Bldg. Corridor Al-A8, El. 692 8

90 Aux. Bldg. Corridor A8-A15, El. 692 8

91 Aux. Bldg. Corridor A8-A15, El. 692 8

92 Aux. Bldg. Corridor Col. U-W, El. 692 4

93 Aux. Bldg. Corridor Col. U-W, El. 692 4

94 Valve Galley, El. 692' 2

95 Valve Galley, El. 692 2
______ 9 LoA/,r- 2 PIPE, LLEY -E.O62-2

.97 tLMT 2 PIPE 6,LLCFY El. 492 2.

* -,'. .. . ... .; ; . .. I.. .. . - . . X

i.

I ,� '*,** . ,.

I

JAN 2 5 1982

(Continued)

INSTRUMENTS ,,. ..

Minimum Instruments Ocerable

Ionization Photoelectric Thermal Infrared

3
3

2
2 -- -

4

22

592 ~
592

2 1

- -4-)- z .

Fire
Zone
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TABLE 3.3-11

FIRE DETECTION

Fire
Zone Instrument Location

98. Cntmt Purge Air Fltr., El. 713

99 Cntmt Purge Air-Fltr., El. 713

JAN 25 19823

(Continued)

I NSTRUMlENTS

Minimum Instruments ODoerable

Ionizationr Photoelectric Thermal Infrared

2
-- 2

. , .* . ..

102 Pipe Gallery, El. 713

1.03 PiPe Gallery, El. 713
t o4 JMI7 Z PIPE GqLLERY El. 7/3

106 Aux. Building, El. 713

. 107 Aux. Building,,El. 713

.-..: 108 Radio Chemical Lab. Area, El. 71:

109 Radio Chemical Lab. Area, El. 71.:

110 Aux. Bldg. Al-AS, Col. Q-U, El.

1I1 Aux. Bldg. Al-A8, COl. Q-U, El.
_________ _ -- 112 Aux. Bldg. A8-AlS, Col. Q-U, El.

113 Aux. Bldg. A8-Al5, Col. Q-U, El.

*17 114 Waste Packaging Area El. 729

___________ 115 Waste Packaging Area El. 729

' 116 Cask Loading Area El. 729

.¶ ....... 4;; 1 1'l7 CAsk i HinnF 77qF. .
___________ -118 New Fuel Storage Area El. 729

- s z§,9,*,d 1 : . .- .::

*II'
4 .. - i,-.

¶ ,..,.
4 -

., .' K'** -

3

713

713

713

713

3

3

9

9
3

3

2

2

120 Aux. Bldg. Gas Trtmt. Fitr. El. 729

1 ,21 Aux. Bldg. Gas Trtmt. Fltr. El. 729
-! -u.',;TIotiAL EQUIP BLD6 JA1IT I e1 , 29

123 Volume Cont. Tank-Rm. IA, El 713 1
* 124 Add.tional Equip. Bldg. E1.729 6

125 Volume Cont. Tank Rm. 1A, El 713 1 | . -
- '< ; 120 F5FEL-ROOF-Y MTr- Z2

.127 FUt)L TRAN:F-6 fibor ON v)T. 2 Z

:; . . 128 Fuel Transfer Valve Rm. E1.729

F"'' __''_ 129 Fuel Transfer Valve Rm. El.729

'30 VNrILfrTo # PuR6c WIR 3
132 .VenJTiLaTIOn Purge AiR R. E. 73 27 3

--.: 132 Ventilation & Purge Air Rm. El. 737 3

133 Ventilation & Purge Air Rm. El.737

*7~~~

.... - . . .

* ��-. .

-
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-
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3
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134 Aux. Bldg. AS-All, Col. U-W, El. 737 7
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TABLE 3:3-11 (Continued)

FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTS

Fire Mn

Zone Instrument Location Ionization '

135 Aux. Bldg. AS-All, Col. U-W, El. 737 7

136 Heating & Vent. Rm. El. 737 4

1J37. Heating _& Vent. Rm. El. 737..... _____4

_______ 39 /e~TM& V1/Nr fix. )NI T. 2 L 737 4

140 Hot Inst'. Rmn. El. 7371
141 Hot Instr.-- Rm~. El. 737

___________142 Aux. Bldg. Al-A8, Col. Q-U, El . 737 I1...j

13Aux. Bldg. Al-AB, Col. Q-U, El. 737.12
144 Aux. Bldg. A8-A1S, Col. Q-U, El. 737 9

__________145 Aux. Bldg. A8-Al5, Col. Q-U, El. 737 9

-4 .....

.. ,.

* . . . ***-. ... �'

.. . , ..- .'. * ..

. ........... .................................................

.** . .
............................................

"<146 N StorageAraEl72 4!

-fv-3P.65 RrrF.'-0dJrr-2
&I, - - .

149 Cable Spreading Rm. C3-C7, El. 729 . ..

'7 150 Cable Spreading Rm. C3-C7, El. 729 -t .1 ...4,,, ,. . . ..

j~iVOLvAE, 00WV71?L TIvx JbO0 2A 9..

,&777ECOO NKO2_ 77.2 L ,

153 Add. Eqpt. Bldg. El. 763.5 4
'5~4 Rrn ZqPT. BI1 d_(JftJ7I '7&.3.5 4

153 Refuel Rm. El. 757 7
I .7...

.157 R~B Access Rmn. El. 757 2

t57 RS 'ccess Rm. P l 757

'160 SG 3l-'wdn. Rm. :El. 757 .4 Li
_______161 SG Blwdn. Rmn. El. 757 4 ____________

162.. EGTS Rm. El.- 757

163 EGTS Rm. El. 757
ICZA CrT Cl4. A rl 7 ;7

165 EGTS-2U F-lt. A EL .75

165 EGTS Fltr. B 'El. 757~
C16 EGT5 Flr. - 'E r, 75

( e3

1
168 RB Eqpt. Hatch El . 757 I

-- * 169 RB Eqpt. Hatch El . 75
('70 RB ETqpt. IiAicfl UNIT 2-

t---171 -RP3 -E-95pt-A4Arcti -Ufw.L-r- +.. I

num Instruments Ooerable .

Photoelectric Thermal Infrared,.

.. .. i:
...



JAN 25 982

____ _ 'TABLE 3.3-11 (Continued)

FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTS

Minimum Instruments Operable
__________ Fire

Zone Instrument Location Ionization Photoelectric Thermal Infrared
_ _ -_ = - -- - -----

172 Mech. Eqpt. Rm. El 757

173 Mech. Eqpt. Rmn. El. 757 ____ 1
17 El~c pt Ig~LMT _

I?7 -- C .4- qt-RA'Ifl 0N 2
176 480-V Shtdn. B'd. Rm. lAl El. 757 2

17 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. lAl El. 757 2

' ,,178 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 1A2 El. 757 2

179 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm.-lJA2 El. 757 2

1- 80 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 181 El. 757 2

181 4RO-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 1B1 El. 757 2

182 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 182 El. 757

183 480-V Shtdn. 8d. Rm. 182 El. 757 -2,

- 184 6.9-KV Shtdn. 8d. Rm. A El. 757 6

_________ ' ¢ 185 6.9-KV Shtdn. Bd. Rm. A El. 757 6

186 6.9-KV Shtdn. Bd. Rm. B El. 757

187 -6.9-KV Shtdn. Bd. Rm. B El. 757 6.

__________'188 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 2A1 El. 757 2

1 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 2A1 El. 7 2

......',;, '90 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 2A2 El. 757 -

, .iq-,48o-V$-HrDiCBD' r2-"2Q-. .-.. L- -.

' '__' ' 192 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 2B1 El. 757 2

' 193 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 2B1 El. 757 2

194 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 2B2 El. 757 2

195 480-V Shtdn. Bd. Rm. 232 El. 757 2i

196 125-V Batt. Bd. Rm. I El. 757

19 8125-V Batt. B6. Rm. II El. 757

200 125-V Batt. Bd. Rm. III El. 757

,. - - -'202
-; . . -

.- 2D3

- 204

205
- 206

--.:: - - :

125-V Batt. Bd. Rm. IV El.
I1)c -W r)s Rr Qm Tl e4n- IMr-

757
17 I?/?6-[ LP5E'J

Aux. CR El. 757

Aux. CR El. 757

Aux. CR Inst. Rm. IA El.:?57

IK

2

2
1

* V. �

\**��' "..

I. . . . .

-�1

... 1'

.,.....

.: .- ." "' - -,t. - 1.1
1�4, � -�. �;: '. , . " .1 �; " �.: .- -, ... - - - :!, � �L,; ." -.-- -:- - -:a�

.. - -. 1s�; -, -... ,4"" -

r,7..

..
�

z-.
A' .'�..'

..Vf('��;* ..

�

'.0

.4..

�1________________________
*.

.-.. .. . . .

. . .4

:
-

Z-

.. ..

IT

1. I ,-- I '.'. r: - " .. . , ',
.:� I-..;,. . . : ... . ... . . . ...�a� . . -
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TABLE 3.3-11 (Continued)

_______:__-____ FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTS
4..,.:.. :- -'.,

. - Fire Minimum Instruments Ooerable
Zone Instrument Location Ionization Photoelectric Thermal Infrared

207 -Aux. CR Inst. Rm. 1A El. 757 7 I ,'.,r; -
'-2 Aux. CR Inst. Rm. 13 El. 757

209 Aux. CR Inst. Rm. 1B El. 757 1
11 O Aux. CR Inst. Rm. ZA El. 757 1

211 Aux. CR Inst. Rm. 2A El. 757 1
212 Aux. CR.Inst. Rm. 2B El. 7571
213 Ay~x. CR Inst. Rm. 2B El. 757 1,
214 Mech. Eqpt. Rn. E1.755 5
215 Mech. Eqpt. Rm. El .755 5
216 CR Fltr. A El. 755 1
217 CR Fltr. A El. 755 1 : -

218 CR Fltr. B El. 755 1
219 CR Fltr. B El. 7 551

. : :220 Main CR El. 755 25 ' : . - -

<- ' 221 Rcd. Stor. Vault El. 755 2 -
__- __-- 222 Rcd. Stor. Vault E1 755 -2

223 PSO Engr. Shop El. 755 1 .O l' 224 PSO Engr. Shop El. 755

225 Relay Bd. Rm. El. 755
226 Electric Cont. Bds. El. 755 11 1tL
227 Oper. Living Area El. 755 7

228 Oper. Living Area El. 755 8
229 Main Cont. Bds.

230 Aux. CR Bds. L-4A, 4C, 1A & 10
-_____,; ____ El. 755 

. - .. -

231 Add. Eqpt. Bldg. El. 786.5 4
232 Add. Egqpt. Bld. El. 775.25 4 - -234 coAT Ro-D DRp. E7'L IN -2 - - ;

23 Cr. odD. qp.Rn E.782 4 ,..

236 Ctrl. Rod Dr. Eqpt. Rm. El. 782 4 k .

236_CrRorEqp237 Mech. Eqpt. 7R. El. 772 2

__ - 238 Mech. Eqpt. Rm. El. 772 2
- .2 3 9-- )C -Eqptn ~J9r2 2--EL.772--Z
- - :24° H. iRm. UNT 27 .72 ; 77;:
241 480-V XFMR Rm. IA E1l 782 3
242 480-V XFMR Rm. IA El. 782 3-
243 480-V XFMR Rm. lB El. 782 3
244 480-V XFMR Rm. 1B El. 782 3 -



TABLE 3.3-11 (Continued) .. ,

FIRE OETECT1ION INSTRUMENTS

FireMinimum Instruments Ooerable -

..- ,..Zone Instrument Location . Ionizatiotn Photoelectric Thermal In rared

:3

? 4e 40 V TR&6FzRc& gmr 24

...... 249 125-V Bat'. Rm. I El. 782 4

251 125-V Batt. Rn. II El 782-. ~

___________253 125-V Batt. Rmn. II El. 782

- -.. .4

27480-V Bd. Rm. lB El. 782 4

258. 480-V Bd. Rmn. 1 8El. 782 4

259 480-V Bd. Rrn. IA El 7 824
... _.... ...

~ .260 480-V Bd. Rm. 1A El. 782 41

2(1480- ., .RrA ZA________________

*2 65 Lube Oil Purif. Rm. El. 708

266 Lube Oil Purif. Rm. El. 708 1

_______267 Aux. Instr. Rm. El. 708 8

268 A~ux. Instr. Rm.+ El.70

269 Computer Rm. El. 708 4

270 Computer Rm. El. 708 
4 ,...

~72A(Jis~ R fv UNj iT 2

27 ERCW Pumoino Sta. El' 142 ¶7, ,

296 Aux. CR Bds. L- 4B, 4D, & 11B ElI. 755 I5s ..

rot en 0A1O A/ -. o t.rI.R L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 352 Lwr. .Compt. Coolers, El. 716 4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.354 Upr. Compt ColrE.80N'~ 
I

I �. 7 . - . . . I., ��. I . 11 . � 4 � -- ... .. I : . r, - -, I , . .11-1 - - . _. .



'.4 4

-'..�' ¾'
-v.

4*

I,-..

S.- 4j
4�

4f SyS.

*'/ �

(.44

'.44 
4

v*

I . . . . ,

H2 .tdl Ull UlIlI, l. -I

MFPT lB Oil Tank, El. 729

,.' ..-4 393

77 7396

4

4

k Z
MFPT lB Oil Tank, El. 729
eM 7l°/g'. btel m// vl D lp 1),)(r Iautc il DiSpti e iff_~G-REl-. 79

__________ _ 397 Paint Shop & Storage, El

398 Paint Shop & Storage, El

..r- : .--PJ mP--5T T evJ

4-;- iAI ;- .7TAKl rw r 'i

7 29

I.741 SA.

EL.71. 4 < J.i..' . .'.

'4ZDUPLE)x R6LAY B&AIb5

. .. 777 . - *

. 1: . . I .. :_. . .

'', '.4,u < '.- ' -4 ','' -.. '. ' f ;f - :

TABLE 3.3-ll (Continued)

FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTS

Min-imum Instruments Operaole
-Fire

- Zone Instrument Location Ionization Photoelectric Thermal Infrared l!

- 356 RCP 2, El. 716 2 | V

357 "RCP 2, El. 716 2

360 RCP 1, El. 716 2

361 RCP 1, El. 716. .-

364 RCP 3, El. 716 -2

i'j 365 RCP 3, El. 716 -2

% 368 RCP 4, El. 716 2 . : .

369 RCP 4, El. 716 2

x372 Reactor Bldg. Annulus . - l . . . .

373 Reactor Bldg. Annulus 18 4;

;384 Turbine Head End, El. 729 . - .. .

386 Auxiliary Boiler El. 755 .

387 Turbine Cont. 81dg. Wall, E1 . 729 .-:-;-.

388 Main Turbine Oil Tank, El. 729 8 : 8
A l- I UIIIL L I 7 . 2

... !, J~u

.



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 112
T.S. Page 3/4 4-21

Table 3.4-1 Footnote

Attached is Table 3.4-1 with the necessary footnote added.



TABLE 3.4-1

REACTOR COOLANT SYST'E1 PRESSURE
iSOLATION VALVES

VALVE NUMBEER

63-560

53-551

o3-562

63-553

FC%'-74-1*

FCV-74-2*

FCV-74-8*

FCV-74-9*

87-558

87-559

87-560

87-561

FUNCTIO,.

Accumulator Discharge

Accumulator Discharge

Accumulator Discharge

Accumulator Discharge

Residual Heat Removal

Residual Heat Removal

Residual Heat Removal

Residual Heat Removal

Upper Head Injection

Upper Head Injection

Upper Head Injection

Upper Head Injection

* r/eree val/ves ate e ol fv f
W BARUI1 31401a f- o Vczfa 4 - c

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 4-21

/ e le.?iV
'ac 7fo4 -

ISOLATIONQ VALVES

7Zhe V
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 259
T.S. Page 5-5

Spent Fuel Rack

Attached is the correct description of the spent fuel racks.



DESIGN FEATURES

5.6 FUEL STORAGE

CRITICALITY

5.6.1.1 The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall be maintained
with:

a. A keff equivalent to less than or equal to 0.95 when flooded with
unborated water, which includes a conservative allowance of

/,5/ />Z delta k/k for uncertainties as described in Section 4.3 of the
FSAR.

b. A nominal inch center-to-center distance between fuel assemblies
placed in the storage racks.

5.6.1.2 The keff for new fuel for the first c)re loading stored dry in the
spent fuel storage racks shall not exceed 0.98 when aqueous foam moderation
is assumed.

DRAINAGE

5.6.2 The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained to
prevent inadvertent draining of the pool below elevation 745.

CAPACITY

5.6.3 The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained with a
storage capacity limited to no more than 1312 fuel assemblies.

5.7 COMPONENT CYCLIC OR TRANSIENT LIMIT

5.7.1 The components identified in Table 5.7-1 are designed and shall be
maintained within the cyclic or transient limits of Table 5.7-1.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 263, 270, 275
T.S. Pages 6-5, 6-15, 6-18

Offsite Organization and RARC

Attached is figure 6.2-3 and page 6-15 which have had a minor
revision made.

Spec 6.8.4

Delete 'effluent' from 6.8.4.c. This is covered under 6.8.1.h.



Figure 6.2-3. Offsite Organization for Monitoring Program and Dose Calculations.

&i ' U-IUT 2 6-5

41ef1 &Ld ev 1 1K



ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

c. Audit reports encompassed by Section 6.5.2.8 above, shall be forwarded
to the Manager of Power and to the management positions responsible
for the areas audited within 30 days after completion of the audit.

6.5.3 RADIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE (RARC)

Function

6.5.3.1 The RARC shall function to advise the Chief, Radiological Hygiene
Branch, on all matters related to radiological assessments involving dose
calculations and projections and environmental monitoring.

Cor.Dosition

6.5.3.2 The RARC shall be composed of the:

Chairman: Radiological Assessment &eet4@e Supervisor
Member: Health Physicist, Gaseous, Radiological Hygiene Branch
Member: Health Physicist, Liquid, Radiological Hygiene Branch
Member: Meteorological Engineer, Air Quality Branch
Member: Chemical Unit Supervisor, Engineering Section, WBNP

Alternates

6.5.3.3 All alternate members shall be appointed in writing by the RARC
Chairman to serve on a temporary basis; however, no more than two alternates
shall participate as voting members in RARC activities at any one time.

Meeting Frequency

6.5.3.4 The RARC shall meet at least once per six months and as convened by
the RARC Chairman or his designated alternate.

Quorum

6.5.3.5 The minimum quorum of the RARC necessary for the performance of the
RARC responsibility and authority provisions of these Technical Specifications
shall consist of the Chairman or his designated alternate and 3 members including
alternates.

Responsibilities

6.5.3.6 The RARC shall be responsible for:

a. Review of changes to the OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL.

b. Review of all procedures required by Specification 6.8.4 and changes
thereto.

c. Review of the results of any audits of the Quality Assurance Program
for effluent and environmental monitoring.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 6-15



ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

b. Quality Assurance Program for 33:h-i and environmental monitoring,
using the guidance contained in Regulatory Guide 4.15, Rev. 1,
February 1979.

c. Surveillance requirements and environmental monitoring requirements
shown in Table 6.1-1.

6.8.5 The following programs shall be established, implemented, and maintained:

a. Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment

A program to reduce leakage from those portions of systems outside
containment that could contain highly radioactive fluids during aserious transient or accident to as low as practical levels. The
systems include the safety injection system, residual heat removal
system, chemical and volume control system, containment spray system,
and RCS sampling system. The program shall include the following:

(i) Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection requirements,
and

(ii) Integrated leak test requirements for each system at refueling
cycle intervals or less.

b. In-Plant Radiation Monitoring

A program which will ensure the capability to accurately determine
the airborne iodine concentrations in vital areas under accident
conditions. This program shall include the following:

(i) Training of personnel,

(ii) Procedures for monitoring, and

(iii) Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment.

c. Secondary Water Chemistry

A program for monitoring of secondary water chemistry to inhibit
steam generator tube degradation. This program shall include:

(i) Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical variables
and control points for these variables,

(ii) Identification of the procedures used to measure the values ofthe critical variables,.

(iii) Identification of process sampling points,

(..f
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 264
T.S. Page 6-6

Table 6.1-1

Attached is a minor correction to Table 6.1-1.



TABLE 6.1-1

SURVEILLAN:CE REOIREMEcNTS PERFORMED BY
RADITOLOGICAL HYGIENE BRANCH

4. 11. 1.2
4. 11. 1. 3. 1
4.11.2.1.1"
4.11.2.1.2
4.11.2.2
4.11.2.3
4.11.2. 4. /
4.11.4
4.12.1
4.12.2
4. 12. 3

(partial )
(parti al )

WATTS BAR - UNIT I 6-6



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.82
Open Item No. 265
T.S. Page 6-7

Shift Manning Requirements - The shift manning requirements
should be written for two-unit operation since Watts Bar is
designed as a two-unit plant. Both units will be licensed.
However, until the second unit is licensed, a two-unit shift
manning table for unit 1 will be of no consequence. To put a
single unit specification in until unit 2 is licensed would not
change the requirements from our proposal but it would require
TVA to submit, and pay for a technical specification change.
This would be wasteful and time consuming and it does nothing to
enhance safety. A similar-type change on Sequoyah has taken
approximately one year to be processed.



TABLE 6.2-i

MINIMUM SHIFT CREW COMPOSITION
2IIL: - , ,.. . IT

Ss

SRO
RO
AO
STA

Shift Supervisor with a Senior Reactor Operators License on
Unit 1
Individual with a Senior Reactor Operators License on Unit 1
Individual with a Reactor Operators License on Unit 1
Auxiliary Operator
Shift Technical Advisor

Except for the Shift Supervisor, the Shift Crew Composition may be one less
than the minimum requirements of Table 6.2-1 for a period of time not to
exceed 2 hours in order to accommodate unexpected absence of on-duty shift
crew members provided immediate action is taken to restore the Shift Crew
Composition to within the minimum requirements of Table 6.2-1. This provision
does not permit any shift crew position to be unmanned upon shift change due
to an oncoming shift crewman being late or absent.

During any absence of the Shift Supervisor from the Control Room while the
unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3 or 4, an individual (other than the Shift Technical
Advisor) with a valid SRO license shall be designated to assume the Control
Room command function. During any absence of the Shift Supervisor from the
Control Room while the unit is in MODE 5 or 6, an individual with a valid SRO
or RO license shall be designated to assume the Control Room command function.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 6-7



TABLE 6.2-1

MINIMUM SHIFT CREW COMPOSITION

WITH UNIT; XIN MODE 5 OR 6 OR DE-FUELED

POSITION NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS REQUIRED TO FILL POSITION

MODES 1, 2, 3 & 4 MODES 5 & 6

a la
SRO 1 None
RO 2 1
AO 2 2
STA 1 None

WITH UNITtIN MODES 1, 2, 3 OR 4

POSITION NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS REQUIRED TO FILL POSITION

MODES 1, 2, 3 & 4 MODES 5 & 6

Ss la la

SRO la None
RO 2b1
AO 2b 1
STA la None

a/ Individual may fill the same position on UnitsX.

t/ One of the two required individuals may fill the same position on Unit%.

( .I

SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2

I-
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question D.83
Open Item No. 267
T.S. Page 6-8

Independent Safety Engineering Group Composition - The onsite
ISEG is composed of three engineers. In addition, they receive
part-time support from a five-member offsite group. These
organizations were discussed with NRC at a site meeting on
October 27-29, 1981. NRC has accepted TVA's approach for Watts
Bar.

References: Letters from L. M. Mills to E. Adensam dated
November 9, 1981 and January 29, 1982.
Watts Bar SER Section 13.4



ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

6.2.3 INDEPENDENT SAFETY ENGINEERING GROUP (ISEG)

FUNCTION

6.2.3.1 The ISEG shall function to examine plant operating characteristics,
NRC issuances, industry advisories, Licensing Event Reports and other sourcesof plant design and operating experience information including plants ofsimilar design, which may indicate areas for improving plant safety.

COMPOSITION

-threea
6.2.3.2 The ISEG shall be composed of at least fsPe dedicated full-timeengineers located onsite. Each shall have a bachelor's degree in engineeringor related science and at least two years professional level experience in hisfield.

RESPONSIBILITIES

6.2.3.3 The ISE" shall be responsible for maintaining surveillance of plantactivities to provide independent verification* that these activities areperformed correctly and that human errors are reduced as much as practical.

AUTHORITY

6.2.3.4 The ISEG shall make detailed recommendations for revised procedures,equipment modifications, or other means of improving plant safety to theManager, Technical Services.

6.2.4 SHIFT TECHNICAL ADVISOR (STA)

6.2.4.1 The STA shall provide technical support to the Shift Supervisor inthe areas of thermal hydraulics, reactor engineering and plant analysis withregard to the safe operation of the unit.

6.3 UNIT STAFF QUALIFICATIONS

6.3.1 Each member of the unit staff shall meet or exceed the minimum
qualifications of ANSI N18.1-1971 for comparable positions and the supplementalrequirements specified in Section A and C of Enclosure 1 of March 28, 1980 NRCletter to all licensees, except for the Health Physicist who shall meet orexceed the qualifications of Regulatory Guide 1.8, September 1975.

xNot responsible for sign-off function.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 6-8
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions A.5, D.23
Open Item Nos. 76, 77, 79, 80
T.S. Pages 3/4 3-44, 3/4 3-45, 3/4 3-47, 3/4 3-48

Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation

Attached is a revised package that was included in our July 26,
1982 submittal on the radiological effluent tech specs. The
revisions reflect our latest submittal on NUREG-0737 item II.F.I
dated August 12, 1982.



WAITS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT TECHNICAL SPECIICA'IIUNS
RETS PROPOSED CHANGES

NRC Questions A.5, D.23
Open Item #76, 77, 79, 80
T.S. page 3/4 3-44, 3/4 3-45, 3/4 3-47, 3/4 3-48

Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation - The entire table 3.3-6 has
been reviewed and the following changes made:

1. Containment Purge Air and Control Room Isolation monitors are
process monitors, not area monitors. The table has been revised
to reflect this. The range is 10-107 cpm.

2. The setpoint for containment purge will be variable and set to
ensure compliance with specification 3.11.2.1.

3. The setpoint for control room isolation is 400 cpm above
naturally occurring background. This value is based on the MPC
for Xe-133 specified in 10 CFR Part 20. The 400 cpm is equiva-
lent to lxlO-s pCi/cc Xe-133.

4. The fuel pool area is monitored by G-M tubes. They can isolate
the auxiliary building vents. However, the requirements for a
criticality monitor have been waived in accordance with 10 CFR
Part 70.24.

5. The fuel pool area process monitor was deleted from this table
because it is already listed in specification 3.3.3.10 for the
auxiliary building vent and specifications 3.7.8 and 3.9.12 for
ABGTS initiation signals. Action for 3.9.12 and applicability
are the same as required by STS table 3.3-6.

6. High range noble gas effluent monitors are not needed on the
purge lines on the auxiliary building vent because: 1) the
purge lines isolate on phase A or high radiation, 2) the purge
systems exhausts into the shield building vent, 3) the auxiliary
building isolates on phase A or high radiation, and 4) the ABGTS
exhausts into the shield building vent. The table has been
revised accordinglyX-, 7fo e7<ect94e /4eA/4S o40/O/'

References: FSAR Sections 11.4.2.2.3, 11.4.2.2.5, and
11.4.2.2.6

-4-



TABLE 3.3-6

RADIATION MONtITORING ItISTRUMlENTATIOINAPLCAL

INSTRUMENT

1. AREA MONITORS

a. Fuel Storage Pool Area
i. C, i;tictby Mlonitor 1

Ii s Ve latioln 1:5e

:1:C
-I
--

w

z

'-4)

-4

ALARM/TRII'
SETPOINT

< 15 mR/hi

M EASURPEM ENT
RA14GE

10 I - 104 mR/hr

b. Containment X Purge * ,

; c. Control Room Isolation

b X" Containment Area

1

1

2

bAacko J.x c tlin) (1 1 55 *,,,, 27

6 ( 2 x M CI1J)-(+---l) ( 1 10ii 28

40p cb6cvL -1)

All MODES U x L~cj.gt 1 J8 (10 10A )HlR/h 29

1, 2, 3 & 4 ll-O rad/hrN/A 30

2. PROCESS MONITORS

a. Fuvel Sttrege Poeal A.ee
'V e II ;1 dta n ; S IJystemlI fS 13d i UI

i. dCUUŽs Activi;y
;. Pa eticulate Activity 1

b. Containment
i. Gaseous Activity

a) Purge & Exhaust
Isolation

b) RCS Leakage
Detection

1
1

ii. Particulate Activity
a) Purge & Exhaust

Isolation 1
b) RCS Leakage 1

2,IC A DeLection

*Witt iel in the storage pool oe-r tfidimg

**
, ^ uickr'UIIU

L . Lu... .Iy - .d

L A ULJ I.Ys I V U IU J

6 ( -Q haz1kground)
1, 2, 3 & 4 N/A

6 (- . x beelgram el)
1, 2, 3 & 4 N/A

(1 I -5) ~cpm
6 v, .A , 1511

to -107

(,1 - ' 105)% cp11

-(1 , U10 cpm

1(70 -IO' O

.cp

0- \0

I I

28
26

28
2G

W*ith-~l i rradiatedl ftiel iH thc stor p -- o.

+ geffwoX+S2//Ae Vrego le reeor 1cg,4a/vo~frtePe-e
-1 cc cc a el 0zt c ,111 7z//o/ Coccvcor l/ aCrYorro~

swoelZ ,> 7,l,. o. A2 . /

APPLICABLE
l11ODES

*

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE ACT I ON

4Ž.
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TABLE 3.3-6 (Continued)

I RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
-4
-4

D>

02

-4

I-i

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

APPLICABLE
MODES

ALARM/TRIP
SETPOINT

MEASUREMENT
R RANlGE

A, ,cC Noble Gas Effluent Monitors

i. - AdXiiiary Buildltlsy
-CA h 1St stem

;$- Shield Building
Exhaust System W

- 1. 2. 3 & 4 1A-

1 1, 2, 3 & 4 N. A.

1 103 tCi/'C

/1- /101 7^s0e/
1-104 e ttE'u-

iii. - Continmcnt Purgc &-
EAhinb System -

j" jL ( Condenser Exhaust
System

1 - 1. P. - & 4 NLA. 1 105 :tPl i -

1 1, 2, 3 & 4 N.A. 5

1-- ' la er

/ -({ / _

CC 61Y-7•e-/-73

INSTRUMENT

PROCESS MONITORS (Continued)

C-

ACT ION

w

4.
Ln

Ju

30

30

-- -- --- -



TABLE 4.3-3

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

INSTRUMENT

:v

D>

-A
-- I
V1)

co

C:3

z
-4

F-4

CHANNEL
CHECK

S

CIIANNEL
CALIBRATION

R

ANALOG
CHIANN EL

OPERATIONAL
TEST

1-

MODES FOR W4IIICII
SURVEILLANCE IS

REQUIRED

*

rI R 1

b. Containment X Purge °-Emhaxft
T - - i--:.- Af f

z-!-- c. Control Room Isolation

b *Ae Containment Area

2. PROCESS MONITORS
f. Fuel toraqe Pool Areni Ven

S

S

S

R

R

R

M

M

1

Al l MODES

1, 2, 3 & 4

I. Udbk!evU5si~wV: y

;;. Perbieulate Activity

b. Containment
i. Gaseous Activity

a) Purge & Exhaust
Isolation

b) RCS Leakage Detection
ii. Particulate Activity

a) Purge & Exhaust
Iso lation

b) RCS Leakage Detection

S
S

S
S

S ..... R I N.'

R
R

R
R

M

M
M

6
1, 2, 3, & 4

6
1, 2, 3, & 4

2C c

*Wlith fuel in the storage pool or building.
4 -**4With irradiated fuel in the storage pool.

1. AREA MONITORS

a. Fuel Storage Pool Area
C. riticality MnHitor

ii. Ven-tilation System
Isolation

2.

tjildtioll tlystenll tsolation
I~~~~~~~~~~m r .... A ...... - r

1t- 1w1

L

IX 1..



TABLE 4.3-3 (Continued)

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REqUIREI1EENTS

CHANNEL
CHECKINSTRUMENT

CiAN4NEL
CALIBRATION

ANALOG
CHANNEL

OPERATIONAL
TEST

MODES FOR WIHICII
SURVEILLANCE IS

REQUIRED

--I

--4

1I-i

i.Auxiliary Bti ld4ing
EAhaust System

c *A4. Shield Building
Exhaust System

1 2) I 2 A
ir I; .-

S R 1 1, 2, 3 & 4

i. -Cen~talnmznt I'ur-e-&. ..- r-ge,,

PFhmwcilt: r'-.tpm S9 R Il 1L I 2 , i

, ), Condenser Exhaust System

PROCESS MONITORS (Continued)

cd/c Noble Gas Effluent Monitors

4.

Loa

-V.W

CD-

i

n.

. . .

R M 1, 2, 3 &t 45



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item 42.3
T.S. Page 3/4 3-6

Action 2 - Action 2.c is written to include failures of the
excore detectors. However, the requirement to reduce power or
monitor QPTR more often is excessive when the high flux and rate
trip channels are inoperable because of rack equipment failures.
The proposed change eliminates these requirements when the
equipment failures are limited to those areas identified on the
attached figure.



TA LE .21 (Ccnti nU e i)

TABLE N3TAT iO!

Wish the reactor trip system breakers in the closed position, thecontrol rod drive system caDable of rod withdrawal.
The channel's) assc-iate5 witn t-e protective functions derived from theout of se-vice Reactor Coolant Locp shall be placed in the trippedconditio.

'The provisions of Specifizetion 3.0.4 are nct applicable.
>Eelour the P-5 (Intcrm.ediate Range Neutron Flux Interlock) setpoint.
X Below the P-1O (Low Setpoin: Power Range Neutron Flux Interlock) Setpoint.

ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 1 -

ACTION 2 -

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Minimum
Channels OPERABLE requirement, restore the inoperable channelto OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours.

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total
Number of Channels, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may proceedprovided the following conditions are satisfied:

a. The inoperable channel is placed in the tripped condition
within 1 hour.

b. The Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is met; however,
the inoperable channel may be bypassed for up to 2 hours
for surveillance testing of other channels per Specification
4.3.1.1.

c. Either, THERMAL POWER is restricted to less than or equalto 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER and the Power Range Neutron
Flux trip setpoint is reduced to less than or equal to
85% of RATED THERMAL POWER within 4 hours; or, the
QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is monitored at least once per
12 hours per Specification 4.2.4.2. 71T-s AC.TIOA.) sz+mteofte.
is AO+- I4Wf~ ,', o e Q4 K eA4 q4AU)T PO 7 tL7' &9R7
Cd still t"o'1doe 0ad olarmel 41 H14e eho'e 4ekd rs

n sa cv-oec 4-ec 44v i4'yAP
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item 81.2
T.S. Page 3/4 3-54

Meteorological Monitoring Instrumentation

Air Temperature - Delta T - Channel 1 or Channel 2 is required to
operate, i.e., '1 of 2'. Table 3.3-8 has been revised to
accurately reflect this.



METEOROLOGICAL

TABLE 3.3-8

MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

I NSTRUMENT

1. WIND SPEED

a. Channel 1,

b. Channel 2,

2. WIND DIRECTION

a. Channel 1,

b. Channel 2,

3. AIR TEMPERATURE - DELTA T

a. Channel 1,

b. Channel 2,

LOCATION

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

MINIMUM
OPERABLE

Elev.

Elev.

Elev.

Elev.

Elev.

Elev.

744' MSL

1011' MSL

744' MSL

1011' MSL

1

1

744' - 861' MSL I 1 o

744' - 1011' MS J i
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 261, 262
T.S. Pages 6-3, 6-4

Organizational Figures

Attached are revised figures 6.2-1 and 6.2-2 which reflect recent
changes within the Division of Nuclear Power.



*Responsible for fire protection,

Figure 6.2-1 Offsite Organization for Facility
Management and Technical Support
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.2

Credits - Reduction of DNBR - It is TVA's (and Westinghouse's)

position that the margins used to offset the reduction in DNBR
due to fuel rod bowing need not be specified in the tech specs.
The NRC has approved the partial rod bow methodology and is well
aware of the generic margins used to off-set rod bow penalty.
The rod bow curve is generated utilizing this approved
methodology and taking credit for the specified margins. This is
the license basis of the plant. The tech spec bases clearly
state that the rod bow curve is generated in accordance with the
approved methodology. It is redundant and unnecessary to specify
the margins used.



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.6

Locked Closed Bypass Line Valves - SER Section 5.4.3 requires
that the RHR bypass valves 'be normally locked closed at all
times with the power removed from the operators. Strict
administrative control must be demonstrated.'

That SER section also states that the 'alternate path can be used
in the event that one of the normal isolation valves cannot be
opened.' We believe these two positions are inconsistent. All
the valves are located inside containment. Entry to the area is
controlled, special work permits and radiation surveys are
required for entry. The valves are not easily accessible and
cannot be opened quickly. We believe that the valves should be
closed with power removed at the breaker panel; they should not
be locked. Please clarify the NRC requirement for 'strict
administrative keylock control.'



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Questions C.7, D.34
Open Item No. 102
T.S. Page 3/4 4-lOa

RCS VENTS

The tech spec covering the RCS vents was provided in our
submittal of the draft tech specs (see L. M. Mills letter to
E. Adensam dated December 4, 1981). Attached is a copy of that

spec.

---



R-AC70R COOLANT SYSTEMS

KFACTOR COOLANT SY STEM VENTS

i NG CONDITIONY FOR OPERATI ON

Z. .2 .3 Two redundant Reactor Coolant System Vent (RCSV) paths shall be OPERABLE.

.,PPLiCABILTTY: Modes 1, 2 and 3.

ACTi ON:

With only one RCSV path OPERABLE., STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may
continue provided the inoperable path is maintained closed with power
removed from the valve actuators; otherwise be in HOT STANDBY within
6 hours and HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

b. With no RCSV path OPERABLE within 24 hours either restore at least
one path to OPERABLE status or be in HOT SHUTDOWN.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

, ?~.

4.4.2.3. Each RCSV path shall be drmonstrated OPERABLE following each refueling
by:

Asa. Verifying that the upstream manual isolation valve is locked in the
opened position.

b. Operating each
control room.

remotely controlled valve through one cycle from the

c. Verifying flow through the RCSV paths during system venting.

3 /4- - -- -f o,

.,41A c q -A. C_



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.10

General Warnina Alarm

The 'general warning alarm' does not have a safety-related
function. It provides a notification to the operator that
certain systems are being tested. This notification is redundant
in that the test engineer is required to get permission from the
operator or shift engineer in order to start the test. The
general warning alarm also provides notification of certain power
failures. However, the power failures have been analyzed and
they meet the single failure criteria. All Westinghouse
protection circuits like Watts Bar and Sequoyah have this feature
and no plant until Watts Bar has been asked to include it in the
technical specifications. It is not part of the standard
technical specifications. Therefore, it should not be included
in the Watts Bar technical specifications.



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.24
Open Item No. 276
T.S. Page 6-18

Secondary Water Chemistry Program

The requirement to have a secondary water chemistry program is in
tech spec 6.8.5. TVA believes that this is the best place to
include a requirement such as this.



-ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

b. Quality Assurance Program for effluent and environmental monitoring,using the guidance contained in Regulatory Guide 4.15, Rev. 1,February 1979.

c. Surveillance requirements and environmental monitoring requirements
shown in Table 6.1-1.

6.8.5 The following programs shall be established, implemented, and maintained:

a. Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment

A program to reduce leakage from those portions of systems outside
containment that could contain highly radioactive fluids during aserious transient or accident to as low as practical levels. Thesystems include the safety injection system, residual heat removal
system, chemical and volume control system, containment spray system,
and RCS sampling system. The program shall include the following:

(i) Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection requirements,
and

(ii) Integrated leak test requirements for each system at refueling
cycle intervals or less.

b. In-Plant Radiation Monitoring

A program which will ensure the capability to accurately determine-
the airborne iodine concentrations in vital areas under accident
conditions. This program shall include the following:

(i) Training of personnel,

(ii) Procedures for monitoring, and

ovisions fance of sampling and analysis equipment.

c. Secondary Water Chemistry

A program for monitoring o econdary water chemistry to inhibit
adation. This program shall include:

(i) Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical variables
and control points for these variables,

(ii) Identification of the procedures used to measure the values of
the critical variables,

(iii) Identification of process sampling points,

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 6-18



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

NRC Question C.26

S.G Water Level - Reactor Trip - The draft SER section 15.2 is in
error. Watts Bar FSAR section 15.2.10.2 states that the steam
generator high-high level trip setpoint initiates a turbine
trip. The turbine trip signal initiates a reactor trip only when
reactor power is greater than 50% power (P-9 interlock). This
error was discussed in our March 5, 1982 letter which provided
TVA's comments on the draft SER.



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 181.2
T.S. Page 3/4 8-4

DIESEL GENERATOR TESTING - Regulatory position C.2.a.4 of
Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, requires the owner
'Demonstrate proper operation during diesel generator load
shedding, including a test of the loss of the largest single load
and of complete loss of load, and verify that the voltage
requirements are met and that the overspeed limits are not
exceeded.' Frequency requirements are not specified. The
surveillance requirement has been rewritten to be consistent with
the Regulatory Guide.



ELErTRICAlL P0/IRF, SYSTEMS

SURVE IL! CE R EOl U TIREMN-ETS i Coti nued)

2. Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of greater
than or equal to 600 kw while maintaining voltage at 6900 '
690 volts and -ruany a. 60 + 1.2 El. L.A+ko-+ eycca ifp
Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of 4400 kw
without tripping. The generator voltage shall not exceed
7866 volts during and following the load rejection.

4. Simulating a loss of cffsite power by itself, and:

a) Verifying de-energization of the shutdown boards and load
shedding from the shutdown boards.

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto-start signal,
energizes the shutdown boards with permanently connected
loads within 10 seconds, energizes the auto-connected
shutdown loads through the load sequencer and operates for
greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is
loaded with the shutdown loads. After energization, the
steady state voltage and frequency of the emergency busses
shall be maintained at 6900 + 690 volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz
during this test.

5. Verifying that on an ESF actuation test signal, without loss of
offsite power, the diesel generator starts on the auto-start
signal and operates on standby for greater than or equal to 5
minutes. The generator voltage and frequency shall be
6900 + 690 volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds after the
auto-start signal; the steady state generator voltage and
frequency shall be maintained within these limits during this
test.

6. Verifying that on a simulated loss of the diesel generator,
with offsite power not available, the loads are shed from the
shutdown boards and that subsequent loading of the diesel
generator is in accordance with design requirements.

7. Simulating a loss of offsite power in conjunction with an ESF
actuation test signal, and

a) Verifying de-energization of the shutdown boards and load
shedding from the shutdown boards.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-4



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 167
T.S. Page 3/4 7-18

Iodine Test Acceptance Criteria - Section 6.5.1.4 of the Watts
Bar SER states the assumed filter efficiencies for the MCR
ventilation system as 95% for iodine and 99% for particulates.
The standard tech specs list test acceptance criteria as 99.95%
and 99% for analysis values of 99% and 90%, respectively.
Therefore, the iodine test acceptance criteria should be revised
to 99.5% to reflect the analysis assumption of 95%.



PLANT SYSTEMS

) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank by
verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove greater than or equal to
99.95% of the DOP when they are tested in-place in accordance with
ANSI N510-1975 while operating the system at a flow rate of
4000 cfm + 10%.

g. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than or
equal to of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas
when the are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI N510-1975
while o prating the system at a flow rate of 4000 cfm + 10%.

ifex

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7- 18



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 131.1
T.S. Page 3/4 6-2

Containment Leakage Action Statement - The leakage rate that is
acceptable per 10 CFR 50, Appendix J is 'less than 0.75 La' not
'less than or equal to 0.75 La.' %



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE
I

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.2 Containment leakage rates shall be limited to:

a. An overall integrated leakage rate of less than or equal to L a
0.25 percent by weioht of the containment air per 24 hours at P
15 psig. A7ei of </z4 ;S./a;,/ a</Hers/ ;;

b. A combined leakage rate of less than 0.60 L for all penetrations
and valves subject to Type B and C tests, wnen pressurized to Pa

c. A combined bypass leakage rate of less than or equal to 0.25 L for
all penetrations identified in Table 3.6-1 as secondary containment
bypass leakage paths when pressurized to P a'

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With (a) the measured overall integrated containment leakage rate exceeding
0.75 L or (b) with the measured combined leakage rate for all penetrations
and valves subject to Types B and C tests exceeding 0.60 L., or (c) with the
combined bypass leakage rate exceeding 0.25 La ,restore the overall integrated
leakage rate to less than ec eqal t-o 0.75 L and the combined leakage rate
for all penetrations and valves subject to Type B and C tests to less than
0.60 L , and the combined bypass leakage rate to less than or equal to
0.25 Laprior to increasing the Reactor Coolant System temperature above
2000F. a

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.2 The containment leakage rates shall be demonstrated at the following
test schedule and shall be determined in conformance with the criteria speci-
fied in Appendix J of 10 CFR 50 using the methods and provisions of ANSI
N45.4-1972:

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-2



ANSI N45.4-1972 Leakage Rate Testing
of Containment Structures for Nuclear Re-
actors (dated Mar. 16. 1972). Copies may be
obtained from the American Nuclear Soci-
ety, 244 East Ogden Avenue, Hinsdale. IL
60521. A copy is available for inspection at
the Commission's Public Document Roorn,
1717 fl Street NW.. Washington. DC. The
incorporation by reference was approved by
the Director of the Federal Register on Oc-
tober 20, 1972.

'Such inservice inspections are required
by § 50.55a.

i jeroational leak-age rate tests. ta
Tes-rc-(I) Reduced pressarc tests. (i
Ani-test shall be performed at a pres
sure Pt. not less than 0.50 Pa to measure
leakage rate Ltm.

(ii) A second test shall be performed a
pressure Pa to measure a leakage rate Lai

(ti) The leakage ciraracteristics *aielded b'
measurenrents Ltm arid Lam shall establisl
the maximum allowable test leakage rate l
of riot more than La (Ltnm Lamr). In ftli
evenit Ltmn/Lam is greater than 0.7. Lt shal
be specified as equal to La (Pt/Pa).

(2) Peak pressure tests. A test shall be per
formed at pressure Pa to measure tire leak
age rate Lain.

(b) Acceptance critenia-( I Red uced pres
sure tests. The leakage rate Ltm shall be less

121 Peak pressure tests. Tire leakage rate
Lam shall be less than 0.75 La and riotgreater than Ltd.

. ri iCOlL Ii rtuKagc rat ids'-- aw 1 s
pressure. (1) Reduced pressure tests shall be
conducted at Pt.

'2) Peak pressrure tests shall be cond'icted
at Pa.

(b) Acceptance criteria-(1) Reduced ')*cs-
stire tests. The leakage rate Lrn shall b' ess
than 0.75 Lt. If local leakage measurements
are taken to effect repairs in order to imreet
the acceptance criteria, these nreasurerrients
shall be taken at a test pressure Pt.

(2) Peak pressure tests shall be conicictecd
Lam shall be less than 0.75 La. If local leak.
age measurements are taken to effect re-
pairs in order to meet the acceptance crite-
ria. these measurements shall be taken at a
test pressure Pa.

6. Additional reqnuirements. (a) If any peri.
odic Type A test fails to meet the applicable
acceptance criteria in III.A.5.b), the test
schedule applicable to subsenu nt Type A
tests will be reviesved and approved bv the
Commission.

:b) If two consecutive periodic Type A
tests fail to meet the applicable acceptance
criteria in III.A 5(b), notwithstanding the
periodic retest schedule of IIID.. a Type A

426

18 1nontihs whicheve r occurs firtunt
consecutive Type A tests meet the

it ance criteria in III.A.5(b). after w-hich-
the retest schecule specified in III O may

a be resunmed.
B. Trpe B tests-1. Test Mrethods. Accept-

l able means of performing preoperation and
periodic Type B tests include:

! (a) Examination by halide leak-detection
method (or' by other equiL alerlL test mneth-

tods suchr as miass spectrometer) of a testchamber pressurized with air, nitrogen, or
pneumatic fluid specified in the techuical
specifications or associated bases and con-
structed as part of individual containiment
penetrations.

(b) Measurement of the rate of pressure
loss of the test chamber of the containment
penetration pressurized withi air. nitrogen.
or pneumatic fluid specified in the technical
specifications or associated bases.

lc) Leakage sur eillance by means of a
permanently installed system with provi-sions for continuous or intermittent pressur-
ization of inditidual or groups of contain-
ment penetrations and measurement of rate
of pressure loss of air, nitrogen, or pneumat-
ic fluid specified ni tle techncal specifica-
tion or associated bases tihrough the l ak
pat h.s

2. Te.s pressurc. All preop .rational and pe-
riodic T; pe B tests shall be performed by
local pneumatic pressuirization of the con-
tainment penetrations either indii duallIv
or in groups, at a pressure not less than Pa.

3. Acceptance cnteria. (See also Type C
tests.) (a) The combined leakage rate of all
penetrations arnd valves subject to Type B
and C tests shall be less than 0.60 La. with
the exception of the salses specified in
II.IC 3.

Ib) Leakage measurements obtained
through component leakage surveillance
systems (e.g .,continruous pressurrzation of
individual containmetnt components) that
maintains a pressure not less than Pa at in
di' idual test chambers of containment pene-
trations dutinig normal reactor operation
are acreptable in lieu of Type B tests.

C. Type C tests-1. Test m7aciod. Type C
tests shall be performed bs local pressuriza.
tion. The pressure shtal be applied in the
same direction as that when the value
woudtc be required to perform its safety
function, unless it can be determined that
tire results from the tests for a pressure ap-
plied in a different direction swill provide
equivalent or more conservative results. The
test methods in III .3 1 may be substituted
wt here appropriate. Each valve to be tested
shall be closed by normal operation and
vi ithout any preliminary exercising or ad-

justirments (e g., no tightening of valte after
closure by valte riotor).
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ized with fhlid (e.g , water. litr ogen) front a
seal system. shall be pressurized vith air or
nitrogen at a pressure of Pa.

(b) Valves, which are sealed with fluid
fronr a seal system strali be pressurized vith
tlat fluid to a pressuire riot less thaan 1 10
l'a.

3 Acceptauee criterion. The combined
leakage rate for all perirtrations and valt es
subject to Type B and C' tests strail be less
titn 0.60 La. Leakage front contaitineilnt isuo
lation %alves that are sealed ssith ftluid froin
ar seal systern' may be excluded when deter-
mirting the combirred leakage rate: Pro-
rided, That:

(at) Such vales heave been demonstrated
to hase fluid leakage rates that (lo not
exceed those specified in the technical
specifications or associated bases and

(b) The installed isolation sahle seal- vater
system fluid inrs ntory is sufficient to assure
[ie sealing fuLnction for at least 30 days at a
pressuire of 1.10 Pa.

D. Periodic i"tcst schedule-- . Type A test.
ta) After tile preoperational leakage rate
tests, a set of tine l ype A tests shall be
perforilled. at ipproximatelv eq(ual intem a Is
during cacei 10 ear service Pteriod. Tih
tercrt iist of eaceh set shall bh conduct, d
a lien ihe plant is stn(tdo105 for die( 10-year
pliant Inse-i S ice tb;t)pertiOis.

Ib) Perri-issible periods for testirg. The
perforrmance of Type A tests sihall be liinrt-
ed to periods sherr the plant facility is nots-
operational arid secured ill the shutdown
condition under the administrative control
and in accordance wvith the safety proce-
dutres defined ill the licellse.

2. T7vpe D tests. (a) Type B tests, except
tests for air locks, shall be performed durilng
reactor shutdosvi for refuleling, or other-
convenient intervals, but in no case at inter-
nals greater than 2 years. If opened follow-
rng a Type A or B test. contaiiniunt pene-
trations subject to Type 13 test(ig stall be
Type B tested prior to retiurning tihe reactor
to ain operating mode relciiriring contaitinientl
integirity. For primnary reactor containilrurnt
petretrations emnployirig a ('ontiriniiois le al-
age itnuitorring ssterni, 'pu' B tlsts, except
for tests of air locks, may noticithstaildiig
tlhe test s' lidl(:e stiecified under It l.DI., be
performed every Othie'r reactor shintdown for
refLueling but in no case at intervals greater
than 3 years.

.b)(i Air locks shall be tested prior to ini-
tial fuld loading and at 6-month intervals
thereafter at an int rnal pressure triol ess
thal P_.

rii) Air lo'ks opened duearing pe'riorls tilt n
containmenit irtegrity is not required by theplant's Techinicail Sptcifi(atioris strall be

iSuch inisersice inspectioris ar, required
bv § 50 55a

t ( ; I (I tJ il I I1( ,t' d , z I pI I ': I /I S i~t I( <) I
than P'.

tiii) Air loc'ks ol-tin t g pe riods is ii':
contaiirient inite t is rv etnrired by t1n
planit's Technical Specifluatris strall t
tested ithin 3 da s afteir britg Openedr 1i '
air lock doors otetedi miore tii'(enti'lr I it
or'' e ery :3 clays.li tie air lo'k shall hi
tested at least On'c' Fet v3 dla;s cliirig ti,
period of freureit uopterniris lotr ;iii- l(-
cloors hinitrig testable seals. test titgs t ii S(al.
flrlills tIle 3 lday' L st ('qlirteietr-tsi lI1 itt
event that the testing for t Iis 3lils iters a
cannot be at P_. tIhe ti st lpressur rti -unii bce a
stated in the TeCrnircal Specific'itiorsr Air
lock door seal testing shall riot bh substittli
ed for tIhe 6-notithi test of the eniii air (o
at riot less tIhall P.

(isI Tlle acceptance criterir I-or air loc
testing shall be stati'd iii il' fecnici'
Specificatiots.

3. Tripi' C ' t T y tie C test' strit ilbe ii'
formred duringr e ieta r actot shutilni cin fi'
refuieling but :' tio case at titers ie'. .reat'
than 2 years

tV. SrPc IA '1 TFSTINGC EiQ .EMF:NiS

A Co'lain rr ' 'in 'wi rertti lri 'Xii' nag
modifical ini, ur''! 'nitll or .
whtich is Piart (if Iti ' pi`1rM: :i. sir r is,
tainniitt bmi:!idar '. . iii r 'ii r u a
%veld(d cloorp rtc,rrnwd after til ;rii r:!
ttoiina le(akat - rath' 's'st triltl bJe Islo.. id tii
eitic'r a TIype A. !;r' 13. or I'vp(' C Lt'st. a-
applicable for tire area afft c cl bx tlii
modificationt Thin' reasiured leakag' fror'.
this test shall be initlided iin 'l( rtbort ii
tire Commnission, ceqluitrlcd b. V A ' Tl a:
cetitanice crit, ria if Ill.,A..' h) Ill 1A3. 3 r
IIIC 3.. as apporisle, tal l b(' nit. Mintr
rnodification se rtlacenis'its or r escaling of
seal- eldcld doors. perlforired di rctly pi nor
to tire conduct of a scliruciflue' I'! v(p A test
ito riot reqruire a separate test

B. "lu/tiple li'aki'ae harri'r or surutliros
phetic co' l'iniiri'lls. 'T'hre ptlr itriu'' ricer
curt)altititirnt barrircr of a riutilt' btiricr .ir
sutbatinosher l ci'r ntrirtinrillit sBl.ll hi' sri-
jeeted to Type A t srs to i ci, ri ltrt iu 1
agi' rat(' toects tiii' r'qilir'brmntrs utf I1
pendiix. Otier strit :tunets of iniltili I
or subatirospi nric conritiun(:(iuerits i
ondary containmerits for b(tirig is ater ri
tors and shield bti iintgs for tr F5ciizr-zt
v ater reactors t hat etrliose the rnirtir' pri-
mary reactor contrsiririmetnt or portioris t here-
of) strall be siibject to incldVidcral tests ih, a'-
cordarnce '.iii thi' proc iduri's sp'cifi'd ii
the tecirnical spi tifi('ati'rns. or- assot iatecd
base s

V. I.NSPEI-c IOII ANtI RF:POnrT IIG OF I F 'IS

A. Corltairru7 ellt in .pc,'ction. A twrirlrtnt il-
sp'ctiori of tIn' rcc'cessit)l int- ririr nun exte-
rior "runfan es of thle on'itil'lrit' strir'tirv-s



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 131
T.S. Page 3/4 6-2

Containment Integrated Leak Rate Testing - The containment
integrated leak rate testing duration has been changed to 8 hours
as stated in the Watts Bar FSAR, Table 14.2-1, test TVA-2A. Two
separate submittals to NRC on Watts Bar have justified the 8 hour
duration.

References: 1) Watts Bar FSAR Table 14.2-1, Test TVA-2A
2) Letter from L. M. Mill to E. Adensam dated

11/16/81.
3) Letter from L. M. Mill to E. Adensam dated

2/26/82.



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.2 Containment leakage rates shall be limited to:

a. An overall integrated leakage rate of less than or equal to L a,
0.25 percent byg weight of the containment air per 24 hours at P
15 psig. - 'e e aAreeo of/n f - 4se M 7Ydet s-f P

b. A combined leakage rate of less than 0.60 L for all penetrations
and valves subject to Type B and C tests, wnen pressurized to P_.

a

c. A combined bypass leakage rate of less than or equal to 0.25 La for
all penetrations identified in Table 3.6-1 as secondary containment
bypass leakage paths when pressurized to Pa.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With (a) the measured overall integrated containment leakage rate exceeding
0.75 L or (b) with the measured combined leakage rate for all penetrations
and valves subject to Types B and C tests exceeding 0.60 L , or (c) with the
combined bypass leakage rate exceeding 0.25 L a, restore the overall integrated
leakage rate to less than or aqwlo 0.75 L and the combined leakage rate
for all penetrations and valves subject to Type B and C tests to less than
0.60 La, and the combined bypass leakage rate to less than or equal to
0.25 La prior to increasing the Reactor Coolant System temperature above
2000F.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.2 The containment leakage rates shall be demonstrated at the following
test schedule and shall be determined in conformance with the criteria speci-
fied in Appendix J of 10 CFR 50 using the methods and provisions of ANSI
N45.4-1972:

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-2
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TABLE 14.2-1 (Continued)

LIST OF PREOPERATIONAL TESTS

Test No.

TVA-1 (Cont.)

TVA-2A

Title of Test

Shield Building Inleakage
Rate Tests, Emergency

Gas Treatment System
Functional Tests (cont'd )

Containment Vessel Pressure
and Leak Test (Integrated
Leak Rate Test)

Test Prerequisites

Containment over pressurization
test by vendor completed. The
containment building in opera-
tional status. Penetrations fully
installed and operational. Upper
and lower compartment air handling
units operational, service air
available, and portable air com-
pressors available. Special test
instrumentation installed and
calibrated. Operability of all
isolation valves demonstrated be-
fore test. All test connections
and vents available on systems for

types A. B. and C tests. Systems
aligned in conformance with
Appendix I of 10 CFR 50.

Test Objectives
Summary of Testing and

Acceptance Criteria

10) Verification tests of system
instrumentation, controls, alarms, and

interlocks.

The test objective is to assure
that leakage of the Primary
Containment and Associated Sys-
tems is within the allowable
leakage rate limits prior to
initial reactor operation and
to establish the maximum allow-
able leakage rate for all future
reduced pressure tests performed
on the unit during the service
life of the Primary Reactor
Containment and Associated
Systems as defined by the Plant
Technical Specifications and Appendix
I to 10 CFR 50. The following
tests will be performed:

A Type A reduced pressure test at
containment pressure between 7.5 and 8.4

psig and a type A peak pressure test at

containment pressure between 15.0 and 16.8

psig will demonstrate that integrated
leakage rate satisfies the FSAR acceptance
criteria. The reduced pressure test and the

peak pressure test, in that order, shall

each be at least 8 hours in duration. For

each type A test, a verification test shall

be performed to demonstrate the validity of

the measurements. The test shall be deemed

acceptable if verification test data
demonstrate an agreement within plus or

minus 25 percent of the maximum allowable
leakage in accordance with Appendix J to 10

CFR 50. The 'absolute pressure temperature
method' will be used.

Sheet 52
Revised by Amendment 46
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400 Chestnut Street Tower II

November 16, 1981

Director ot Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Ms. B. Adensam, Chief

Licensing Branch No. 4
Division of Licensing

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Ms. Adensam:

In the Hatter of the Application of
Tennessee Valley Authority

) Docket No.. 50-390
50-391

Enclosed are TVA responses (Enclosure 1) to NRC questions 212.118,
212.119, 112.39, 112.40, and 413.18 on Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.
Enclosure 2 provides a comparison Of specific Watts Bar and Sequoyah
Nuclear Plants Preoperational an4 Startup Tests requested inforsally
by the NRC on October 7, 1981.

If you have any questions eonwerning this matter, please get in touch
with D. P. Ormsby at FTS 858-2682.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

L. M. Mills, Manager
Nuclear Regulation and Safety

RHS:DPO:ATK
Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

ARMS, 640 CST2-C --
A. W. Crevasse, 401 UBB-C_
H. N. Culver, 249A HBB-K
H. J. Green, 1750 CST2-C
J. A. McDonald, Watts Bar-NRC
J. A. Raulston, W10C126 C-K -
H. S. Sanger, Jr., E11B33 C-K
F. A. Szczepanski, 417 UBB-C

COORDINATED: EN DES/Bianco, NUC PR/Maehr
S. . , '. .; * --.-.- .... .
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ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

RESPONSES TO NRC QUESTIONS

212.118
212.119
112.39
112.40
413 .18



212.118 2Qusion:

Recently. concern has been raised about control of the charging

pump suction during normal operation for MsR. This concern

postulates that a plant normally takes suction from the volume

control tank (VCT), and that when high level is sensed in the VCT,

letdown flow (from the RCS) is diverted to a hold up tank (instead

of the VCT); whereas, if low level is sensed in the VCT, charging

pump suction is switched to the refueling water storage tank as

the source. The concern is related to the level indication which

is only control grade, and the consequences if this level

instrumentation should fail giving a false 'high' indication.

This could lead to damage of the charging pumps (due to loss of

suction inventory and failure to make the protective suction

switch) and thereby compromise both the capability to shut down

the ECCS capability to respond to the full range of accidents.

Discuss the status of the watts Bar design with respect to this

issue.

Response

The control of the Watts Bar charging pumps suction has a design

of the functional logic that is basically the same as the generic

case reported by Westinghouse (reference Westinghouse letter NS-

TMA-2451 dated May 21, 1981 from T. M. Anderson, Westinghouse4 to

V. Stello, NRC. The Watts Bar design is such that the operator

has more time for corrective action than in the generic case

analyzed for the report. Specific information on the Watts Bar

design was provided in response to question 450.1 forwarded to

the NRC by letter dated October 26, 1981 from L. M. Mills to

E. Adensam.

ENC`l-1



212.119 QOusion

For a postulated boron dilution event while shutting 
down the

plant, the applicant relies on an alarm from the 
source range

neutron flux detector. We require that the applicant provide

procedures specifying a resetting schedule 
for the alarm which

will assure that the operator will be alerted with at least 15

minutes from time of alarm for response.

Reasonse:

watts Bar Instrument Section will have a surveillance 
instruction

(high flux adjustment after shutdown) that will require the high

flux at shutdown alarm setting to be adjusted 
no higher than 1/2

decade above the count rate 30 minutes after 
plant shutdown. This

procedure will be in place before fuel loading.

ENC 1-4



112.39 Question:

Due to a long history of problems dealing with inoperable and

incorrectly installed snubbers and due to the potential 
safety

significance of failed snubbers in safety-related systems and

components, it is requested that maintenance records for snubbers

be documented as follows:

Preservice Examination

A preservice examination should be made on all snubbers 
listed in

tables 3.7-4a and 3.7-4b of standard technical specifications

3/4.7.9. This examination should be made after snubber

installation but not more than six months prior to initial 
system

preoperational testing and should as a minimum verify the

following:*

1. There are no visible signs of damage or impaired operability

as a result of storage, handling, or installation.

2. The snubber location, orientation, position setting, and

configuration (attachments, extensions, etc.) are according to

design drawings and specifications.

3. Snubbers are not seized, frozen, or jammed.

4. Adequate swing clearance is provided to allow snubber

movement.

5. If applicable, fluid is to the recommended level and is not

leaking from the snubber system.

6. Structural connections such as pins, fasteners, and other

connecting hardware such as lock nuts, tabs, wire, cotter pins

are installed correctly.

If the period between the initial preservice examination and

initial system preoperational test exceeds six months due to

unexpected situations, reexamination of items 1, 4, and 5 shall 
be

performed. Snubbers which are installed incorrectly or otherwise

fail to meet the above requirements must be repaired or replaced

and reexamined in accordance with the above criteria.

Preoperation Testin&

During preoperational testing, snubber thermal movements for

systems whose operating temperature exceeds 250°F should be

verified as follows:

a. During initial system heatup and cooldown, at specified

temperature intervals for any system which attains operating

temperature, verify the snubber expected thermal movement.

b. For those systems which do not-attain operating temperature,

verify via observation and/or calculation that the snubber

will accommodate the projected thermal movement.

ENC 1-3



c. Verify the snubber swing clearance at specified heatup and

cooldown intervals. Any discrepencies or inconsistencies

shall be evaluated for cause and corrected prior to proceeding

to the next specified interval.

The above described operability program for snubbers should be

included and documented by the preservice inspection and

preoperational test programs.

The preservice inspection must be a prerequisite for the

preoperational testing of snubber thermal motion. This test

program should be specified in Chapter 14 of the FSAR.

The snubber preoperational test program will be included in the

description of tests Y-1.7, 'RCS Thermal Expansion' and TVA-23A,

'Thermal Expansion of Systems (Main Steam Piping).' Attached are

revised sheets 6 and 83 of the table, making appropriate changes

and additions. The details of the program will be contained in

the test document, which in accordance with the FSAR, is to be

available to NRC at least one month before performance of the

test.

The preservice portion of the proposed NRC program is within the

scope of the construction tests which are referenced from Chapter

14 to Chapter 17, Section 17.1. Table 17.1A-2, Section E, as

Criterion XIV with reference to DEC-QAP-14.01, lists 'Inspection

and Test Status.' The description includes, '(This procedure

applies to those inspections and tests performed on quality

assurance structures, systems, and components (items) during the

construction phase of nuclear power plants.)' No specific

procedure identifications are provided; however, the specific

instruction has been identified to NRC in the response to question

112.39 at the meeting with NRC in Knoxville on May 28, 1981. TVA

is evaluating the inspection instruction to ensure activities are

being performed to protect the snubbers from damage after

installation.

ENC 1-4



TABLE 14.2-1 (Continued)

LIST OF PREOPERATIONAL TESTS

Test No.

W-1.7

W-l 8

Title of Test

RCS Thermal Expansion

*Reactor Coolant
Flow Coastdown

1.

*Preoperational test to be completed
after core loading.

Test Prerequisites

Test prerequisites established
by Heatup Test. Inspection of
measurement areas complete and
access provided. All pertinent
supports, hangers, snubbers,
and restraints installed and
inspected.

Initial core loading completed and
reactor plant at hot shutdown
conditions with all control
rod assemblies at bottom position.

Rod drop time measurement test
(W-5.3) complete and rod having
the slowest drop time identified
(this one rod will be used for
test),

Test Objectives
Summary of Testing and
Acceptance Criteriai

i

i
.I
I

it

Sheet 6

: .k

Test objective is to measure the
movement of the RCS piping and
components due to thermal expansic
to verify that no interferences
occur and to determine whether all
components return to their origina
positions on cooling. Measurement
are made at ambient temperature,
at approximately 250, 350, 450,
540[o] F and after cooldown in
coordination with other hot
functional tests. These measure-
ments are conveniently made at
the steady state temperature
plateaus for instrumentation
cross calibration and are made to
the precision commensurate with 134
the acceptance criteria. All
piping will be observed for
possible unanticipated interferencas
Snubber movement will be measured z'
and compared to defined acceptance I'
criteria.

Test objectives are to measure the
rate at which reactor coolant A;
flow rate changes subsequent to
various reactor coolant pump trips
and to measure various delay times
associated with the loss of flow
accident. Measurements are made b)
tripping coolant pumps from various

I

I
I

i
i

I

I

I

I

i .0



TABLE 14.2-1

LIST OF PREOPERATIO'NAL TESTS

-T .A st o. 'root Poroni,
Test No. LoIte rl LaL

TVA-23A *Thermal Expansion of The main steam

Systems (Ilain sufficiently co

Steam Piping) and dump steam.
supports, hange
and restraints
and inspected.
instrumen tat ion

; -The thermal exp
should be made
the RCS Ileatup
Expansion tests

' i'
. .

ust bedinTal

I measurements sh
conjunction wit
and RCS Thermal
and/or power p1

;reoperatbonal test to be completed after fuel loading.

Test Objectives
Summary of Testing and

Acceptance Criteria'iisites

system must be
omplete to receive

All pertinent
rs, snubbers,
must be installed
Measurement
must be installed.
ansion measurements
in conjunction with
and RCS Thermal

, -

ystem must be
A11 pertinent supports,
rs, and restraints
ed and inspected.
trumentation must be
rmal expansion
iould be made in
h the RCS Heatup
Expansion tests

ateaus.

A.

II

.

I

itinued)

Test objective is to measure and
observe the movement of the
secondary system piping and com-
ponents because of thermal expan-
sion to verify that no inter-
ferences occur and to determine
whether all components return
to their original positions on
cooling. Measurements are made
at the steady state conditions
and all piping will be observed
for possible interferences. The
final ambient temperature
measurement will ensure no
permanent deformation has occurred
The movement of selected snubbers

will be recorded and evaluated.

Test objective isfto measure and
observe the movement of the
secondary system piping and com-
ponents because of thermal
expansion to verify that no inter-
ferences occur and to determine
whether all components return to
their original positions on coolir
Measurements are made at the stead
state conditions and all piping
will be observed for possible
interferences. The final ambient
temperature measurements will ensu

no permanent deformation has
occurred. The movement of selecte
snubbers will be recorded and

evaluated.

Sheet 83
Revised by Amendment



112.40 2ftsUj.j :

10 CFR 50.55a has recently been revised with respect to pump and

valve inservice testing requirements (See October 9, 1979 Federal

Register. pp. 57912-4).

Provide a program for initial 120 month Liservice testing of pumps

and valves, as required by 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4)(i). The applicable

code for this inspection interval which would be required by 10

CFR 50.55a(g)(4)(i) is the Code endorsed by 10 CFR 50.S5a(b)(2) 12

months prior to the date of issuance of your OL. Effective

November 1, 1979, 10 CFR 50.55a(b)(
2 ) endorsed the 1977 Edition

with all agenda through Summer 1978. We therefore recommend that

your program be based on the 1977 Edition with all agenda through

Summer 1978. Your program should indicate which code requirements

are impractical to meet together with documentation for

justification why relief is necessary.

The Watts Bar Nuclear Plant ASME Section II Inservice Pump and

Valve Test Program was submitted to the NRC by letter dated

October 30. 1981 from L. M. Mills to E. Adensam.

ENC 1-5



Our review of recent licensee event reports disclosed that 
a

significant number of reported events concerned the operability of

hydraulic and mechanical snubbers. Provide a description of the

inspections or tests that will be performed following system

operation to assure yourself that the snubbers are operable. 
These

inspections or tests should be performed preoperationally 
if system

operation is accomplished prior to generation of nuclear 
heat.

See the response to Question 112.39.

ENC 1-6
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ENCLOSURE 2

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

COMPARISON OF SPECIFIC WATTS BAR AND

SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT TESTS



RESPONSES:

TVA-2 Subsequent to the writing of the SNP ILRT, TVA updated
its Type A test equipment to include more accurate
sensors and a computer. Based on this new equipment,
the customary test duration of 24 hours can be reduced
to 8 hours because the increased instrument accuracy and
the use of a computer to calculate the Type A leak rate
allows a more accurate determination of the leak rate in
a much shorter amount of time. Furthermore, since the
computer gives a much shorter scantime, many more data
points can be collected.

The technical basis for a reduced Type A test duration
was officially submitted to the NRC for Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant in a letter from L. M. Mills to H. R.
Denton dated April 15, 1980. The data and test method
are likewise applicable to Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.
Therefore, the WBNP ILRT was developed to reflect this
same philosophy for Watts Bar.

For this reason, the WBN FSAR states that an 8-hour Type
A test will be performed whereas the earlier SNP FSAR
still refers to the customary 24-hour test duration.

TVA-3 Test Objective 4 - The airlock acceptable leak rate
cannot exceed the value of 0.05 La as stated in WBNP
Technical Specification 3.6.1.3. The WBNP FSAR is being
modified to include this leak rate value. See attachment.

Test Objective 5 - The airlock door seal leak rate
cannot exceed the value of 0.01 La at 6 psig as stated
in Technical Specification 4.6.1.3. The pressure range
of 15.0 to 16.8 psig as stated in the WBN FSAR is
outdated. See attachment.

The discrepancy in pressures is the result of a
permanent exemption from Appendix J to 10CFR50 granted
by the NRC. The WBNP FSAR is presently being changed to
reflect the new test pressure. Additionally, the WBNP
FSAR is being modified to include the leak rate value.

W-7.1 This test was identified as TVA-7.1 in the question.

The neutron flux signal response time is measured in
Watts Bar Preop Test W-7.1 in the same manner as it was
measured at SNP. The test description in Table 14.2-1
was expanded to indicate the fact that the neutron
-detectors themselves are exempt from this test. There
is only signal cable between the detectors and the
neutron flux channel electronics and the delay time in
this cable is-.insignificant with respect to the overall
channel response time. A problem in this area would
affect channel operation and would be detected during
the channel checks required by the technical
specification before a significant degradation in
response time occurred.

ENC 2-1



TVA-9A
TVA-9B
TVA-9C Refer to TVA resonse to WBNP question 413.12-13, part

ee.

TVA-11A 'This was a typographical error and will be corrected 
by

a revision of the FSAR for WBNP. See attachment.

TVA-13B a. The TVA-13 series of tests will verify power train

independence. The detail test number has not been

assigned.

b. WBNP TVA-13B test addresses the same test objectives

that SQN TVA-13B1 and TVA-13B2 do. See attachment.

TVA-13C See the latest revision for an updated test summary.

TVA-13D The diesel generator capacity during periodic testing 
is

being verified in WBNP TVA-13C. Therefore, WBNP TVA-13D

is not required.

TVA-14E An abstract of TVA-14E was included in Table 14.2-1,

Sheet 47, Amendment 42. This abstract was incorrectly

deleted and will be reinserted. See attachment.

TVA-18 The Auxiliary Essential Raw"Cooling Water (AERCW) System

is not included in this test because WBN does not have

AERCW System.

TVA-26A
TVA-26B See the attached revised FSAR Table 14.2-l test objectives 

for tests.

TVA-27B Vibration testing is included in this test, and the

abstract will be modified accordingly.

TVA-29 The Test Instructions (TVA-29) for this sytem are

basically the same for SNP and WBNP even though there

are differences in the FSAR writeups. The test writeup

in WBNP FSAR is more accurate and a better description

of the tesIs performed on the SNP's Steam Generator

Blowdown (3GB) System and the test to be performed on

WBNP SGB System than the SNP description. The

protective devices are referred to in the SNP FSAR,

Table 14.1-1, are valves, which are covered by WBNP

FSAR's testing criteria, "Proper operation of all valves

and pumps will be verified."

TVA-43A The test abstracts will be modified to include testing

ENC 2-2
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TVA-43B of each hoist brake to independently stop a rated load

from fill, lowering speed within a distance of 6 inches.

TVA-45A The preoperational test instructions (PTIs) for SNP and

TVA-45B1 WBNP are identical in philosophy and general format.

TVA-45B2 The manual operation of valves is assured by verifying

TVA-45C valve position. The SNP PTIs required observing and

recording the pump discharge pressure for future

reference only. Since the sumps covered by WBNP test

45-series are considered noncritical and also have high

level alarms provided, the requirement to record pump

discharge pressure was deleted from the PTIs.

TVA's position with respect to preoperational testing

of the condenser circulating water cooling towers and

associated equipment is stated in the response to

Question 413.1, parts 7, 11, 12, 14, and 17.

W-1.2 SNP preop test W-1.3 (equivalent for WBN preop test

W-1.2) recorded the temperature increases for the PRT.

The initial temperature recorded was 100 F. After the

blowdown transient, the PRT temperature had risen to

1400 F. Since this is a slight increase in temperature

for the PRT (design temperature of 3400 F) it was

decided to delete this step on WBNP W-1.2.

W-5.2 Both the WBNP test and the SNP test are required to be

performed at hot shutdown conditions. The typographical

-error which states that WBNP test will be performed at

cold shutdown conditions will be corrected.

W-8.5 Even though there are differences in the FSAR

descriptions for the dynamid automatic steam dump control

tests, there are no significant technical differences

between WBNP W-8.5 and SNP W-10.5. The power levels used

for the various controllers checked during the Sequoyah

test and those power levels specified in the Watts Bar

test instruction are the same. The Watts Bar FSAR

dynamic automatic steam dump control test description is

more detailed and accurate thatn the SNP description,

and better reflects the actual tests performed at

Sequoyah and the tests that will be performed at Watts

Bar.

ENC 2-3



ATTACHMENT TO ENCLOSURE 2

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT



TAELE 14.2-1 (Continued)

LIST OF PUOPERATIONAL TESTS

Test Prsreaniitos

Overpressure tests by vendor on

personnel locks and bare-blanked

containment vessel completed. The

permanent communications system

between Inside of the lock and

outside muat be installed. Clean,

dry compressed air available.

Permanently installed instrumen-

tation checked and calibrated.

Special test instruments available

and calibrated.

Test Objectives
Summary of Testing and
Acceutance Criteria

This test will demonstrate the func-

tional capability and leaktlghtneess

of the personnel airlocks. Specifi-

cally, it will be demonstrated that:

1) Commnuications system from inside

the lock to the outside is oper-

able.
2) Mechanical door interlock system

functions properly.

3) Limit switches on doors for op-

erating remote indicator lights

are operable.

4) There is an acceptable leak rate of

lens than 0.05 La when the airlock is

pressurized with air to between 15.0

and 16.8 psig.

5) There is an acceptable leak rate of less

than 0.01 La when the spaces between

double 0-ring door seals are pressurized

with air to 6.0 psig. Test for each

door-seal volume will continue for a

minimum of 15 minutes. Acceptance

criteria are provided in TVA-2, Containment

Vessel Pressure and Leak Test. This

test will cover only the operability

and leaktightness of the doors and door

seals. Leaktightness of any electrical

penetrations through the lock will be

tested in preoperational test"Containmert

Vessel Pressure and Leak Test." LeaktiEhtness

of the seal between the lock and the

shield building will be tested in

preoperational test :Shield Building

Inleakage."

TVA-3

Title of Test

Airlock Leakage and

Operational Test

I-

I



Title of Test

Control Building
Beating, Ventilating,
and Air-Conditioning
Systems (cont'd.)

Communications System
(Emergency Sound-Powered
Telephone System)

TABLE 14.2-1 (Continued)

LIST OF PREOPERATIONAL TESTS

Test Prerequisites

Installation and construction
testing of the plant Communica-
tion System completed.

Test Objectives -

Summary of Testing and
Accentance Criteria

be maintained at 1/8-inch positive

static pressure relative to the

outside environment, control room

indicating lights operate prop-

erly; flow switches operate to

automatically start redundant
fans; all motor-operated dampers

operate automatically and prop-

erly for normal and emergency

conditions; and refrigerant com-

pressors. air handling units,

heaters, thermostat controls, and

humidifiers operate properly.

In place leak rate testing of the charcoal

and 8EPA Supply System fitters will be

conducted in accordance with applicable

sections of ANSI N510 - 1975, as referenced
in Regulatory Guide 1.52. This testing will

verify that filters are not damaged. that

they are properly installed. that there are

no leaks in the mounting frame or filter

housing, and that the system contains no

bypassing (such as channels through the

charcoal absorber beds).

The test will verify the adequacy of

the plant emergency sound-powered

telephone Communications System. In-

telligible reception and transmission

of voice communications will be dem-

onstrated. Partienlar emphasis will

be placed on demonstrating that

counications at all stations re-

quired for the initial fuel loading

are functioning properly.

TVA-10 (Cont.)

TVA-IIA



Title of Test

Onaite AC Distribution
System (Diesel Generator
Loading Logic)

Onsite AC Distribution

System (Diesel Generation
Qualification Tests)

TA8LE 14.2-1 (Continued)

LST OF P1EOPBRATIO94AL TESTS

Teat Prereeuisites

The Standby AC Power System,

including the diesel generator
sets and supporting auxiliaries,

the 120V Vital AC System, and the

Vital 125V DC Control Power System

for operation of control, pro-

tective, and instrumentation

circuits shall be operational. All

construction checks, and

functional tests of circuit

breakers, relays, and control
circuits shall have been

completed.

The Standby AC Power System,
including the diesel generator
sets and supporting auxiliaries,
the 120V Vital AC System, and
the Vital 125V DC Control Power
System for operation of control,
protective, and instrumentation
circuits shall be operational.
All construction checks and
functional tests of circuit
breakers, relays, and control
circuits shall have been
completed.

Test No.

TVA-lI3

Test Objectives
Summary of Testing and

Accentance Criteria

Confirm proper startup operation of the

diesel generators upon loss of all AC

voltage. Confirm proper operation of the

design accident loading sequence. Con-

firm the capability of the diesel genera-

tor unit to supply emergency pover vithin

the required time is not impaired during

periodic testing. Confirm the independence

of redundant oneite sources and their load

groups. Confirm that all of the generator

breaker trip relays are disabled, with

the exception of the differential and

overspeed relays, when the unit is in the

emergency mode. Confirm proper operation of

the diesel generator units for an accident

signal in absence of a aubstained loss of

voltage.

The status of the plants preferred

electrical distirbution system shall be

recorded. Acceptance criteria will be that

all of the above requirements are met in

accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.10S and

that all vital buses operate within their

design limits.

Demonstrate full-load carrying capability of

the diesel generator unit for 24 hours.

Confirm the cooling system functions within

design limits. Demonstrate proper operation

during diesel generator load shedding.

Demonstrate functional capability at full-

load temperature conditions. Demonstrate

the ability to a) synchronize the diesel

generator with offaite power while the

unit is connected to the emergency load,

b) transfer this load to the offsite power,

c) isolate the diesel generator unit, and

d) restore it to standby status. Perform 23

start and load tests for each diesel
generator unit. Acceptance criteria will be

that the requirements listed above are met

in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.10g.

IVA-13C



Telst

TVA-13C (Cost.)

TVA-14A

TVA-14R

Title of Teet

Onsite AC Distribution

System (Diesel Generation

Quslification Tests)

Diesel Generators and

Supporting Auxiliaries

(Diesel Generator Fuel

Oil System)

Diesel Generatore and

Supporting Auxiliaries

(Diesel generator
Starting Air System)

TABLE 14.2-1 (Continued)

LIST OF fREOPERATIONAL TESTS

Test P'rereoulsltes

Construction testing and instru-

ment calibration shall have been

completed. System cleaning.

flushing.. and hydrostatic testing

of fuel storege tanks snd fuel oil

piping shall have been completed.

The diesel generator building

C02 Fire Protection System

must be operable before per-

forming Fuel Oil System tests.

Construction testing and Instru-

ment calibration shall have been

completed. System cleaning.

flushing, and hydrostatic

testing of the air receivers

and starting air system piping

shall have been completed.

Test Objectives
Summary of Testing andAcceotance Criteria

During testing of TVA-13B and 
TVA-13C. the

6.9-kV vital buses will be tested 
at rated

load (normal and accident). Acceptance

criteria will be that the 6.9-kV buses

operate within their design ratings.

Verify the capability of the Fuel Oil

System to supply adequate quantities of

fuel to the diesel generator day tanks

end demonstrate that associated instru-

mentation and controls are functioning

properly. Acceptable system performance

will be determined by comparison 
of the

data taken during this test with

Manufacturer and Design Data.

Verify the capability of the 
Starting

Air System to supply compressed 
air at

200 psig to the air start motors in

sufficient quantities to ensure 
five

start attempts. Acceptance criteria

for the system will be:

1) The sir system must keep 
the air

receivers charged and

2) The air receivers must contain 
a

sufficient quantity of air to 
ensure five

diesel generator start attempts.



Title of Test

Diesel Generators and
Supporting Auxiliaries
(D-0 Building Beating
and Ventilating System)

Diesel Generators and
Supporting Auxiliaries
(125-V Control and
Field Flashing Batteries)

Diesel Generators and

Supporting Auxiliaries

(Diesel Generator Punc-
tional Teats)

TABLE 14.2-1 (Continued)

LIST OF PYEOPERATIONAL IESTS

Test Prerenniastes

Construction testing and inetr-

ment calibration shall have been

completed. Cleaning of the

D-G building heating and

entilating system shall have

been completed.

Constrection testing and instru-

ment calibration shall have been

completed.

Construction testing and instru-
ment calibration shall have been

completed.

Test Objectives
Summary of Testing and

Accentance Criteria

Verify the capability of the engine room

ventilation fans and associated dampers

to start and operate on a diesel generator

start signal and that control devices

will start the designated backup fana

upon failure of the primary operating

fan. Acceptable system performance will be

demonstrated if the ventilation system

maintains the engine room temperature within

design and manufacture limits during any

diesel testing and/or operation.

Verify the capability of diesel generator

control and field flashing batteries to:

1) meet the manufacturer's capacity rating

2) supply power to actual loads. and

3) be recharged while supplying power to

normal loads.

Obtain performance parameters for the

diesel generators and supporting auxilia-

rles after field instillation. The test

should include:

1) D-G control panel dry run functional

test.

2) Engine alarm tests,

3) Exciter regulator test.

4) Preheat system test.

5) Manual start and stop test.

6) Manual start and acceleration to rated

speed test.

7) Exciter and generator tests at rated

speed,

TVA-14C

TVA-14D

TVA-148

LA



TALL-No

TVA-14E (Cont.)

TVA-15

Title of Teat

Diesel Generators and

Supporting Auxiliaries
(Diesel Generator Func-

tional Tests) (cont'd.)

Vital 1201 AC Power

Syatem

TABLE 14.2-1 (Continued)

LIST OF FREOPENATIONAL TSTS

Tect Prerepuisites

System design. load assignments,

and construction checks and tests

of the system eSall have been com-

pleted. Those construction tests

of the 125V DC system and the

4S0V AC supplies should be completed

before this test.

Test ObJectives
Summary of Testing and

Acceotence Criteria

S) 24 hour integrated heat run and fuel

consumption test. and

9) Autonatic start and acceleration to

rated speed and voltage test.

System performance will be deemed acceptable

if the diesel generator and supporting

auxiliary parameters approach the Bruce GM

Diesel factory test data.

1) The test will confirm the ability of the

120V AC Vital Power System to auto-

matically switch between the 480V AC

and the 125V DC power sources while

delivering the maximusk demand load

and maintaining output voltage at

120 volts AC ± 2 percent.

While the system is loaded with an

equivalent maximum demand load, the 480V

AC power source will be disconnected

and the 125V DC supply allowed to carry

the load for at least 10 minutes.

2) Maintenance procedures will be tested to

confirm the ability of the Inverter to

revert to its Internal clock without

deforming the output waveform any more

then + 2S.

3) The UPS output frequency in parts 1 and

2 must be maintalned at 60 ll ± 1/2 Oz.

I
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Title of Teat

Compressed Air System-

Excluding Control Air

Auziliary Air Compressors

/: TABLE 14.2-1 (Continued)

LIST OP PREOPU&TIONAL 1ST5

Test Prereaulptes

Construction testing complete.

Control circuits and instruments-

tion shall have been chocked and

calibrated.

The Control Air System and Sesen-

tial Raw Cooling Water System have

been tested and are available

for service. Construction test-

ing has been completed and control

circuits and instrumentation have

been calibrated.

Test Me.

TVA-26A

TYA-26B

-3

Test ObJectives
Summery of Testing and

Atce tance Criteria

This test verifies the operability 
of the

cospressed air system. including associsted

electrical and control systems. Check the

station sir compressor and assciated com-

ponents for compliance to design require-

ments. Specific checks on design teampers-

ture and pressures shall be conducted.

Proper operation of the automatic 
cooling

water isolation valves and various alarms

will be verified. The system extends fron

the air Intake filters through the outlet

of the control air header and the service

air header.

This test will demonstrate that the

auxiliary air compressors and associated

components are operable and will start

when the control sir system pressure

falls below SO psg. Compressor operation

will be observed and air pressure and

temperature measurements will be taken

to evaluate system capabilities, this will

include verifying the operation of air

relief valves at design setpoifts.



Title of Teat

*Control Rod Drive

Mechanism Timing (cont'd.)

*Rod Control System

TABLE 14.2-1 (Continued)

LIST OF PREOPERATIONAL TESTS

ITu
Test rerealsite

Testing performed prior to initial

criticality with all rods inserted

at hot shutdown conditions. Nu-

clear Instrumentation System and

Rod Position Indication Systems

are operable.

Test Objectives
Summary of Testing and

Acepetance Criterifl

3) The maximum stepping rate of the control

rod drive mechanism is 72 steps per

minute, the minimum stepping rate rate is

8 steps per minute.

The test demonstrates and documents

that the full length Rou Control Sys-

tem satisfactorily performs the re-

quired control and indication func-

tions. By ensuring that control room

indicators respond properly, the control

bank overlap function performs as aligned

and verifying the proper response of the

control rod insertion and deviation alarms.

Each bank of shutdown rods and control rods

will be operated individually in the

withdraw and insert directions using the

normal controls. Sufficient travel will

demonstrate drive operability, position

indication and other instrumentation with-

out unduly increasing the count rate on any

source channel above the established

baseline rate. Rod bank starting and

stopping positions will be compared with 
the

control settings for verification.

Acceptance criteria for the test are that

the control and indication functions of the

Full Length Rod Control System have been

satisfactorily demonstrated in the steps of

this procedure. The overall performance of

the Full Length Rou Control System has

satisfactorily demonstrated the design

requirements of the 'Full Length Roo Control

System' manual and the 'Rod Position

Indication System Technical Manuel.'

*Preopertionel test to be completed after

core loading.

IUiJAgN

b5.l (Cont.)
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A27 820226

2400 Chestnut Street Tower II

Fehruary 26, 1982

Director of Nluclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: *As. E. Adensam, Chief

Licensing, Branch .1o. 4
Divi3ion of Licensing

U.S. Nuclear Reculatory Coaission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Ms. Adensam:

In the p'atter of the Applicaton of
Tennessee Valley Authority ) Docket Nos. 50-390

50-391

Enclosed are TVAtrn renponzes to inform2a NRC questions concerning the
initial test progrnm for Watts Rar 'Nuclear Plant (WE6N). This infoor ataon
should resolve open item 69 in the WB11 draft Safety Evaluation Report.

if you have any questions concerning
wigth D. P. Ormaby at FTS 858-2682.

this matttsr, please get in touch

Very truly yours,

TEENESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

L. M. Mills, !Marager

Suclear Regulation

Sworn tw aI "ubseri _efore me
-th . A 4 V o f *e, 1982.

.'~ary Public

. ,vion Expires v, g i5
S:D :KEH -

Eno ozure
cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Region II
Attn: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

cc (Enclosure):
ARMS, 640 CST2-C
A. W. Crevasse, 401 UBB-C
H. N. Culver, 249A HBB-K
H. J. Green, 1750 CST2-C

COORDINATED: RDErickson/NUC PR

and Sarety

J. A. McDonald, Watts Bar-NRC
J. A. Raulston, W10C126 C-K
H. S. Sanger, Jr., E11B33 C-K
F. A. Szczepanski, 417 UBB-C

and WApley/Battelle Corporation

0 1 --A.-4. u �

. 11



ENCLOSURE
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2

CHAPTER 14 OUTSTANDING ITEMS

Question 413.12

Part 1: The October 28, 1981 response ignored part of the question
which stated "Ensure that the acceptance criteria include
minimum and maximum flow rates for pressurizer code
safeties . . .

Part 8: No copy of W7.1A and 7.1B has been made available for review.

Part 29: Revise test abstract TVA-1 to include the acceptance criteria
for response time and leak tightness required.

Part 30: Part gg. It is the staff's position that all communication
systems be tested to ensure they can be heard at necessary
stations during operating conditions. Testing should include
backup AC, DC, or self contained battery power supplies.
Remove the test description of HEPA filter testing in test
TVA-11A and replace it with the appropriate test description.

Response to 413.12

Part 1: The safety valves are an open or close valve. Therefore, there
will not be a minimum flow. The flow will be 420,00 lbm/hr
of saturated steam at 2485 lbf/in2. The pressurizer Safety
Valves (Crosby 6M6) have been benchmark tested according to
Crosby test T-16069. This test was performed on Crosby 6M6
valves identical to the safety valves at Watts Bar.

Part 8: Attached (Attachment 1) is a revision to Watts Bar FSAR table
14.2-1 which includes tests 7.1A and 7.1B.

Part 29: The mentioned systems are tested in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.52 and ANSI N510-1975. This has been included in the
test abstract. (See Attachment 6)

Part 30: Tests TVA-11A, B have been revised to include testing on
communication systems in the emergency plan during normal
operation. This is more thoroughly addressed in response to
questions 40.77. (See Attachment 7)

-1-



Question

Figure 14.2-6 has yet to be provided.

Response

The attached (Attachment 3) figure 14.2-6 was included in the Final
Safety Analysis Report in Amendment 32.

Question

TVA representatives have yet to agree that Section 14.2.11 will be
revised (p. 14-15) to conform to Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 0. WBNP
states SU test procedures will be available 1 month early for review.
Revision 0 says 90 days, though we have been accepting 60 days (Rev. 2).

Response

As indicated by the attached (Attachment 4) revised pages 14-14 and 14-
15, of the FSAR, test instructions will be available two months before
the date the test is to be started.

Question

TVA agreed during the teleconference to supply a copy of a April 15, 1981
letter that would address the following item. We have not received that
copy.

TVA-2-A - the SNP test was 24 hours in duration while the WBN test only
requires an 8 hour test. Explain or eliminate this difference.

Response

Attachment 2 provides Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant and Sequoyah Nuclear
Plant tests results and justification to shorten the Containment
Integrated Leak Rate test from 24 to 8 hours.

Attachment 5 provides Bechtel Topical Report BN-TOP-1, "Test Criteria for
Integrated Leakage Rate Testing of Primary Containment Structures for
Nuclear Power Plants." This report also supports the proposed reduction
in test duration.

Question

-TVA agreed during the teleconference to provide (after they had a chance
to re-review SNP responses) a formal commitment of Watts Bar to Sequoyah
Q-1, Q-2, and staff position responses. This item was stated as:

-2-



If the basis for the approval of Watt Bar's FSAR Chapter 14 is that Watts
Bar and Sequoyah are nearly identical, and therefore identical test
programs are adequate, then Watts Bar should commit to all Q-1, Q-2, and
staff position responses made by Sequoyah.

Note that frequently a plant's commitment to perform certain detailed
testing is contained in the response to a question, not in the FSAR
Chapter 14 test.

Response

Following resolution of NRC questions, including NRC staff positions, the
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant test program was found to be satisfactory for
plant licensing. The Sequoyah test program which included satisfactory
responses to NRC Q-1, Q-2, and staff positions was utilized for
developing a test program for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Differences
between the specific Watts Bar and Sequoyah tests were provided by letter
from L. M. Mills to E. Adensam dated November 16, 1981. Except as
specified by the referenced letter the bases of the Watts Bar and
Sequoyah tests are the same.

(f
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 8, 9, 133
T.S. Page 2-7, 2-8, 3/4 5-1, 3/4 6-8, 3/4 8-12

Minor Errors

Attached are T.S. pages with minor errors (typos) on them.



TABLE 2.2-1 (Continued)

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS NOTATION
--Aco

__ NOTE 1:

l~

1
l (Aq)IOvertemperature AT

1 + T S

Where: 1 + 12S

11 2

1
1 + T

l3

T3

AT
0

K1

K2

1 + T4S

1 +5S

1 & T5

T

1
1 + T 6S

= Lead-lag compensator on measured AT

= Time constants utilized in the lead-lag controller for AT, 11 = 8 secs.,
12 3 secs.

= Lag compensator on measured AT

= Time constant utilized in the lag compensator for AT, 13 = 2 secs.

= Indicated AT at RATED THERMAL POWER

= 1.095

= 0.013

= The function generated by the lead-lag controller for Tavg dynamic compensation

= Time constants utilized in the lead-lag controller for TavgS T4 = 33 secs.,
T=4 secs.g

= Average temperature OF

= Lag compensator on measured T
avg

I



H

z NOTE 1: (continued)

1-4
Hn

co

TABLE 2.2-1 (Continued)

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS NOTATIO1N

T6 = Time constant utilized in the measured Tavg lag compensator, C6 = 2 secs.
T< 58820av RATED THERMAL POWER)

K3  = 0.0 0 685

P = Pres zer pressure, psig

P' = 2235 psirating pr

S = Laplace transform op rator 6( Tec9X
and f (Aq) is a function of the in ted difference between op and bottom detectors
of the power range nuclear ion chambers; Ith gains to be s ected based on measured
instrument response during plant startup tests

(i) for qt - q between -32 percent and +10 percent f (AI) = 0 (where qt and q
are percent RATED THERMAL POWER in the top and bottom halves of the core
respectively, and qt + qb is total THERMAL POWER in percent of RATED THERMAL POWER).

(ii) for each percent that the magnitude of (qt - q.) exceeds -32 percent, the AT trip
setpoint shall be automatically reduced by 1.34 percent of its value at RATED)
THERMAL POWER.

(iii) for each percent that the magnitude of (qt - qb) exceeds +10 percent, the AT trip
setpoint shall be automatically reduced by 1.22 percent of its value at RATED
THERMAL POWER.

NOTE 2: The channel's maximum trip setpoint shall not exceed its computed trip point by more than
3.1 percent.

I-J



3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.5.1 ACCUMULATORS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.1.lEa Cold Leg Injection accumulator shall be OPERABLE with:

The isolation valve open,

b. A contained borated water volume of between 7617 and 8033 gallons,

c. A boron concentration of between 1900 and 2100 ppm, and

d. A nitrogen cover-pressure of between 399 and 434 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3*.

ACTION:

a. With one cold leg injection accumulator inoperable, except as a
result of a closed isolation valve, restore the inoperable accumula-
tor to OPERABLE status within 1-hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following
6 hours.

b. With one cold leg injection accumulator inoperable due to the
isolation valve being closed, either immediately open the isolation
valve or be in at least HOT STANDBY within 1-hour and in HOT
SHUTDOWN within the following 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.1.1.1 Each cold leg injection accumulator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 12 hours by:

1. Verifying, by the absence of alarms or by measurement of levels
and pressures, the contained borated water volume and nitrogen
cover-pressure in the tanks, and

2. Verifying that each cold leg injection accumulator isolation
valve is open.

*Pressurizer pressure above 1000 psig.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 5-1
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4.6.1.3 Each containment air lock shall be demonstrated OPR7ArELE:

a. Within 72 hours following each closing, except when the o i
being used for multiple entries, then at least once per 2 hours, b
pressurizing the volume between the door seals to at east iG psig
for at least 30 seconds and verifying the leakage do s not'exceed
0.021 L .h

b. By conducting overall air lock leakage tests at not an-
125 psig, and verifNying the overall air lock leakage rate is within
its liFit:

1. At least once per 6 months," and

2. Prior to establisning CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY linen maintenance
has been performed on the air lock that could affect the air
lock sealing capability.'

c. At least once per 6 months by verifying that only one door in each
air lock can be opened at a time.

#The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable.
*Exemption to Appendix J of 10 CFR 50.

. C

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 6-8
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

b. At least once per 92 days and within 7 days after a battery
discharge with battery terminal voltage below 110-volts, or battery
overcharge with battery terminal voltage above 150-volts, by
verifying that:

1. The parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the Category B limits,

2. There is no visible corrosion at either terminals or connectors,
or the connection resistance of these i' zs - than
150 x 10-6 ohms, and

3. The average electrolyte temperatur of 12 conn ted cells is
above 600F.

c. At least once per 18 months by verifying

1. The cells, cell plates, and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration,

2. The cell-to-cell and terminal connections are clean, tight, and
coated with anti-corrosion material,

3. The resistance of each cell-to-cell and terminal connection is
less than or equal to 150 x 10-6 ohms, and

4. The battery charger will supply at least 150 amperes at
125-volts for at least 4 hours.

d. At least once per 18 months by verifying that the battery capacity
is adequate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE status all of the
actual or simulated emergency loads for the design duty cycle when
the battery is subjected to a battery service test.

e. At least once per 60 months, during shutdown, by verifying that the
battery capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test. This performance
discharge test may be performed in lieu of the battery service test
required by Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.1.d.

f. Annual performance discharge tests of battery capacity shall be
given to any battery that shows signs of degradation or has reached
85% of the service life expected for the application. Degradation
is indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 10% of rated
capacity from its average on previous performance tests, or is below
90% of the manufacturer's rating.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-12



WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item Nos. 38.1, 38.2, 38.3
T.S. Page 3/4 2-4, 3/4 2-6

FQ(Z) Action Statement - The overpower AT trip setpoint can be
recalibrated during power operation. In fact, this recalibration
is no different than the recalibrations that are allowed during
the monthly analog channel functional tests. TVA does not
understand the technical basis for requiring a forced shutdown to
recalibrate.

50% FQ(Z) - The constant 4.32 should be 4.62 per our original
technical specification input package.

Radial Peaking Factor - The specification reference should be
6.9.1.14 per our original technical specification input package.



POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.2 HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR - F (Z)

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.2 F (Z) shall be limited by the following relationships:

FQ(Z) < [2.313 [1K(Z)] for P > 0.5
P

FQ(Z) < [(¢:] [K(Z)3 for P c 0.5

where ? = RATED THERMAL POWER

and K(Z) is the function obtained from Figure 3.2-2 for a
given core height location.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

ACTION:

With FQ(Z) exceeding its limit:

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER at least 1% for each 1% F (Z) exceeds the limit
within 15 minutes and similarly reduce the Pow~r Range Neutron
Flux-High Trip Setpoints within the next 4 hours; POWER OPERATION
may proceed for up to a total of 72 hours; subsequent POWER OPERATION
may proceed provided the Overpower delta T Trip Setpoints have been
reduced at least 1% for each 1% F (Z) exceeds the limit. -4Ae"
Owepenv-dlti T Trip 'ctpo.irt r iuetizr, shell te performedJ .ith
t reeet :o1 ine l Uat. 5nT7;;;+Pft.

b. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit condition prior
to increasing THERMAL POWER above the reduced limit required by a.,
above; THERMAL POWER may then be increased provided F (Z) is
demonstrated through incore mapping to be within its 9imit.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 2-4



POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMTTS

SURVE-1LLAN!CE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

2. When the F C is less than or equal to the FRTP limit for thexy xy
appropriate measured core plane, additional power distribution

maps shall be taken and F C compered to FRTP and F.L at leastxy xy xy
once per 31 EFPD.

e. The F limits for RATED THERMAL POWER (FRP ) shall be provided forxy x
all core planes containing bank "I05" control rods and all unroduded

core planes in a Radial Peaking Factor Limit Report per Specifica-

'%.ion 6.9.1. 1 / A,

f. The Fx limits of e, above, are not applicable in the following core
planesyregions as measured in percent of core height from the bottom
of the fuel:

1. Lower core region from 0 to 15%0, inclusive.

2. Upper core region from 85 to 100%, inclusive.

3. Grid plane regions at 17.8 ± 2%, 32.1 + 2%, 46.4 ± 2%, 60.6 ± 2%
and 74.9 ± 2%, inclusive.

4. Core plane regions within ± 2% of core height (± 2.88 inches)
about the bank demand position of the bank "D".

g. With F C exceeding F L the effects of F on F (Z) shall be evaluatedxy xy xy Q
to determine if FQ(Z) is within its limits.

4.2.2.3 When F (Z) is measured for other than F determinations, an overall
measured F (Z) Shall be obtained from a power disribution map and increased
by 3% to a~c ount for manufacturing tolerances and further increased by 5% to
account for measurement uncertainty.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 2-6
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Open Item No. 251
T.S. Page B 3/4 7-4

Flood Protection - 726.5 feet MSL USGS datum should be 727 feet.
This is consistent with FSAR Section 2.4.14.8.1.

Reference: Watts Bar FSAR Section 2.4.14.8.1



PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES

ULTIMATE HEAT SINK (Continued)

The limitations on maximum temperature are based on providing a 30-day
cooling water supply to safety related equipment without exceeding their
design basis temperature and is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.27, "Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Plants," March 1974.

3/4.7.6 FLOOD PROTECTION

The requirements for flood protection ensures that facility protective
actions will be taken and operation will be terminated in the event of flood
conditions. The elevations of plant features which could be affected by the
submergence during floods vary from 714.5 ft mean sea level (MSL) (access to
electrical conduits) to 760.5 ft MSL (emergency exits to diesel generator ; .
building). Plant grade is elevation 728 ft MSL. A Stage 1 flood warning is --
issued when the water at,.he intake pumping station is predicted to exceed' --- '-
714.5 feet MSL USGS datu during October 1 through April 15, or 726.5 feet MSL -USGS datum during April through September 30. A Stage II flood war-Ad
issued when the water at the intake pumping station is predicted xceed

feet MSL USGS datum. A maximum allowed water level of 7z feet MSL ---3---l
USGS datum provides sufficient margin to ensure waves due to high winds cannot-:
disrupt the flood mode preparation. A Stage I or Stage II flood warning
requires the implementation of procedures which include plant shutdown. ---
Further, in the event of a loss of communications simultaneous with a critical
combination flood, headwaters, and/or seismically induced dam failure the
plant will be shutdown and flood protection measures implemented.

3/4.7.7 CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the control room ventilation system ensures that
1) the ambient air temperature does not exceed the allowable temperature for
continuous duty rating for the equipment and instrumentation cooled by this
system and 2) the control room will remain habitable for operations personnel
during and following all credible accident conditions. The OPERABILITY of
this system in conjunction with control room design provisions is based on
limiting the radiation exposure to personnel occupying the control room to
5 rem or less whole body, or its equivalent. This limitation is consistent
with the requirements of General Design Criteria 19 of Appendix "A", 10 CFR
50.

3/4.7.8 AUXILIARY BUILDING GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the auxiliary building gas treatment system ensures
that radioactive materials leaking from the ECCS equipment within the pump
room following a LOCA are filtered prior to reaching the environment.
Operation of the system with the heaters on for at least 10 continuous hoursover a 31-day period is sufficient to reduce the buildup of moisture on theadsorbers and HEPA filters. The operation of this system and the resultant
effect on offsite dosage calculations was assumed in the accident analyses.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 B 3/4 7-4



ENCLOSURE 2
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INPUT

Status-of NRC Questions Not Addressed in Enclosure 1 or Previous Submittals

A. TVA is still investigating/evaluating the following NRC questions:
C.3, C.5, C.9, C.11, A.3, A.7, A.9, D.4, D.11, D.15, D.17, and D.78.
They will either be addressed by separate submittal before the TVA-NRC
meeting on this package or they will be fully discussed (i.e.,
resolved) at 'the meeting.

B. After careful consideration, TVA has determined that we will accept the
present NRC wording on the items discussed in the following NRC
questions (i.e., these items are resolved): D.1, D.5, D.6 through D.8,
D.12, D.16, D.18, D.21, D.22, D.24, D.33, D.36, D.45, D.50, D.55, D.58,
D.59, D.61, D.64 through D.66, D.70, and D.84 through D.87.

C. NRC question C.1 - The issued SER does not require the periodic
surveying of the intake channel to be a part of the technical
specifications.

D. NRC question A.15 - TVA is in the process of compiling a complete list
of the containment penetration protective devices. We presently
anticipate providing this list to the NRC as technical specification
table 3.8-1 by mid-November 1982.

E. NRC question A.20

(1) The ODCM will be provided to the NRC for review by October 4, 1982.

(2) As discussed in our August 31, 1982 letter, the PCP will be provided
for NRC review by December 31, 1982.


